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Abstract
Every day, doctors make clinical decisions that impact the health and longevity of patients, and more
broadly, these same decisions, impact the effectiveness and efficiency of the health organisations they
work within. Each clinical decision that a doctor makes is reliant upon both their innate knowledge
and their ability to acquire the additional knowledge necessary to make a correct decision. Overlaid
onto this decision making process is a challenging clinical environment that limits the time available
to seek this additional knowledge. It is to the time and knowledge limitations of the clinician that
this thesis directs its investigations; specifically, how minimal interaction information retrieval can be
brought to bear on these limitations to enable more effective clinical decision making.
Clinicians are typically very busy and often work under considerable time pressure. Although
medical search systems, such as PubMed, are widely available to support clinical decision making,
clinicians report that lack of time is one of the biggest barriers to using such systems. In this thesis, a
user study is conducted to clarify the effectiveness of document retrieval systems, such as PubMed, for
time pressured clinicians. Our findings show that when clinicians are put under increased levels of
time pressure, the benefit of the document retrieval system is significantly, and mostly, eroded. Further,
clinicians only answered around half of the clinical questions correctly, and this was primarily because
they were unable to interpret the documents correctly.
A novel task-based conceptual Information Retrieval (IR) framework is derived to support user
search tasks that demand faster resolution with less document interpretation. It is based on the
concept of Bridging Information, which is the additional information a user requires, beyond their
innate knowledge, to complete their task. The framework supports an alternative approach to current
document IR methods like PubMed, called minimal interaction IR (mini-IIR). Mini-IIR reduces the
interaction required by returning a single information object, containing, for example, synthesized
information or answers, rather than returning a list of documents.
A method is developed to utilise a mini-IIR approach to help clinicians to correctly answer their
clinical questions. The method incorporates a new disorder centric, cross-sentence, relationship
extraction component that utilises an LSTM deep learning model. This cross-sentence approach
outperforms a range of benchmark systems. Turning to overall answer retrieval; the best performing
mini-IIR system could find correct answers for 9 in 10 diagnosis-based clinical questions and could
rank the correct answer in the top 10 for 4 in 10 questions. One of the key challenges identified was
relationship redundancy that is found in the evidential database, which biases the rankings.
The effectiveness of the mini-IIR system shows considerable promise for providing a much faster
method for clinicians to identify answers for some of the questions confronting them, without having
to search for and interpret complex medical literature. Extensive opportunities exist to improve the
effectiveness of the mini-IIR system and these are detailed.
This thesis represents the first steps into a new line of research, minimal interaction IR, which is
timely, as many more search tasks are being performed via voice or on small mobile screens, where
interaction is limited. Our research provides the theoretical underpinnings for applications in clinical
decision support, where we have demonstrated that mini-IIR methods are both possible and effective
for some clinical questions. We are cautiously optimistic that mini-IIR will become an integrated
element of future clinical support systems for time-pressured clinicians.
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When you visit your local doctor with a complaint, or arrive at the emergency ward of a hospital after
an accident, you rely upon clinicians to make good clinical decisions to secure your future health,
possibly even your survival. Each decision can impact the number and type of tests that are conducted,
the treatments that are provided, the time spent in care facilities, the cost of your healthcare encounter
and ultimately, your health. The public health system is also reliant upon these same clinical decisions
to provide an effective and efficient healthcare system for the population it serves. At the heart of every
clinical decision is the doctor’s knowledge and the time she has available to consider the case and make
the decision. But time and knowledge are always limited and often no decisions or poor decisions
are made as a result. It is to these limitations, of time and of knowledge, that this thesis directs its
investigations, and in particular to how information can be be brought to bear on these limitations to
enable more effective clinical decision making.
The time a clinician has to make decisions is often very limited, as indicated by a range of global
surveys: Average primary care consultation times range from 48 seconds to 22.5 minutes, with more
than 18 countries, representing around half the global population, having an average consultation time
of less than 5 minutes (Irving et al., 2017). Across ten industrialized countries, including Australia,
Canada the US and the UK, over one-third of all primary care physicians are dissatisfied with the time
available per patient (Osborn et al., 2015). The British Medical Association’s tracker survey, which
follows medical staff across the UK, shows that 68% of GPs and 44% of consultants now find their
workload unmanageable (British Medical Association, 2018).
Doctors aren’t only busy because of the day-to-day patient care tasks, such as patient diagnoses,
ordering tests, selecting suitable treatments and associated clerical tasks, but they also have the task of
maintaining their own knowledge and skills to ensure the best care is provided to their patients. This is
an onerous task, given the ever expanding quantity of new treatments, tests and diagnostic methods
available for use each year. In addition, medical practice is increasingly an evidence-based medicine
(EBM) approach to patient care (Dawes et al., 2005; Sackett et al., 1996) to minimise poor or out-dated
medical decisions, which can result in poor patient outcomes. Poor decisions can result from relying
on out-of-date knowledge, but also, as Croskerry (2002) identifies, a myriad of cognitive biases.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
For these reasons, the need continues to grow for suitable technology solutions to bridge the gap
between the clinician’s own knowledge, and the ever changing and expanding base of clinical evidence,
so that the clinician can make better clinical decisions.
Information Retrieval (IR) is concerned with the selection of relevant information to meet the
information need of a person (Manning et al., 2008). In the medical context there has been much
research into the searching of medical literature documents for the purposes of diagnosis, test and
treatment selection. In particular the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) series ran a specific medical
track with annual challenges involving specific medical document retrieval tasks (Simpson et al.,
2014b; Voorhees and Hersh, 2012). Much of the medical IR research focuses on searching scientific
medical literature (SML) documents that are housed in databases, such as MEDLINE1, which currently
holds 26 million biomedical articles, mostly journal literature. Being able to select relevant literature
documents for a medical query from such a huge knowledge bank that is growing at the rate of 500,000
new articles a year2 is a vital step towards a solution to better support every-day clinical decisions for
medical practitioners.
For medical researchers, IR systems, such as PubMed3 that provides a MEDLINE search facility,
provide a powerful solution for exploratory search within current and past medical literature. Medical
researchers seek information to support their studies to investigate human disease and methods to
prevent and treat them4. As the creators of medical literature, medical researchers may query the
literature across the gamut of medical subjects and may spend a significant amount of search time
doing so. This is not generally the case for practising clinicians who have little time and focus on a
much smaller set of search tasks. Ely et al. (1999) found that clinical questions can be categorized into
just 69 categories and in his later study, Ely et al. (2000) identified the top five question types, which
accounted for 40% of all questions asked by primary care physicians. These questions are:
1. What is the drug of choice for condition x? (11% of all questions asked)
2. What is the cause of condition x? (8%)
3. What test is indicated in situation x? (8%)
4. What is the dose of drug x? (7%)
5. How should I treat condition x? (6%)
Ely et al. (1999) also found that the physicians in his study spent on average less than 2 minutes
pursuing an answer. This brings us back to the important limitation of time. Clinicians are constantly






3(CDS) system. Cook et al. (2013) identified insufficient time as the chief barrier to point-of-care
medical resource use and Sadeghi-Bazargani et al. (2014) lists lack of time as the fifth greatest barrier
to evidence-based medicine across a systematic review of 106 studies. A key problem with medical
literature search systems, such as PubMed, is that clinicians have to spend time interacting with the
IR system, including providing queries, selecting documents from ranked lists of search results and
then reading and interpreting those documents. Document interpretation is a specific practical issue
raised by Sadeghi-Bazargani et al. (2014), who identified the top barrier to EBM usage as, research
barriers, of which some of the key issues identified were, “Conflicting results ... lack of replication,
poor generalizability ... literature not being compiled in one place, implications for practice not being
made clear, limited relevance of research to practice”(Sadeghi-Bazargani et al., 2014, Table 1).
Therefore, searching through medical literature, to find and interpret applicable cases and studies,
may not be the best solution for time pressured, practising clinicians. Instead, IR systems that can
provide summarised information - or even answers, that bear directly on their most frequent clinical
tasks - would appear a more efficient and effective means of bridging the clinician’s knowledge gap to
better support effective clinical decision making.
Retrieval of information, in the form of an answer or summary information, is quite different to the
retrieval of documents. Information retrieval in this context is defined as the provision of information
on a single presentation object to meet the information need of a person. The presentation object
may be considered as a card consisting of text and/or graphics. For simplicity, we will refer to this
presentation object as an information card. A computer system which provides an information card is
an example of an IR system with minimal user interaction, i.e. a user poses a query and the system
responds with an information card. Minimal Interaction IR (mini-IIR) systems are a rapidly growing
use-case pattern for many software systems used by the general public. For example, the global
proliferation of smart-phones has increased demand for non, or minimal, interaction IR solutions
which are suited to the small screen sizes and support applications such as the voice controlled question
and answer systems from Apple5 and Google6.
This is in contrast to document retrieval systems that provide a list of documents to meet the
information needs of a person. This is an inherently interactive process because the user of a document
retrieval system must interact with the system to select, view and interpret documents until their
information need has been met. We therefore call these kinds of systems multi-interaction IR systems.
The provision of information, rather than documents, in response to a user’s information need, has
been a long-standing challenge for IR researchers. Brookes (1980) stated, “The day will come when
present documentary databases become real information systems offering their users information
directly rather than lists of documents to be located and read”(Brookes, 1980, pg5). Yet today, the most
popular commercial search engines still provide search engine results pages (SERPs) consisting of
lists of ranked web pages or documents, albeit with much other information besides. And IR research
5http://www.apple.com/au/ios/siri/. Accessed 25/8/2019
6https://assistant.google.com/. Accessed 25/8/2019
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is still dominated by document retrieval (refer to Section 2.3.2 for a detailed discussion), rather than
information retrieval. This bias towards multi-IIR research is also reflected in the number and range of
conceptual research models that are oriented towards interactive IR and document retrieval (Belkin,
1980; Harter, 1992; Ingwersen, 1984; Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin, 2005; Mizzaro, 1997; Saracevic, 1975;
Schamber et al., 1990). Whereas, we were unable to identify any conceptual models that were oriented
towards, and able to distinguish between, minimal and multiple interaction IR.
Yet the evidence presented above suggests that a more effective solution to support the time-
pressured clinician in making good clinical decisions, is one that provides information rather than
documents. Taking the first steps towards realising such a system, is the purpose of this thesis. These
first steps include: (i) A grass-roots study to assess the effectiveness of existing document retrieval
solutions in helping time-pressured clinicians to make decisions; (ii) The derivation of a new IR
conceptual framework that supports both minimal and multiple interaction IR; (iii) The development
of a new method to retrieve answers to clinical questions; and (iv) The evaluation of this new minimal-
interaction, medical IR method for the task of supporting clinicians to make better clinical decisions.
Bridging the human-task cognitive gap for clinicians, means finding a way to augment the clini-
cian’s knowledge, where necessary, with more accurate or up-to-date information than they currently
have, so that they can make better decisions. To do this effectively, we assert that we need to move
beyond document retrieval solutions and look to minimal interaction IR, and embark along the research
road that Brookes foresaw over three decades ago.
1.1 Research Questions
We address four research questions in this thesis:
RQ-1 How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific medical literature, at
helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
RQ-2 What are the key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes
between minimal and multiple interaction search tasks? How does such a framework inform the
design of minimal interaction IR systems?
RQ-3 What are the key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that draws on scientific
medical literature to help clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
RQ-4 How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
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1.2 Thesis Findings, Contributions and Layout
Our research traverses a number of research domains including information retrieval, human-computer
interaction, clinical decision support, medical question answering, relationship extraction and deep
learning. From within certain chapters, it is not always easy to see the forest for the trees; i.e., to
understand how the piece of work under consideration fits within the larger picture of the thesis. To
make this journey clearer, we have provided the story outline upfront, including a very brief summary
of each chapter, the research questions tackled in the chapter and the associated findings. In this way,
this section can provide a roadmap to guide the reader through the thesis chapters, which is where the
evidence is provided to support each finding.
Although entitled findings, the outputs for each research question are in fact findings and contribu-
tions, as some of the outputs are not identified through experimentation, but rather created or derived.
An example of a contribution is F2-2 in Table 1.2, which provides a method for labelling a task as
informing or not. For ease of reference throughout this thesis, all outputs are referred to as findings.
Chapter 2 - The Literature Review This chapter steps the reader through the two key areas of
research within this thesis: The first, is the specific medical information retrieval problem under
investigation, which provides the motivation for this research. The second, is the identification of
the broader IR problem that this specific medical problem exposes. The findings from the Literature
Review help to shape the research questions, which are documented in context within the review. Not
all of the prior research is discussed in the Literature Review: specific prior research relating to the
models created for this work and the experiments conducted are discussed in-situ within the relevant
chapters to follow.
Chapter 3 - Assessing Medical Document Retrieval Effectiveness: User Study Protocol This is
the first of two chapters that describe and report on the results of a user study performed as part of this
research. The purpose of the user study is to address research question RQ-1 to assess the effectiveness
of document retrieval systems in supporting clinicians when answering clinical questions. In this
chapter, the experimental protocol is defined, drawing on previous similar studies. However, this study
is the first to assess the impact of time pressure on clinicians when answering clinical questions. The
protocol specifies how the study is to be set up and conducted, including the study design, participants,
procedures, the clinical tasks and the data to be captured. It also describes some additional background
literature, specifically related to the study approach.
Chapter 4 - Assessing Clinical Document Retrieval Effectiveness: User Study Results This is
the second of two chapters that describe and report on the results of the user study. In this chapter
the results are reported. The findings, together with the contributions from this study are reported
in Table 1.1. As expected from prior studies, using a medical document retrieval system does help
clinicians to answer more clinical questions correctly; however, it was also found that this benefit was
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Table 1.1: Findings and contributions for Research Question RQ-1.
RQ-1: How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific
medical literature, at helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical ques-
tions?
Id Finding or Contribution
F1-1 Document retrieval systems help clinicians make better clinical decisions.
F1-2 Under time pressure the benefit of document retrieval is significantly eroded.
F1-3 Better underlying retrieval models only impact clinical decision quality under the specific
condition of high time constraint; these only by reducing the number of cases where the
search system leads the user to incorrectly change their answer. Better underlying retrieval
models have no impact on the time required to answer a clinical question.
F1-4 The largest factor influencing clinicians’ ability to make correct decisions using a document
retrieval system is their ability to interpret key documents (turning point and derailing
documents). While retrieval model effectiveness is necessary, it is not sufficient for correct
decision making.
F1-5 High time pressure has a snow-balling affect of undermining both efficiency (time, effort,
stress) and efficacy of clinical decision making.
eroded when the clinician was put under time pressure. It was also found that the performance of
the retrieval algorithm had little to no impact on the quality of clinical decision making. One of the
more important findings was that document interpretation was a major factor accounting for the high
incorrect answer rate. This chapter provided a concrete set of baseline results to assess the effectiveness
of a document retrieval system for time pressured clinicians and it also provided the impetus to identify
new approaches, as opposed to current multi-IIR systems, that might better support clinicians to find
answers faster and in ways that require less document interpretation.
Chapter 5 - Proposed Conceptual Framework Both the Literature Review and the user study,
reported in chapters 3 and 4, identify evidence to indicate that a minimal interaction IR search system
may offer a more effective approach to support clinicians’ decision making than the current multi-
interaction IR systems. This is primarily because mini-IIR systems provide the information directly to
the clinician on a single information card, rather than requiring them to search through and interpret
documents to arrive at an answer. However, as discussed in Section 2.3.5 of the Literature Review,
there are no frameworks or research models that we could find to explicitly support and distinguish the
two modes of search. The purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to derive a new conceptual framework
to do this, and in so doing, address research question RQ-2. The derivation of the new task-based IR
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Table 1.2: Findings and contributions for Research Question RQ-2.
RQ-2: What are the key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and
distinguishes between minimal and multiple interaction search tasks? How does
such a framework inform the design of minimal interaction IR systems?
Id Finding or Contribution
F2-1 The key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes between
minimal and multi-interaction search tasks are:
1. Bridging information; i.e., the additional information a searcher requires to complete
a task;
2. The searcher’s clarity of search task outcomes;
3. Existence of personal preferences;
4. The searcher’s desire for interaction.
F2-2 Informing tasks are suited to minimal interaction retrieval. Informing tasks are those
for which users neither want, nor must they, perform multi-interaction search in order to
complete. A method to classify a task as informing is provided.
F2-3 The completion of informing tasks can be satisfied by the provision of the required bridging
information with minimal interaction; e.g., via an information card.
F2-4 A specific type of informing task is a case-based problem solving task. A subset of clinical
decision tasks relate to case-based problem solving tasks and, therefore, may be supported
by minimal interaction retrieval methods.
framework, called Bridging Information Retrieval, is performed using a “first principles” approach,
drawing on prior research. Included in the framework is a method to delineate between search tasks
suited to either multiple interaction or minimal interaction search. One particular type of search
task, called case-based problems, were proposed as a complex task that might be suited to minimal
interaction IR. Medical case-based problems were identified as the target of the remaining research in
this thesis. A listing of all the findings and contributions can be found in Table 1.2.
Chapter 6 - Proposed Minimal Interaction IR System: Medical Case-Based Problem Context
This chapter is the first of three chapters that describe the derivation, instantiation and evaluation
of a minimal interaction IR system to support clinicians in answering their clinical questions. In
this first chapter, we establish a theoretical model for resolving medical case-based problems by
identifying the answer to the problem. In the second half of the chapter, a method is described for
instantiating this model. The method consists of two component methods: relationship extraction and
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Table 1.3: Findings and contributions for Research Question RQ-3.
RQ-3: What are the key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that
draws on scientific medical literature to help clinicians to answer their clinical ques-
tions?
Id Finding or Contribution
F3-1 The key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that resolves clinical case-
based problems are:
1. Evidence about diagnoses, symptoms, tests and treatments extracted from scientific
medical literature;
2. The relationships between the evidence, which is found in free text documents;
3. The confidence in the relationships.
A model that exploits these elements to retrieve suitable answers is provided.
F3-2 Key components of the model for answer retrieval are evidence relationship extraction
(including inter-sentence relationships) and evidence relationship scoring. Methods that
address these components are provided.
relationship scoring. Each of the proposed component methods are described. The proposed disorder-
centric, relationship extraction method consists of a deep learning model that extracts relationships
from scientific medical literature across sentence boundaries. Prior work for biomedical relationship
extraction is explored as well as the literature associated with the broader domain of medical question
answering. Also identified are the constraints applied to the instantiation components. This chapter
addresses research question RQ-3 and the findings can be found in Table 1.3. The following two
chapters report on the evaluation of the two components and overall method for resolving medical
case-based problems.
Chapter 7 - Relationship Extraction Empirical Evaluation This is the second of three chapters
that define and evaluate a minimal interaction IR method for resolving medical case-based problems.
In this chapter, the first component method, disorder-centric relationship extraction, is tested and
evaluated. In the first round of testing, different deep learning model and feature configurations are
evaluated in order to identify the most effective combination. This evaluation reveals that the model
design has the greatest impact on effectiveness and that using a dense layer is the most important model
element. In the second round of testing, the best deep learning model configuration is evaluated against
other benchmark models, including SemRep (Rindflesch and Fiszman, 2003), PASMED (Nguyen et al.,
2015) and a co-occurrence extraction method. The deep learning model is significantly superior due to
its ability to detect inter sentence relationships. This chapter addresses part of the first component of
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Table 1.4: Findings and contributions for Research Question RQ-4.
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model
for minimal interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR sys-
tem that draws from scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions?
And, how does it compare with multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document re-
trieval systems?
Id Finding or Contribution
F4-1 With respect to the relationship extraction component, we found that an inter-sentence
based deep learning method was superior to other methods exploiting co-occurrence
information, domain knowledge or syntactic information alone.
F4-2 The model architecture, the domain knowledge representation and the balancing of training
data were the most important factors influencing the effectiveness of the inter-sentence,
deep learning relationship extraction method.
F4-3 With respect to the evidence relationship scoring component, we found that overall,
scorer methods had no significant impact on answer retrieval effectiveness. However, the
application of psuedo relevance feedback to augment scorer methods did have a significant,
positive impact.
F4-4 With respect to the answer retrieval effectiveness of the overall minimal interaction IR
system; the best system combination can find the correct diagnosis answer for 88% of the
diagnosis-based, medical case-based problems, with the correct answer found in the top 10
ranking for 43% of the problems, and in the top 5 ranking for 37% of the problems.
F4-5 The relationship extraction method that is employed has a significant impact on answer
retrieval effectiveness.
F4-6 The quantity of scientific medical literature utilised also has a significant impact on answer
retrieval effectiveness.
F4.7 With respect to the comparison of effectiveness between multiple and minimal interaction
IR, no conclusions can currently be drawn. Further research is required.
research question RQ-4, including findings F4-1 and F4-2, itemised in Table 1.4.
Chapter 8 - Answer Retrieval Empirical Evaluation This is the final of three chapters that define
and evaluate a minimal interaction IR method for resolving medical case-based problems. In this
chapter, the second component method, relationship scoring, is evaluated, and the end-to-end medical
case-based problem resolution method is also evaluated. The metrics used for the evaluation are
identified up front, together with an explanation of the benchmark answer retrieval systems that
are used for comparative purposes. Although this chapter addresses two further parts of research
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question RQ-4, it also addresses four specific experimental research questions that help to further our
understanding of the factors impacting answer retrieval. The findings of the evaluation are listed in
Table 1.4; findings F4-3 to F4-6. The evaluation found that relationship scoring had negligible impact
on answer retrieval; however, the addition of pseudo relevance feedback to the scorers did have a
significant impact, as did the relationship scoring method used and the extent of literature that was
sourced for evidence. Overall the best combination of relationship scorer, relationship extraction and
data source were identified which yielded the most effective answer retrieval system.
Chapter 9 - Discussion and Future Work With the evaluation of a diagnosis (answer) retrieval
system completed in Chapter 8, this chapter details the future research required to establish a mini-IIR
system that could be fairly compared with a multi-IIR system. A disconnect is also identified between
the batch-style evaluation results of the minimal and multiple IIR systems and the effectiveness and
efficiency of the systems for clinicians. For this reason, a batch-style evaluation was not performed,
meaning that the second part of research question RQ-4 could not be addressed. This is reflected in
finding F4.7 in Table 1.4. The remaining discussion details the future work opportunities that were
identified throughout the research to improve the existing mini-IIR answer retrieval solution, as well
as the key challenges. All directions of future work are then summarised.
Chapter 10 - Conclusions This chapter summarises the research conducted for this thesis and
identifies the major and minor contributions.





This chapter presents two of the five strands of related work that are pertinent to the research conducted
for this thesis. Search in evidence based medicine and the broader Information Retrieval (IR) problem
provide the basis from which the research questions are clarified and the motivation for the research
work to follow. The remaining three strands of related work, that are not presented in this chapter, are
each presented in their own chapter, together with the specific research work they pertain to. The three
strands of the review that are not presented here are related work pertaining to: (1) The development
of an IR conceptual framework, provided in Chapter 5; (2) Medical answer retrieval systems, provided
in Chapter 6 and; (3) Medical relationship extraction, provided in Chapter 7.
The two strands of the review that are detailed in this chapter, firstly scope the specific problem
associated with search in Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) practice and then secondly identify the
problem’s roots within the broader IR field. In relation to the first strand of this review, why, as the
objective of this thesis suggests, do we need to move beyond medical document retrieval in order to
provide more suitable solutions for clinicians to use to answer clinical questions? The first strand of
this review examines the importance of answering clinical questions, the use of document retrieval
systems to support this task and the problems with such an approach. This discussion motivates the
first research question.
Document retrieval is not just important in the domain of medical IR; it is fundamental to the
broader discipline of information retrieval. In this second strand of the review, document retrieval
is examined within the historical IR research context and the findings are used to argue that a bias
exists towards research work that focuses on an IR model that expects users to interact multiple times
with the IR system (multiple interaction IR), rather than just once (single or minimal interaction IR).
Typically, document retrieval sits within this multiple interaction IR model. The absence of specific
research models that focus on minimal interaction IR or that can differentiate minimal from multi
interaction IR, suggests a research gap exists, which motivates a second research question.
At the end of this chapter, the medical problem identified in the first strand of this review is
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considered in light of the broader IR model limitation, identified in the second strand. The outcome is
a third and fourth research question. All of the research questions are listed in Section 1.1.
2.2 The Problem Associated with Search in EBM Practice
In this first strand of the Literature Review, the problem associated with search in EBM practice
is identified and the first research question derived. The section begins by defining clinicians and
clinical questions, which are terms used throughout this work. Evidence to support the importance of
answering clinical questions is then presented followed by articulation of a key problem: Most clinical
questions remain unanswered. EBM is then introduced as both a means of answering clinical questions
as well as a new source of clinical questions, arising through trained conscious effort, rather than as a
result of an identified gap in knowledge. The importance of finding solutions to meet this growing need
is highlighted. The discourse then summarises current solutions and in particular the use of document
retrieval of scientific medical literature. Retrieval of information from the current stores of medical
literature has the capacity to answer most clinical questions, and is used widely by clinicians; however,
there is very mixed evidence regarding its suitability. The final sub-section clarifies the first research
question explored by this work: How effective is the use of document retrieval of scientific medical
literature for answering clinical questions for practising clinicians?
2.2.1 Defining Clinicians
Clinicians and their decisions are central to this thesis. We draw upon the regular dictionary definition
of a clinician as, “a person qualified in the clinical practice of medicine, psychiatry, or psychology as
distinguished from one specializing in laboratory or research techniques or in theory”1. Specifically,
in this work, a clinician is a person who must have medical qualifications and work directly with
patients to diagnose and/or treat their medical conditions. Clinicians are typically described by similar
terms such as physician, medical practitioner or doctor, which are used interchangeably with clinician
throughout this thesis. However, clinicians can also include other health professionals, for example
in Australia, clinical nurse consultants are medically trained and perform clinical care directly with
patients (Cashin et al., 2015). Clinicians can also be classified in a number of ways: (1) On the basis
of where they work with patients, for example in primary care scenarios within community clinics or
in secondary care facilities such as hospitals, or (2) On the basis of qualification or experience level,
such as specialist, registrar or intern. In this thesis, unless otherwise stipulated, the term clinician
encompasses all members of these sub-classes.
2.2.2 Defining Clinical Questions
A number of literature surveys (Coumou and Meijman, 2006; Del Fiol et al., 2014) confirm that
clinicians are routinely faced with clinical questions. Although it is difficult to find a specific definition
1https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/clinician. Accessed 10/06/2018
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of clinical question, numerous studies that document questions raised by clinicians adhere to a
common approach expressed by Covell et al. (1985): “Specific information needs that surface during
individual patient encounters”. Ely et al. (1999) further refine the notion of a clinical question in
their observational study of 103 family practitioners working in Iowa, USA. In their study, they
capture questions raised by the doctors, but exclude fact style questions that can be obtained from the
medical record, such as blood-type, as well as questions asked of the patient, such as the length of
time they have been coughing. In addition, of the 1101 questions that were observed in their study,
27 were classified as non-clinical2, including the following seven specific sub-classifications: (1)
Medical ethics, (2) Legal issues, (3) Medical economics, (4) Administrative issues, (5) Physiology, (6)
Biochemistry and (7) Anatomy. The answers to questions classified in (1)-(4) are grounded in social
and organisational policy, rather than medical science. For this reason all such questions are excluded
from our definition of clinical questions. The answers to questions classified in (5)-(7) relate to the
normal structure and functioning of all animals, including humans. These questions are also excluded
from the classification of clinical questions because they don’t specifically pertain to the diagnosis
and/or treatment of the patient’s condition.
In summary, clinical questions are defined as information needs that arise as a result of patient
encounters directly pertaining to the diagnosis and/or treatment of the patient’s condition, excluding:
(1) Questions asked of the patient, (2) Factual questions that could be be obtained from the patient’s
medical record and (3) Questions grounded in social and organisational policy rather than medical
science.
Definition: Clinical Question
Information needs that arise as a result of patient encounters directly pertaining to
the diagnosis and/or treatment of the patient’s condition, excluding: (1) Questions
asked of the patient, (2) Factual questions that could be be obtained from the
patient’s medical record and (3) Questions grounded in social and organisational
policy rather than medical science.
Examples of types of clinical questions can be found in Ely et al. (1999), which classified the
1101 questions raised by the General Practitioners (GP) into 69 categories. In a follow-up study, with
a broader set of clinicians, Ely et al. (2000) further refined the question categories into 64 generic
question types by using a more heterogeneous group of coders. In this latter study, the authors found
the top five question types accounted for 40% of all questions asked by primary care physicians, i.e.,
GPs. These questions are:
1. What is the drug of choice for condition x? (11% of all questions asked)
2. What is the cause of condition x? (8%)
3. What test is indicated in situation x? (8%)
2Data supplement: https://www.bmj.com/content/319/7206/358.1/related.Accessed10/06/2016.
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4. What is the dose of drug x? (7%)
5. How should I treat condition x? (6%)
2.2.3 The Importance of Answering Clinical Questions
In a systematic review of clinical questions at the point of care, Del Fiol et al. (2014) found that
across twenty studies, conducted between 1989 and 2009, clinicians raised between 0.16 and 1.85
clinical questions per patient visit; the median rate of questions per visit varied between 0.85 for direct
observation studies and 0.2 for self-report studies. Ely et al. (1999)’s post-visit interviews yielded an
average of 0.45 questions raised per patient visit, equating to a little over 1.5 questions per clinician
hour of work, or alternately, clinical questions arising for one to two patients per clinician hour.
To provide a sense of scale, in 2013 there were over 850,000 practising physicians in the US
alone3. This would suggest that on a global scale the numbers of clinical questions raised and patients
potentially impacted by their resolution, each day, are vast. But is there an impact on patient care if
clinical questions are incorrectly answered, or remain unanswered?
Although it appears self-evident, there is little evidence to directly gauge the impact of correctly
answering, or not answering, these questions on patient care. However, there is much evidence
demonstrating that answering clinical questions can lead to significant changes to the care provided to
patients (Chambliss and Conley, 1996; Crowley et al., 2003; Del et al., 2001; Ette et al., 1987; Green
et al., 2000; Maggio et al., 2019; Magrabi et al., 2005; Marshall, 1992; Marshall et al., 2013; Sackett
et al., 1998; Schilling et al., 2005; Verhoeven and Schuling, 2004). The Rochester study (Marshall,
1992) provides an important and helpful exemplar of studies that have attempted to measure the impact
on patient care of providing clinicians with answers to their clinical questions.
In the Rochester study, 448 physicians were recruited from both hospital residents and community
family practitioners across Rochester, USA. Physicians were asked to provide an information need
relating to a specific patient case of theirs. The local hospital librarians searched for, and returned,
relevant information to the physician accompanied by a questionnaire relating to the impact of that
information. Of the 208 clinicians who responded to the questionnaire, 80% indicated that they would
probably or definitely have handled some aspect of the clinical situation differently than if they did not
have the information and the change was on average considered to be of high importance (average of
5.4 on a scale where 1= unimportant and 7 = important). Clinicians reported specific changes (also
provided as a % of the cohort of 208) in their:
• Patient advice (71.6%, n=149)
• Treatment decision (59.6%, n=124)
• Choice of diagnostic tests (50.5%, n=105)
3https://www.statista.com/statistics/186269/total-active-doctors-of-medicine-in-the-us-since-1949/.
Accessed 14 June 2018
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• Choice of drugs (45.2%, n=94)
• Diagnosis decision (29.3%, n=61)
In addition, the Rochester study also identified the impact of pertinent clinical information on
adverse events. 49% of the responding clinicians reported the avoidance of additional tests and
procedures, 26.4% reported the avoidance of additional outpatient visits, 21% reported the avoidance
of surgery and 19.2% reported the avoidance of patient mortality. Many other studies, including a
follow-up study by Marshall et al. (2013), conducted since the Rochester study, present similar findings:
Answering clinical questions can have a significant impact on clinicians’ decisions and therefore on
the care provided to patients. Table 2.1 summarises other evidence corroborating these findings. The
set of studies in the table includes questions asked by both Family (General) practitioners, as well
as hospital doctors. Some of the changes reported are self-reported by the clinicians; however, some
of the changes reported are also more objectively identified, such as in the study by Schilling et al.
(2005).
In summary, practising clinicians, be they general practitioners or hospital physicians, constantly
raise clinical questions as they encounter patients. Answering these clinical questions with suitable
information has a significant impact on the clinician’s decision making, the clinical care provided to
patients and the opportunity for adverse events to arise.
Key Points
Practising clinicians constantly raise clinical questions as they encounter patients.
Answering these clinical questions has a significant impact on the clinician’s
decision making, the clinical care provided to patients and the opportunity for
adverse events to arise.
Next we consider whether clinical questions are usually answered and if so, are they addressed
correctly?
2.2.4 Do Clinical Questions Get Answered? If Not, Why Not?
In an early study of primary care physicians, Covell et al. (1985) investigated the clinical questions
raised during patient encounters. Interviews of 47 physicians took place immediately after each patient
visit across a half-day of normal office hours. Interviews covering 409 patient visits identified 269
questions raised, of which 80 (30%) were answered during the half-day study. Based on the 70%
of the questions that were not pursued, 81 barriers to answering the questions were reported by the
physicians with lack of time the most frequently reported barrier.
These findings are consistent with many, similar studies conducted over the following three decades.
In a systematic review, conducted by Del Fiol et al. (2014) of 13 similar studies, including Covell
et al. (1985)’s, the median proportion of clinical questions pursued by the physician was 47% (range:
22% - 85%), when captured through direct observation or by interview immediately after the patient
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Table 2.1: Evidence demonstrating the impact of answering clinical questions on patient care. Abbre-
viations used: NR=Not reported, CQ=Clinical Question.
Scenario & source Impact on Care
9 Family practice doctors ask 103 CQs. Medical li-
brarians return 5 references for each CQ. (Chambliss
and Conley, 1996)
Information provided completely, or nearly com-
pletely, answered 54% of the questions and 35% of
the answers had a major or fairly major impact on
the physician’s practice
9 Physicians & 9 medical students (hospital based)
search a purpose-built evidence cart for answers to
98 CQs relating to 166 patients. (Sackett et al., 1998)
Physicians only reported: Of the 71 successful
searches, 25% resulted in a new diagnostic skill, an
additional test or a new management decision, whilst
23% corrected a previous clinical skill, a selected
diagnostic test or a treatment selection.
64 Residents at a hospital based teaching clinic iden-
tified 280 CQs relating to 404 patients. The residents
sought their own answers to 29% of the CQs. (Green
et al., 2000)
Self-reported by the clinicians: 70% of the ques-
tions would change the patient management and an
absence of answer in 34% of the questions might
involve harming the patient.
82 Residents at a university medical centre entered
625 CQs, relating to their patients, into a web-based
CQ data capture system, called CAR. (Crowley et al.,
2003).
Residents searched for answers to 93% of the ques-
tions and they reported that useful information found
in the literature changed patient management in 47%
of cases and in fewer less than half of those, a medi-
cation change was prompted.
26 General Practitioners submitted 61 CQs relating
to their patient encounters. A medical informationist
searched the literature and provided answers back to
the GPs. (Verhoeven and Schuling, 2004)
Of the 48 questionnaires returned by the GPs, after
their CQs were answered, 52% had an effect on the
patient, although not necessarily on the care provided
to the patient.
43 Residents at a university outpatient clinic iden-
tified, and attempted to answer, 158 CQs related to
their patients. (Schilling et al., 2005)
Residents, who found an answer for 110 questions,
reported that the information found lead to a change
in their patient’s care decision. Actual changes to-
talled 260 changes.
109 General Practitioners trialled an evidence search
system to search for answers to 1684 CQs relating to
193 patients. (Magrabi et al., 2005)
26% of the 159 clinicians who submitted a post-trial
survey reported having had direct experience of im-
proved patient care, as a result of using the system to
help them find answers to their clinical questions
16,122 clinicians, including physicians, residents and
nurses in the US and Canada, responded to a survey.
The clinicians had to recall a critical patient event in
the past 6 months in which they had sought answers
to their clinical questions, using medical library re-
sources, including medical search systems. Marshall
et al. (2013).
75% of the health professionals reported they defi-
nitely or probably handled some aspect of the patient
care situation differently as a result of the informa-
tion. Adverse event outcomes avoided include misdi-
agnosis (13% of respondents), adverse drug reaction
(13%), medication error (12%) and patient mortality
(6%).
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Table 2.2: Lists the top barriers reported by clinicians in the study by Ely et al. (2005) for pursuing an
answer (Failure-to-pursue) and finding an answer, once pursued (Failure-to-find).
Barrier # Failure-to-pursue Failure-to-find
1 “doubt about the existence of rele-
vant information” (13%)
“topic or relevant aspect of topic not in-
cluded in the selected resource” (22%)
2 “lack of time to initiate a search for
information” (7%)
“inadequacy of resource’s index” (6%)
3 “question not important enough to
justify a search for information”
(7%)
Not reported
visit. The low answer rate reported by Covell et al. (1985) could be due to the fact that only questions
answered during the half day study, not afterwards, were considered, although typically if clinicians
do pursue answers to questions, they are pursued whilst the patient is still in the clinic (Gorman and
Helfand, 1995). Del Fiol et al. (2014) also found that lack of time was the most commonly reported
barrier to answering questions, as it was identified in most studies (11) within their review. This fact
however, is somewhat misleading, as discussed next.
There are two types of un-answered clinical questions: (1) Failure-to-pursue: Those questions
where an answer was never pursued in the first place and (2) Failure-to-find: Those questions where
an answer was pursued, however could not be found. This is an important distinction identified in
Ely et al. (2005). In their observation of 48 physicians over a total of 768 hours, 441 questions were
identified relating to patients seen during the observation period. Of these 441 questions, 45% (n=198)
were pursued and of those pursued 77% were answered. In this case, there was a total of 289 (66%)
un-answered questions, of which 243 ( 55%) were of type failure-to-pursue and 46 (10%) were of type
failure-to-find. The distinction becomes important when the barriers to answering the questions are
considered. Table 2.2 reports the top barriers identified by Ely et al. (2005), divided into those that
relate to failure-to-pursue and those that relate to failure-to-find types of unanswered questions.
Studies reporting barriers to answering questions usually don’t demarcate between barriers to
pursuing questions and barriers to finding answers. Common barriers found to answering questions
are:
• Lack of time. (Covell et al., 1985; Ely et al., 2005; Gonza´lez-gonza´lez, 2007; Graber et al.,
2008; Green et al., 2000; Norlin et al., 2007; Ramos et al., 2003)
• Doubt about the existence of an answer/relevant information (Ely et al., 2005; Graber et al.,
2008; Norlin et al., 2007)
• Perceived as unnecessary, i.e., question not urgent or important. (Ely et al., 2005; Gonza´lez-
gonza´lez, 2007; Norlin et al., 2007)
• Preference to refer patient, rather than answer (Ely et al., 2005; Gonza´lez-gonza´lez, 2007)
Rather than identify barriers reported by clinicians, Gorman and Helfand (1995) identified determi-
nants of information seeking in clinicians faced with clinical questions. In this study, both urgency
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of a patient’s problem and the expectation that a definitive answer exists were positive predictors of
the pursuit of an answer. In particular they found that clinicians were more than four times likely to
pursue a question if they judged highly likely the question would have an answer compared to those
questions they judged least likely to have an answer. Clearly, the provision of an IR system than can
provide timely answers to clinicians’ questions will not be sufficient to change the current mindset
and practices of all clinicians to use such a system. However, providing such a system is the first
step so that education and training can incorporate such systems into general practice. Other ways of
convincing clinicians to use such systems can also be used, such as ’popping up’ potential answers
into their everyday patient care systems. In this thesis, the focus is timely and effective medical IR
systems, whereas, directly changing the mindset and practice of clinicians is out of scope.
Based on evidence presented in Section 2.2.3, it is clear that answering clinical questions can
have a significant impact on the care provided to patients, yet typically a little over half of the clinical
questions raised are not answered, either because they were not pursued in the first place, or, if pursued,
because an answer could not be found. There are often many valid reasons why busy clinicians do
not pursue questions, including cases where questions are not urgent or not important or where the
case has been referred to a specialist. However, two commonly reported reasons why questions are not
pursued or answered are because clinicians lack the time to find an answer or they don’t believe an
answer can be found. Therefore, to improve care outcomes by increasing the proportion of clinical
questions answered, a suitable solution must convince physicians that answers can be found in a timely
manner.
Key Points
Answering clinical questions can have a significant impact on the patient’s care
and clinical outcomes; yet typically a little over half of the clinical questions
raised are not answered. Two commonly reported reasons why questions are not
pursued or answered are because clinicians lack the time to find an answer or
they don’t believe an answer can be found. A suitable solution must convince
physicians that answers can be found in a timely manner.
2.2.5 How Should Clinical Questions Be Answered?
Solutions designed to support people in answering clinical questions may be designed for various
users including medical researchers, clinicians, teachers, librarians or the public; however, in this work
we are only interested in solutions designed for practising clinicians. Therefore, before examining
existing solutions, it is important to understand how a clinical question should be answered, from a
good medical practice perspective.
Medical practitioners routinely answer clinical questions and make clinical decisions, regarding
their patient’s care. It has been approximated that an experienced physician may know up to two
million pieces of information to manage the care of their patients (Pauker et al., 1976). However,
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despite this, their knowledge may be out of date, insufficient or simply wrong (Croskerry, 2002; Smith,
1996; Westbrook et al., 2005a). In cases where the physician is aware of a gap in their knowledge, then
a clinical question may be raised, which they may go on to answer, or not, as discussed in Section 2.2.4.
But in cases of out-of-date or incorrect knowledge, wrong answers can result in poor decisions which,
as evidence has demonstrated, can lead to adverse patient outcomes (Dopson et al., 1994; Haynes, R
Brian et al., 1996; Ordon˜ez et al., 1998; Venturini et al., 1999).
The problem of out-of-date knowledge has been of particular concern, because of the massive
growth in medical research. The National Library of Medicine (NLM) is the world’s largest biomedical
library4. In its online biomedical citation database, MEDLINE, 24 million records were available in
2017, twice as many as held in 20035. Each day around 2100 new journal articles in life sciences,
with a focus on biomedicine, are indexed in MEDLINE6 including around 55 new randomized clinical
trials from Cochrane Central (Glasziou and Haynes, 2005).
The growing issue of clinicians using out-of-date information was identified in the early 1990’s
and culminated in the introduction of Evidence Based Medicine (EBM), defined by (Sackett et al.,
1996) as, “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions
about the care of individual patients”. EBM and its practice counterpart, Evidence Based Practice
(EBP) (Dawes et al., 2005), were introduced into under-graduate and post-graduate medical training to
acknowledge the importance of using the best available research evidence when not only answering
clinical questions, but also when making clinical decisions (Green, 2000; Gruppen et al., 2005). The
process for applying EBM to patient care is first described by Cook et al. (1992), formally stated by
Dawes et al. (2005) and applied in an example case by Tanjong-Ghogomu et al. (2009). The five-step
EBP model is:
1. Translation of uncertainty to an answerable question
2. Systematic retrieval of best evidence available
3. Critical appraisal of evidence for validity, clinical relevance, and applicability
4. Application of results in practice
5. Evaluation of performance
The EBP model has important implications for our work because clinical questions generated
through step (1) of the EBP process are sought through trained, conscious effort, rather than arising
naturally as a consequence of an identified gap in knowledge. The impact of this distinction to this
work are threefold. Firstly, the importance of correctly answering clinical questions moves from a
subsidiary activity that a clinician may choose to pursue or not (as was the case in the many studies
reviewed by Del Fiol et al. (2014)) to a central activity representing best medical practice. Secondly the
number, and perhaps also the type, of clinical questions will be greater, accounting for both naturally
4https://www.nlm.nih.gov/about/index.html. Accessed on 21 June 2018
5https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/index_stats_comp.html. Accessed on 21 June 2018
6https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/medline.html. Accessed on 21 June 2018
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arising questions and consciously derived questions. Thirdly, a suitable solution to support clinicians in
answering questions must operate within the EBP care model described above, which means providing
the best clinical evidence, i.e., most recent and most reliable evidence.
In summary, clinical questions should be answered using an EBM approach, by identifying the
best evidence that is relevant to the patient’s case. The definition of clinical questions encompasses
both those questions raised naturally by clinicians as missing knowledge is identified, as well as those
questions generated purposely, to describe their clinical problem, as part of the EBP model of patient
care. A suitable question answering solution should operate within the EBP model of delivering patient
care by providing the most recent and reliable clinical evidence.
Key Points
Clinical questions should be answered using an EBM approach. Clinical questions
include both those questions raised by clinicians naturally, as well as those
questions generated purposely, to describe their clinical problem, as part of the
EBP model of patient care. A suitable question answering solution should operate
within the EBP model of delivering patient care by providing the most recent and
reliable clinical evidence.
2.2.6 Existing Solutions To Answer Clinical Questions
There are many current electronic solutions that support clinicians in answering clinical questions.
Solutions draw the bulk of their evidence, either directly or indirectly, from scientific biomedical
literature (Haynes, 2006). It is the way in which evidence is synthesized, or not, which divides these
solutions into two classes. Both classes of solutions are widely used, yet both fall very short of helping
clinicians to answer all their questions accurately. At the end of this section, the scope of this thesis is
narrowed to medical literature search engine solutions.
Clinicians use many different resources when seeking answers to clinical questions, including
colleagues, medical libraries, paper resources, such as textbooks, drug compendiums and print journals,
and a wide range of electronic resources accessed through the internet (Clarke et al., 2013). The
most common medical resources sought are colleagues and paper-based resources although the seven
studies reporting these findings in Del Fiol et al. (2014) were published before 2006 and Clarke et al.
(2013) found that the use of the Internet as a resource for seeking answers has been increasing. it is
also clear from later studies that electronic resources are in common use today (Cook et al., 2013;
Ellsworth et al., 2015a; Gartrell et al., 2018; Hoogendam et al., 2008; Maggio et al., 2019; McKibbon
and Fridsma, 2006).
Despite the heavy reliance of non-electronic solutions for seeking answers, the research in this
thesis is focused on electronic question answering solutions. There are a number of reasons for
this. Firstly, paper-based solutions become out-of-date with respect to clinical advances made after
publication. Unless updates are provided constantly, paper-based solution may not provide the most
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recent, and therefore the best, clinical evidence. Secondly, seeking information informally from
colleagues can be fast and an excellent way of sharing knowledge, however the advice provided is
often not correct or not sufficiently comprehensive. A study by Schaafsma et al. (2005) showed that
expert advice, not based on the literature, was incorrect 65% of the time. In addition, experts covering
every topic may not be available when needed, especially for clinicians working in remote and regional
areas. The time spent providing informal answers can also divert attention away from the care of other
patients. Relying on this informal solution is therefore not a robust or holistic solution for health care
systems. Finally, it is reasonable to assume that as the scale and rate of change of clinical advances
continues to increase, and the practice of EBM becomes further embedded in clinicians’ every day
work, it will become increasingly difficult to provide the best medical care without the continual
updating, clarifying and confirming of clinical knowledge to provide the best care for each patient.
Under these circumstance, the most viable solutions are those that can access and find the latest clinical
information pertinent to the patient case in hand. Electronic solutions have the capability to fulfil this
requirement.
There are many electronic resources that support clinicians in answering clinical questions (Banzi
et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2013). These solutions employ information retrieval systems to select evidence
from one or more of many different sources including biomedical literature, best-practice information,
guidelines or synthesized information. Haynes (2006) created a conceptual pyramid to describe the
different levels of organisation of evidence from healthcare research, which is useful for our purposes
to describe the different types of electronic solutions that are available. The five levels of evidence
organisation are:
1. Studies: Original journal studies form the base of the pyramid
2. Syntheses: Systematic reviews are an example of information that has been synthesized from
multiple original journals studies
3. Synopses: Succinct descriptions of studies and syntheses
4. Summaries: provide an overview across relevant studies, syntheses and synopses for a given
topic
5. Systems: Decision support services that match patient data with the applicable evidence from
the research. This element forms the tip of the pyramid
These levels of evidence are used here to classify the electronic solutions reported by Cook et al.
(2013). Cook et al. examine the strengths and weaknesses of a number of common medical resources,
reported by clinicians from a US medical centre and four primary care sites. Seven particular electronic
resources are compared including AskMayoExpert7, UpToDate 8, MD Consult (which has now been
7https://mayoclinichealthsystem.org/about-us. Accessed 22 June 2018
8https://www.uptodate.com/home. Accessed 22 June 2018
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replaced by ClinicalKey)9, Google10 as a search engine for medical websites, PubMed11, MEDLINE12
and Google Scholar13 as a means to search for medical literature. Electronic solutions, such as these,
tend to fall into two categories. Firstly, those providing direct access to original research, in the form
of studies, syntheses and synopses. This category includes PubMed, MEDLINE and Google Scholar.
Secondly, those presenting summarised research, including AskMayoExpert, ClinicalKey, medical
websites and UpToDate.
Summary solutions, represented by level 4 in Haynes’ pyramid, use experts to synthesize and
summarise research evidence across medical topics (Ensan et al., 2011; Hoogendam et al., 2008),
making it easier for clinicians, especially less senior ones, to find answers (Ellsworth et al., 2015a;
Ensan et al., 2011). In contrast, medical literature search solutions allow users to search for answers
directly within the scientific medical literature. In this work we define scientific medical literature
(SML), such as that found in the MEDLINE database or accessed via PubMed, as biomedical journal
literature including original research, meta-studies such as systematic reviews, and synopses, such
as those found in journal abstracts. SML represents the bottom three layers of Haynes’ pyramid of
evidence and is widely accessed across the medical research community and the public 14 but it is
also a common source of evidence used by clinicians to support their clinical queries (Davies, 2011;
Dunn et al., 2017; McKibbon and Fridsma, 2006). Electronic solutions that search and retrieve SML
documents, whether abstracts or full-text, are henceforth referred to as SML solutions.
Definition: Scientific Medical Literature (SML)
Biomedical journal literature including original research, meta-studies such as
systematic reviews, and synopses, such as those found in journal abstracts.
2.2.7 The Problems With Electronic Solutions to Clinical Question Answering
Summary and SML solutions are compared below, but first the basis of comparison is clarified. In
our analysis, the most important criterion is the ability of the solution to enable clinicians to answer
their clinical questions correctly. Applying the EBP approach, detailed in Section 2.2.5, questions
should be answered by drawing upon the current best evidence. The second and third criteria are
drawn from the outcomes of Section 2.2.4 where lack of time and doubt about the existence of a
relevant answer/information were two of the primary reasons why clinical questions were not answered.
A suitable solution must therefore provide timely answers and provide coverage across the gamut
of questions that can be asked. In summary, a suitable electronic solution to support clinicians in
answering their questions must:
1. Utilise the best evidence to enable clinicians to answer their clinical questions correctly
9https://www.clinicalkey.com.au/#!/. Accessed 22 June 2018
10www.google.com. Accessed 22 June 2018
11https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/difference.html. Accessed 22 June 2018
12https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/difference.html. Accessed 22 June 2018
13https://scholar.google.com/. Accessed 22 June 2018
14https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/bsd_key.html. Accessed 22 June 2018
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2. Provide a timely service
3. Provide a service with wide clinical coverage
Both Summary and SML electronic solutions are in common use by clinicians (Davies, 2011) to
answer their clinical questions, and a number of studies demonstrate that these solutions do improve
the answer accuracy of clinicians; however, not nearly as much as one might expect. McKibbon
and Fridsma (2006) assessed the successful answering of 46 clinical questions across 23 clinicians.
The physicians took on average 13 minutes to answer each question and could reference multiple
data sources of their choice including both Summary and SML solutions. However, their correct
answer rate only improved from 39.1% correct pre-search to 43.5% correct after using a search system.
Westbrook et al. (2005a), on the other hand, found better improvement with the use of a search system.
They studied the answer accuracy of 8 clinical questions presented to 75 clinicians, including nurses
and doctors. The participants could use an evidence search system comprising six evidence sources
including PubMed and five other Summary solutions. The study showed that the introduction of
a clinical evidence search system improved the correct answer rate from 29% without the system
to 50% with the system. The improved results over that in McKibbon and Fridsma could have
resulted from different question difficulty, different clinician skill mix, or differences in the electronic
solution provided. Despite the improvement, half of the clinical questions were not answered correctly
after search and in 7% of the scenarios, clinicians wrongly changed their answer after searching the
evidence. In McKibbon and Fridsma, this right to wrong pattern accounts for 10.9% of the scenarios.
In conclusion, both Summary and SML solutions can improve the rate at which clinical questions
are answered correctly; however, the absolute rate is still poor and the solutions can also result in
clinicians reversing their correct answers.
In considering time as a criterion for assessing each solution, the results are clearer. Larger studies
conducted across medical institutions suggest that SML solutions are not a preferred source of evidence
for busy clinicians. In particular Ellsworth et al. (2015b) found in a survey of 450 clinicians across
the Mayo Clinic that 57% of respondents preferred synthesized information sources versus 13% who
preferred original research. Hoogendam et al. (2008) studied the clinical evidence preferences of 70
clinicians in a Dutch academic medical centre over the course of 18 months. Their study found that
whilst answering 1305 patient-related questions, clinicians chose to use UpToDate for 79% of the
questions, rather than PubMed. Hoogendam et al. asserted that the time required to find an answer
was the most likely explanation for this bias, noting that clinicians spent, on average, fewer than 5
minutes pursuing a question. Clinician preference for synthesized evidence in Summary solutions may
reflect a solution that is easier and potentially, faster to use, than SML solutions. The results by Alper
et al. (2005) support this. In a study of clinical question answering by 46 primary care physicians, a
Summary solution, Dynamed15, enabled the clinicians to answer more questions and at a greater rate
than their usual information sources. This evidence is further corroborated by a comparative study
by Cook et al. (2013) on effective medical knowledge resources. Clinicians in their study reported
15http://www.DynamicMedical.com. Accessed 22 June 2018
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that trying to find answers with SML retrieval solutions could be time consuming and that many
older studies could be retrieved, making the hunt for answers even slower. In comparison, Summary
solutions, such as AskMayoExpert and UpToDate enabled clinicians to find answers quickly and
efficiently.
In considering question coverage as a criterion for assessing each solution, Cook et al. reported that
clinicians found that SML solutions: (i) offer a wide coverage of topics, including very rare or obscure
topics; (ii) provide information that is of known currency and credibility; and (iii) provide access to
partial and full text publications. The Summary solutions, on the other hand, had either some gaps
in coverage or were lacking in depth or breadth of topics and could not be used to answer complex
questions. In a more detailed review of online, EBP point-of-care information providers by Banzi et al.
(2010), the coverage of a range of Summary solutions was estimated by randomly selecting chapters
from the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) and assessing whether
the content was covered by each solution. The median coverage reported was 80%, with UpToDate
scoring close to this median.
Summarising the results of the solution assessment criteria, Summary solutions, such as UpToDate,
are clearly popular and present significant time-to-answer advantages over existing SML solutions;
however, there is evidence to suggest that their medical coverage is less than SML solutions. Overall,
neither solution improves the correct answer rate much beyond 50%.
The research in this thesis will centre on SML solutions. Both types of clinical question answering
solutions present with problems and opportunities to improve, however there are a number of factors
that make SML solutions a more practical, long term target. Firstly, SML represents the basis of all
medical research, as Haynes (2006)’s pyramid shows, so high coverage of medical research is possible
with such solutions. Secondly, existing SML solutions and their data sources are more accessible for
research purposes, making it possible to test solutions, whereas most, if not all Summary solutions are
proprietary. Thirdly, the economic drivers for the providers of Summary solutions are misaligned with
the future needs of public healthcare. Summary solutions require costly expert labour to evaluate and
synthesize medical research into topical summaries. As the quantity of new medical research continues
to grow, these solution providers will be under increased pressure to raise fees, lower coverage and
reduce the recency of their solutions, in order to maintain profitability. Medical topic coverage is a
trade-off between what clinicians (customers) are willing to pay versus what it costs to summarise
each extra topic. Clinical areas of low need, for example rare conditions, will present less of an
incentive for Summary solution providers to cover in their solution. Similarly, keeping up to date also
requires greater and more frequent evaluation of literature. The less up-to-date the solution provider
can maintain their solution, the lower the maintenance cost and the greater their profit. Because SML
solutions do not require medical experts to derive and maintain the information, it presents as a far
more scalable, future proof solution, if it can meet the needs of clinicians.
In summary, both Summary (e.g. UpToDate) and SML (e.g. PubMed) solutions can improve the
rate at which clinical questions are answered correctly; however, the absolute correct answer rate is
still poor (around 50%) and both solutions can also result in clinicians reversing their correct answers.
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Because SML solutions do not require medical experts to derive and maintain the information, they
represent a more scalable, future proof solution, if they can meet the needs of clinicians. This thesis is
focused on SML-based solutions.
Key Points
Both Summary (e.g., UpToDate) and SML (e.g. PubMed) solutions can improve
the rate at which clinical questions are answered correctly; however, the absolute
correct answer rate is still poor (around 50%). Because SML solutions do not
require medical experts to derive and maintain the information, they represent a
more scalable, future proof solution, if they can meet the needs of clinicians. This
thesis is focused on SML-based solutions.
2.2.8 Summary of the Problem Associated with Search in EBM Practice
In summary, clinicians generate clinical questions frequently when attending to their patients. Most
of these questions remain unanswered, either because they don’t pursue them, or if pursued, they
cannot answer them. Answering questions has a significant impact on the decisions of clinicians
and therefore the care of patients. The importance, therefore, of unanswered clinical questions on a
global basis, is very significant. Two major barriers to answering clinical questions are (1) clinicians
lack the time to seek answers and (2) clinicians lack the motivation to seek the answers because they
don’t believe the medical resource has relevant information for their case. A suitable clinical question
answering solution will therefore be timely to use and provide wide coverage across the gamut of
clinical questions.
According to EBM, clinical questions should be answered by using the best evidence. New clinical
questions will also arise out of EBP as the clinician derives a question to describe their clinical
uncertainty. A suitable solution must fit within the EBP model of patient care and be able to answer
these kinds of questions too. Clinicians use both non-electronic solutions, such as asking colleagues
or seeking paper-based medical resources, and electronic solutions to support them to answer their
clinical questions. Our research only considers electronic solutions. Electronic solutions can be divided
into SML solutions, which provide direct access to SML documents, and Summary solutions, which
provide expert-derived, synthesized medical information. Both solutions can improve the correct
answering of clinical questions, although despite their use, a significant proportion of questions remain
incorrectly answered. Summary solutions enable clinicians to find answers faster and are therefore also
more popular to use, however their coverage of the medical research is not as wide as SML solutions.
This thesis is focused on SML solutions to support clinicians to answer their clinical questions
because of the inherent coverage of the medical research, the practical research access that SML
solutions present and the potential scalability of such solutions in the face of rapidly expanding medical
research. SML solutions, such as MEDLINE and PubMed retrieve SML as documents for clinicians to
examine to find their answers. Although widely used, it is unclear how effective such solutions are for
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busy, time-pressured clinicians. This prompts our first research question:
RQ-1: How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific medical literature,
at helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
Although the evidence for this is mixed, our hypothesis is that current SML solutions become
less effective, and therefore less suitable, when the clinician has less time to search for their answer.
The reason for this assertion is that the clinician has to read through, sometimes lengthy, literature
documents, in order to find relevant information. it is often not easy to find answers within journal
documents because of the way they are written (Ely et al., 2007). Ely et al. identified 33 recommenda-
tions for journal authors to improve their writing to make finding answers to clinical questions easier;
however, the varied approach to writing SML means that the complexity inherent in SML is unlikely
to change quickly. This hypothesis is put to the test in the user study defined in Chapter 3 with the
results reported in Chapter 4.
Irrespective of whether SML document retrieval solutions become less effective for clinicians
under time pressure or not, an alternative or blended solution16 that provides answer-based information,
rather than just documents, may present a more effective solution, especially under time-pressured
conditions. Intuition suggests that a different kind of SML solution - one that is part-way between
a Summary solution and an SML solution, but still functions without medical expert input - could
present more concise and useful information, rather than documents, to the clinician so that questions
could be answered faster. Such a solution could maintain the benefits of the existing SML solutions,
that of wide question coverage, currency and future scalability, but also provide a more efficient service
to encourage more questions to get answered, correctly. But is such a solution feasible? Does current
technology support the retrieval of complex, patient-specific, medical answer information, rather than
documents? These questions motivate the final research questions, explicated in Section 2.3.6. In the
next section of this review, the problem associated with search in EBM practice is considered from the
broader IR research context.
2.3 The Broader Information Retrieval Problem
In Section 2.2, the problem of un-answered and incorrectly answered clinical questions was examined
and in particular the problems associated with using SML search solutions. Current SML solutions
find and present literature documents that clinicians can read through to find their answers; however, it
was found that time-pressured clinicians often don’t have time to read and process lengthy documents,
but instead prefer synthesized summaries or answers. The resulting research question, identified in
Section 2.2.8, seeks to clarify whether existing SML solutions are effective at helping time pressured
clinicians to answer their clinical questions. Existing SML solutions, such as PubMed, are document
retrieval systems. Given a person’s information need, expressed as a query, a document retrieval
16A blended solution may provide both existing document retrieval methods as well as alternative answer-based
information retrieval methods.
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system searches through a corpus and returns a ranked list of documents for the person to read to
address their need. But is there an alternative SML solution?
The alternative SML solution may be found within information retrieval, i.e. the retrieval of
pertinent information for the user’s need, rather than a ranked list of documents. Within the IR field,
information retrieval, rather than document retrieval, is of increasing interest. Allan et al. (2012)
recognised at the 2012 SWIRL Strategic Workshop the need for information retrieval over document
retrieval as a key challenge facing the IR research community.
In this section of the review, the problem summarised in Section 2.2.8 is examined from the broader
IR perspective. The purpose of this analysis is to ascertain whether the problems associated with using
document retrieval to answer clinical questions are specific to the medical domain, or whether they
are an instance of more generic IR problems. The answer to this question is important because if the
problem is more generic, the solution to the specific medical IR problem may reside in a more generic
IR solution. The starting point for considering this question is an investigation into modes of user
interaction. The intuition here is that document retrieval, as the default IR solution, expects the user to
interact many times through the querying, selecting and reading of documents. However, this may
not be the most suitable approach for problems such as answering clinical question, where time to
search may be very limited. So this section begins by distinguishing between minimal interaction IR
and multiple interaction IR. It then argues, from a historical perspective, that IR research has been
biased towards multiple interaction IR and that there are currently few, if any, IR models that explicitly
delineate and describe minimal-interaction IR. This presents as a gap in the IR research, which opens
the door to three more research questions to be explored in this thesis. These research questions are
presented towards the end of this section.
2.3.1 Clarifying The Two Modes of User Interaction With IR Systems
Accompanying the global proliferation of smart-phones is increased demand for non, or minimal,
interaction IR solutions. The small smart-phone screen size hinders complex user interaction that is
the norm for desktop internet search. In addition to screen size, the introduction of voice controlled
Personal Digital Assistants, such as Apple’s Siri17, Google’s assistant18 and Microsoft’s Cortana19,
have further increased the pressure for single-response answers to users’ information needs.
However, the great majority of IR research lies outside of the study of this kind of minimal
interaction IR. Two major IR research areas are Interactive and Batch experimentation. Interactive IR
system research is typically identified with the study of users operating a search system to fulfil their
information need (Kelly, 2009) whereas batch-style system testing, such as that employed by TREC
programs (Voorhees and Harman, 2005), typically evaluates IR systems, without users, on the basis of
the relevance of a ranked list of documents, selected by the system in response to a query.
17http://www.apple.com/au/ios/siri/
18https://assistant.google.com/. Accessed 22 June 2018
19https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/help/17214/windows-10-what-is. Accessed 22 June 2018
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Although significantly different in experimental process, the interactive and batch processes typ-
ically share the same intended IR user scenario. This scenario involves multiple user interactions
with the IR system, i.e., After the user commences the search with a query (interaction 1), the system
retrieves a list of information objects which the user can review (interaction 2), the user can then open
one or more linked source documents to read (interactions 3..N) and in some instances provide a new
query to continue the search (interaction ...M).
Definition: Multiple interaction IR (multi-IIR)
A method of information retrieval that requires the user to interact with the system
multiple times in order to fulfil their information need; Interactions typically
include queries, reviewing document snippets in a SERP, opening and reading
documents, .e.g., document retrieval.
Figure 2.1: Sample information card appearing after searching
for kidney diseases on the google search screen.
In contrast to this multiple interaction IR
(multi-IIR) user scenario, is a reduced IR pro-
cess with minimal interaction: The specification
of the query (interaction 1), after which the sys-
tem returns a single information object contain-
ing all the information the user requires to fulfil
their need. We will refer to this as a minimal-
interaction IR (mini-IIR) user scenario of which
good examples are Summarisation (Aslam et al.,
2014) and Question Answering (Dang et al.,
2007). Mini-IIR methods however, may be em-
ployed to address much more complex informa-
tion needs (as discussed later in Section 5.3.1)
such as problem solving, in which an aberrant
case is supplied as the query and the mini-IIR system provides the information required by the person
to resolve the problem. In this sense, mini-IIR could be applied to any multi-IIR search task, if the
system were capable of providing all of the information, in a single information object, that the searcher
could use to satisfy their information need.
Examples of single information objects employed for mini-IIR include (1) an Information Card,
which consists of a single visual entity containing text and/or images to satisfy the information need
(see Figure 2.1 for an example) or (2) a single voice response from a voice activated search, using a
personal digital assistant.
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Table 2.3: IR System characteristics that distinguish between multi and mini-IIR systems
# System Characteristics Multiple Interaction IR Minimal Interaction IR
1 Information retrieval unit Corpus information unit, e.g.
document or web page
Sub-corpus information unit,
e.g. text/picture(s)
2 Intra document selection No Yes
3 Inter document selection No Yes
4 Basis of system performance
measurement
Ranked list of documents Information Card content
5 User interface pattern SERP Information Card
6 Primary responsibility for ful-
filling the user’s need
User System
Defintion: Minimal-Interaction IR (mini-IIR)
A method of information retrieval that responds to a user’s query by providing a
single information object, such as an Information Card, that contains all of the
information the user requires to fulfil their information need.
Since the emergence of the IR field, a number of important conceptual frameworks have been
developed to support specific lines of IR research. These models emphasise different aspects of
the IR process, including the notion of information relevance (Huang and Soergel, 2013; Mizzaro,
1997; Saracevic, 1975; Schamber et al., 1990), cognition and psychology (Belkin, 1980; Harter, 1992;
Ingwersen, 1984), user interaction, although only of the multiple interaction variety (Belkin et al., 1995,
1993), and integrated seeking and search (Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin, 2005; Saracevic, 1996). However,
mini-IIR is considerably different in nature to multi-IIR (see Table 2.3) and can represent a complete
reversal of role responsibilities from a user-lead search to a system-lead recommendation, which puts
into question whether the same conceptual IR frameworks are applicable and/or suitable for both types
of IR research.
In this next part of the review, the bias towards multiple, rather than minimal, interaction IR
processes is investigated from a research and commercial stand-point. The historical basis for this
multi-IIR bias is identified and finally the suitability of relevance, a central notion within IR research,
is questioned in relation to mini-IIR.
2.3.2 Multiple Interaction IR Bias in Research and Commercial IR Systems
In current commercial search engines, a user typically provides a search query and the system generates
a Search Engine Results Page (SERP) with a, often ranked, list of linked relevant information sources
for the user to decide between, select, read or re-query20. The SERP user-interface pattern is inherently
multi-interactive by design. It also reflects the uncertainty of the system designers in being able to
precisely select the information required to meet the user’s information need, as specified by the user’s
query. In other words, in many instances, multi-IIR is essential to overcome system limitations, or
query ambiguity. There are exceptions to the use multi-IIR methods by commercial search engines,
20See for example www.google.com, www.bing.com or domain specific services such as PubMed.
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such as WolframAlpha21; however, currently these are still very much the exception.
Within experimental IR systems research, two major IR system evaluation approaches are premised
on multi-IIR:
1. Interactive IR system testing, which explicitly targets a multi-IIR user model. In this model,
users are provided with search tasks and their interaction with the IR system is recorded and
evaluated (see Kelly and Sugimoto (2013); Over (2001)), and;
2. Batch-style system testing, which originates from the ASLIB Cranfield Project (Cleverdon et al.,
1966; Cleverdon, 1960), implicitly targets multi-IIR. In this approach, and that of subsequent
research groups (Tsikrika et al., 2013; Voorhees and Harman, 2005), IR systems are typically
evaluated on their ability to generate a ranked list of documents that are relevant to a notional
user’s need. Although the user has been abstracted out of the test process, the list of documents
as output and evaluation based on more than just the first document, reflect an intended multiple
interaction user scenario, where a user has to select and read through one or more documents in
order to fulfil their information need.
Table 2.4 uses the TREC program to exemplify the variety of IR systems experimentation; most tracks
can be classified as either multi-IIR or intended-multi-IIR. There are exceptions, such as the Q&A
and temporal summarisation tracks (Aslam et al., 2014; Dang et al., 2007); however, these comprise a
small proportion of all tracks.
In conclusion, both the predominant commercial search pattern and the majority of IR system
testing research is based on a multi-IIR user scenario. Next the historical bias towards multi-IIR is
identified, providing some explanation for why this pattern of IR predominates.
Key Points
The predominant commercial search pattern and the majority of IR system
evaluation research is based on a multi-IIR user scenario.
2.3.3 Historical Emergence of the multi-IIR Bias
As the field of IR emerged in the 1950’s, the bias towards multi-IIR was implicit in both the objectives
of the research field and the measures of system success. Luhn clarified the objective; to find “
documents within a collection which have a bearing on a given topic” (Luhn, 1957, pg309) and Kent
et al. (1955) defined the duel measures for IR system effectiveness: Recall and pertinency factor
(commonly known as precision), which are still in use today, although often in some derivative form.
Both of these measures, like the objective, encourage multi-document retrieval, except where
precision @1 is set as the sole measure of performance - a rare test case. Multi-document retrieval
presumes a multi-IIR user scenario in which users must select which documents to read and must
search within a document or across documents to find relevant information to fulfil their need. In
21https://www.wolframalpha.com/. Accessed 30 Aug 2019
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Table 2.4: TREC lines of experimentation and their targeted interaction bias
TREC Program Evidence Example citation
Multiple Interaction IR:
Interactive Real users employed Over (2001)
ciQA User interaction supported Dang et al. (2007)
Filtering (Adaptive) User feedback on relevance Robertson and Soboroff (2002)
Dynamic Domain User feedback on relevance Yang et al. (2015)
Open search Real users employed Balog et al. (2016)
Hard track User clarifying form Allan (2003)
Intended Multiple Interaction IR:
Ad-hoc Ranked list of documents Harman (1995)
Session Ranked list of documents Carterette and Hall (2013)
Web,non-interactive Ranked list of web pages Craswell et al. (2003)
Novelty Ranked list of sentences Soboroff and Harman (2003)
Genomics (primary) Ranked list of documents Hersh and Bhupatiraju (2003)
Robust Ranked list of documents Voorhees (2003)
Enterprise Ranked list of emails Soboroff et al. (2006)
Precision Medicine Ranked list of articles Roberts et al. (2017)
Hard track Ranked list of passages Allan (2003)
Contextual Suggestion Ranked list of suggestions Dean-hall et al. (2014)
Minimal Interaction IR:
Genomics (secondary) Produce a GeneRIF Hersh and Bhupatiraju (2003)
QA Precise factual answer Dang et al. (2007)
Complex Answer Ret. Synthesized knowledge article Dietz et al. (2017)
Live Q&A Answer response Agichtein et al. (2015)
Temporal Summarization Sentence selection Aslam et al. (2014)
contrast, had the bias been towards mini-IIR, the objective of IR and measures of success would be
aligned to the retrieval of a single piece of information to resolve the user’s need; something Brookes
prophesied, 3 decades later, “The day will come when present documentary data bases become real
information systems offering their users information directly rather than lists of documents to be
located and read” - (Brookes, 1980, pg5).
The batch-style, experimental work of Cleverdon (1960) applied these measures and became
known as the system oriented approach to IR. From the 1980’s onwards various alternative approaches
to IR experimentation and research arose, however although each framework or model emphasised
different factors of the IR process, the targeted multi-IIR user scenario was generally presumed or
reinforced. According to (Croft, 2019), regarding the differing research views, “There is strong
agreement, however, that the interaction between the user and the search engine is a fundamental part
of the IR process”. Provided here are some of the more important historical IR models to support this
assertion.
Often referred to as the counter-point to the system oriented approach is the user-oriented approach,
proclaimed by Schamber et al. (1990) and widely acknowledged as an essential IR research approach
(Belkin, 2015; Croft, 2019; Ja¨rvelin, 2019). This model emphasises the user, their dynamic state of
cognition, their multi-dimensional assessment of relevance and the interactive nature of the search
task within the broader information seeking process. The user-oriented approach studied real users in
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multiple interaction search scenarios to better understand the IR process.
Cognition and interaction have their roots in the early 1980’s when Belkin (1980) and later Belkin
et al. (1982) reported on a cognitive perspective of IR called the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK).
In this hypothesis, an information need arises when a user recognises an anomaly relating to their
knowledge concerning a situation. The (interactive) IR system’s purpose is therefore to resolve these
anomalies. Ingwersen (1984) explored the psychological and cognitive nature of information seeking
and highlighted its iterative and interactive nature while Harter (1992) re-oriented the psychological
relevance work of Sperber and Wilson (1986) to the problem of IR and reinforced the dynamic and
changing context of the human mind as new documents are processed.
Information search interaction has its roots in library search and information seeking, potentially
with expert intermediaries (Ingwersen, 1984). Information search that is focused on the use of IR
systems as the intermediaries, is a branch of IR called Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR). Belkin
considered IR as an, “inherently interactive process” (Belkin et al., 1993, pg325) and sought to better
understand its interactive nature. In particular he explored and classified user information seeking
strategies, through custom built IR system interfaces, such as BRAQUE (Belkin et al., 1993) and Merit
(Belkin et al., 1995); the idea being to capture the user’s goal/intent and support their interactive search
’dialogue’ - a dialogue between the user and the IR system.
Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin (2005) attempted to integrate information seeking and information retrieval
(IS&R) into a single framework. Their conceptual framework is, “founded on the holistic cognitive
viewpoint” (Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin, 2005, pg259), meaning that the individual information seeker’s
perception is the focus of the model. The user, or cognitive actor, is central, however the nested
contexts within which the user operates are carefully identified as components of the model. Although
depicted as a static model (Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin, 2005, Figure 6.1), interaction is referred to as a
vital process, and it is broken down into types, including short-term, session-based and longitudinal.
Each of these important, historical, conceptual IR models emphasize the interactive nature of IR,
and thereby implicitly reinforce the multi-IIR user scenario. The bias towards multi-IIR does not
appear intentional, it is perhaps more a result of the absence of important IR models that support
the resolution of mini-IIR problems. Perhaps the most important concept in IR, which is yet to be
discussed in this context, is that of relevance. The relationship between user interaction and relevance
is discussed next.
Key Points
Important, historical IR models and frameworks reinforce the notion of an
interactive IR process. There is an absence of models that distinguish between
minimal and multiple interaction IR.
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2.3.4 Multi Interaction IR Bias and Relevance
The notion of relevance is central to IR (Saracevic, 2016). The concept was embedded early on by
Cleverdon (1960) and Cleverdon et al. (1966) within the document relevance assessment step of their
IR system evaluation methodology. Saracevic (1996) proposed a relevance framework called the
Stratified Model of IR Interaction. As the name suggests, user interaction was central to this framework
and is represented as one of the general attributes of relevance. Like Belkin (Belkin et al., 1993),
Saracevic saw the IR interaction as a dialogue between participants - user and ‘computer’ (Saracevic,
1996, pg9).
Within a multi-IIR user paradigm, finding relevant information for a user’s query is a well acknowl-
edged and intuitive objective for an IR system; however, if the user’s information need demands a single
answer, and the system is capable of such an answer, then in this mini-IIR user scenario providing a
relevant answer is insufficient and it is no longer intuitive. For example, a user asking ‘What is the
deadliest disease in the world?’ expects a single answer response (Coronary Artery Disease), not a
set of documents containing that information nor even a single response that is relevant, for example
information on heart diseases. This distinction suggests two possible conclusions: either (1) for the
single response ‘type’ of information need an ‘answer response’ is a manifestation of relevance or (2)
An ‘answer response’ is a distinct notion to a ‘relevant response’. In either case, a more nuanced or
new model of understanding surrounding‘answer responses’ would be highly beneficial to the study of
mini-IIR.
Key Points
The concept of relevance, as it is currently understood, is less suited to single
or minimal interaction user-scenarios. A more nuanced or new model of
understanding regarding relevance and ‘answer responses’ would be highly
beneficial to the study of mini-IIR.
2.3.5 Clarifying the Broader Information Retrieval Problem
The bias towards researching multi-IIR is found across virtually all of the major research directions
and frameworks in IR’s short history. This is not surprising given that information needs suited to
mini-IIR represent a small proportion of the infinite array of human information needs. Also, early
in the history of IR, technical and system limitations would have further limited the set of needs that
could have been resolved in an mini-IIR user scenario. However, with the advancement in both system
power and technical capability, the problems that can now be resolved directly are significant and this,
together with a growing demand for mini-IIR solutions, present considerable impetus to warrant an IR
conceptual framework that distinguishes between and supports mini-IIR research.
Returning to the purpose of this section of the review, the question asked was whether or not
the problems associated with using document retrieval to answer clinical questions are specific to
the medical domain, or whether they are representative of a more generic IR problem. The specific
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problem identified in Section 2.2.8 was that clinical questions took clinicians too long to answer using
document retrieval solutions, because often clinicians had to read and examine multiple documents
in order to synthesize an answer. The scenario just described is an multi-IIR user scenario and the
problem can be re-stated as a more generic IR problem: Are some IR search tasks better (or only)
suited to mini-IIR solutions rather than multi-IIR solutions?
To address this question we need an alternative IR model that distinguishes between mini-IIR and
multi-IIR and helps us to identify tasks that are suited to each IR approach. The following research
question reflects this investigation:
RQ-2: What are the key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes
between minimal and multiple interaction search tasks? How does such a framework inform the
design of minimal interaction IR systems?
This research question is addressed via the derivation of a conceptual framework to distinguish
between mini-IIR and multi-IIR, performed in Chapter 5. The resulting framework provides a set
of criteria to categorize search tasks into those suited to either a minimal interaction or a multiple
interaction approach.
2.3.6 Minimal Interaction IR and Clinical Question Search Tasks
In Section 2.2.8, at the beginning of this literature review, the problems associated with using SML
document retrieval search systems were identified; in particular for the use-case of the busy, time-
pressured clinician who is trying to answer her clinical question. Then in Section 2.3.5, the broader IR
problem that encapsulates this specific medical search issue is posited, prompting the need for a general
IR framework that distinguishes between mini-IIR and multi-IIR. Such a framework is proposed in
Chapter 5. In light of the development of this generic IR framework that supports both mini-IIR and
multi-IIR, the next step in our research was to see whether a mini-IIR system could be developed.
Specifically, a mini-IIR system to tackle the task of helping clinicians to answer their clinical questions
using SML. Our third research question reflects this investigation:
RQ-3: What are the key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that draws on
scientific medical literature to help clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
Chapter 6 proposes a mini-IIR model to provide answers to a specific subset of clinical questions.
A further literature review is conducted in this chapter to identify prior work that performs similar
tasks, i.e., medical question answering (MQA). This review of prior work informs the design of a
method to instantiate the mini-IIR model. The method consists of a number of component methods,
including clinical relationship extraction from SML and relationship scoring. A further literature
review is also provided for prior research conducted into relationship extraction and this informs the
design of the relationship extraction component method.
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The final proposed method for instantiating the mini-IIR system requires evaluation at a component
and system level. The need to evaluate these methods is reflected in the final research question:
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
Chapter 7 provides the empirical evaluation of the relationship extraction component of the mini-
IIR system. Chapter 8 provides the empirical evaluation of the relationship scoring component and
overall mini-IIR system evaluation. Finally, Chapter 9 discusses a comparison with multi-IIR systems.
2.4 Chapter Summary
The healthcare problem associated with not answering, or incorrectly answering, clinical questions is
both serious and sizeable. Unanswered or incorrectly answered clinical questions can result in poor
clinical decisions, reduced levels of patient care and ultimately inferior or adverse clinical outcomes.
Two important reasons why clinical questions are not pursued are because clinicians are time poor
and because they don’t believe the information resource can help to answer their question. If they
do pursue an answer, usually they ask colleagues or look in books. Increasingly however, clinicians
are turning to electronic solutions to pursue answers. Although they prefer synthesized summaries
over having to read through digitized journal papers, both suffer from different limitations and neither
comprehensively improves the correct answer rate.
This thesis focuses on the effectiveness of electronic information retrieval solutions that provide
direct access to scientific medical literature, for clinicians to use to find answers to their clinical
questions. These types of electronic solutions were chosen because of their wide coverage across
clinical topics and because they don’t require expensive medical expertise to continuously maintain the
recency and coverage of the solution. In Section 2.2 evidence was presented that suggested that SML
document retrieval systems were often not used by clinicians for clinical question answering because
they were considered too slow to use whilst on the job. In addition, when used by clinicians, document
retrieval solutions provided mixed improvement to the quality of decisions made in answering clinical
questions. Based on this evidence, we hypothesized that document retrieval solutions are less effective
for clinicians to use under time-pressured circumstances. The objective of the first research question,
RQ-1, is to assess the effectiveness of such document retrieval solutions for time pressured clinicians.
Assessing the effectiveness of document retrieval systems for answering clinical questions is the
subject of the user study in the next two chapter’s (3 and 4.)
Rather than just consider the problem at the medical information domain level, the problem was
re-considered from the broader Information Retrieval perspective. Perhaps in certain circumstances,
document retrieval solutions are not suitable for some search tasks. The clinical question answering
search task might represent such a case within time-constrained conditions. A user of an IR system
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spends time formulating a query, waiting for results, reviewing results, opening and reading documents
and so on, until their information need is satisfied. If time is of the essence, then reducing the
number of interactions is an important line of investigation. With this in mind, evidence from previous
studies was presented in Section 2.3 to demonstrate that the majority of experimental and theoretical
IR research has been directed at multiple interaction IR, rather than minimal interaction IR. Yet a
better understanding of mini-IIR and how it relates to different search tasks, may inform the design
of solutions better able to resolve these kinds of search tasks, including those of clinical question
answering. The objective of RQ-2 is to see if such a framework could be identified and then applied to
the clinical question search task. This framework is developed in Chapter 5.
Finally, irrespective of whether multi-IIR solutions, such as document retrieval, are less effective
to use under time pressure, provision of a faster solution that involves information retrieval, rather than
just document retrieval, may improve the quality and quantity of clinical questions answered. It is
unclear, however, how effective such answer-based retrieval solutions are for this medical use-case.
This motivated research question RQ-3 , to investigate a model and methods to instantiate a mini-IIR
system, specifically in the context of identifying answers to clinical questions. Addressing this research
question is the subject of Chapter 6 including the review of prior research pertaining to this work.
Finally, RQ-4 captures the need to evaluate the mini-IIR system, which is the subject of chapters 7 and
8 together with a comparison with multi-IIR systems in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 3
Assessing Medical Document Retrieval
Effectiveness: User Study Protocol
3.1 Introduction
Clinical questions frequently arise during patient encounters, and as discussed in chapter 2, correctly
answering them can have a significant impact on the clinician’s decision making, the clinical care
provided to patients and the opportunity for adverse events to arise. Scientific Medical Literature
(SML) is a common source of evidence used by clinicians to answer their questions; however, as
discussed in section 2.2.7, it is unclear just how much benefit SML search systems provide and how
effective such systems are for time-pressured clinicians. These queries are distilled within the first
research question of this thesis:
RQ-1: How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific medical literature,
at helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
The purpose of the user study defined in this chapter is to address research question RQ-1. Our
hypothesis is that SML document retrieval becomes less effective as less time is available for the
clinician to answer their question. The intuition here is that at some level of time constraint, the
requirement to search for, open and read SML documents becomes too cumbersome and impedes the
clinician’s efforts to find the information they need to correctly answer the question.
The study is presented over two chapters. In this chapter, three sub-research questions, that break
down the larger thesis research question into component questions, are itemised next. After this,
some contextual background and related work is presented in section 3.2, followed by the detailed
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3.1.1 Specific Study Research Questions
The thesis research question, RQ-1, is addressed in this study via three more specific study questions:
RQ-1.1 Does the use of an online scientific medical literature search system enable clinicians to
make better clinical decisions?
RQ-1.2 How does time pressure impact clinical decision making?
RQ-1.3 Does a significantly better search system, as assessed by standard Information Retrieval
(IR) evaluation measures, translate to better and faster clinical decisions?
For this study, the quality of clinical decision making is measured by the ability of clinicians to
answer clinical questions correctly. Using this measure, RQ-1.1 and RQ-1.2 directly apply to the first
thesis research question, RQ-1. Although not explicitly considered in RQ-1, the performance of the
document retrieval system is an implicit property of the search system that may influence decision
making quality and potentially limit the results, if not accounted for. For example, it could be claimed
that the findings regarding the benefits of the search system, for both RQ-1.1 and RQ-1.2, are only
applicable for the search system used in our tests. Therefore, we have included the document search
system effectiveness as an independent variable, to enable a more comprehensive answer to RQ-1.
Patient Safety and the Quality of Clinical Decision Making
It was reported above (Section 3.1.1) that the quality of clinical decision making is measured by the
ability of clinicians to answer clinical questions. Patient safety, a critical element of clinical decision
making, is outside of the scope of this thesis as is standard practice for clinical IR investigations. This
is because any study or research involving patient safety must be conducted within strict regulatory
controls that assess patient risk due to interventions. This is appropriate to products that are to be
released into clinical environments where patient care is provided. The clinical study conducted for our
work, similar to all previous comparable studies (Hersh et al., 2002, 2000b; McKibbon and Fridsma,
2006; Westbrook et al., 2005a), evaluates the IR system on the basis of answer accuracy, which is a
proxy or indicator of patient care outcomes.
3.2 Background and Related Work
The following background and related work has already been described in much more detail in the
Literature Review, chapter 2. If the reader does not wish to review this work again here, the reader is
invited to skip through to the more specific related work for this study, which begins at section 3.2.3.
Clinicians are routinely faced with medical questions related to their patient interactions (Ely
et al., 2000). Studies conducted with primary care physicians show that on average between 0.07
and 1.85 questions are generated per patient encounter (Coumou and Meijman, 2006), or a little
under 1 question per hour (Ely et al., 1999). Of these questions, many are often left unanswered, as
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demonstrated by 3 studies in the United States (Ely et al., 2005, 1999; Gorman and Helfand, 1995)
where 63.8% (702/1101), 44.9% (477/1062), and 70.2% (207/295) of the medical questions raised
by the clinicians were left unanswered. Clinicians are expected to seek and apply the best evidence
to answer their clinical questions, according to an Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) approach to
clinical decision making (Haynes, R Brian et al., 1996; Sackett et al., 1998). Search engines provide a
means for clinicians to access scientific literature while on the job. However, physicians suggest that
lack of time and the belief that the system will not provide a definitive answer are 2 of the primary
barriers to pursuing an answer (Ely et al., 2005; Gorman and Helfand, 1995). So, the question remains:
how effective are scientific literature search engines at supporting clinicians in making better clinical
decisions. This study aims to address this question.
3.2.1 Sources of Evidence
Information Retrieval (IR) systems can use one or more of many different sources of evidence to
help clinicians answer their clinical questions, including SML, best-practice information, guidelines
or synthesized information, such as that generated by UpToDate. Haynes (2006) identified the ”5S”
levels of organization of evidence from healthcare research, which depicts a pyramid of healthcare
evidence with journal studies at the base followed by syntheses, synopses, summaries and finally
systems, such as computerized decision support systems, at the top. Of interest to this research is
the use of scientific medical literature, such as that found in the MEDLINE database or accessed via
PubMed. It includes original research and meta-studies, such as systematic reviews, and is represented
by the bottom two layers of Haynes’ pyramid of evidence. SML is widely used across the medical
research community and the public1 but it is also a common source of evidence used by clinicians
(Dunn et al., 2017; McKibbon and Fridsma, 2006) to support their clinical queries.
3.2.2 Physician Preference vs Suitability?
Although SML is widely used by clinicians, larger studies conducted across medical institutions
suggest that it is not a preferred source of evidence for busy clinicians. In particular, Ellsworth
et al. (2015b) found in a survey of 450 clinicians across the Mayo Clinic that 56.8% (255/450) of
respondents preferred synthesized information sources versus 12.9% (58/450) who preferred original
research. Hoogendam et al. (2008) studied the clinical evidence preferences of 70 clinicians in a Dutch
academic medical centre over the course of 18 months. Their study found that whilst answering 1305
patient-related questions, clinicians chose to use UpToDate 78.5% (883/1125) of the time, rather than
PubMed. Hoogendam et al. (2008) asserted that the time required to find an answer was the most
likely explanation for this bias, noting that clinicians spent, on average, less than 5 minutes pursuing a
question.
Clinician preference for synthesized evidence, rather than SML, is at best an implicit indicator
of the suitability of SML search systems for their clinical needs. However, the time clinicians have
1https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/bsd_key.html accessed 15 May 2018
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available for answering their questions, and therefore the time needed to search for a definitive answer,
is likely to be an important facet of SML system suitability to be incorporated within our study.
3.2.3 Previous Search System Studies
It is difficult to find conclusive evidence supporting SML as the sole source of evidence for clinicians
under strict time constraints. Dunn et al. (2017) analysed surveys from 14,290 clinicians examining
the impact of evidence search on patient care. They found that 75.33%(10,956/14,544) of respondents
used more than one evidence source and that journals (print and online) and MEDLINE were the
top two sources used. They concluded that these sources are an effective component in providing
clinical answers, however the use of UpToDate and other evidence sources made it difficult to evaluate
MEDLINE in a stand alone context. McKibbon and Fridsma (2006) assessed the successful answering
of 46 clinical questions across 23 clinicians. The physicians took on average 13 minutes to answer each
question and could reference multiple data sources of their choice, including PubMed and MEDLINE;
however, their correct answer rate only improved from 18 (39% (18/46)) questions correct pre-search
to 19 (41%(19/46)) correct after using a search system. Westbrook et al. (2005a), on the other hand,
found more extensive improvement with the use of a search system. They studied the answer accuracy
of 8 clinical questions presented to 75 clinicians, including nurses and doctors. The study was designed
to simulate realistic time-pressures so participants were given 10 minutes per question, however this
limit was not enforced. Although participants completed the 8 questions within 80 minutes, it was
unclear whether some questions took longer than 10 minutes to complete. The study showed that the
introduction of a clinical evidence search system improved the correct answer rate from 174 (29.0%
(124/600)) correct questions without the system to 298 (49.7% (298/600)) correct with the system.
The search system comprised six sources of evidence, PubMed included.
These studies show that an evidence search system can be effective to help clinicians make better
clinical decisions, and that SML may be a helpful component of a broader range of evidence sources,
however they do not confirm whether an SML search system is suitable as a stand-alone system for
the same task. Studies conducted where SML was the sole source of evidence include Hersh et al.
(2002, 2000a). In their first study, 19 medical students and 8 nursing students answered three medical
questions each. The correct answer rate improved from 39 (45% (39/87)) correct answers to 66 (76%
(66/87)) after searching MEDLINE alone. This is a much higher increase than found in Westbrook et
al.; perhaps attributable to the questions asked, some of which were examination style, and the one
hour time-frame to complete the questions. In the second study, 45 medical and 21 nurse practitioner
students answered a total of 324 questions (Hersh et al., 2002). The use of MEDLINE-only search
improved correctness from 104 (32.1%(104/324)) correct to 150 (46.3%(150/324)) overall; however,
the nursing students showed a small improvement of just 3 percentage points. These studies (Hersh
et al., 2002, 2000a) do focus on SML alone, however the longer allowable answer time-frames and the
conflicting results motivate us to more tightly control the user study, similar to Westbrook et al., but
with enforced time limits and a single evidence source.
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Key Points
Previous similar studies found that clinicians were able to answer more questions
correctly when they were able to use a medical evidence search system;
however, most of these studies did not use SML as the sole source of evi-
dence and where it was the single source, no time limits were set for each question.
3.2.4 Time Constraints and Time Pressure
According to Ordonez and Benson III (1997) time constraints exist whenever there is a deadline for a
task, however, for the task performer to be time pressured, the time constraint must induce stress such
that they feel the need to cope with the limited time. In our study, time pressure will be induced by
specifying to the participant, and enforcing, a time limit for searching the SML for an answer.
In the field of Psychology, experiments have revealed many coping mechanisms that impact the
task performer’s decisions (Edland and Svenson, 1993; Johnson et al., 1993; Svenson and Benson,
1993; Wright, 1974). Many of these coping mechanisms are relevant to clinical decision making, for
example Wright (1974) found that under significant time pressure, subjects changed their decision
making strategy, used fewer information attributes to make their decision and were more reliant on
negative attributes, i.e., those that had negative consequences. In Edland and Svenson (1993)’s review
of the literature of time pressured decision making, they noted that time pressure can lead to a shallower
search for information across alternatives. Svenson and Benson (1993) found that task performers will
also change their decision strategy when put under time pressure.
Some of these behaviours have been explored in the IR field. Liu and Wei (2016) explored the
impact of time constraints on users’ search strategy and found significant differences between users
with or without a time constraint: users under time constraints tended to view fewer documents and
spend more time on the search engine results page. Crescenzi et al. (2013, 2016) confirmed that
searchers under time constrained conditions reported significantly greater time pressure, felt that the
tasks were more difficult and felt less satisfied with their performance. This outcome prompts the
question of whether or not this lower satisfaction in performance correlates to poorer decisions.
The influence of time pressure within the clinical setting has been studied by Tsiga et al. (2013) in
their study of 34 GPs, practising within a town in Greece. They found that under time pressure, clini-
cians asked fewer questions regarding symptoms and conducted less thorough physical examinations
for a given clinical scenario.
This study will examine the impact of time pressure on clinical decisions. Time pressure is a major
barrier to using an evidence search system (Ely et al., 2005; Gorman and Helfand, 1995) and the
time-consuming nature of using an SML system (Cook et al., 2013), such as PubMed , may suggest it
is inappropriate under certain time constraints. By varying the time available to search for evidence,
this study attempts to induce varied amounts of time pressure on its participants, thereby making it
possible to explore the relationships between the time a clinician has available to search for answers,
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the time pressure felt by clinicians and the quality of their clinical decisions.
Time Constraint versus Time Pressure
Time pressure occurs when a time constraint induces stress such that the person
feels the need to cope with the limited time. In this study, the time constraint is
the SML search time limit. By varying this time constraint, it is hoped that time
pressure is induced, to varying degrees, in each participant.
3.2.5 Search System Effectiveness
A less obvious factor that may also impact the suitability of SML search systems for time-pressured
clinicians, is the effectiveness of the search engine. Intuitively, a more effective system that provides
more relevant literature for the clinician’s question, is more likely to speed up the answer process, and
therefore present SML as a more suitable evidence source. Studies conducted outside of health have
shown that search system effectiveness can impact user search behaviour, performance and satisfaction
(Allan et al., 2005; Hersh et al., 2000b; Moffat and Thomas, 2013; Turpin and Scholer, 2006). In
particular, Allan et al. (2005) varied the system effectiveness, as measured by binary preference (bPref),
and captured the time it took participants to find answer facets to specific questions. They found
that for specific bands of improved system effectiveness, user performance also improved including
reduced time on task, less errors and an increased rate of finding new, correct answers. This is in
contrast with the study by Turpin and Scholer (2006) who found no significant relationship between
system effectiveness, as measured by Mean Average Precision (MAP) and user performance for a
simple precision-based task and only a weak relationship for a simple recall-based task.
System effectiveness was implicitly excluded in the health-domain studies above by using the same
search system throughout each study (Hersh et al., 2002, 2000a; Westbrook et al., 2005b). To our
knowledge, our study will be the first to research the impact of search system effectiveness on clinician
decision making.
Key Points
Varying the search system effectiveness has demonstrated mixed impacts on user
search behaviour, performance and satisfaction; only in some cases did significant
differences arise. This study will be the first to measure the impact of varied
search system effectiveness on clinical decision making quality.
3.3 Experimental Methodology
3.3.1 Study Design
96 participants consisting of practising clinicians and final year medical students are provided with 16
clinical scenarios, each with a single question. Figure 3.1 depicts the study steps. The participants
must firstly answer the questions without any supporting evidence. In the second stage of the study, the
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same set of clinicians are provided with the same 16 clinical scenarios and an SML search system. The
participants will be randomly constrained to one of 3, 6 or 9 minutes to search for suitable evidence
and answer the question. Two SML search systems with the same user interface, but with significantly
different search performance, will be provided to the participants for alternating questions. In this way
the pre-search and post-search correct answer rate by participant and by system will be captured.
Clinician Taskiir SystemTimer
Select  Next Task
View Task
Answer Task Tasks 
left?
Start Timer
Select  Next Task























Figure 3.1: Process flow diagram of Study. Shows both stages of the study. Stage One is un-timed
and the clinician has no access to any support resource. In stage 2 each question is timed and the
participant is allocated a search engine to use for each question. If time runs out, the participant is
brought directly to the task completion page.
To enable comparison to previous studies, much of the method employed by Westbrook et al.
(2005b) is replicated, including use of six of the eight clinical questions used in that study. The main
differences with the Westbrook et al study are (a) the varied and strict time limits set to search for
answers to each question; (b) the use of medical literature only for evidence, rather than the 6 sources
they used; (c) the use of two search systems with different search performance and; (d) the increase in
the number of questions (16 rather than 8).
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3.3.2 Participants
A convenience sample of 96 practising clinicians and final year medical students, including nurses,
general practitioners and hospital physicians, were asked to participate. The practising clinical
participants must be Australian registered clinicians, residing in Australia. All participants must have
access to a computer with Internet access. Participants were offered a small honorarium ($50 gift
card) to complete the assessment and were recruited via mail, e-mail and online noticeboards directed
to clinical departments in hospitals, public health area networks and medical faculties at Australian
universities.
3.3.3 Procedures
Participants are asked to complete a 2-hour, Web-based assessment of a medical SML search system
called Taskiir. After voluntary consent is received, the participants are allocated their login details
via email. In the email, the participant is advised that they can perform the study in multiple sittings,
within a 2-week period, at a time to suit them and that they must use their laptop/computer (not iPad)
to access the study on the Web. They were also encouraged to ask for help, via email, if they had any
queries or problems. After testing the system with clinicians, we found that trying to complete all 16
questions in a single sitting was too onerous for some people, either because they did not have 2-hour
time blocks available or they found the workload too mentally fatiguing. The system was reconfigured
so that after completing any task, the participant could stop and resume again at the next task. All such
pauses were recorded by the system.
After initial login the participant is asked 7 questions to capture demographic data, search and medical
experience (see appendix Table A.1) as well as sleep information. A 6.32 minute, video tutorial follows
where the study is described in more detail and the participant is shown how to use Taskiir, the SML
search engine. The tutorial emphasizes that the participant must answer the question without the aid
of other people or by looking at other resources. Once complete, the participant is shown specific
instructions (see appendix Figure A.1) that again reinforce the participant’s obligation to perform the
test alone, before they are permitted to move onto the 2-stage assessment.
In stage one 16 clinical tasks are presented to the participant, one-at-a-time. To complete each task the
clinician must answer a single question, within a few minutes, although this time limit is not enforced
(mean answer time = 34 seconds, SD=30s, range= 7 - 403s). Fourteen of the sixteen tasks require the
participant to select one of four answers (yes, no, conflicting evidence and don’t know) and the other
tasks require a 1-2 word answer. At the end of the last task, the system will move the participant to
stage two of the study.
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nLqi1JEvrw&feature=youtu.be
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In stage two the participant must complete the same 16 tasks, in the same order as stage one; however,
the participant must now use Taskiir to help them to answer the question and to find evidence to
support their answer. Evidence is collected by the participant selecting text and/or images from the
source documents they read. The time allocated to search for each task is assigned to 3, 6 or 9 minutes,
based on the timing-cohort the participant is placed into (see section 3.3.8 below). The participant is
told of the time allocation at the start of each question and a minute-by-minute countdown timer is
always visible to the participant; warnings are given 30 seconds prior to time out. At time-out, the
screen is blocked and the participant is taken to the task completion screen to enter their final details.
Other methods of communicating the time limit were trialled during development of the system. In
the the end, the above method was chosen because it provided a balance between: (i) making the
participant aware of the time allocated for each question; (ii) avoiding time anchoring (where the
participant incorrectly assumes all questions are allocated the same time as the first question); (iii)
keeping participants updated with the time remaining so they don’t run out of time without warning;
and (iv) distracting the participant with too much time information (e.g., using a second-by-second
countdown timer that diverted too much attention away from the task).
Because this is the first such study measuring the impact of time variation on clinical decisions, a
few time limits covering a wide range are required to generate significant differences in the outcomes.
A useful starting point to establish these time limits is the average completion time of 6.1 minutes
per question, reported in the study by Westbrook et al. (2005b). From the same study, the standard
deviation, based on the average completion times for each of the eight questions, across two systems,
is 3.1 minutes. Time limits are therefore set at the average question answer time (6 minutes) and
approximately one standard deviation either side of this (3 and 9 minutes). These limits should induce
time pressures for 84% of questions with a 3 minute time limit, 50% of questions with a 6 minute
time limit and 16% of questions with a 9 minute time limit. From previous studies, realistic answer
time-frames for busy clinicians should be below five minutes (Ely et al., 1999; Hoogendam et al., 2008;
Ramos et al., 2003), so the three proposed time limit cohorts will encompass this pragmatic indicator
of search time suitability.
The task timer is stopped during system search for documents to eliminate system search time
variation or other network/system delays that may bias the overall search time available. System search
time starts when the participant clicks the search button and ends when the screen is populated with
the search results and is available for use. The task timer will be stopped for each type of search
conducted, including a ’Move Next’ or ’Move Previous’ on the search screen. Participants will be told
that search time is excluded from the timing, to alleviate any additional time-stress they may feel due
to a perceived or actual slow search system.
A control group of participants was considered which could perform the task without time con-
straints. However, it was decided that numerous similar prior studies, such as Westbrook et al. (2005a),
provided results that could be compared with the outcomes of this study. Allocating test participants to
a control group without time constraints would reduce the statistical power of any test results achieved
here and expanding the participant set was not feasible for time and cost reasons.
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Table 3.1: Data Capture on the pre-search and post-search answer screens
# Data: Purpose Measurement Stage 1 Stage 2
1 Answer: Decision quality Select or type depending on the question Yes Yes
2 Confidence in answer: Im-
pact of the system on an-
swer confidence
How confident are you in your answer? (1=no
confidence, 2= A little confident, 3=Moder-
ately confident, 4=Very confident, 5=Certain)
Yes Yes
3 Perceived difficulty: Re-
lationship with time con-
straints and answer quality
How would your rate the difficulty of this clini-
cal question? (pre-search) and How would you
rate the difficulty of the search for evidence
for this task? (post-search). (1=Very easy,
2=Easy, 3=neither easy nor difficult, 4=diffi-
cult, 5= very difficult)
Yes Yes
4 Perceived impact of time
constraint on decision: Re-
lationship with decision
quality and confidence
How would you rate the time you had available
to complete this task? (1=Not nearly enough
time, 2=Nearly enough time, 3=Just enough
time, 4=More than enough time, 5=Much
more than enough time)
N/A Yes
5 Perceived impact of time
constraint on participant’s
stress level: Relationship
with decision quality and
confidence
How much stress did you feel due to time
pressure? (1=None, 2=A little, 3=A moder-
ate amount, 4=A lot, 5=More than a lot)
N/A Yes
3.3.4 Data capture
Immediately after initial login, participant information is captured as per Appendix Table A.1. Data
capture then occurs on both the pre-search and post-search answer screens, as listed in Table 3.1.
In addition to information requested from the user, all system interactions are also captured
including the: (1) Search events and timings as detailed in Table 3.2; (2) Participant’s search query
terms and resulting search engine results pages (SERP); (3) Documents selected by the participant from
the SERP; (4) Evidence selected by the participant from the documents they are viewing; (5) Relevance
ratings assigned by the participant of the documents they view (Essential, helpful, duplicate-essential,
duplicate-helpful, not helpful). Although it is desirable to question the participant regarding the utility
of each search system, this could only be done after each question and it was felt that this would add
too much extra time to the study.
The relevance ratings used are non-standard because they include the capture of duplicate informa-
tion. Usually, clinicians are recall-driven and therefore a regular set of labels (essential, helpful and
not-relevant) would suffice. In this study, however, we were concerned that participants may consider
duplicate information as non-relevant. To make the distinction clear, we provided duplicate-essential
and duplicate-helpful labels to prevent any ambiguity.
3.3.5 Clinical Tasks
Six of the sixteen clinical questions are those produced and used by Westbrook et al. (2005b) and are
reproduced here in Table 3.3. The tasks consist of real-life scenarios and a clinical question for each
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Table 3.2: Taskiir user-interaction data capture detail for Stage two of the study, when the participant
can use a search system to help them to complete their task. Column 2 identifies all captured variables
as either time-stamped events or calculated variables. Column 3 identifies where the event is triggered
or how the variable is calculated.
id Event/Variable (unit of measure) Method of Capture
A. Task.start.time (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the search screen is pre-
sented to the user, together with the task
B. Search.initiated (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user clicks on the
‘Search’ button or initiates the search with the keyboard
C. Pre.search.dwell.interval (secs) B-C
D. SERP.reveal.time (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the SERP has been revealed
to the user
E. System.search.interval (secs) D-B
F. User.SERP.click.time (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user clicks on any of the
SERP snippets, in order to view the document
G. SERP.review.interval (secs) F-D
H. Doc.revealed.time (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the underlying document,
related to the snippet the user clicked on the SERP, is re-
vealed
I. System.doc.reveal.interval (secs) H-F
J. User.saves.evidence (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user selects text from
the document, which is saved to their evidence
K. User.deletes.evidence (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user deletes an element
of their saved evidence
L. User.reports.relevance (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user selects the relevance
for the document they are viewing
M. User.finished.reading (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user closes the document
review screen
N. Document.read.interval (secs) M-H
O. User.movesto.completion (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user clicks on the button
to complete the task
P. User.completes.task (timestamp) A timestamp is triggered when the user clicks on the com-
plete task button and the fields are all validated
Q. Answer.interval (secs) P-O
R. Task.completion.interval (secs) P-A – (I+G)
scenario. Westbrook et al. (2005b) derived the tasks using clinical experts and designed them to be
clinically relevant and of mixed complexity. Four questions are sourced from Hersh et al. (Hersh et al.,
2002, Table 2), which are also clinical questions and used for the same purposes as this study. Three
questions are modified from the 2015 TREC CDS topic set (Simpson et al., 2014b). These questions
were provided with diagnoses, which our medical physician (Dr Anthony Deacon, MBBS), modified
into a question of a similar format to the other questions. Finally, our medical physician also devised a
further three other clinical questions for the purposes of this test.
In the Westbrook et al. study, six sources of evidence were available to search by the clinicians;
however, only medical literature was provided in this study, as this was the source of evidence under
investigation. To ensure that at least one relevant document existed in the corpus for each task, our
medical physician searched through the corpus, using the search system, to identify one or more
relevant documents. The resulting relevant PubMed Ids are listed for each question in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Task specifications including the full task scenario supplied to the participant as well as
the expected answer and relevant PubMed ID from the corpus that supports the answer. † Answer
provided by Dr Anthony Deacon (MBBS). †† Question derived by Dr Anthony Deacon (MBBS)
Task Title question and Source Answer
(PMID)
(1) Cytobrush Pap Smear: Is the Cytobrush superior to a spatula for obtaining cells for Pap
smears, in terms of technical quality (e.g., percentage of interpretable smears)?Hersh et al. (2002)
No†
(2) Glue Ear: A mother brings her 15-month-old son who has been seen three times in the past
year for glue ear. She has heard that this can lead to learning and developmental problems and
thinks her child may need surgery. His hearing is normal. Does current evidence support the need




(3) Asthma Inhaler: What is the best delivery device for effective administration of inhaled




(4) NRT after heart attack: A patient staying in hospital had a myocardial infarction two days
ago and is now threatening to sign himself out. You suspect this is due to nicotine withdrawal. The
patient wishes to stop smoking and seeks your advice on whether he can start nicotine replacement




(5) glucosamine sulfate: A 58-year-old woman with long-standing pain of osteoarthritis in knees,
hips, and hands asks about the benefits of glucosamine sulfate. Does existing evidence demonstrate
that glucosamine has a disease modifying role in osteoarthritis?Westbrook et al. (2005b)
Conflicting
(3392795)
(6) Brown snake: A man is bitten by a brown snake and is taken to the hospital emergency
department. There is clear evidence of envenoming (poisonous effects of venom). The hospital has
run out of brown snake antivenom, so the patient must be given polyvalent snake antivenom (which
contains antivenom for all Australian snakes). Should epinephrine be given with the antivenom to




(7)osteomyelitis diabetic foot: What anaerobic microorganism is most commonly found in os-
teomyelitis associated with diabetic foot? Westbrook et al. (2005b)
S. aureus
(3464066) †
(8) Ultrasound for DVT : Is ultrasound the best diagnostic test available to exclude the presence




(9) protein-losing nephropathy: Does dietary protein effect the level of proteinuria in patients




(10) Bladder Cancer: Is there evidence of an association between petroleum product exposure
and bladder cancer? Hersh et al. (2002)
No
(2803497) †
(11) Loin pain: A 48 year old man presents with severe right sided loin pain and is diagnosed with





(12) Breast cancer: Is oestrogen receptor positivity a better prognostic factor than HER2 overex-
pression for patients with breast cancer? ††
Yes
(2883240) †
(13) Dementia: Are the clinical effects of Mematine, when used as a sole agent in the treatment of
Alzheimer’s Dementia, greatest in the “mild” stage of the disease? ††
No
(2695219) †
(14) Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria: Is flow cytometry the most accepted laboratory
investigation to confirm a suspected diagnosis of Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria? [AD




(15) Anaemia: Is the efficacy and side effect profile of oral iron polymaltose and oral ferrous
sulfate equivalent when used for the treatment of iron deficiency anaemia among children? [AD
modified 2015 TREC CDS Simpson et al. (2014b), Q27]
No
(3206382) †
(16) Kawasaki Disease: In the acute therapy of Kawasaki disease, does use of aspirin together with
intravenous immunoglobulin reduce the duration of fever compared to intravenous immunoglobulin
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3.3.6 Corpus
The clinical information corpus used is the 2014 and 2015 TREC CDS document collection (see
Simpson et al. (2014a,b)). This consists of a snapshot of the Open Access Subset of PubMed Central
(PMC) taken on January 21, 2014. It contains a total of 733,138 articles. The corpus was pre-processed
according to the method employed by Balaneshin-kordan et al. (2015) including the removal of all
HTML/XML tags, all numbers and all non-alphabetical characters. The corpus was then indexed with
Galago 3 version 3.12 using a Porter stemmer and stop words removal. After indexing, all very rare
terms were also removed; i.e., all terms with three or fewer occurrences in the corpus.
3.3.7 Custom Search System
A custom document search engine and interface, together called Taskiir, is employed for the evidence
search process (see Figure 3.2). Similar to normal commercial search engines, Taskiir allows the
participant to write their query and perform a best match search of documents in the corpus. A snippet,
highlighting matching query terms, is then provided in the Search Engine Results Page (SERP), which
shows up below the query. Users can then select documents of interest to view the full text. Whilst
viewing the full text document, the participant can also select (with their mouse) any text or graphics
which they want to use as evidence for their final answer. The participant can view their evidence
or complete the task at any time. Instructions on using the system are provided on each page and a
mandatory walk-through tutorial is provided prior to starting the study.
To investigate the impact of search system effectiveness on clinical decision making (RQ-1.3),
Taskiir utilises two document search algorithms:
• State-of-art (SOA): An improved version of the 2015 TREC Clinical Decision Support (CDS)
Task A winning system by Balaneshin-kordan et al. (2015). The 2015 TREC CDS track was
targeted to identify the state-of-art IR system because the topics in Task A were of a similar
clinical nature to the Westbrook tasks and the search corpus was the same as that used in this
study. The two improvements made over the winning system include the removal of negated
UMLS terms from the UMLS query expansion terms as well as a change to the pseudo relevance
feedback term weighting (from 0.75 to 0.5). All improvements resulted from tuning parameters
on the CDS 2014 test collection and testing on the 2015 collection, to avoid data over-fitting.
• Baseline document retrieval system (BM25): BM25 standard retrieval system is a widely adopted
best-match retrieval method. It is the default, out-of-the-box method employed by many search
engines including the very popular Elasticsearch 4 and Lucene 5 systems. The parameters were
set to default values (K=1.2, b=0.75).
3https://www.lemurproject.org/galago.php. Accessed 15 May 2018
4https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch. Accessed 15 May 2018
5https://lucene.apache.org/core/. Accessed 15 May 2018
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Figure 3.2: Screen shot of the Taskiir custom search system interface. Shows the task in the top left,
search query box, top right and search results below.
Information Retrieval Evaluation Measures
Document retrieval performance figures for both systems are shown in Table 3.4. The measures
depicted were the standard set chosen for the 2014 and 2015 TREC CDS task. IR system performance
measures are usually calculated for a ranked retrieval of 1000 documents. Mean Average Precision
(MAP), for example, is the average of all precision values taken at each rank where a relevant document
is found. Precision at a given rank is the number of relevant documents found up to that rank divided
by the rank. MAP is useful because it provides a single measurement of system performance across
all queries. However, because MAP is only averaged across relevant rank positions, results can be
biased towards systems retrieving fewer relevant documents but at lower rank positions. Precision at
rank position 10 (P@10) is simply the precision calculated at rank position 10. It is useful to identify
high precision systems that provide many relevant documents in the first 10 documents retrieved.
This is often pertinent to clinical search where clinicians have little time to view many documents.
R-precision (R-prec) is the ratio r/R where r is the number of relevant documents retrieved by the
system up to ranking R and R is the number of judged relevant documents for that query. Unlike MAP,
R-prec takes into consideration the number of relevant documents that could be found and therefore is
helpful for search tasks where recall is important. R-prec is a useful measure for systems that need to
return many or all of the relevant documents, for example in clinical cases that require physicians to
seek alternatives, say for treatments. Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) sums the gain at each rank
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Table 3.4: Comparison of document retrieval performance figures, across the TREC 2015 test collection,
for systems used in this study and the winning TREC 2015 system Balaneshin-kordan et al. (2015)
(†As per 2015 TREC CDS, Task A, Automatic Runs listed in (Simpson et al., 2014b, Table 4) for task
summary. Significance using paired t-test with p-values: ∗ <0.05, ∗∗∗ <0.0005)
System infNDCG infAP P@10 R-prec MAP
WSU system† 0.2928 0.0777 0.4633 0.2329 0.1851
SOA 0.3159 0.0849 0.4800 0.2401 0.1930
BM25 0.2168 0.0461 0.3600 0.1717 0.1114
SOA v BM25 +46%∗∗∗ +84%∗ +33%∗∗∗ +40%∗∗∗ +73%∗∗∗
position (i.e. the relevance grading value) multiplied by a discount factor that takes into consideration
that lower ranked documents are less likely to be read. Normalised nDCG compares the DCG with an
ideal DCG for each rank, so that scores are normalised between 0 and 1. nDCG is designed to promote
systems that provide more relevant documents higher up in the ranking.
One problem with all these standard measures is the underlying assumption that all relevant
documents within the test collection are identified for each query. This is rarely the case because
of cost limitations. In the measures above, un-judged documents are considered as non-relevant,
however this may not be the case. To account for unjudged documents, Aslam et al. (2006) derived
two new measures, Inferred normalised discounted cumulative gain, infNDCG, and inferred average
precision, infAP, which have become accepted methods of evaluating system retrieval performance
when relevance judgements are incomplete.
3.3.8 Sample Size
We wanted to be able to discriminate between the post search correct answer rate between each of the
three time limited cohorts. Therefore, to derive the sample size we assumed the answer rates would
differ by 10 percentage points between each group, starting at no improvement, from the Westbrook et
al. pre-search correct answer (29.4%) rate. This creates three datasets with average correct answer
rates of 30%, 40% and 50% for the 3, 6 and 9 minute cohorts, respectively. Applying a two proportions
statistical comparison ( i.e., a two-sample, two-sided equality, (Shao et al., 2008, pg89)), between each
pair of answer rates and setting statistical power to 90%, error rate to 5% and equal sample sizes per
cohort, the minimum sample size required is 514 per cohort, which equates to 32 people/cohort sitting
16 tasks or 96 people in total.
Task Order, System Rotation and Task Timing
Task order and system rotation is set as per Table 3.5 for each participant to minimise confounding
factors. The design is as follows:
1. A Latin square experimental design is constructed for 16 tasks and 16 participants to minimise
the impact of user-fatigue on specific tasks.
2. To minimise task order effects, each column of the square is randomized.
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Table 3.5: Latin square design of question presentation order. The presentation order is from left
to right. The numbers in the table represent the task numbers. The subjects are denoted in the first
column from S1 to S16. Two such squares (32 subjects) form a timing cohort. System selection is
alternated for each column of the square starting with the State of Art system in column one. Note
that the question order for the first 16 subjects are the same as for the second 16 subjects, however
the search system used for each task is switched, i.e., so that the BM25 system is used for column 1
questions.
Q order: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Subject
S1 10 7 16 14 4 6 3 12 8 1 2 9 15 11 5 13
S2 11 8 1 15 5 7 4 13 9 2 3 10 16 12 6 14
S3 12 9 2 16 6 8 5 14 10 3 4 11 1 13 7 15
S4 13 10 3 1 7 9 6 15 11 4 5 12 2 14 8 16
S5 14 11 4 2 8 10 7 16 12 5 6 13 3 15 9 1
S6 15 12 5 3 9 11 8 1 13 6 7 14 4 16 10 2
S7 16 13 6 4 10 12 9 2 14 7 8 15 5 1 11 3
S8 1 14 7 5 11 13 10 3 15 8 9 16 6 2 12 4
S9 2 15 8 6 12 14 11 4 16 9 10 1 7 3 13 5
S10 3 16 9 7 13 15 12 5 1 10 11 2 8 4 14 6
S11 4 1 10 8 14 16 13 6 2 11 12 3 9 5 15 7
S12 5 2 11 9 15 1 14 7 3 12 13 4 10 6 16 8
S13 6 3 12 10 16 2 15 8 4 13 14 5 11 7 1 9
S14 7 4 13 11 1 4 3 9 5 14 15 6 12 8 2 10
S15 8 5 14 12 2 5 4 10 6 15 16 7 13 9 3 11
S16 9 6 15 13 3 6 5 11 7 16 1 8 14 10 4 12
3. To incorporate a within-subject design across the system variable, two sets of the Latin square
derived in (2) are required with alternating use of systems. The first tranche of 16 participants
will start their first task with the SOA system whereas the second tranche will start with BM25
system. In this way, across the 32 participants, each system will be used equally across all
questions and will experience the same task-order pattern.
The search time allowed for each task is controlled by applying a time limit for each task the
participant performs. Participants are randomly assigned to one of three timing cohorts. The time
constraint by task number is specified for each cohort in Table 3.6. The rotation of task timing ensures
that:
1. The maximum duration for search in stage two is fixed to 96 minutes for all participants
2. Each task is conducted under all time constraints an equal number of times (32 per cohort)
3. A within-subject design across the time constraint variable such that each participant performs
4-6 questions per time constraint
4. Task time constraints are applied in the same random order according to the task order rotation
Latin square, specified above
3.3.9 Statistical Analyses
To assess the impact of introducing the SML search system on clinical decision quality (RQ-1.1), each
participant’s answer, both pre-search and post-search, will be coded to right (R), or wrong (W) by
comparing the participant’s answer to an expert judged assessment of each task. Samples for which no
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Table 3.6: Question Timing selection for each question. Timing cohorts of 32 people are identified
in the top row as A, B and C. Each cohort will conduct the search for each task, as listed in the first
column (T1, T2...T16), within the time constraint specified in minutes in the table.
Timing Cohort: C1 C2 C3
Task Number
T1 3 6 9
T2 3 9 6
T3 6 3 9
T4 6 9 3
T5 9 3 6
T6 9 6 3
T7 3 6 9
T8 3 9 6
T9 6 3 9
T10 6 9 3
T11 9 3 6
T12 9 6 3
T13 3 6 9
T14 9 6 3
T15 6 3 9
T16 6 9 3
Total Mins: 96 96 96
search is performed by the participant for their post-search answer, will be discarded, as the value of
the search system can not be confirmed in these cases. The decision quality is therefore defined by the
correct answer rate (# right answers/total sample count (N)).
To assess the significance of any change in the proportion of right/wrong answers, the McNemar’s
Chi-squared Test for symmetry(Agresti, 1990) will be employed because it is a non-parametric test
suited to a binary result, with samples taken at two points in time. Non-parametric is a better model
to assume given that the data distribution is unlikely to be regular, because of the different medical
groupings of participants. To assess any differences between the participant groups (nurses, doctors
& students), a chi-square analysis will be performed. To assess for relationships with confidence,
perceived clinical difficulty and participant attributes, for example medical experience or computer
experience, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be conducted. The participant’s confidence in their
answers will be assessed pre-search and post-search to identify any significant changes relating to
search intervention, also using chi-square analysis.
Three proxies for clinician time pressure are employed: (i) The search time constraint (3 mins =
high, 6 minutes = medium and 9 minutes=low time pressure); (ii) Time-outs (true=high, false=low
time pressure), which are defined as samples where at the post-search answer stage the task timer
reaches the constraint-duration. It is assumed that in a time-out scenario, the participant was unable
to complete the task; and (iii) Self reported time pressure, which is reported on a scale of 1 to 5 (1
= Not nearly enough time to 5 = Much more than enough time, where 1 and 2 = High, 3 = Medium
and 4 and 5 = Low time pressure), by the clinician at the post-search answer stage of each question.
To assess the impact of time pressure on clinical decision quality (RQ-1.2), the analyses outlined
for RQ-1.1, above, will be repeated with a breakdown by time pressure category, i.e., high, medium
and low. In addition an analysis of time-outs by constraint category will be conducted to assess the
impact of time constraints on task completion. Significant differences by time-pressure category will
be analysed using Chi-square analysis. An ANOVA will be performed across confidence, difficulty,
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participant-perceived stress and search behaviours, such as SERP dwell time, # queries issued, #
documents opened and the quantity of evidence items selected.
To assess the impact of search engine performance on clinical decision quality (RQ-1.3), a similar
set of analyses will be performed as that for RQ-1.1, except broken down by search system (SOA
and BM25). In addition, the same ANOVA methods employed for time constraint categories in
RQ-1.2 analysis will be performed. In addition an ANOVA will be performed across system categories
and system-time constraints to identify time constraint cases where system performance effects may
matter most. The impact of search engine performance on clinical decision time (RQ-1.3) will also
be assessed by evaluating the post-search task completion times for those tasks that were completed
(i.e. Relevant documents and/or evidence identified). This is measured in two ways: (a) search time
only and (b) search time + time spent filling in the answer form. Differences in search times between
the systems will be assessed using Chi-Square analysis. Finally, a participant-derived performance
assessment of the two systems can be constructed by building a graded QREL listing (standard format
for representing relevance assessments in IR), by query, based on all participants’ relevance ratings.
Using this QREL a re-comparison of the two systems can be evaluated and compared using the formal
TREC evaluation results to provide better insight into any changes observed (or not) in the clinical
decision and timing results for the two systems.
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter an experimental protocol was documented for a clinical user study. The purpose of the
study is to assess the impact on clinical decision making when clinicians use an SML search system,
under varied time pressure conditions and with varied search system effectiveness. Specifically, it is
intended that the findings from this study will enable us to answer the three specific study research
questions, listed in section 3.1.1, which in-turn will allow us to provide a comprehensive answer to the
broader thesis research question, RQ-1.
In section 3.2 previous work relating to this study was provided and specific research relating
to time pressure and search system quality were discussed in the context of Information Retrieval.
As far as the author has searched, this is the first study that specifically explores the impact of both
time pressure and search system quality in the context of clinical search. Section 3.3 specifies the
experimental method to be employed for the study. It details the participants to be recruited, the
procedures that participants have to follow, the data to be captured during the study, the corpus, retrieval
methods and search system that participants use to perform their search with and the experimental
methods employed to try to minimise confounding factors.
In chapter 4 the results from this study are reported together with a discussion of the findings and
the conclusions as they relate to the specific study research questions, RQ-1.1 to RQ-1.3, and the
overall thesis research question, RQ-1.
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Chapter 4
Assessing Clinical Document Retrieval
Effectiveness: User Study Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the results for the clinical user study defined in Chapter 3. The overall objective
of the user study is to address the first research question of this thesis, RQ-1:
RQ-1: How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific medical literature,
at helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
To perform a comprehensive assessment of document retrieval effectiveness, three specific study
research questions are identified:
RQ-1.1 Does the use of an online scientific medical literature search system enable clinicians to
make better clinical decisions?
RQ-1.2 How does time pressure impact clinical decision making?
RQ-1.3 Does a significantly better search system, as assessed by standard Information Retrieval
(IR) evaluation measures, translate to better and faster clinical decisions?
In this chapter, the results of the clinical study to address these study research questions are reported.
In the next section, the results to all three research questions are reported as well as participant statistics.
In Section 4.3 the results are discussed in more detail, including an investigation into results for each
of the study research questions. Also reported is a detailed failure analysis in Section 4.3.3, which
examines a variety of factors that can impact answer correctness. A novel factor model is utilised in
this analysis to identify the most important factors accounting for failures. Finally, the findings and
contributions of the experiment are summarised in Section 4.4, the conclusion. Also identified in the
conclusion is any future work.
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Table 4.1: Demographic summary by participant grouping including count of participants by gender and average self-
reported skill ratings for (1) Computer skills where 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=good, 4=very good and 5=excellent and; (2) frequency
of use of MEDLINE or PubMed for medical reference where 1= never, 2=once per month, 3=2-3 times per month, 4=once
per week and 5=more than once per week. Percent of total participants are provided in ().The ’doctor’ grouping is further
broken down into General Practitioners (GP), interns and specialists. The bottom line of the table provides totals for the
participant counts and averages for the skill ratings
Mean computer Mean MEDLINE
Participant Group Female Male Total Skills (SD) use (SD)
- GP 0 6 6 3.2 (1.3) 2.8 (1.5)
- Intern 3 3 6 3.3 (1.2) 2.7 (0.8)
- Specialist 1 3 4 2.5 (0.6) 3.3 (2.1)
Doctor (totals) 4 12 16 (15%) 3.1 (1.1) 2.9 (1.4)
Nurse 8 0 8 (7%) 3.3 (0.8) 2.1 (0.9)
Student 46 39 85 (78%) 3.8 (0.9) 2.9 (0.9)
Totals/Averages: 58 (53%) 51 (47%) 109 (100%) 3.7 (1.0) 2.8 (1.0)
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Participants
Potential participants were contacted via hospital notice boards (online and physical), health authority
newsletters and medical student society online noticeboards, across Australia, over the course of 12
months. Attracting fully qualified clinicians and nurses proved to be extremely difficult; the plethora of
competing studies, the small honorarium (AUD$50) and the two hour time obligation created a signifi-
cant barrier to participation. Even after the protocol was modified to allow participants to perform the
test in more than one sitting, clinician numbers remained very low (see Table 4.1). Altogether, a total
of 109 participants, consisting of 16 doctors, 8 nurses and 85 final year medical students, answered
16 questions. Of the 1744 samples, 85 were discarded because the participant failed to search for the
answer, indicating that the search system was not used, and a further 6 samples were discarded due to
a system failure. This left 1,653 samples for analysis.
Key Points
In total there are 109 participants generating a sample size of N=1,653.
The gender split of the participants is slightly biased overall towards females (53%) although this is
primarily because of a similar split (54% female) in the majority grouping of students. Nurses, however
are all female and most (75%) of the doctors are male. The mean self-reported rating for computer
skills was 3.7 where 3 is good and 4 is very good. Doctors tended to be at the lower end of the scale
(3.1), nurses slightly higher (3.3) and students at the top end (3.8). In terms of MEDLINE/PubMed
usage, the mean, self-reported usage across all participants was 2.8 where 2 is usage once per month
and 3 is usage 2-3 times per month. Doctors and medical students were on average the same (2.9) on
this scale and nurses were a little lower, at 2.1. All results were assessed for the impact of computer
skills and MEDLINE usage and reported in the context of each finding.
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4.2.2 Does A Search System Help Clinicians to Answer Questions?
The experimental results to help address RQ-1.1 are presented in this section. RQ-1.1 asks, Does the
use of an online scientific medical literature search system enable clinicians to make better clinical
decisions? The independent variable under consideration is the use of an online Scientific Medical
Literature (SML) search system. This experiment is a within-subject study wherein each participant
gets to answer the same question with and without the search system. The assessment of the quality
of clinical decisions is evaluated with the correct answer rate. It is evaluated both pre-search; i.e.,
without the aid of the search system, and then post-search; i.e. with the aid of the search system. Better
decision making is, therefore, achieved if there is a significant increase in the correct answer rate
between pre-search and post-search answers. Answer correctness, both pre-search and post-search, is
assessed for each participant’s question, provided that at least one search was conducted in stage 2 of
the study, when they had access to a search system. If no search was conducted, then it is not possible
to say whether the participant was aided by the search system, and therefore the results for this question
are discarded. The results for each sample are then classified into one of four answer directions based
on the correctness before and after search. For example, RR means right before search and then right
after search. Similarly we have RW (Right-Wrong), WR (Wrong-Right) and WW (Wrong-Wrong).
Table 4.2 provides a contingency table, which shows the numbers of samples by pre and post
correctness classification. Results by profession are presented graphically in Figure 4.1. Applying
McNemar’s Chi-squared Test for symmetry (Agresti, 1990) to the contingency table results reveals
that in this experiment, across all professional groups, the SML search system significantly improves
the rate of correct answers. Doctors improve from 34.6% correct before search to 58.2% after search
(χ2 = 29.657, df = 1, p-value = 5.157e-08), nurses from 29.9% to 44.4% ((χ2 = 5.6889, df = 1, p-value
= 0.01707) and medical students from 34.3% to 53.6% (χ2 = 112.61, df = 1, p-value < 2.2e-16). The
overall improvement, across all participants is from 34.0% to 53.6% (χ2 = 148.62, df = 1, p-value <
2.2e-16), representing a 57.7% improvement.
Key Points
An SML document retrieval search system enables clinicians to correctly answer
more questions: from 34% without a search system to 54% with the aid of a
search system. All professional groups, including doctors, nurses and final year
medical students, make significant improvements.
Is Professional Grouping significant?
The correct answer rate, pre-search, does not vary significantly between professional groups (χ2 =
0.94646, df = 2, p-value = 0.623) and nor does the answer direction (χ2 = 6.6657, df = 6, p-value
= 0.3529); however, there is a marginal significant difference for the post-search answer rate (χ2 =
5.9845, df = 2, p-value = 0.05017); Applying the pairwise nominal independence test, the differences
between doctors and nurses are marginally significant (p-value=0.0196 (0.0588 adjusted)). There are
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Table 4.2: Contingency table showing the numbers of questions completed with right and wrong
answers pre and post search, stratified by the occupation of the participant. Figures in parentheses





All Participants 373 (23%) 189 (11%)
Doctors 59 (25%) 23 (10%)
Nurses 21 (18%) 14 (12%)
Students 293 (23%) 152 (12%)
Wrong:
All Participants 513 (31%) 578 (35%)
Doctors 79 (33%) 76 (32%)
Nurses 31 (27%) 51 (44%)


















Doctor Nurse Student All Participants
Right Before Right After delta
Figure 4.1: Percent of participant questions that are correct before search (blue), correct after search
(orange) and the difference (grey) by professional group and for all participants.
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no significant differences between medical students and doctors; however, because of the relatively
small cohort of doctors, there is insufficient evidence to comment conclusively on this matter.
Confounding factors
Both self-reported computer skills and the self-reported frequency of use of MEDLINE/PubMed are
independent of the participant’s correct answer rate before and after search as well as independent of
the answer direction (all tested using Pearson’s Chi-squared test of independence). In addition, testing
was done to check whether the order of the answer task impacted the results; for example, because of
fatigue. Task order was also independent.
4.2.3 How Does Time Pressure Impact Clinical Decision Making
The results presented in this section seek to address research question RQ-1.2, How does time pressure
impact clinical decision making? Time pressure is an independent variable that is measured within-
subject. In this experiment, time pressure is inferred via three proxies: (1) By application of varied
time constraints - 3, 6 or 9 minutes - placed on the participant during their search for evidence for a
given task (called Time-Constraint); (2) By identifying tasks where the participant times out during
their search, meaning that they reach the end of their allotted time limit, before they have answered the
question, and therefore must answer the question immediately without further reading or searching
(called Time-Out) and; (3) By the participant’s self-reported level of time sufficiency that they select,
from a scale of 1 (Not nearly enough time) to 5 (Much more than enough time), after completing each
task (called Self-Report).
Key Points
Three proxies are used to indicate time pressure. They are called: (1) Time-
Constraint, (2) Time-Out and (3) Self-Report.
The impact time pressure had on clinical decision making is assessed in three ways: (1) The impact
on answer correctness post search and answer direction; i.e. the change in answer, pre-search to post-
search from right to wrong or wrong to right; (2) The impact on the participant, including self-reported
answer confidence, task difficulty and stress; (3) The impact on search behaviour, including the number
of searches, number of documents reviewed and the reading time.
Key Points
The impact of time pressure on clinical decision making is assessed in three ways.
The impact on: (1) Answer correctness, (2) The participant’s perceptions, e.g.,
confidence, (3) The participant’s search behaviour.
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Table 4.3: Contingency table showing the numbers of participant questions completed with right and
wrong answers pre and post search, stratified by the time constraint applied at post-search. Figures in
parentheses are the count for that pre/post search right/wrong combination represented as a percentage





All time constraints 373 (23%) 189 (11%)
3 minutes 118 (21%) 72 (13%)
6 minutes 136 (25%) 56 (10%)
9 minutes 119 (22%) 61 (11%)
Wrong:
All time constraints 513 (31%) 578 (35%)
3 minutes 176 (32%) 191 (34%)
6 minutes 159 (29%) 199 (36%)
9 minutes 178 (33%) 188 (34%)
The Impact of Time Pressure (Time-Constraint) on Answer Correctness
Table 4.3 provides the contingency table stratified by search time constraint. Across all time constraint
cohorts, the SML search system significantly improves the rate of correct answers. Applying McNe-
mar’s Chi-squared test with continuity correction, tasks limited to a 3 minute search time improve
from 34.1% correct before search to 52.8% after search (χ2 = 42.778, df = 1, p-value = 6.131e-11),
whilst those limited to a 6 minute search time improve from 34.9% to 53.6% ((χ2 = 48.391, df = 1,
p-value = 3.492e-12) and those limited to a 9 minute search time improve from 33.0% to 54.4% (χ2 =
56.301, df = 1, p-value = 6.218e-14). These improvements are presented graphically in Figure 4.2.
Answer correctness is independent of time pressure, as inferred by the Time-Constraint method. This
is ascertained by applying Pearson’s Chi-squared test of independence to both the answer direction
(χ2 = 5.2639, df = 6, p-value = 0.5104) and the post-search correct rate (χ2 = 0.28883, df = 2, p-value
= 0.8655). This result was further confirmed with both the TukeyHSD and ANOVA statistical tests.
Key Points
Time pressure, as inferred by the Time-Constraint method, has no impact on
Answer correctness and answer direction.
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34.1% 34.9% 33.0% 34.0%
52.8% 53.6% 54.4% 53.6%

















Right Before Right After Delta
Figure 4.2: Percent of participant questions that are correct before search (blue), correct after search
(orange) and the difference (grey), by search time constraint cohort and for all cohorts.
The Impact of Time Pressure (Time-Out) on Answer Correctness
The second method of identifying time pressure for the clinicians is by inferring that time pressure
only occurs when a participant times-out during their search. The contingency table for this time
pressure assessment approach is given in Table 4.4. Overall, time-outs occur for 24% of the participant
questions completed; however, they are strongly dependent on the time constraint applied to the task
(χ2 = 155.53, df = 2, p-value < 2.2e-16). So time-outs occur for 41.7% of the completed tasks subject
to a 3 minute time constraint, but only 10.8% of tasks subject to a 9 minute time constraint.
Unlike the Time-Constraint proxy, time pressure inferred using the Time-Out proxy does signifi-
cantly impact answer correctness and answer direction. Time-outs are associated with the post-search
correct answer rate (χ2 = 9.1942, df = 1, p-value = 0.0024) and the answer direction (χ2 = 9.9133,
df = 3, p-value = 0.0193). This association does not occur for both the 6 and 9 minute search time
constraint cohorts, where time-out occurrences are independent of both the answer direction and
post-search correct answer rate, based on Pearson’s Chi-squared test for independence. However,
for the 3 minute search time constraint cohort, when the clinician does not time out, the post-search
correct answer rate improves by a significant 26.6%, from 45.7% to 57.8% (TukeyHSD p.adj-value =
0.0046) and the Wrong-Right answer direction improves by a significant 45% (TukeyHSD p.adj-value
= 0.0046). For the same 3 minute search time constraint cohort, there are no significant differences for
the Right-Wrong answer direction. These changes are reflected in Figure 4.3. In summary, we find that
participants under increased time pressure answer significantly fewer questions correctly and change
their incorrect pre-search answer to a correct one, significantly less, when constrained to a 3 minute
time constraint.
Key Points
Time pressure, as inferred by the Time-Out method, has a significant
negative impact on answer correctness and answer direction, but only when
the participant is most constrained in their search time; i.e., a 3 minute search time.
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Table 4.4: Contingency table showing the numbers of participant questions completed with right and
wrong answers pre and post search, stratified by whether or not a time-out occurred for the search,
and then grouped for the three time constraint periods (3, 6 and 9 minutes). Figures in parentheses
besides the counts are the percentage that count represents of the total count for that time-out and
time-constraint group.
Post-search (3 minute) Post-search (6 minute) Post-search(9 minute)
Pre-search
Right Wrong Right Wrong Right Wrong
Right:
All 118 (21%) 72 (11%) 136 (25%) 56 (10%) 119 (22%) 61 (11%)
Time-out 48 (21%) 37 (16%) 24 (23%) 7 (7%) 9 (15%) 6 (10%)
NO Time-out 70 (22%) 35 (11%) 112 (25%) 49 (11%) 110 (23%) 55 (11%)
Wrong:
All 176 (32%) 191 (34%) 159 (29%) 199 (36%) 178 (33%) 188 (34%)
Time-out 58 (25%) 89 (38%) 28 (27%) 45 (43%) 18 (31%) 26 (44%)















































Time out No Time out
Figure 4.3: Answer direction results for the 3 minute search time constraint cohort, stratified by
whether or not the participant times out on the question. The arrows between results indicate significant
difference using TukeyHSD p.adj-value <.01.
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The Impact of Time Pressure (Self-Report) on Answer Correctness
The final method of assessing time pressure is by using the self-reported, search decision time rating that
each participant selects after completing each post-search task. The question asked of the participant
is: How would you rate the time you had available to make your decision?. The available answers,
together with the assigned time pressure level in brackets, are:
1. Not nearly enough time [High]
2. Nearly enough time [High]
3. Just enough time [Medium]
4. More than enough time [Low]
5. Much more than enough time [Low]
Time pressure, inferred using the Self-Report method, significantly impacts answer correctness and
the answer direction. Table 4.5 provides an updated contingency table stratified by time pressure
(Self-Report). Time pressure is significantly associated with post-search answer correctness (χ2 =
66.878, df = 2, p-value = 3.004e-15). Under high time pressure the clinicians correctly answered
41.0% of the tasks post-search, which increased by 33.9% (TukeyHSD p.adj-value = 0) to 54.9%
under medium time pressure conditions, or increased by 57.7% (TukeyHSD p.adj-value = 0) to 64.7%
under low time pressure conditions. Figure 4.4 graphs the impact of self-reported time pressure on the
answer direction. Also, time pressure (Self-Report) has a significant impact on the answer direction
(χ2= 67.877, df = 6, p-value = 1.113e-12). In particular, decreasing the time pressure, from high to
low, increased the number of wrong-to-right results by a significant 50.9% (TukeyHSD p adj value =
0.0052) and decreased the number of right-to-wrong results by a significant 40.9% (TukeyHSD p adj
value = 0). Changes to right-to-wrong when the time pressure changed from high to medium are also
significant( TukeyHSD p adj value = 0.0341); however, wrong-to-right changes are not significant and
none of the changes between medium and low time pressure are significant. In summary, we find that
participants under increased time pressure, answer significantly few questions correctly, incorrectly
change their answers more often and correctly change their answers less often.
Key Points
Time pressure, as inferred by the Self-Report method, has a significant negative
impact on answer correctness and answer direction.
Summary of Impact of Time Pressure on Answer Correctness
Depending on the method of inferring time pressure, the impact on answer correctness ranges from no
significant impact to significant impact on both post-search answer correctness and answer direction.
Overall, time pressure inferred by the Time-Constraint method has no impact on answer correctness or
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Table 4.5: Contingency table showing the numbers of participant questions completed with right and wrong
answers, pre and post search, stratified by the time pressure classification (high/medium/low) based on self-
reported decision time sufficiency. Figures in parentheses are the count for that pre/post search right/wrong





All 373 (23%) 189 (11%)
High time pressure 96 (17%) 82 (14%)
Medium time pressure 111 (23%) 57 (12%)
Low time pressure 166 (28%) 50 (8%)
Wrong:
All 513 (31%) 578 (35%)
High time pressure 142 (25%) 260 (45%)
Medium time pressure 150 (32%) 157 (33%)




















































High Time Pressure Medium Time Pressure Low Time Pressure
Figure 4.4: Proportion of each Self-Report time pressure cohort, stratified by answer direction (RR, WW, RW, WR),
pre-search correct result (Right before), post-search correct result (Right after) and the difference between the two (Delta
(right)). The arrows between results indicate significant difference using TukeyHSD p.adj-value <.05. See Table 4.6 for
specific details. Note that RR and WW significance tests are not shown here.
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Table 4.6: Summary table comparing the post correct answer results and answer direction results between the three methods
of inferring time pressure. Significant differences between levels within each method of inferring time pressure are provided
as table footnotes that are assigned to the relevant figures in the table, which are also emboldened.
Time-Constraint Time-Out Self-Report
3 min 6 min 9 min True False High Medium Low
Sample Size: 557 550 546 395 1258 580 475 598
Pre-Search correct
# of samples 190 192 180 131 431 178 168 216
% of cohort samples 34 35 33 33 34 31 35 36
Post-Search correct
# of samples 294 295 297 185 701 238 261 387
% of cohort samples 53 54 54 47a 56a 41b 55b 65b
Improvement
# of samples 104 103 117 54 270 60 93 171
% of cohort samples 19 19 21 14 22 10 20 29
% improvement 55 54 65 41 63 34 55 79
Answer Direction
Right-to-Wrong (RW)
# of samples 72 56 61 50 139 82 57 50
% of cohort samples 13 10 11 13 11 14c 12 8c
Wrong-to-Right (WR)
# of samples 176 159 178 104 409 142 150 221
% of cohort samples 32 29 33 26d 33d 25e 32e 37e
a Time-out sig. difference: True-False p adj=0.0020 (TukeyHSD )
b Self-report sig. differences: High-Low p adj=0; High-Med p adj=0; Med-Low p adj=0.0034 (TukeyHSD )
c Self-report sig. difference: High-Low p adj=0.0052 (TukeyHSD )
d Time-out sig. difference: True-False p adj=0.0046 (TukeyHSD )
e Self-report sig. differences: High-Low p adj=0; High-Med p adj=0.0341 (TukeyHSD )
answer direction; time pressure inferred by the Time-Out method has a significant negative impact
on both answer correctness and direction, but only when search time is constrained the most (i.e., 3
minutes search time); and time pressure inferred by the Self-Report method has a significant negative
impact on both answer correctness and direction across all time constraints. Table 4.6 summarises
the answer correctness and answer direction results for each of the three methods examined. The
implications of these results will be discussed further in Section 4.3.4.
The Impact of Time Pressure on the Participant
Answer correctness is the final outcome of a participant’s clinical decision. But time pressure occurs
during the journey towards each decision, and may influence the mental state of the clinicians as they
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make their decision. In this analysis, we report on the influence of time pressure on the participant’s
perceived levels of answer confidence, task difficulty (clinical and search) and stress due to time
pressure. These self-reported indicators of the participant’s state of mind are captured after each task
with the following questions (and possible answers):
1. Answer Confidence: How confident are you in your answer? (1=No confidence, 2=A little
confident, 3=Moderately confident, 4=Very confident, 5=Certain). This is reported firstly, when
the clinician had to use their own knowledge (i.e., pre-search) and then again when they could
use the search engine (i.e., post-search).
2. Task Difficulty (clinical difficulty): How would your rate the difficulty of this clinical question?
(1=Very easy, 2=Easy, 3=Neither easy nor difficult, 4=Difficult, 5=Very difficult). This is
reported when the clinician had to use their own knowledge; i.e., pre-search.
3. Task Difficulty (search): How would you rate the difficulty of the search for evidence for this
task? (1=Very easy, 2=Easy, 3=Neither easy nor difficult, 4=Difficult, 5=Very difficult). This is
reported when the clinician could use the search engine; i.e., post-search.
4. Stress: How much stress did you feel due to time pressure? (1=None, 2=A little, 3=A moderate
amount, 4=A lot, 5=More than a lot). This is reported when the clinician could use the search
engine; i.e., post-search.
Table 4.7 details the average reported answer confidence, task difficulty and participant stress
levels for each of the three time pressure proxies. Also shown in the table are the differences between
the levels of time pressure (Low, Medium and High), for each proxy, as well as whether or not those
differences are significant. Figure 4.5 charts the data for ease of comparison. The remaining analysis
in this sub-section refers to this table and figure.
Referring to Figure 4.5(a), time pressure has a significant impact on the participant’s post-search
confidence in their answers, as assessed across all time pressure proxies. As expected, prior to search,
reported answer confidence levels were independent of post-search time pressure levels (χ2 = 2.5482,
df = 8, p-value = 0.9594; χ2 = 0.98031, df = 4, p-value = 0.9128; χ2 = 9.6217, df = 8, p-value =
0.2926 for Time-Constraint, Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies respectively, using the
Pearson’s Chi-squared test for independence). However, for post-search confidence levels, all time
pressure proxies reported significant increases to answer confidence when time pressure was lower.
Reducing time pressure from high to low resulted in a 7.0% (p-value=0.004, TukeyHSD) increase in
answer confidence when applying the Time-Constraint proxy for time pressure, a 26.2%(p-value=0,
TukeyHSD) increase when applying the Time-Out proxy and a 45.9% (p-value=0, TukeyHSD) increase
when applying the Self-Report proxy.
Key Points
Time pressure, has a significant negative impact on answer confidence.
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Table 4.7: Summary table of average self-reported confidence, difficulty and stress ratings for pre-
search and post-search participant questions, stratified by the proxy used to assess time pressure.
Included are the changes between levels and the significance level of those changes, where they are
significant, as measured by TukeyHSD.
Cohort Pre-Search Post-Search
Size Confidence Difficulty Confidence Difficulty Stress
Time Pressure Method: Time-Constraint
3 min (High pressure) 557 2.34 3.20 3.04 2.99 2.36
6 min (Med pressure) 550 2.38 3.20 3.22 2.97 1.95
9 min (Low pressure) 545 2.40 3.19 3.25 2.97 1.88
Percent Change:
High→Med 1.6 0.2 6.1* -0.4 -17.5***
High→ Low 2.5 -0.2 7.0** -0.4 -20.3***
Med→ Low 0.9 -0.3 0.9 0.0 -3.4
Time Pressure Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 395 2.37 3.07 2.64 3.39 2.54
False (Low pressure) 1,257 2.37 3.24 3.34 2.85 1.91
Percent Change:
High→ Low 0.2 5.3** 26.2*** -16.1*** -24.8***
Time Pressure Method: Self-Report
High pressure 580 2.34 3.21 2.55 3.58 2.67
Med pressure 474 2.44 3.19 3.23 2.97 1.98
Low pressure 598 2.35 3.20 3.72 2.40 1.55
Percent Change:
High→Med 4.3 -0.8 26.6*** -17.1*** -25.6***
High→ Low 0.5 -0.5 45.9*** -33.0*** -42.0***
Med→ Low -3.7 0.3 15.2*** -19.1*** -22.0***
* p-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
** p-value <0.01
*** p-value <0.001
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(a) Self reported, average answer confidence rating (where 1=No confidence, 2=A little confident, 3=Moderately confident,
4=Very confident, 5=Certain ), for pre-search (left) tasks and post-search (right) tasks, reported by the time pressure proxy.
The arrows between columns denotes there is a significant difference between those results.
Task Difficulty
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(b) Self reported, average task difficulty rating (1=Very easy, 2=Easy, 3=Neither easy nor difficult, 4=Difficult, 5=Very
difficult ), for pre-search (left) tasks and post-search (right) tasks, reported by the time pressure proxy. The arrows between
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(c) Self-reported, average post-search, participant stress level (1=None, 2=A little, 3=A moderate amount, 4=A lot, 5=More
than a lot) reported for each time pressure proxy. The arrows between columns denotes there is a significant difference
between those results.
Figure 4.5: Impact of time pressure on self-reported levels of answer confidence (a), task difficulty (b) and stress level
(c). Results are stratified by the three proxies for inferring time pressure: (1) Time-Constraint, (2) Time-Out and (3)
Self-Report.
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Referring to Figure 4.5(b), time pressure has a significant impact on the participant’s post-search
perceived level of task difficulty, as assessed by the Time-Out and Self-Report methods of inferring
time pressure. Reported task difficulty levels, pre-search, were independent of time pressure for the
Time-Constraint and Self-Report time pressure proxies (χ2 = 3.3453, df = 8, p-value = 0.9109; χ2 =
14.078, df = 8, p-value = 0.0798 respectively, using the Pearson’s Chi-squared test ). However, when
applying the Time-Out proxy, time pressure was inversely associated with reported pre-search task
difficulty (χ2= 18.796, df = 4, p-value = 0.0009). This latter association indicates that as post-search
time pressure decreases, the reported level of difficulty pre-search increases. This is confusing (and
opposite to the post-search results) and further exploration of why this might be the case can be found
in the discussion Section 4.3.4.
Reported post-search difficulty levels were independent of time pressure, as inferred by the Time-
Constraint proxy (χ2 = 4.6601, df = 8, p-value = 0.7932). However, for both the Time-Out and
Self-Report proxies, higher time pressure was associated with higher perceived levels of task difficulty
(χ2 = 105.01, df = 4, p-value < 2.2e-16; χ2 = 478.25, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-166 respectively, using
the Pearson’s Chi-squared test ). Indeed, reducing time pressure from high to low levels resulted in a
significant 16.1% (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) decrease in perceived difficulty when applying the
Time-Out proxy and a 33% (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) decrease when applying the Self-Report
proxy.
Key Points
Time pressure, has a significant negative impact on perceived post-search
task difficulty, when assessed using the Time-Out or Self-Report proxy for
time pressure. Additionally, pre-search task difficulty has a significant inverse
relationship with time pressure, but only when the Time-Out proxy is used for
time pressure assessment.
Referring to Figure 4.5(c), time pressure has a significant impact on the participant’s perceived level
of stress. Participant stress level is associated with time pressure ( χ2 = 105.7, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-
16; χ2 = 157.7, df = 4, p-value < 2.2e-16; χ2 = 547.13, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-16 for Time-Constraint,
Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies respectively, using the Pearson’s Chi-squared test ).
Reducing time pressure from high to low levels resulted in a corresponding reduction in stress levels
of 20.3%(p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) when applying the Time-Constraint method of time pressure
evaluation, 24.8% (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) when applying the Time-Out method and 42% (p
adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) when applying the Self-Report method.
Key Points
Time pressure, has a significant negative impact on perceived stress levels, when
assessed using any of the proxies for time pressure.
In summary, with respect to the impact of time pressure on the participant: Participants were less
confident in their answers, had a higher perception of task difficulty and felt greater levels of stress
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when they worked on higher time pressured tasks.
Key Points
With respect to the impact of time pressure on the participant: Participants were
less confident in their answers, had a higher perception of task difficulty and felt
greater levels of stress when they worked on higher time pressured tasks.
The Impact of Time Pressure on Search Behaviour
The final assessment of how time pressure impacts clinical decision making (RQ-1.2) is to examine
how time pressure impacts the search behaviours of the clinicians. In this analysis, task refers to the
evidence search and answer stage (2) for a single participant question. The search behaviours consist
of two categories. Firstly, time-oriented search behaviours that describe the amount and proportion of
the task time that the participant spends:
• SERP time: On the SERP; either preparing to perform the search or reviewing the SERP.
• Read time: On the selected document page; viewing, reading the document and selecting
evidence.
• Completion time: On the task completion page filling in the answer and other study-oriented
questions (difficulty, stress level, confidence etc.).
• Total time: On the task overall, from start to finish.
The second category of search behaviours relate to specific actions the participant takes for each
with-search system task including:
• Search count: number of searches conducted.
• Document count: number of documents opened and viewed where the participant provided a
relevance score for the document.
• Evidence collected: number of evidence items selected.
• Documents per search: The average number of documents viewed per search for the task.
• Evidence per document: The average number of evidence items selected per document viewed.
• Read time per document: The average number of seconds spent reading each document.
Starting with the time-related search behaviours. A significant confounding factor with time-related
search behaviours is the search time constraint (i.e., 3, 6, 9 minutes) for each task. The total task
time, for example, is likely to be impacted by the task search time constraints. To mitigate against this
confounding factor, the time pressure data is stratified by time constraint so that we can investigate
the impact of time pressure at each time constraint level. This appears somewhat confusing because
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Figure 4.6: Graphs of the average total task time (a), read time per task (b) and time spent on the SERP per task (c).
The graphs are broken down by time constraint (3 minutes, 6 minutes and 9 minutes) with the times for high (red),
medium(amber) and low(green) pressure, as inferred by the Time-Constraint, Time-Out and Self-report proxies. All
significant changes are identified with an arrow between the two levels for which the change is significant. Significance is
tested using TukeyHSD for p<.05.
one of the proxies for time pressure is the time constraint itself. In this analysis, the Time-Constraint
representation of time pressure is treated separately to that of the Time-Out and Self-Report methods.
Table 4.8 provides a breakdown of the average task component times, and total task time, by
search time constraint (3, 6 and 9 minutes). This is provided for both the Time-Out and Self-Report
proxies for time pressure. The total time, read time and SERP time are then graphed in Figure 4.6 to
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Table 4.8: Summary table of time-related search behaviours of participants including the average completion time, read
time and SERP time. The tasks are stratified by the time constraint applied to the task and then results are reported for
the Time-Out and Self-Report method of representing time pressure. Included are the changes between levels and the
significance level of those changes. The significance is measured using TukeyHSD.
Cohort Total SERP Read Complete
Size Secs Secs (% of Tot.) Secs (% of Tot.) Secs (% of Tot.)
3 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 232 229 84 (37) 110 (48) 34 (15)
False (Low pressure) 325 147 50 (34) 73 (50) 24 (16)
High→ Low (% change) -36%A -40%A -34%A -30%A
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 302 204 78 38 94 46 32 15
Med pressure 170 164 51 31 87 53 26 16
Low pressure 85 136 42 31 73 53 22 16
High→Med (% change) -20%A -35%A -7% -18%B
High→ Low (% change) -33%A -47%A -23%A -31%A
Med→ Low (% change) -17%A -17% -16% -16%
6 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 104 429 138 (32) 249 (58) 42 (10)
False (Low pressure) 446 231 76 (33) 128 (55) 28 (12)
High→ Low (% change) -46%A -45%A -49%A -35%A
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 165 340 121 (36) 183 (54) 36 (10)
Med pressure 156 271 81 (30) 160 (59) 30 (11)
Low pressure 229 216 68 (32) 121 (56) 27 (12)
High→Med (% change) -20%A -33%A -13%C -14%
High→ Low (% change) -37%A -44%A -34%A -24%B
Med→ Low (% change) -21%A -16% -25%A -12%
9 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 59 611 238 (39) 315 (52) 58 (9)
False (Low pressure) 486 256 87 (34) 139 (54) 30 (12)
High→ Low (% change) -58%A -64%A -56%A -48%A
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 113 438 168 (38) 232 (53) 38 (9)
Med pressure 148 359 111 (31) 212 (59 ) 37 (10)
Low pressure 284 254 84 (33) 143 (56) 27 (11)
High→Med (% change) -18%A -34%A -9% -3%
High→ Low (% change) -42%A -50%A -39%A -27%C
Med→ Low (% change) -29%A -24%B -33%A -25%C
A P-value <0.001
B P-value <0.01
C P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
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show how they change when under different time pressures. The graphs indicate that the total task
time, the time spent reading documents and the time spent on the SERP screen all vary directly with
increased time pressure, which is somewhat counter intuitive: One might expect that if you are under
increasing pressure, you have less time to perform the task; yet instead, we found that as the time
pressure increases, the participant spends more time reading documents, more time on the SERP and
more time overall on the task. This is also counter to that indicated by the Time-Constraint method of
representing time pressure, which shows significant increases in all three times, as the time pressure
decreases, i.e., read, SERP and task times are inversely proportional to time pressure. This apparent
paradox will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.4, with the significance of each finding is
provided here.
When assessing time pressure using the Time-Constraint proxy, each task time limit represents
a time pressure level, i.e, the 3 minute search constraint represents high time pressure, the 6 minute
limit represents medium time pressure and 9 minutes represents low time pressure. Using this proxy,
reducing the time pressure levels, from high to low, results in a significant 77% increase in average
total task time from 3 to 5.4 minutes (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD), a 103% increase in average read
time from 1.5 to 3 minutes (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) and a 69% increase in SERP time from 1.1
to 1.8 minutes (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD). However, by considering the search time limit itself as a
confounding factor for collecting this time related data, the direction of change reverses when analysed
using the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies, calculated at each time constraint level. For
the 3 minute time constraint, using the Time-Out proxy, reducing the time pressure level from high to
low results in a significant 36% reduction in total task time, from 3.8 to 2.5 minutes (p adj-value=0.0,
TukeyHSD), a 34% reduction in read time, from 1.8 to 1.2 minutes (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD), and
a 40% reduction in SERP time, from 1.4 to 0.8 minutes (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD). Similar results
can be found for the Self-Report proxy for the 3 minute time constraint and also for both proxies
(Time-Out and Self-Report) for both the 6 minute and 9 minute time constraint levels. Refer to Table
4.8 for detailed data and Figure 4.6 for a visual representation of these changes.
In summary, when assessed at any given time constraint level (i.e., 3, 6 or 9 minutes), using either
the Time-Out or Self-Report time pressure proxies, the overall task time, read time and SERP time
increases with increased time pressure, whereas the opposite happens when the Time-Constraint proxy
for time pressure is used. All changes are significant.
Key Points
Time pressure, has a significant impact on time related search behaviours, however
the direction of impact depends on the proxy used to assess time pressure. For
the Time-Out and Self-Report proxies, total, read and SERP time increases with
increased time pressure. For the Time-Constraint proxy, the reverse is found.
The count-oriented search behaviours are compared using the same approach as that taken for the
time-oriented behaviours. Table 4.9 reports the average counts by task, stratified by time constraint
(3, 6 and 9 minute), and reported for the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies. Figure 4.7
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Table 4.9: Summary table of count-related search behaviours of participants including the average number of searches,
documents and evidence items collected per task and then the calculated average number of documents per search, evidence
items collected per document and read time (in seconds) per document viewed. The tasks are stratified by the time
constraint applied to the task and then results are reported for the Time-Out and Self-Report method of representing time
pressure. Included are the changes between levels and the significance level of those changes (measured using TukeyHSD).
Cohort Search Document Evidence Docs per Evidence Read time
Size Count Count Count Search per Doc. per Doc.
3 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 232 2.3 2.0 2.0 0.9 1.0 55
False (Low pressure) 325 1.7 1.5 1.8 0.9 1.2 48
High→ Low (% change) -27%A -25%A -10% -3% 19% -12%A
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 302 2.3 1.8 1.6 0.8 0.9 51
Med pressure 170 1.7 1.6 2.2 1.0 1.4 53
Low pressure 85 1.3 1.5 2.0 1.1 1.4 49
High→Med (% change) -26%A -10% 35%B 21% 51%B 3%
High→ Low (% change) -44%A -19%B 22% 44% 52%C 4%
Med→ Low (% change) -24%C -10% -10% -18% 0% -7%
6 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 104 3.5 3.2 3.6 0.9 1.1 78
False (Low pressure) 446 2.2 2.1 2.6 0.9 1.3 62
High→ Low (% change) -36%A -35%A -27%A 1% 13% -21%A
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 165 3.3 2.7 2.8 0.8 1.0 67
Med pressure 156 2.2 2.3 3.1 1.0 1.4 70
Low pressure 229 1.9 1.9 2. 7 1.0 1.4 63
High→Med (% change) -34%A -16%B 10% 28% 31% 4%
High→ Low (% change) -42%A -29%A -5% 22% 34% -7%
Med→ Low (% change) -11% -15%C -14% -5% 2% -11%
9 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 59 4.5 4.1 4.4 0.9 1.1 77
False (Low pressure) 486 2.5 2.3 3.0 0.9 1.3 70
High→ Low (% change) -44%A -43%A -30A 2% 22% -9%B
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 113 3.2 3.0 3.3 0.9 1.1 76
Med pressure 148 2.9 2.7 3.8 0.9 1.4 78
Low pressure 284 2.4 2.2 2.8 0.9 1.3 64
High→Med (% change) -10% -11% 13% 0% 27% 2%
High→ Low (% change) -25%B -27%A -15% -3 17% -16%B
Med→ Low (% change) -16% -18%B -25%B -2% -8% -17%C
A P-value <0.001
B P-value <0.01
C P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
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Figure 4.7: Graphs of the average number of searches conducted per task (a), average number of documents viewed per
task (b) and the average time spent viewing each document (c). The graphs are broken down by time constraint (3 minutes,
6 minutes and 9 minutes) with the times for high, medium and low pressure, as identified by the Time-Constraint, Time-Out
and Self-report methods. All significant changes are identified with an arrow between the two levels for which the change
is significant.
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shows an equivalent set of graphs to Figure 4.6, except that they chart the average, per-task, search
count, document count and read time per document. These are the counts which show significant
differences between the time pressure levels (high, medium and low). The impact of time pressure on
count-related search behaviours is reported now.
Using the Time-Constraint proxy for time pressure, reducing the time pressure level from high
(3 minute time constraint) to low (9 minute time constraint) results in a significant 39% increase
in average search count per task, from 2.0 to 2.7 (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD), a 48% increase in
documents viewed, from 1.7 to 2.5 (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) and a 38% increase in average read
time per document, from 52 to 71 seconds (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD). However, when assessed
using the other time pressure proxies (i.e., Time-Out and Self-Report), within each time-constraint
level, the data shows a contrary result.
For the 3 minute time constraint, using the Time-Out time pressure proxy, reducing the time
pressure level from high to low results in a significant 27% decrease in the average search count per
task, from 2.3 to 1.7 (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD), a 25% decrease in the number of documents
viewed per task, from 2.0 to 1.5 (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD) and a 12% decrease in the read time per
document, from 55 to 48 seconds (p adj-value=0.0, TukeyHSD). Similar results can be found for the
Self-Report time pressure proxy and also for both proxies (Time-Out and Self-Report) across both the
6 minute and 9 minute time constraint levels. Refer to Table 4.9 for detailed data and Figure 4.7 for a
visual representation of the data depicting these changes.
In summary, when assessed at any given time constraint level (i.e., 3, 6 or 9 minutes), using either
the Time-Out or Self-Report time pressure proxies, the number of searches conducted, the number of
documents viewed and the average read time per document all increase with increased time pressure,
whereas the opposite happens when the Time-Constraint proxy for time pressure is used. All changes
are significant.
Key Points
Time pressure, has a significant impact on count related search behaviours,
however the direction of impact depends on the proxy used to assess time pressure.
For the Time-Out and Self-Report proxies, search count, document view count
and read time per document increase with increased time pressure. For the
Time-Constraint proxy, the reverse is found.
With respect to the overall impact of time pressure on search behaviour, participants spend more
time on the task, including more time viewing documents and more time on the SERP, and they
conduct more searches and view more documents, when working on higher pressured tasks. This is
true when assessing time pressure using the Time-Out or Self-Report time pressure proxies; however,
the opposite results hold when using the Time-Constraint proxy.
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Key Points
With respect to the overall impact of time pressure on search behaviour;
participants spend more time on the task, including more time viewing documents
and more time on the SERP, and they conduct more searches and view more
documents, when working on higher pressured tasks.
Summary of the Impact of Time Pressure on Clinical Decisions
The study data supporting research question RQ-1.2 was analysed and reported. Three proxies for
time pressure were identified: (1) Time-Constraint, which infers time pressure when the search
time for a participant question is constrained; (2) Time-Out, which infers time pressure when the
participant reaches the end of their allotted search time and is then forced to answer the question and;
(3) Self-Report, which infers time pressure through the self-reported, time-sufficiency response from
the participant at the completion of each question.
The impact of time pressure on clinical decision making was assessed in three ways: (1) On post-
search answer correctness and the answer direction; i.e., the change in answer correctness between
pre-search and post-search answers for the same participant question; (2) On the participant’s mental
state, including self perceived levels of answer confidence, task difficulty and stress. and (3) On the
participant’s search behaviours, including time-based behaviours, such as overall task time and read
time, as well as count-based behaviours, such as the number of searches performed per task and the
number of documents viewed. The key results found are:
1. With respect to answer correctness and answer direction, the impact of time pressure depends
on the proxy that is used. For the Time-Constraint proxy, there is no impact. For the Time-Out
proxy, when working on higher time pressure questions, participants answer less questions
correctly and also change fewer of their incorrect pre-search answers to correct ones. But this
only occurs where the search time is maximally time constrained; i.e., for the 3 minute time
constraint. For the Self-Report proxy, participants are impacted in the same was as for the
Time-Out proxy, except the impact applies across all time constraints (3, 6 and 9 minutes) and,
participants also incorrectly change their correct pre-search answer more often, when working
on higher time pressured questions.
2. With respect to participant perceptions, participants were less confident in their answers, had a
higher perception of task difficulty and felt greater levels of stress when they worked on higher
time pressure questions. The data from all time pressure proxies were in agreement on this
impact.
3. With respect to participant search behaviours, participants spend more time on the task, includ-
ing more time viewing documents and more time on the SERP, and they conduct more searches,
view more documents and spend more time reading each document, when working on higher
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time pressure questions. This is true for the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies,
however the opposite is true when the Time-Constraint proxy for time pressure is used.
4. The time pressure impact results for both the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure prox-
ies agree throughout the analysis, albeit the Self-Report proxy revealed a greater number of
significant differences. The results for the Time-Constraint time pressure proxy were gener-
ally quite contrary to the other two proxies. For answer correctness, the results found using
the Time-Constraint proxy showed no significant differences, whereas both the other proxies
revealed significant differences. For the impact of time pressure on participant perceptions,
the Time-Constraint proxy was in agreement with the other proxies, but for the impact of time
pressure on search behaviours, the Time-Constraint proxy was contrary to that of the other two
proxies. This contrary behaviour is discussed and explained in Section 4.3.4.
In summary, the study results revealed that time pressure exerts a significant negative impact on the
clinician’s state of mind, their search behaviours and ultimately the resulting quality of their clinical
decisions. Based on these results, we conclude that in relation to research question, RQ-1.2, time
pressure has a significant, negative impact on clinical decision making. These results are discussed in
more detail in Section 4.3.4.
Key Points
With respect to research question, RQ-1.2, time pressure has a significant, negative
impact on clinical decision making.
4.2.4 How does Search System Quality Impact Clinical Decisions?
Research question RQ-1.3 asks, Does a significantly better search system, as measured by standard
Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation measures, translate to better and faster clinical decisions? Two
search systems with significantly different effectiveness, as evaluated with standard IR metrics (refer
to Table 3.4), were used by participants to search for documents. The first system utilises the baseline
BM25 search function. The second system utilises a state-of-the-art (SOA) search function, described
in Section 3.3.7. Each participant used each system for half of their questions (i.e., 8 questions). The
systems were switched in alternating fashion; however, the participants were not made aware that there
were different search systems in play. Also, the system search time was excluded from the task time
and did not count towards the participant’s search time limit; the purpose of this was to prevent system
search time from confounding the results. The search system used is an independent variable in this
study and each participant uses both systems; however, the variable is not tested within-subject. This
is because it is not possible to test the participant twice with the same question using different search
engines without the first attempt at the question confounding the results of the second attempt at the
same question.
The impact of system quality on clinical decision making is investigated using the same approach
as that conducted for the impact of time pressure on clinical decision making. The following impacts
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are evaluated with respect to system quality: (1) The impact on answer correctness post search and
answer direction; i.e. the change in answer, pre-search to post-search from right to wrong or wrong to
right; (2) The impact on the participant, including self-reported answer confidence, task difficulty and
stress; (3) The impact on search behaviour (listed in Section 4.2.3), including the number of searches,
number of documents reviewed and the reading time.
The Impact of Search System Quality on Answer Correctness
Table 4.10 provides a comparison of the two systems in relation to answer correctness and answer
direction. Across all results, there are no significant differences between the two systems. The data is
also analysed for each search time constraint cohort to see if system effectiveness differences impact
the answer correctness under different search time constraints. This data is also graphed in Figure
4.8 and reveals that under the most limited search conditions (i.e., 3 minutes), there is a significant
difference between the right-to-wrong answer direction for the two systems. In this case, participants
using the SOA system incorrectly change their correct pre-search answer 38% less than participants
using the standard BM25 system (from 16% to 10%, p adj-value=0.0356 using TukeyHSD)). At this
same time constraint (i.e, 3 minute), both the wrong-to-right answer rate and the post-search correct
answer rate also show improvements, when using the SOA system; however, none of these differences
are significant. At all other time constraint levels there are no significant differences for either answer
correctness or answer direction. Testing for significant changes in answer correctness between the SOA
and BM25 system was also performed for the other time pressure proxies, including the Time-Out and
Self-Report methods, however no significant differences were found. In summary, under the tightest,
time-constrained search conditions, a more effective search system prevents more clinicians from
incorrectly changing their clinical decisions.
Key Points
Under the tightest, time-constrained search conditions, a more effective search
system prevents more clinicians from incorrectly changing their clinical decisions.
The Impact of Search System Quality on The Clinician’s State of Mind
There are no significant differences between the the two systems for self reported answer confidence,
task difficulty and stress. Table 4.11 lists the the results for each variable. All differences are within
2% of one another. Significance tests using ANOVA were performed at each time pressure level, as
represented by the Time-Constraint, Time-Out and Self-Report methods; no significant differences
were found at any level of time constraint for any of the methods.
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Table 4.10: Summary table comparing the post correct answer results and answer direction results for
the two search systems. Data is provided by search constraint as well as overall. Significant differences
between the two search systems are provided as table footnotes that are assigned to the relevant figures
in the table, which are also emboldened.
Time-Constraint Cohort All
3 min 6 min 9 min Cohorts
BM25 SOA BM25 SOA BM25 SOA BM25 SOA
Sample Size: 276 281 268 282 277 269 821 832
Pre-Search correct
# of samples 104 86 92 100 89 91 285 277
% of cohort samples 38 31 34 35 32 34 35 33
Post-Search correct
# of samples 141 153 140 155 155 142 436 450
% of cohort samples 51 54 52 55 56 53 53 54
Improvement
# of samples 37 67 48 55 66 51 151 173
% of cohort samples 13 24 18 20 24 19 18 21
% improvement 36 78 52 55 74 56 53 62
Answer Direction
Right-to-Wrong (RW)
# of samples 44 28 24 32 27 34 95 94
% of cohort samples 16a 10a 9 11 10 13 12 11
Wrong-to-Right (WR)
# of samples 81 95 72 87 93 85 246 267
% of cohort samples 29 34 27 31 34 32 30 32
















































































































































Figure 4.8: Answer correctness and direction results compared for the two search systems, stratified
by the time constraint task cohorts (3, 6 and 9 minutes) and the overall result. Any significant changes
are indicated by a black arrow between the columns that exhibit the difference.
Table 4.11: Summary table of self-reported confidence, difficulty and stress for pre-search tasks and
post-search tasks, averaged by the tasks for each system cohort. There are no significant differences
between cohorts.
Cohort Pre-Search Post-Search
Size Confidence Difficulty Confidence Difficulty Stress
Search System Comparison
BM25 821 2.4 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.1
SOA 832 2.4 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.0
Percent Change:
BM25→ SOA -0.2 0.1 1.2 0.3 -2.1
Key Points
Search system effectiveness had no significant impact on the clinicians’
perceptions regarding answer confidence, task difficulty and stress levels.
The Impact of Search System Quality on Search Behaviours
As with the answer correctness and participant’s mental state, system effectiveness had no significant
impact on search behaviours. Table 4.12 lists the time-oriented and action-oriented search behaviours
for both the BM25 and SOA search systems. The differences between the two system were negligible
(less than 8%) across every search behaviour; however, the change direction was consistent across
the gamut of search behaviours. The time-oriented results suggest that the total task time, document
viewing time (read time) and SERP time are all slightly lower (between 2% and 7%) for the SOA
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system than for the BM25 system. Correspondingly, for the action-oriented behaviours, the search
count, number of documents viewed and quantity of evidence collected are also all slightly lower
(between 2% and 7%) for the SOA system, when compared with the BM25 system. This might suggest
that with more data, a user of the SOA system may operate at a slightly more efficient level (fewer
actions and lower time spent searching) than the same person performing clinical searches with a
standard BM25 search system. However, once again none of the differences were significant and this
is speculation.
Note also that ANOVA significance tests were performed at each time pressure level, as represented
by the Time-Constraint, Time-Out and Self-Report methods; no significant differences were found
at any level of time constraint for any of the methods except for one: For the 6 minute search time
constraint cohort, the search count for SOA users increased by a marginally significant 20% from 2.3
to 2.7 searches per task (p adj-value=0.0490 using TukeyHSD).
Key Points
Search system effectiveness had no significant impact on any of the search
behaviours. However, there was a small and consistent trend, across all behaviours,
indicating that a more effective search system enabled participants to complete
their tasks faster, with less interaction.
Summary of the Impact of Search System Quality on Search Behaviours
The two search systems utilised in this study had widely varying retrieval effectiveness. Across the
standard IR measures of infNDCG, infAP, P@10, R-prec and MAP, the SOA system was at least 33%
better, and in some cases up to 84% better (see Table 3.4 for details). Yet, by all measurements of clini-
cal decision making that are considered in this study, including answer correctness, the participant’s
mental state and their search behaviours, there appears to be no impact as a result of using a more
effective search engine. Two small exceptions to this general result were found: (1) Under the greatest
search time constraint condition (i.e., 3 minutes), when using the SOA system, the participant was less
likely to change their answer from right to wrong and; (2) Under a moderate search time constraint
condition (i.e. 6 minutes), when using the SOA system the participant performed 20% more searches
on average than their counterpart using the BM25 system. For all other measures, it was remarkable
how similar the results were between the systems, providing comprehensive support for the conjecture
that the two systems under evaluation had virtually no impact on clinical decision making.
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Table 4.12: Summary table of average task search behaviours for each system and the difference (as a




Cohort Size 821 832 1%
Time-oriented Behaviours
Averages per task:
Total task time (seconds) 260 253 -3%
SERP time (seconds) 90 84 -7%
Read time (seconds) 141 138 -2%
Completion time (seconds) 29 31 8%
SERP time (% of total) 35% 33% -4%
Read time (% of total) 54% 55% 1%
Completion time (% of total) 11% 12% 11%
Action-oriented Behaviours
Averages per task:
Search count 2.5 2.3 -7%
Document view count 2.2 2.1 -3%
Evidence count 2.7 2.6 -2%
Documents viewed per search 0.9 0.9 5%
Evidence count per document viewed 1.2 1.2 1%
Read/View time per document viewed 64 65 1%
Key Points
On the whole, superior search system retrieval effectiveness, as evaluated by a
33%-84% increase in standard IR metrics, had no significant impact on clinical
decision making. One important exception found, was that under the tightest,
time-constrained search conditions, a more effective search system prevents more
clinicians from incorrectly changing their clinical decisions.
4.3 Discussion
This section examines and discusses the results in more detail and where applicable, relates this
research to prior work. Immediately to come, the limitations of this study are provided to enable
the reader to bear these in mind whilst considering the information reported here. A discussion of
the results relating to the first research question, to assess the impact of a search system on clinical
decision making, is then provided, followed by a failure analysis. The failure analysis is described
early in the discussion, as it is used in subsequent sections. The conclusion at the end of this chapter
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draws together the findings from across the study and outlines any research that has been left for future
work.
4.3.1 Study Limitations
This study was devised to control various confounding factors that could jeopardise the results,
including question rotations, system rotations and within-subject timing cohorts; however, despite
these intentional safeguards, there are other variables that are outside of the control of this study.
Firstly, the study was not conducted under laboratory conditions; i.e., participants did not have to
attend a specific location where each participant could be monitored, and the protocol enforced. This
was necessary because the participants were sought across Australia and we had insufficient funding to
have on-site test centres. This means, however, that despite instructing participants not to use other
sources of information to answer their questions, either pre-search or during the search process, it is
possible that these were used. Also, participants could talk with other colleagues during the study; we
were reliant on the honesty of the participants.
Having said this, there was no benefit for participants to veer from the instructions, and if found
out, they would jeopardise the honorarium, which for the students would be counter-productive. We
did identify one student who performed no searches, and simply answered each question, in order
to complete the study as quickly as possible. These results were clearly removed (as were all results
where no searches were performed). It is possible that participants performed a slap-dash search job,
doing the barest minimum of searches, in order to complete as fast as possible; however, these would
be easily detectable as outliers, with very low completion times. We have no evidence to support that
this happened. In most cases participants were keen to see their results, once they have been released.
An important limitation is the environment of the study. In a clinical environment, patient health
and outcomes are at stake, whereas in this study, there was no risk. Without consequences for the their
decisions, participants may make riskier decisions that might be reflected in fewer correct results. We
have not calibrated for this in our interpretation of the results. At the same time, because this study
was not conducted in a clinical environment where patient outcomes are at stake, we would expect
measurements of perceived time-pressure and stress to be under-stated. This could mean that our
findings might be exacerbated in a much more stressful and time-pressured real environment. But this
is conjecture.
With respect to question selection, we tried hard to utilise questions that had been previously used,
including 6 of the 8 questions used by Westbrook et al. (2005a), 4 questions from Hersh et al. (2002), 3
modified 2014 TREC CDS question (Simpson et al., 2014b) and the remaining 3 were derived by our
medical specialist, Dr Anthony Deacon MBBS. This meant that we could compare the results of many
of the questions, but more importantly it meant the majority of questions had been tested in similar
studies.
The number of participants in the study provided sufficient statistical power to perform most of our
testing, especially in relation to the research questions; however, where this was not the case, we have
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highlighted it in the discussions below. The number of qualified doctors and nurses was much less
than anticipated, for the reasons provided in Section 4.2.1. Because all participants performed tasks
across all time constraints and both search systems, it is not anticipated that this imbalance confounds
the results overall; however, other than answer correctness, comparison between these cohorts (final
year medical students, doctors and nurses) was not performed, to avoid any bias this imbalance might
create.
The selection of time-constraints proved to be the greatest surprise. As discussed in Section 3.3.3,
time constraints were selected based on Westbrook et al. (2005a)’s timing results; however, in our
study we found that the strictest time constraint (3 minutes), was insufficient to induce time pressure in
many participants for many of the questions. This initially confounded the timing results, however
the back-up proxies of Self-Report and Time-Out methods provided excellent alternatives. Moreover,
having this surprising initial outcome provided a good basis to explore the difference between time
constraints and time pressure.
Finally, a confounding factor that may impact results could arise from asking the participant the
same question twice: once without the use of the search engine and then once again with the use of the
search engine. It is possible that after a period of reflection (i.e., the time between asking the same
question), the participant may have changed their view on their answer by remembering other pertinent
prior knowledge. Therefore, irrespective of the use of the search engine, the person may change their
answer (rightly or wrongly). This may alter the results and we are unable to determine the extent to
which this might happen, nor whether it is likely to result in more right or wrong post-search answers.
However, built into the study is the requirement for the participant to identify evidence to support their
answer, which forces them to re-assess their original, or changed, answer. In this way, the impact of
the search engine is still captured because through this evidence-searching process, the clinician may
either confirm their changed answer or change their answer yet again. This is also a natural sequence
of events in every day clinical question answering, where a clinician raises a question, may change
their mind with respect to their immediate answer and then finally seek clarification through evidence
search.
Other study limitations relating to the analysis of the data is provided together with the discussion
of the data in the sections to follow.
4.3.2 Do online SML search systems help clinicians answer their questions?
It was found that across all participating clinicians and medical students that the correct answer rate
improved by 20 percentage points, from 34% pre-search to 54% post-search; thus supporting the
claim that an online SML search system helps clinicians to answer their clinical questions. In an
effort to better understand the impact of the search system on the participant’s answers, the next two
sub-sections explore these improved results in more detail: Firstly from the perspective of participants
who knew the correct answer prior to using the search system and then secondly, from the perspective
of participants who did not.
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Impact of the SML Search System When the Clinician Already Knows the Answer
On average the participants answered 5 (34%, SD 1.8, range 0 to 10) out of the 16 questions unaided.
This is pretty close to a purely random result, which would be 33%; for 14 of the 16 questions (88%),
the participant can select one of 3 possible answers (Yes, No, Conflicting information), or they can
select ‘don’t know’, which is a priori incorrect. Our pre-search correct answer rate is on par with
previous studies. Westbrook et al. (2005a) found a slightly lower pre-search correct answer rate of
29% and in Hersh et al. (2002), the student cohort reported a 32% pre-search correct rate. A number
of studies have also found higher rates of pre-search correctness, including McKibbon and Fridsma
(2006), who reported a 43.5% pre-search correct rate and Hersh et al. (2000a), who reported a 52%
pre-search correct answer rate. It is difficult to directly compare the pre-search correct answer rates
between studies as the questions are usually different and present as a significant factor associated
with the the pre-search correct answer rate (χ2 = 345.76, df = 15, p-value < 2.2e-16 for our study).
However we assert that our study lies within the same experimental band of results as other similar
studies.
Referring to Figure 4.9 (a), of the 34% correct pre-search questions, two thirds (66%= 373/562)
remained correct after search. Westbrook et al. (2005b) found that medical search systems still benefit
clinicians for questions they can answer unaided because the system increases the clinician’s answer
confidence, which can translate to clearer patient decisions and management. Figure 4.9 (b) confirms
that for the Right-to-Right (RR) category of participant questions, mean answer confidence does
increase by a significant 35% (p adj-value=0.0 using TukeyHSD) from, between a little to moderately
confident, to, between moderately to very confident; therefore, our study data is in agreement with
Westbrook et al. (2005b)’s assertion. However, for the remaining third (34% = 189/562) of correct
pre-search questions, or 11.4% of participant questions overall (189/1,653), the online search system
negatively impacts the decision of the participant, resulting in either an incorrect answer or a don’t
know response.
Misdirecting a clinician to incorrectly change their decision is a serious problem for clinical support
system designers and ultimately, for patients. Errors of commission, where participants follow the
prompts of an automated aid, rather than their own training, are one source of automation bias (Skitka
et al., 1999) that may explain this problem. The 11.4% right-to-wrong answer rate reported in this
study is well above the 7% reported in Westbrook et al. (2005a)’s study. This may be the result of
the much higher experience level of the participants in their study. When we break out the result for
our physician cohort, the reported right-to-wrong answer rate is 10%, rather than 12% for the student
cohort. These differences are not significant; however, that is likely due to the small physician cohort
size (15%). Expanding the study to incorporate more practising clinicians could confirm whether
clinical experience is a factor related to the right-to-wrong answer rate, however because of the time
required to recruit clinicians, this is left for future work. Further analysis of the underlying reasons for
the Right-to-Wrong cohort is discussed in Section 4.3.3.
Hersh et al. (2002)’s similar study of 45 medical students, reports 12% right-to-wrong for their











































(a) Proportions of Answer correctness responses (N=1653), including the don’t know response, for pre-search and post-





















(b) Box plot of the change in answer confidence (Post-search - Pre-search) for each answer direction category, where
D=Don’t know, R = Right, W=Wrong and each category is given in the order pre-search result then post search result, e.g.,
WR = Wrong pre-search and Right post-search. The large dot represents the mean change in answer confidence.
Figure 4.9: Analysis of answer direction, including don’t know responses, firstly by pre-post search counts (a) and then
mapped against the change in self-reported answer confidence levels (b).
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had access to MEDLINE documents, which was the same as for our study, whereas in Westbrook
et al. (2005a), many sources of information were accessible. We speculate that rather than prompting
an invalid answer (automation bias), MEDLINE information sources may present many alternative
answers, which, especially for less clinically experienced participants such as students, may prove
confusing and lead the participant to second guess their training. Other summarised sources of
information, such as the clinical guidelines used in Westbrook et al. (2005a)’s study, may be clearer for
the participant to interpret correctly. McKibbon and Fridsma (2006)’s study of 23 physicians answering
2 questions using their own data sources did evaluate the right-to-wrong counts against the data sources
that were used, and indeed MEDLINE documents accounted for 29%(2/7) of right-to-wrong answers
with Google and other web sources accounting for the majority (57%, 4/7) and summarised sources,
such as UpToDate, accounting for none; however, the sample size was much too small to identify any
significant findings. Further research, that is left for future work, to compare the right-to-wrong answer
rates between different types of medical information, and different levels of clinical experience, could
prove to be very helpful to better understand how to reduce right-to-wrong errors for clinicians when
using clinical information search systems.
In summary, our study reported similar pre-search correct answer rates to prior similar studies.
The SML search system had two significant impacts on this cohort of participants who answered their
pre-search questions correctly. For two-thirds of this cohort, the participants maintained their correct
answer after search and their answer confidence increased by 35%, which has been shown to translate
to clearer patient decisions and management (Westbrook et al., 2005b). For the other third of this
cohort, the SML search system mislead the clinician into changing their correct answer.
Key Points
The SML search system increased the answer confidence of the right-to-right
answer cohort, but misled one third of the participants who answered correctly
pre-search, to incorrectly change their answer.
Impact of the SML Search System When the Clinician Does Not Already Know the Answer
The pre-search incorrect answer rate of 66% does not distinguish between questions that were attempted
with incorrect answers supplied and those that weren’t attempted at all; i.e., where the participant
selects the don’t know answer option. Figure 4.9 introduces this additional detail and it reveals that
an answer was not attempted for nearly a quarter (24%) of the pre-search tasks. For 60% of these
non-attempted tasks, the search system was able to help clinicians to find the correct answers, whereas
for those participants who attempted an answer, but got it wrong, only 40% were converted to a correct
answer after search. This may be a case of confirmation bias (Elstein, 1999), wherein the clinician
seeks evidence to support their hypothesis, rather than starting from scratch to find the correct answer,
or anchoring bias (Elstein, 1999), wherein the clinician starts with an initial diagnosis (anchor) and is
slow to revise this. We analysed the pre-search incorrect answers and found that 56% (208/374) of the
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answers were kept the same between pre and post search, indicating a resistance to change; of these,
10 people had 4 or more non-changing incorrect answers, accounting for 22% (45/208) of the total.
This latter group of participants may pose good candidates for confirmation or anchoring bias, and
further research (for example along the lines of White (2014); White and Horvitz (2013)) may suggest
ways to identify these kinds of biases and support clinicians in avoiding such biases. This important
subject is left for future research as it is out of the scope of this thesis.
Key Points
Anchoring or confirmation bias may be impacting the results: 60% of the
participants who admitted they did not know the answer to the pre-search question,
went on to use the SML system to answer correctly, however only 40% of those
who recorded an incorrect pre-search answer, got it correct post-search.
With the aid of an SML search system, participants in our study were able to answer 8 questions
correctly (SD2.2, range 0-13), representing a 20 percentage point significant improvement to the
correct answer rate, from 34% pre-search to 54% post-search. This improvement is in line with
previous studies, including Westbrook et al. (2005a), in which clinicians improved their correct answer
rate by 21 percentage points from 29% pre-search to 50% post-search and Hersh et al. (2002), in
which medical students improved their correct answer rate by 20 percentage points from 32% to 52%.
These improvements occurred across the studies despite a major difference in the source documents
available to participants. For our study and Hersh et al. (2002)’s, only MEDLINE documents (SML)
were available, whereas in Westbrook et al. (2005a)’s study, six information sources were available
including PubMed, MIMS (a pharmaceutical database), therapeutic guidelines for therapy from an
Australian synthesized source, the Merck Manual and Harrison’s Textbook and health site. This raises
questions regarding the utility of these additional sources of information; but only if the average
question difficulty is the same across the studies.
Key Points
The improvement in the correct answer rate is in line with previous, similar studies.
Our study required the participants to answer 16 questions rather than the 8 required by Westbrook
et al; however, 6 of the questions overlapped between the two studies. When these 6 common questions
are analysed in isolation for our study there is no significant difference found between the pre-search
correct answer rate, of 40%, and the post-search correct answer rate, of 44%, according to McNemar’s
Chi-squared test with continuity correction (χ2 = 3.1737, df = 1, p-value = 0.0748). So for 75% of
Westbrook et al.’s tasks, our SML search system provided no significant benefit. If these 6 questions are
representative of the difficulty of all 8 of Westbrook et al.’s questions then we could claim that the SML
data source is quite inferior to the multi-data source system provided by Westbrook et al, in terms of
aiding clinicians to answer their clinical questions. Unfortunately we do not have this information. The
much higher pre-search correct rate of 40% for these 6 common questions, compared with Westbrook
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et al.’s average pre-search correct rate of 29%, suggests that the difficulty of these questions may have
changed over the time interval between when these two studies were conducted. Also, because of the
time constraints applied to questions in our study (as discussed below in Section 4.3.4), other factors
could also account for lack of improvement found in our study. In conclusion, there are too many
confounding factors to make any claims regarding the relative utility of the single-source SML search
system.
Finally, a quarter of all tasks (25%=417/1,653) are incorrectly answered before search and then
again after search, despite the support of the search engine. Of this group, 10% (43/417) were re-
allocated to don’t know answers, which is a positive impact of the search engine because it means
that the search engine helped the participant to realise that their answer was wrong. Finding out that
you were about to prescribe the wrong drug for a patient’s condition is an example of how this benefit
might manifest for a clinician. A further 40% (166/417) of the wrongly answered pre and post-search
tasks did involve a change in answer, indicating that the search engine did help the participant to realise
that their original answer was wrong, however it was used to identify another wrong answer.
Key Points
The SML search system helped 10% of the wrong-to-wrong cohort to realise that
their prior knowledge was wrong.
Summary of the Impact of an SML Search System
This experiment added new evidence to support the existing premise that online clinical information
systems aid clinicians and medical students in answering their clinical questions: The overall correct
answer rate is significantly improved with the support of a search system, and this improvement is in
line with previous, similar studies. This study also confirmed that where a clinician already knows
the answer to a question, their confidence in their answer significantly increases by using a search
system. Two new findings of this study arise as a consequence of distinguishing between tasks where a
clinician reports they don’t know the answer, rather than reporting an incorrect answer. Firstly, where
clinicians did not know the answer to a question, they were 50% more likely to find a correct answer
using the search system than those clinicians who incorrectly thought they knew the right answer. This
finding was attributed to the confirmation or anchoring bias effect that reduces a person’s volition
to change their decision, once it is first made. Secondly, search engines also benefit clinicians by
helping them to understand that their original incorrect-answer to a question is wrong. Although only
representing 3% (43/1,653) of all tasks, it represents 10% (43/417) of all wrong-to-wrong tasks.
On the question of SML and its effectiveness as a sole source of information to support clinicians
in answering their questions, the results are mixed and inconclusive. On the one hand the overall
improvement in the correct answer rate is comparable to that of the Westbrook et al. (2005a) study,
where 6 sources of medical information were used. However, when compared by using just the 6
common questions that are shared with Westbrook et al., the results indicate that the SML search
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system produces no significant improvement to the correct answer rate. Not knowing the results for
the other two Westbrook et al. questions and also considering other confounding factors, such as time
constraints, makes conclusive comparison impossible. Overall we can confirm that SML-only search
systems do help clinicians to answer their clinical questions.
4.3.3 Failure Analysis: Factors Driving Incorrect Post-Search Answers
Despite improving the correct answer rate for clinicians, the SML search system fails to aid clinicians
in answering almost a half (46% = 767/1,653) of the tasks in this study, which is comparable to, if not
a little lower than, other similar studies (Hersh et al., 2002; McKibbon and Fridsma, 2006; Westbrook
et al., 2005a). Why is this so? Is it all the fault of the search system? Or differences in the participants’
abilities? Or were there limited or ambiguous documents available to support some questions? Trying
to untangle the individual causal factors that result in failure are essential if we want to understand
whether, and how, the SML search system can be improved; and ultimately how to increase the correct
answer rate, which is the overriding objective of this thesis. Such an enquiry is also likely to inform
our understanding of the mechanisms by which time pressure and system performance contribute to
the failure rate.
For these reasons, in this section of the discussion, we construct a success factor model to attempt
to identify the reasons for failure, on both a macro level (i.e., across all questions) and a micro level
(i.e., at the question or participant level). By failure, we mean the inability to help the clinician to
answer the question correctly after search: It includes both right-to-wrong and wrong-to-wrong failures.
In particular we try to gauge the relative impact of problems that arise from the participant, the search
system and the underlying information corpus.
Introduction to the Success Factor Model
Figure 4.10 provides a process flow chart of the study, stage 2, interactive search sub-process. The
three key actors in the sub-process are the participant, the search system, called Taskiir (refer to Section
3.3.7) and the corpus, from which the search system draws its documents. Highlighted by yellow
tags on the flow chart are factors that can impact the post-search correct answer rate. Each of the
factors are described below in Section 4.3.3, together with how they are implemented; but in order to
understand these factors we need to firstly explain how document relevance is assigned in the model.
Document relevance assessments are used across many of the factor derivations. Finally, after the
factor summaries, the results of the success factor model analysis is discussed.
Document Relevance Assessments
In standard TREC style IR system evaluation, document relevance is usually assessed by domain
experts in relation to each task, prior to the evaluation (Voorhees, 2000). We do not have prior-assessed,
relevance assessments of documents in our corpus, for the questions in our study; however, we do have
relevance assessments collected by the participants during the study. Each time a participant views



























• C1: corpTPDoc - # base turning point docs.
• C2: corpDRDoc - # derailing docs.
• C3: corpPCTDoc - % base turning point docs.
• C4: corpAmbDoc - # ambiguous docs. 
Search System Success Factor:
• S1: searchEff – search system effectiveness
Participant Success Factors:
• P1: partPK - Prior knowledge
• P2: partQEff - Query formulation ability
• P3: partTPDoc - # turning point docs. selected
• P4: partDRDoc - # derailing docs. selected
• P5: partPCTDoc - % turning point docs. selected
• P6: partDocInt – Doc. interpretation ability
Figure 4.10: Interactive search sub-process for stage 2 of the study, starting when the participant receives the question
and ending when the participant has completed their search and will enter their answer for the question. The yellow tags
identify process success factors which are described briefly in the yellow box. Each tag is associated with either the
participant (prefixed with a P), the Taskiir search system (prefixed with an S) or the corpus (prefixed with a C).
a document in the search engine, they have to select a relevance rating for that document, prior to
closing it. The possible ratings are:
1. Essential - could NOT complete task without this document.
2. Helpful - could complete task without this document.
3. Not helpful - I have not used this information.
4. Duplicate of Essential information I have already seen.
5. Duplicate of Helpful information I have already seen.
As a proxy for expert relevance assessments, we use the participant relevance assessments; but
only those where the participant correctly answered the question with the aid of the search system.
In this way we infer a document’s relevance on the basis that it was essential , or helped, to get the
correct answer for the participant. A range of different methods for assigning relevance were tested:
Firstly we found that relevance rating (2), Helpful, had no association with the post-search correct
answer rate (F(1,1651)=1.341, p=0.247), and so for simplicity we treated these documents as not
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relevant. Secondly, we found that using ratings (1) and (4) were more significantly related to the
post-search correct rate when just wrong-to-right tasks were considered (F(1,1651)=90.85, p<2e-16).
The intuition for selecting this basis of relevance assignment is that the participant must have used
these documents to change their thinking to the correct answer and therefore these documents, called
base turning point documents, are more likely to be relevant.
For questions where more people answered them correctly, there were often more distinct base
turning point documents found for that question. This relationship could unhelpfully skew parts of
our success factor model analysis. For this reason we required an alternative approach to de-couple
the number of base turning point documents for a question from the correct answer rate. Thus we
defined a top 3 approach, with relevant documents called turning point documents. In this approach
the top three base turning point documents per question were selected, i.e., those that had the greatest
number of (1) and (4) ratings across all participants who got the correct answer. All questions, except
1 (question id=372 had 2 base turning point documents), had 3 or more base turning point documents.
Base Turning Point Documents
Documents viewed and marked as essential by participants, who incorrectly
answered the question pre-search, but then correctly answered the question after
using the search system. Turning point documents are the top 3 base turning point
documents, by count, for each question.
Definition of Success Factors
Each of the factors are defined below, grouped by the sub-process actor associated with the factor
(i.e., document corpus, search system or participant). There is a measure for each factor as well a
red-amber-green grading system, based on this measure, to classify each participant’s with-search
question, where green is most positively aligned to answer-correctness and red is least aligned.
It is important to note that the factors have priority, depending on where they show up in the search
process (see Figure 4.10). Factors that arise earlier within the search process can have a greater impact
on the overall outcome. For example, the corpus factors dictate which documents are available in
the corpus to help the participant to answer each question. Clearly if no documents are relevant for
a particular question, then no aid can be provided by the search system, irrespective of any other
downstream factor.
The Corpus Success Factors: These factors attempt to quantify the relative amount of available
evidence for each question as well as evidence ambiguity, i.e. the existence of documents that may
provide ambiguous information relating to the same question. corpTPDoc is the number of distinct
base turning point documents found by participants for each question . corpDRDoc is the number of
distinct derailing documents found by participants for each question. Derailing documents are those
assigned a relevance rating of Essential (or duplicate essential) by participants who answered the task
incorrectly post-search. corpDRDoc reflects the number of documents in the corpus which are not
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just irrelevant, but actually counter-helpful to the efforts of the participants to answer the question
correctly. Derailing documents may be incorrect, biased or simply very difficult to understand or
interpret correctly. corpPCTDoc is then a proportional measure to indicate the turning point-derailing





corpAmbDoc is a measure of the number of ambiguous documents in the corpus. It is implemented
as the number of distinct base turning point documents, which are also derailing documents; i.e., these
documents are considered essential by participants who go on to both correctly and incorrectly answer
the question post-search. The corpAmbDoc count reflects documents which might contain content that
is hard to interpret, or ambiguous, with respect to the question.
Derailing Documents
Documents viewed and marked as essential by participants, who incorrectly
answered the question after using the search system.
Table 4.13 provides the tabulated statistics required to calculate the Red-Amber-Green levels for
each corpus factor. The red-amber-green assignment of a success factor’s level for each task is based
on the deviation from normal levels across all questions. Normal is considered to be within 1 standard
deviation of the average. Where a question has counts that are one or more deviations from the average,
they will be graded as green or red, depending on whether they are positively or negatively aligned
with the post-search correct answer rate. For example, the factor corpTPDoc will be assigned as green
for a question if the corpus has 7.4 (Average + SD) or more distinct base turning point documents for
that question, red if it has 3.0 (Average - SD) or fewer distinct base turning point documents and amber
otherwise.
Key Points
The red-amber-green assignment of a success factor’s value for each participant
question is based on whether the factor’s value lies outside of one or more
standard deviations from average levels across all questions for that factor.
Figure 4.11 plots the corpTPDoc, corpDRDoc and corpAmbDoc corpus factors by question to
demonstrate the relationships between these corpus factors and the post-search correct answer counts.
As the number of correct answers increases for each question, one would expect an increase in the
number of turning point documents (green lines) and a decrease in the number of derailing documents
(red lines); Indeed this is the case on a trend basis. However, at the individual question level, these
figures vary widely and together with the level of document ambiguity, at best account for some of the
variation in the correct answer rate.
The corpus factors are a limited estimate of corpus properties for this question set. Firstly, they
are not derived through an exhaustive search and assessment of corpus documents, but instead were
inferred by the findings of the participants using the two search systems. True figures are therefore
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Table 4.13: Details for the Red-Amber-Green grading of the corpus and search system success factors including the factor
statistics, the grading levels, the proportion of each grading level and the Pearson’s Chi-squared test of association figures
between the factor (grade proportions) and post-search answer correctness.
corpTPDoc∗ corpDRDoc corpPCTDoc corpAmbDoc searchEff
# docs # docs # docs # docs nDCG
Question level statistics:
Maximum 10 13 0.75 6 0.7641
Minimum 2 2 0.2 2 0.1630
Average 5.2 7.6 0.44 3.3 0.5202
Std. Deviation 2.2 3.2 0.18 1.2 0.1792
Red & green grade defintions:
Red level ≤3.0 ≥10.8 ≤0.3 ≥4.5 ≤0.3410
Green level ≥7.4 ≤4.4 ≥0.6 ≤2.1 ≥ 0.6994
Red, amber, green grade proportions:
Red proportion 6% 19% 25% 19% 13%
Amber proportion 75% 63% 56% 56% 63%
Green proportion 6% 19% 19% 25% 25%
Association with answer-correctness:
χ2 106.8 148.7 259.1 148.7 93.7
p-value <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
∗Question 384 was removed for calculations of Average and SD because it was an outlier (18 documents) which
skewed the SD and therefore the Red-Amber-Green levels.
likely to be higher in the corpus. Secondly, document ambiguity is based on the assumption that the
documents themselves are ambiguous, rather than assuming that the participants who use them have
poor interpretation skills. It is impossible to make this distinction; however, we are still interested in
understanding how significant this factor is, irrespective of whether the participant or the corpus is the
cause. Further, we have another method (described below) for assessing the participant’s document
interpretation ability. Finally, corpTPDoc and corpDRDoc are biased directly by the numbers of
correct and incorrectly answered questions. Where more participants answer a question correctly, there
are more searches conducted that can identify more turning point documents and inversely for the
case of incorrectly answered questions and the number of derailing documents found. However, the
analysis performed across all factors focuses on the red and green levels for each factor, to identify
where factors have more extreme changes that may be impacting the correct answer rate.
The Search System Factor (searchEff): searchEff is the one and only factor representing search
system effectiveness. Using the turning point documents as a proxy for document relevance (derived
in Section 4.3.3), search system effectiveness can be evaluated. We selected normalised discounted
cumulative gain (nDCG - see Section 3.3.7 for details) as the measure for system effectiveness because
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Figure 4.11: Line graphs of the corpus factors - corpTPDoc (Green), corpDRDoc (Red) and corpAmbDoc(Black) - plotted
by question number on the left hand y-axis. The blue columns depict the number of correct answers for that question
(right-hand y-axis). The questions are ordered from worst (least correct answers) to best. The dotted lines are best fit linear
trend lines associated (by colour) to each of the corpus factors.
it is well matched to the searcher’s behaviour. In this study, searchers primarily use the first SERP page.
Section 4.3.4 details the analysis of the average search depth; i.e., average rank of snippet from which
the participant selects a document, across all participants. It finds that the mean depth of document
selection is at snippet 2.9 (SD=2.3) and the average maximum depth is at snippet 4.2 (SD=4.2), noting
that there are 10 snippets per SERP. nDCG rewards systems that select relevant documents higher in
the ranking. It is a flexible measure that allows for calculation at any ranking. This is important for
our analysis because we need to be able to compare the performance across different searches, that
each may extend to a different number of SERP pages. nDCG supports this requirement through the
summation of ideal and actual discounted cumulative gain (as explained below). It is also a normalised
measure that allows for easy comparison between individual participant searches, questions and across
all participants for a single question.
Session-based, normalised DCG (snDCG) was also considered (Ja¨rvelin et al., 2008). snDCG is
the same as nDCG except that is also further punishes the search system for each additional search
the user performs to complete their search task. snDCG was not chosen because of the additional
variability that could be introduced by the query discount factor, b. Selection of b would be extremely
arbitrary, especially given numerous time constraints. For example, within the highest time constraint
searchers may be rushed and impatient and therefore a low value of b would be appropriate, whereas
within less strict time constraints a much higher value may suit. Without modelling data to help select






















































Figure 4.12: Line graph of the search system effectiveness factor (searchEff=normalised discounted cumulative gain),
plotted by question number, using the left hand y-axis. The blue columns depict the number of correct answers for that
question (right-hand y-axis). The questions are ordered from worst (least correct answers) to best. The dotted line is a
linear line of best fit of searchEff
To calculate nDCG, binary relevance values were used for the summation of the ideal and actual
discounted cumulative gain. Turning point documents were assigned a value of 2 and all other
documents were assigned a value of 0, i.e., non-relevant. nDCG is calculated for each participant’s
question as follows: The search system identifies 10 ranked documents for the SERP for each search
that the participant conducts for a single question; The ideal and actual discounted cumulative gain
is evaluated for these 10 documents in each search, depending on whether the search was the first
search (i.e., ranks 1 to 10), or a latter search, where the participant progresses to pages lower down the
ranking (i.e., ranks 11 to 20 etc). By dividing the sums of actual and ideal cumulative gain across all
their searches, a single average nDCG value is derived by participant by question.
To implement the red-amber-green grades for search effectiveness, the same method is used as
for the corpus factors, i.e., searchEff for all participant tasks for a given question are graded red if the
average nDCG for that question is at or below one standard deviation below the mean nDCG across all
participant tasks for all questions. The last column in Table 4.13 provides the searchEff factor grading
derivations. Figure 4.12 plots average nDCG by question ordered by increasing post-search answer
correctness. Once again, although the trend shows a direct relationship between nDCG and the correct
answer rate, there are significant variations and many counter examples, such as for questions 372 and
377, which have the worst post-search correct answer rate, yet exhibit higher than average nDCG. This
indicates that searchEff is one of many factors impacting the correct answer rate.
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The Participant Factors In considering participants as a whole, the ANOVA statistical result
(F(107,1545)=0.856, p=0.849) indicates that they are not a factor for the post-search correct answer
rate. However, we assert that the skills, choices and actions of the participant during the search process
have a significant bearing on the correct answer rate. We test this assertion in the next section where
the factor model is analysed. In this section we describe and define each of the participant factors
identified in Figure 4.10. These are:
• partPK: Clinical expertise as it relates to the question
• partQEff: Ability to pose effective queries
• partTPDoc, partDRDoc and partPCTDoc: Ability to select documents effectively from the SERP
• partDocInt: Ability to interpret clinical documents effectively
If it were possible, we would like to capture the innate clinical skills of the participant, as they
apply to each question, as the first participant factor. Unfortunately we have insufficient information
to properly capture this. The bulk of the participants are students, and so variables such as ’years of
experience’ matter little. Yet there are clearly differences in the skills and abilities of each student. For
these reasons, we estimate the partPK factor, representing a participant’s clinical ability relating to
each question, as their ability to correctly answer the pre-search question, i.e, their prior knowledge.
The green and red grading method for the partPK success factor is provided in Table 4.14, together
with all of the participant factors.
partQEff is an attempt to identify the participant’s ability to formulate effective queries, in terms
of the query’s impact on the search performance. This factor is based on the assumption that wide
variations in search system performance for a single question are due to the search query. partQEff
grading is implemented by comparing a particular participant’s average nDCG with the average nDCG
of all the participants for the same question. Refer to Table4.14 for the grading method.
Factors partTPDoc, partDRDoc and partPCTDoc attempt to identify good searcher behaviour.
When participants perform a search they make a multitude of decisions regarding which documents to
view, how far to look down the ranking for a single search or when to try a new search. The ultimate
outcome of this searcher behaviour is that turning point, derailing or non-relevant documents are
opened and viewed. Therefore, we crudely define good searcher behaviour in terms of the outcomes,
i.e., in terms of the ability of the participant to view turning point documents, rather than derailing
documents. Refer to Table4.14 for the grading method.
The selection of base turning point or derailing documents could result because few turning point
documents are present in the SERP or because the snippets are misleading. Further research to separate
these factors is left for future research.
The final participant factor is document interpretation, denoted partDocInt. Once documents are
viewed, participants have to interpret the documents and arrive at an answer. This involves clinical
experience and judgement coupled with the ability to read quickly and make sense of what might be
complex documents. partDocInt is designed to capture this overall participant capability for each of
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Table 4.14: Details for the Red and Green grading of the participant success factors. Note that factors
appended with a * indicate that no Amber grading level exists for that factor, otherwise, the tasks are
assigned an amber grading if they do not fall into either the green or red grading categories.
Factor Green Grading Method Red Grading Method
Clinical Expertise:
partPK∗ The participant has a correct pre-search an-
swer.
The participant has an incorrect pre-search
answer.
Query Formulation Ability:
partQEff The participant enjoys above normal (aver-
age + 1 std. deviation) system performance
for their searches on the question.
The participant suffers below normal (aver-
age - 1 std. deviation) system performance
for their searches on the question.
Searcher Behaviour:
partTPDoc The participant selects above normal (aver-
age + 1 std. deviation) base turning point
documents.
The participant selects below normal (av-
erage - 1 std. deviation) base turning point
documents.
partDRDoc The participant selects below normal (aver-
age - 1 std. deviation) derailing documents.
The participant selects above normal (av-
erage + 1 std. deviation) derailing docu-
ments.
partPCTDoc∗ The participant views more base turning
point documents than derailing documents.
The participant views fewer base turning
point documents than derailing documents.
Document Interpretation:
partDocInt The participant viewed more derailing doc-
uments than base turning point documents
and yet still answered the question cor-
rectly post-search.
The participant viewed more base turning
point documents than derailing documents
and yet still answered the question incor-
rectly post-search.
their questions. It is measured by examining the mix of base turning point to derailing documents that
they viewed and comparing this with the correctness of their post-search answer. Refer to Table4.14
for the grading method.
In the next two sections of this failure analysis, all of the corpus, search system and participant
success factors are combined to help us to identify the patterns of failure for a specific question or
across all questions.
Success Factor Model Analysis - Macro Insights
In this section we utilise all of the success factors, defined in the previous sub-section, to help us to
identify patterns of failure across different participant cohorts. To do this, we employ two approaches:
Firstly, we combine all of the red-amber-green graded factors into a bar chart, which lists the factors in
order of impact in the search sub-process. i.e. starting with the corpus factors at the bottom, through to
the final document interpretation factor at the top. Also provided is the percent post-search correct rate.
The grades of each factor level (red-amber-green) are stacked as a percentage of the total number of
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participant tasks. For simplicity we will refer to these plots as factor patterns (refer to Figure 4.13 for
an example). A factor pattern provides a visual picture of the state of the factors for a given cohort of
participant tasks.
Factor Patterns
This is a bar chart of each factor, showing the proportion of the cohort which
is graded red, amber or green. By providing all the factors in a single chart, a
picture of the relative grade-state of the factors, for a given cohort of participant
questions, is revealed.
Secondly we employ Positive Factor Mix (PFM) charts to directly compare two factor patterns.
Typically, amber graded results for factors indicate normal behaviour. Therefore, in order to identify
the most significant factors that change between cohorts, we need to understand how the green and red
mix changes. To do this, we define a factor statistic called the positive factor mix:




Where R=red, G=green and A=amber factor grades and Xci is the count of participant tasks that were
assessed as grade X for factor i.
The Positive Factor Mix (PFM) is then plotted for all the factors, to reveal which factors change
the most between different participant cohorts (see Figure 4.13(c) for an example). The PFM charts
can be used to identify factors that are most prominently associated with a cohort’s failures and then
red-green-amber count data for those factors can be compared for significant differences. In this
section, these two approaches are utilised to compare the factor patterns across all participant tasks,
and then broken down by the method of failure, i.e. those that failed under a right-to-wrong scenario
and those that failed under a wrong-to-wrong scenario.
Terminology: Tasks versus Questions
There are 16 questions that each participant had to answer, making a total of
1,653 samples across all participants. For each sample a participant answers the
question once, using their own prior knowledge (stage 1), and then again using
the search system (stage 2). A task represents an individual participant’s stage 2
activity to search for and answer a single question.
Success Factor Model Analysis Across All Participant Tasks Figure 4.13 plots the factor pat-
terns for: (a) the success cohort; i.e., all participant tasks that are answered correctly post-search
and; (b) the failure cohort; i.e., all participant tasks that are answered incorrectly post-search. The
underlying data for these plots can be found in Appendix B, Table B.1 including any significant
differences between the grade counts for the two cohorts. The factor pattern for the success cohort
provides the basis for comparison, as it represents the ambient level of the factor grades when output
is optimal; i.e. all correct. So even though all of the tasks were answered correctly, there are still
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Table 4.15: Comparison table showing the percentage point swing in positive factor mix between the two cohorts: (1)
Success to failure; (2) Right-Right to Right-Wrong; (3) Wrong-Right to Wrong-Wrong. The swings are divided into major
and minor shifts. Note that all of the identified shifts in positive factor mix represent significant changes in both the number
of red and green graded tasks, except for the valued denoted with a G indicating that only the green graded tasks showed a
significant difference. The graded task count and significant differences can be found in the tables in Appendix A
from/to cohort: Success to Failure RR to RW WR to WW
Size of change: Major Minor Major Minor Major Minor
Corpus Factors
corpTPDoc 21 28
corpDRDoc 33 24 41
corpPCTDoc 52 23 65
corpAmbDoc
Search System Factors






partPCTDoc 50 24 62
partDocInt 67 78 69
red graded factors, indicating natural variation for the factors. It is important to note that the factors,
partPK and partPCTDoc, have no amber level. In general, when comparing the failure cohort with the
success cohort, the number of red graded tasks, for most of the factors, increases and the number of
green graded tasks decreases.
Figure 4.13(c) shows a PFM chart that allows us to compare the positive factor mix for each factor,
between the success cohort (blue) and the failure cohort (red). The size of the change in positive factor
mix between the success and failure cohorts is denoted by the length of the grey bar, for each factor.
The graph is ordered from the factor whose positive factor mix least changes (between the success and
failure cohorts) to those factors who’s positive factor mix most changes. Table 4.15 lists the actual
percentage point swings in positive factor mix, between the success and failure cohorts. The PFM
chart indicates that the top three (major) factors accounting for failure overall are on the right hand
side of the PFM chart, i.e.: (1) poor document interpretation (partDocInt), (2) the low mix of turning
point documents relative to the number of derailing documents in the corpus (coprPCTDoc) and (3)
the low mix of turning point documents selected by participants relative to the number of derailing
documents selected (partPCTDoc). All of the underlying changes to red and green graded tasks are
significant for these factors.
Although a new finding, it is not surprising that document interpretation is the most critical factor
impacting answer correctness. Reported in a systematic review of 2592 articles, conducted by Sadeghi-
Bazargani et al. (2014), the top barriers for implementing evidence based medicine (EBM) are research























































































































































Successful Tasks Failed tasks
(c) Positive Factor Mix chart by factor, for the success cohort(blue) and the failure cohort (red). The factors are ordered
from those exhibiting the least change in positive factor mix, between the success and failure cohorts, and those exhibiting
the greatest change.
Figure 4.13: Factor Pattern charts for the success cohort (a) and the failure cohort (b), as well as a positive factor mix chart
(c), for both cohorts. The underlying data for these plots can be found in Appendix Table B.1 including any significant
differences between the grade counts for the two cohorts.
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barriers, of which some of the key issues identified were, “Conflicting results,..., lack of replication,
poor generalizability,...,literature not being compiled in one place, implications for practice not being
made clear, limited relevance of research to practice‘(Sadeghi-Bazargani et al., 2014, Table 1). In a
nutshell, SML literature is often difficult to interpret and adapt for the specific clinical case faced by
the clinician.
The success factor model analysis highlights that although the more obvious success factors, prior
knowledge and system effectiveness, are important factors associated with getting correct answers,
partDocInt, corpPCTDoc and partPCTDoc are much more aligned to success or failure post-search.
This suggests that in many cases, participants are being served up relevant, turning point documents in
the SERP by the search engine, but they do not always select them and if they do select them, they
are incorrectly interpreting them. This is important information for medical search system designers;
we speculate that, for example, an emphasis on aiding clinicians in their attempts to interpret mul-
tiple documents may yield better clinical decisions than working further on search system effectiveness.
Key Points
Across all participant questions that were incorrectly answered post-search,
participants are being served up relevant, turning point documents in the SERP by
the search engine, but they do not always select them and if they do select them,
they are incorrectly interpreting them.
Success Factor Model Analysis: Right to Wrong Why did 11% (189/1,653) of study partici-
pants incorrectly change their correct pre-search answer, to an incorrect one, after using the search
system? The second stage of this macro success factor model analysis attempts to answer this question.
To do this we compare the differences in the factor patterns between the right-to-wrong and the
right-to-right cohorts. The same approach as that used above is also used here. The count of participant
tasks by factor grade is provided in Appendix Table B.2 and the factor patterns and positive factor mix
chart are provided in Figure 4.15.
The major changes in positive factor mix, between the Right-to-Right and Right-to-Wrong cohorts,
is provided in Table 4.15. The success factor model analysis suggests that poor document interpretation
is the vital factor that distinguishes the right-to-wrong from the right-to-right cohorts. Indeed, referring
to the factor pattern charts (a,b) in Figure 4.15, the right-to-right cohort has zero cases where the
participant selects more turning point than derailing documents, but then goes on to incorrectly answer
the question (i.e., partDocInt); however, for the right-to-wrong cohort, 70% of the participants do
exactly this. This has nothing to do with the search engine or the corpus make-up. It is wholly
based on the participant’s ability to assess the same documents, that other participants viewed, to
get the correct answer. Based on these findings, our speculation is further reinforced that arriving
at correct answers to clinical questions, using a document-by-document approach, takes something
more than a good search engine and suitably relevant documents in the corpus; the next step is to



























Types of Documents Selected and Viewed
Right-Right Answer Cohort Right-Wrong Answer Cohort
Figure 4.14: The average number of documents viewed by Type (Turning point, derailing and non-relevant) for the
Right-to-Right (blue) and Right-to-Wrong (orange) answer cohorts. Significant differences, as assessed using Tukey-HSD
(p¡0.05), are identified by the black arrows.
reduce the interpretation load on the participant - to help the participant to answer the question correctly.
Causing a clinician to wrongly change their mind is a serious problem for an IR system, and for this
reason we have further analysed the types of documents viewed. The graph in Figure 4.14 reveals that
in cases where the participants wrongly change their answer, they view significantly fewer turning point
documents (8.7%, p-adj=0.0138) and significantly more derailing documents (12%, p-adj=0.0279),
than participants who maintain their correct answer between pre and post search. Further research
is required to differentiate between derailing and turning point documents to help to explain why
participants misinterpret the information and what role derailing and turning point documents play in
this misinterpretation. We speculate that if the IR system could better identify derailing documents, it
may be able to reduce the number of clinicians who wrongly change their answer.
Key Points
The distinguishing factor that separates the Right-to-Right from Right-to-Wrong
cohorts is document interpretation. The RW cohort view slightly fewer turning
point documents and slightly more derailing documents than the RR cohort.
Further research is required to understand whether and why these document types
matter.
Success Factor Model Analysis: Wrong to Wrong The majority of incorrect post-search an-






















































































































































RR Tasks RW Tasks
(c) Positive Factor Mix chart by factor (excluding prior knowledge - P1), for participant questions that were answered
correctly pre and post-search, RR, (blue), and for participant questions that were answered correctly pre-search, but
incorrectly post-search, RW, (red) . The factors are ordered from those exhibiting the least absolute change in positive
factor mix, between the RW and RR cohorts to those with the greatest change.
Figure 4.15: Factor Pattern charts (a) and (b) and positive factor mix chart (c) for the Right-to-Right and Right-to-Wrong
cohorts
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is unable to use the search system to find the correct answer. In this final stage of the macro success
factor model analysis, we attempt to understand the reasons why this occurs. To do this we compare
the differences in the factor patterns between the wrong-to-wrong and the wrong-to-right cohorts. The
same approach as that used above is also used here. The task counts for each graded factor is provided
in Appendix Table B.2 and the factor patterns and positive factor mix chart are provided in Figure 4.16.
Table 4.15 lists the actual percentage point swings in positive factor mix, between the wrong-to-
right and wrong-to-wrong cohorts. The failure pattern for the wrong-to-wrong cohort has three primary
factor swings, unlike the shift in positive factor mix between the right-to-right and right-to-wrong
cohorts, which was dominated by just poor document interpretation (partDocInt). This includes
document interpretation (partDocInt), but also includes the mix of turning point to derailing documents
in the corpus (corpPCTDoc), as well the proportion of turning point to derailing documents that the
participants view (patPCTDoc).
The participants in the wrong-to-wrong cohort begin the search either: (a) Thinking they have the
correct answer, but actually having an incorrect answer to the question in their mind; or (b) Knowing
that they don’t know the answer to the question. For case (a), the participant is likely to seek confirma-
tion of their incorrect answer. We posit that documents that support their incorrect answer are derailing
documents, and therefore they select these, over the turning point documents (partPCTDoc). For case
(b), participants without an answer at all may be more prone to selecting derailing documents when
the corpus consists of more derailing than turning point documents (corpPCTDoc). In both scenarios,
document interpretation is also an over-riding factor that enables or prevents the participant from
judging the correct answer from the same turning point documents that are viewed. These explanations
are speculation and require further investigation to identify the specific documents chosen, viewed
and rated and the evidence selected from them, in order to arrive at more conclusive explanations.
This further analysis has been left for future work, as it is outside of the scope of this thesis; however,
one can state with certainty that these three factors are strongly associated with the failure cohort
(wrong-to-wrong) and once again, in order to help more clinicians to arrive at correct answers to their
clinical questions, more support in selecting and interpreting information from the available documents
in the corpus is going to be required.
Key Points
Three factors distinguishing wrong-to-right from wrong-to-wrong cohorts. (1)
Document interpretation (partDocInt), (2) The mix of turning point to derailing
documents in the corpus (corpPCTDoc) and (3) the proportion of turning point to
derailing documents that the participants view (patPCTDoc).
Success Factor Model Analysis: Summary of Macro Analysis In summary, the success factor
model has helped to account for some of the reasons why around half of the participants’ questions
























































































































































WR Tasks WW Tasks
(c) Positive factor mix chart by factor (excluding prior knowledge - P1), for participant questions that were answered
incorrectly pre-search, but correctly post-search, WR, (blue), and for participant questions that were answered incorrectly
both pre-search and post-search, WW, (red) . The factors are ordered from those exhibiting the least absolute change in
positive factor mix, between the WR and WW cohorts, to those exhibiting the most change.
Figure 4.16: Factor Pattern charts (a) and (b) and positive factor mix chart (c) for the Wrong-to-Right and Wrong-to-Wrong
cohorts
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search system itself is only one of many factors. We have used the positive factor mix to help us to
better understand the nature of each factor for a given cohort of participant tasks. It provides a single
figure representation of: (a) Whether the factor is more positive (i.e., more green than red graded
participant tasks) or more negative (i.e., more red than green graded participant tasks); and (b) The size
of the green-red delta relative to the cohort size; e.g., 100% would mean that all participant tasks in the
cohort are green, whereas a -50% score would indicate that there are more red classified participant
tasks than green and that the green-red delta represents 50% of the cohort.
By comparing the positive factor mix of failure cohorts with their respective success cohorts
(i.e., all wrong with all right, RW with RR and WW with WR) using PFM charts, we were able to
identify and discount the reasons for failure. The success factor model analysis reveals that document
interpretation dominates both right-to-wrong and wrong-to-wrong failures. Participants are finding
relevant documents that other participants use to correctly answer the questions; however, they don’t
interpret these documents the same way and arrive at an incorrect conclusion. To improve the failure
rate, priority needs to be placed on helping clinicians to interpret the information contained in the
relevant documents better, perhaps by summarising information across documents, so that participants
don’t have to absorb information on a document-by-document basis.
Two factors differentiate right-to-wrong from wrong-to-wrong failure paths: The proportion of
turning point to derailing documents in the corpus (corpPCTDoc) and the ability of participants to
select more turning point than derailing documents (partPCTDoc). These two factors play a much
larger role in failures where the participant got the wrong answer, or did not know the answer, prior to
using the search engine. Once again, to improve the failure rate for these types of failures requires
more than simply improving which documents are found and put on a SERP for participants to
select from. Support in collating information to help the participants move beyond a document-by-
document analysis approach, may be of benefit here, especially when the corpus has fewer turning
point documents available.
it is also important to note that the search engine is always a moderate factor that exhibits higher
effectiveness where participants correctly answer questions and lower effectiveness where they in-
correctly answer them. It is a foundational pillar, upon which clinicians are able to improve their
correct answer rate; however, it seems that finding relevant documents for clinicians to view is insuf-
ficient to enable high levels of answer correctness. This tallies with the search engine effectiveness
results identified in Section 4.2.4, in which more effective search engines had minimal impact on
the correct answer rate. We posit that to lift the correct rate well beyond 50% requires a search en-
gine that provides more easily interpreted information than the source documents can currently provide.
Key Points
The search engine effectiveness (searchEff) is always a moderate factor that
exhibits higher effectiveness where participants correctly answer questions, but
this is insufficient to enable correct answers.
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Figure 4.17: A factor heat-map which summarises the positive factor mix for each factor by failed questions cohort. The
questions are ordered by the post-search correct rate, starting with the least correct on the left hand side. The heat-map
colouration is from Green (greatest positive factor mix) to Red (least positive factor mix). Also provided are the number of
completed questions, number of incorrectly answered questions and the percentage of questions answered correctly.
Success Factor Model Analysis - Micro Insights
In this section we investigate why some questions failed more than others. We apply a similar approach
to that used in the macro analysis (Section 4.3.3) by comparing the positive factor mix for all factors.
However, rather than comparing the failure cohort (e.g., RW) with its equivalent success cohort (e.g.,
RR), we compare each question’s failure cohort; i.e., the set of incorrect post-search answer responses
for each question. Figure 4.17 provides a heat-map of positive factor mix values for each question,
across all factors. The heat-map colours the Question-Factor cells heavier shades of green as the
positive factor mix increases from zero to positive 100% and heavier shades of red as the positive
factor mix decreases from zero to -100%.
Firstly, it is important to note that a number of the factors are question-dependent, meaning that
the factor grade is assigned at the question level; i.e. across all participant tasks for a single question.
These include all the corpus and search system factors. For each of these factors, the positive factor
mix for the question can only be 100, 0 or -100, implying that relative to all questions, the question
is above normal, normal or below normal for the factor, respectively. Using the heat-map we have
identified four groups of questions that share similar failure rates and patterns :
1. Worst-Performers; below 40% correct - Q372, Q377, Q374, Q381: The most striking com-
mon factor state is that in all cases, there are more derailing than turning point documents found
in the corpus (corpPCTdoc). Low numbers of turning point documents (corpTPDoc) or high
numbers of derailing documents (corpDRDoc) seem to be contributing factors here. Overlaid
are very poor levels of prior knowledge (partPK) and for two of the questions, abnormally low
levels of search system effectiveness (searchEff). In summary, these questions are genuinely
difficult to answer correctly and neither the corpus, nor the search system, are providing much
support.
2. Best-Performers; above 75% correct - Q386, Q382, Q385: Conversely, the corpus factors
are also strongly related to the three best answered questions. Firstly, there are the same or
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more turning point than derailing documents found in the corpus (corpPCTdoc) and much lower
numbers of ambiguous documents (corpAmbDoc). In addition, the search engine effectiveness
(searchEff) is normal to high for the three questions. The prior knowledge (partPK) of the
participants is similarly low to that of the worst performing questions, however we speculate
that the impact of the helpful corpus and good search engine enable the participants to select
more turning point than derailing documents (partPCTdoc), resulting in more correct answers.
The reason for the small number of failures is likely to be attributable to poor document
interpretation(partDocInt).
3. Middle-Lower; 44-62% correct - Q378, Q380, Q376 and Q387: These questions share
similar failure patterns: (a) The corpus properties for the questions are normal with respect to
numbers and proportions of turning point and derailing documents (corpTPDoc, corpDRDoc,
corpPCTDoc); (b) the search system effectiveness (searchEff) is normal; (c) Most of the
participants failed to get the pre-search questions correct; i.e., low prior knowledge (partPK),
and; (d) The participants selected and viewed more turning point than derailing documents
(partPCTDoc), but generally failed to interpret those documents well (partDocInt).
4. Middle-Upper; 65-70% correct - Q373, Q375 and Q379; These questions share very similar
failure patterns to the Middle-lower set above except for one major difference. The participants
in this set of questions get more of the answers correct, pre-search, than incorrect, i.e. good
prior knowledge (partPK). We speculate this gives the participants an advantage in selecting
and interpreting the relevant documents. The failures are then primarily related to poor relevant
document interpretation (partDocInt).
In summary, whether or not a participant is more likely to get a question correct is based on many
factors. At the lower end of the answer correctness scale, mass failure seems to occur when there are
higher levels of derailing than turning point, documents found in the corpus and the search system
effectiveness is below normal; Conversely, for questions where there are more turning point than
derailing documents found in the corpus and the search system effectiveness is above normal, answer
correctness is at its highest. This, despite both groups sharing similarly low levels of prior knowledge.
We posit that this indicates that the corpus and search system are foundational. When these two factors
are negative for a question, the ability of the search system to aid the participant to arrive at the correct
answer is acutely curtailed, whereas when they are both positive for a question, the ability of the search
system to aid the participant to find the correct answer is acutely reinforced. If this is the case, then
trying to ring-fence the range of topics that a corpus and search system can appropriately address is
very important. But, how to do this appears very difficult. This is an important line of research that is
left for future work.
In the middle ground, between the best and worst performing questions, system effectiveness
and the corpus generally exhibit normal activity (i.e., normal numbers of turning point and derailing
documents and normal levels of search effectiveness), leaving document interpretation, as the primary
factor related to incorrect answering. In this middle ground, more positive prior knowledge is the main
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differentiating factor between better and worse answered questions. We speculate that focusing better
system design on this middle ground could be most productive in terms of improved correct answer
rates. This is because the relevant documents exist in the corpus and the search system can find them,
however some participants struggle to interpret them properly. If improvements can be made to aid the
clinician in interpreting the relevant documents, an increase in the correct answer rate is likely to follow.
Key Points
Combinations of abnormally low or high corpus and search system factors can
result in the very worst and best answered questions, respectively. When the
corpus and search system factors are within the normal range, prior knowledge
and document interpretation become the defining factors of success and failure.
4.3.4 How Does Time Pressure Affect Clinical Decision Making?
Each participant in the study was required to answer 16 clinical questions, firstly, in stage one, using
their own prior knowledge and then secondly, in stage 2, with the aid of the search system. In stage 2
participants were subjected to varied time constraints for each question, which set a ceiling on the time
permitted to search for an answer. The original method to assess participant time pressure, as outlined
in the study protocol (See 3.3), was to use the different time constraint cohorts (3, 6 and 9 minute)
as a proxy for different time-pressured cohorts. This method we called, Time-Constraint. However,
it became clear early on that this method, alone, would be insufficient. By definition, Ordonez and
Benson III (1997) states that time constraints exist whenever there is a deadline for a task, however, for
the task performer to be time pressured, the time constraint must induce stress such that they feel the
need to cope with the limited time. Once the study was underway, many participants completed their
tasks well within their time constraint, therefore not always inducing time pressure. The differences
in participant skills and question difficulty can generate these variations within each time constraint
cohort. Because of this, we sought out new proxies for time pressure, to better discriminate between
the level of time pressure each participant felt, irrespective of the time constraint imposed on them.
The first new proxy, Time-Out, was based on whether the participant reached the end of their
allotted search time. The second new proxy, Self-Report, was based on the self-reported time pressure
felt by the participant. Using all three proxies allowed us to consider time pressure from three
orthogonal perspectives. Each of these methods are described in more detail in Section 4.2.3. Figure
4.18 presents a visual breakdown of how the time pressure categories overlap for the different proxies.
This is presented for all participant tasks (left hand side) and for the correct post-search answer cohort
of participant tasks (right hand side). The chart for all tasks reveals that although there is considerable
overlap between the time pressure classifications, high and low time pressure, as inferred by the
Time-Out or Self-Report proxies, can occur within any time constraint.
The results (reported in Section 4.2.3) report the impact that time pressure has on: (a) The post-
search answer correctness and the answer direction; (b) The participant’s mental state including answer
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Figure 4.18: A visual breakdown (sunburst chart) of the time pressure categories (Red=High, Medium=Amber, Low=Green)
for all participant tasks (left) and for the post-search correctly answered tasks (right) as they are classified by each of the
time pressure proxies: Time-Constraint (TC) = inner ring, Self-Report (SR)= middle ring and; Time-Out (TO)=outer ring.
The percentages provided in the outer ring are the percent of the total number of participant tasks (N=1,653 for all tasks
and N=886 for correct tasks)
confidence, perceived task difficulty and stress levels and; (c) The participant’s search behaviours,
including time and action related behaviours. Each of the findings are discussed further in this section.
The Impact of Time Pressure on Answer Correctness and Answer Direction
The sunburst chart, on the right hand side of Figure 4.18, indicates that correct answers occur fairly
evenly within each time-constraint level. However, correct answers tend to occur more in medium to
low, rather than high, time pressure cohorts for the Self-Report and Time-Out time pressure proxies.
Indeed, the results (reported in Section 4.2.3) confirm that time pressure is a significant factor impacting
the correct answer rate, as inferred by the Self-Report proxy, and to some extent also by the Time-Out
proxy, but not for the Time-Constraint proxy.
We attribute this difference to the problematic nature of using the Time-Constraint method to
infer time pressure, as discussed in the previous section (4.3.4). Because of the variable nature of the
problem difficulty and participant’s prior knowledge and clinical skills, each Time-Constraint cohort
could easily contain a wide range of more or less time-pressured participant tasks. For this reason we
defer to the Time-Out and Self-Report methods of inferring time pressure to better align the extent of
time pressure with each cohort classification. Using two alternative and independent methods to infer
time pressure also provides an independent cross-check for all our reporting.
To our knowledge, no similar studies exist that report on the impact of time pressure on clinical
decision making in the IR context, however there are prior studies of the impact of time pressure on
the searcher and on searcher behaviour, which will be discussed later in this section. Having found
that higher time pressure does adversely impact the ability of the participant to use the search system
effectively to get the correct answer, we sought to better understand this relationship. In particular, are





































































High Time Pressure Medium Time Pressure Low Time Pressure % correct
Figure 4.19: The percentage of correct post search answers (black line, secondary y-axis) by question, in order of increasing
correctness. Also plotted in a stacked bar chart is the breakdown of the participant tasks, by question, into the high (red),
medium(amber) and low(green) Self-Report time pressure categories (left hand y-axis).
the failure pattern change?
Is time pressure related to question difficulty? We assess question difficulty according to the
number of correct post-search answers. Figure 4.19 charts the percentage post-search correct rate
(black line) by question, in order of decreasing difficulty. Also plotted is the proportion of high (Red),
medium (Amber) and low (Green) time pressure participant tasks, as assessed using the Self-Report
proxy, for each question. We divided the set of questions into two difficulty-based halves to see if the
high and low rates of time pressure changes. The percentage of high time-pressure tasks significantly
reduced from 41% (338/826) to 29% (242/827) when moving from the hardest to the easiest question
sets (χ2=15.89, df = 1, p-value = 6.714e-05) and the percentage of low pressure tasks correspondingly
significantly increased from 31%(258/826) to 41% (340/827) (χ2=11.244, df = 1, p-value = 0.0008).
The outcome of this analysis is ambiguous: Either, the participants felt higher levels of time-pressure
when the questions were more difficult or, when participants felt more time pressured, they got more
of the questions incorrect (post-search). The cause and effect here are difficult to disambiguate.
We further investigated the relationship between question difficulty, as indicated by the post-search
correct rate, and time pressure, as assessed by the Self-Report time method, to try to find evidence to
help us to identify the cause-effect direction. To do this, we plotted the difference in the numbers of
high and low time pressure participant tasks for each question, i.e. :




Where Lqi is the number of participant tasks assessed as low time pressure for question i. Hqi is the
number of participant tasks assessed as high time pressure for question i and Nqi is the total number of
participant tasks completed for question i.

















































Wrong-Right Right-Right LTPmix pre-correct%
Figure 4.20: The percentage of correct post search answers, broken down by answer direction (Wrong-to-Right = blue
columns, Right-to-Right=Blue Striped columns, secondary y-axis) by question, in order of increasing correctness. Overlaid
are line graphs using the primary y-axis of: The low time pressure mix (LTPmix - red line) and pre-search correct answer
rate (pre-correct% - green line)
The LTPmix is plotted in Figure 4.20 (red line). It reveals that for the hardest 7 questions, the
LTPmix fluctuates between 3% and -21%, indicating that for the hardest questions, there are typically
more high-pressure participant tasks, than low pressure tasks, or at best a balance between them. But
after this question, the LTPmix fluctuates more widely, which indicates that time pressure is less of
a factor for easier questions. This evidence is counter to the idea that easy tasks lead to low time
pressure, as question 375 is a moderately easy task, in terms of post-search correctness, however it
reports the highest ratio of high to low time pressure. One explanation for this could be the difficulty
in finding evidence: Participants may know the answer, but use up lots of time searching for evidence.
Also plotted in Figure 4.20 is the pre-search correct rate (green), which is a measure of the prior
knowledge of the participants for each question. The LTPmix appears to fluctuate directly with the
pre-search correct rate except for questions 375 and 379, where the relationship flips, and becomes
inverse. Indeed, when we exclude the five easiest questions (Q375-Q385 in Figure 4.20), there is a
positive correlation as indicated by the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the
LTPmix and pre-search correct rate (r(11)=0.64, p=0.035). This result indicates that for more difficult
questions, if the participant answers the question correctly pre-search, they report lower time pressure
during the search process. Intuitively, this makes sense as the searcher has more clarity as to what they
are looking for.
Figure 4.20 also reveals a relationship for the harder questions between both the pre-search cor-
rect answer rate and the LTPmix with the rate of right-to-right answer direction tasks. But whereas
the correct pre-search answer rate is strongly positively correlated with the Right-To-Right answer
direction (r(11)=0.95, p=7.51e-06), Right-to-Wrong answer direction (r(11)=0.89, p=0.0003) and
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inversely correlated with the Wrong-to-Wrong answer direction (r(11)=-0.81, p=0.0026), the LTPmix
is only correlated with the Right-to-Right answer direction (r(11)=0.73, p=0.0105). This reinforces the
hypothesis that it is time pressure that can impact the correct answer rate, i.e., for harder questions,
participants who get the right answer pre-search, feel less time pressured during the search stage and
are therefore more likely to go on and get the correct answer post-search. This hypothesis only holds
for the hardest 68% of the questions. it is also important to note that this is a very small dataset to be
drawing robust conclusions from.
Key Points
Increased time pressure is related to more difficult tasks, however this relationship
must be used with caution as it is based on a small number of data points. It is
clear, however, that there are more factors than question difficulty, such as prior
knowledge, that influence time pressure.
When does High Time Pressure Occur? The previous section revealed that prior knowledge
has an impact on the level of time pressure felt by participants. In this section we explore other factors
that may help us to understand when the participants report time pressure. We have selected a subset
of the success factors, introduced in Section 4.3.3, that could impact a participant’s assignment of
time pressure (corpus factors, search system factor and prior knowledge). Table B.4 in Appendix B
provides counts of the graded tasks for each Self-Report time pressure cohort, as well as the difference
between them and any significance.
In Figure 4.21 (a), the positive factor mix is plotted for these factors, across all participant tasks,
stratified by high and low Self-Report time pressure. This plot indicates that high pressure tasks are
much more associated with a corpus that has an above normal level of derailing documents and a
below normal level of search system effectiveness. Figure (b) confirms the significance (red bulleted
arrows) of changes in Self-Report time pressure for both the reduction in green graded tasks and the
increase in red graded tasks. None of the other differences reported in the PFM chart are significant.
Therefore, participants are more likely to experience higher time pressure for questions where the
corpus is more weighted to derailing documents and where the search system is less effective.
In fact, there is a question-by-question correlation between these same factors and time pressure.
Applying Pearson’s product-moment correlation test, on a question-by-question basis, there is a positive
correlation (r(16)=0.65, p=0.0069) between the number of high pressure tasks and the numbers of
derailing documents and an inverse correlation (r(16)=-0.73, p=0.0014) with the number of low
pressure tasks . Similarly, there is an inverse correlation (r(16)=-0.75, p=0.0008) between the number
of high pressure tasks and the average system effectiveness and a positive correlation (r(16)=0.78,
p=0.0003) with the number of low pressure tasks. There are no correlations with the number of relevant
documents, the prior knowledge or the number of ambiguous documents.


















Low Time Pressure High Time Pressure
(a) Positive factor mix chart across all questions, for the success factors that can affect the time pressure reported by the
participant. The chart contrasts participant tasks that are assessed using Self-Report as low time pressure (blue) with those
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Low Time Pressure Medium Time Pressure High Time Pressure
(b) Column chart of the task distribution by Self-Report time pressure (high, medium and low) and further stratified by
success factor and by the red or green grading of the success factors. The red lines denote significant differences, all
assessed using Tukey multiple comparisons of means, where significance is denoted if p<.05.
Figure 4.21: Charts to aid in identifying the key factors impacting the Self-Report time-pressure.
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In summary, time pressure is primarily induced by derailing documents and search system effec-
tiveness.
Key Points
Time pressure is primarily induced by derailing documents and search system
effectiveness.
it is important to clarify the difference between these significant factors. System effectiveness is a
measure of the turning point documents found by the search engine, as opposed to non-relevant ones,
i.e., documents not assigned as one of the top 3 turning point documents for that question. The number
of derailing documents is a count of all the documents for a question that are assigned as essential by
participants, yet those participants go on to answer incorrectly. Derailing documents may represent
alternative answers, however invalid, or may be misleading or incorrect. Section 4.3.3 reported that
derailing documents are inversely associated with the post-search correct answers, however it is unclear
why such documents should dictate the time pressure that participants confer on a task. This is a
surprising finding. Search system effectiveness is a logical suspect for impacting task time pressure;
however, the identification of derailing documents is new and opens the door to further research to
better understand the whole concept of derailing documents: what are they, how do they differ from
turning point documents and, in particular, why does their presence induce more time pressure on the
searcher? These investigations are left for future research.
What is the difference between the Failure Patterns at High and Low Time Pressure? We
can also use the success factors to investigate the differences in failures between the two time pressure
cohorts. This is done by comparing the failure patterns under different time-pressure scenarios.
Because we want to understand the impact that time-pressure has, we remove factors that cannot be
impacted by time-pressure, i.e., the corpus factors, search system effectiveness and prior knowledge.
In this way we are left with the participant factors, excluding prior knowledge. Table B.5, Appendix B,
provides counts of the graded tasks for the failure cohort (i.e., RW and WW) sub-divided into each
Self-Report time pressure sub-cohort.
Figure 4.22 plots the factor patterns across all failed participant tasks for the low time pressure
cohort (a) and the high time pressure cohort (b). The PFM plot showing the differences in positive
factor mix between the two cohorts (red=high time pressure, blue=low time pressure). There are three
primary (and significant) differences between the failures occurring in high pressure tasks, rather than
low pressure tasks:
1. Participants formulate poorer queries in the high time pressure, failing cohort, than participants
in the equivalent low time pressure cohort. The number of red graded tasks for query effec-
tiveness doubles from 12.6% of the low pressure cohort to 25.4% of the high pressure cohort
(TukeyHSD p.adj=0.0010). Red graded query effectiveness means that the average search engine
effectiveness for the participant’s task is more than one standard deviation below the average for
all participants for the same question. We attribute this reduction in search engine effectiveness
to poor queries.
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2. Participants select more derailing documents in the high time pressure, failing cohort, than
participants in the equivalent low time pressure cohort. For 44% of the participant tasks in the
high pressure cohort, participants select more derailing than turning point documents, where as
this percentage is only 32% for the low pressure cohort. The difference is significant (TukeyHSD,
p.adj=0.0155)
3. Participants are better at interpreting documents in the high time pressure, failing cohort, than
participants in the equivalent low time pressure cohort. The number of red-graded tasks for
document interpretation ability, although greater for the high pressure cohort, actually represents
a proportional decline, from 68% of the low time pressure cohort to 56% of the high pressure
cohort (TukeyHSD, p.adj=0.0155).
The failure cohort for high pressure tasks is 62% larger (N=342) than for the low pressure tasks
(N=211), yet the differences in their failure patterns are modest. This data suggests that high time
pressured participants are more likely to fail, than their low pressure counterparts, because they provide
less effective queries and then select more derailing documents, than turning point documents. It would
be good to understand whether or not turning point documents are available in the SERP for the high
pressure cohort to select from, which might indicate that poor document selection is because of poor
availability, rather than poor selection from the SERP. If it was the other way around, then participants
are not getting enough information from the snippets to make a good choice. This important infor-
mation could help system designers, and is left for future research, as it is out of the scope of this thesis.
Key Points
When participants fail to answer questions correctly, they are likely to formulate
more poor queries, select more derailing than turning point documents and
interpret more documents correctly when experiencing higher time pressure.
It is not clear why the low time pressure cohort has proportionately more failures due to poor
document interpretation than the high time pressure cohort. This means they have selected a greater
proportion of turning point, rather than derailing, documents; however, they still incorrectly answer
the question. There is evidence to suggest that under higher time pressures, people accelerate their
processing, meaning that they adapt to the time pressure by increasing their speed of information
processing (Maule and Edland, 1997; Maule et al., 2000). Whether this is the case in this scenario
would require further testing, which is left for future work.
The Impact of Time Pressure on the Participant
The results presented in Section 4.2.3 identify relationships between time pressure and the participant’s
state of mind, including answer confidence, perceived levels of task difficulty and stress. Generally, as
time pressure increases, participants become less confident in their answers, perceive the tasks to be
more difficult and feel more time related stress. This section explores these relationships in a little
more detail and compares our results with prior studies.
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(a) Low time pressure cohort (Self-Report) factor pattern: for all success factors, across all tasks answered incorrectly
post-search (N=211).


































































Low Time Pressure - failed tasks High time pressure - failed tasks
(c) Positive factor mix chart of participant success factors (excluding prior knowledge), across all tasks answered incorrectly
post-search. The chart contrasts participant tasks that are assessed (Self-Report) as low time pressure (blue, N=211) with
those assessed as high time pressure (red, N=342).
Figure 4.22: Comparison of the interactive IR factors under different Self-Report time pressures: (a) factor pattern for low
time pressure cohort; (b) Factor pattern for high time pressure cohort and; (c) Positive factor mix plot for the high and low
time pressure cohorts.













































































Wrong-Right Right-Right Pre-Search Difficulty percent-Time-Out
Figure 4.23: Self-reported pre-search difficulty (Black line-primary axis) versus the percent of questions that time-out
(Red line - Secondary axis), averaged by question. Overlaid is the percent correct rate by question stratified by answer
direction (Right-To-Right = blue striped column; Wrong-to-Right= solid blue column). Questions are ordered by ascending
post-search correct rate.
What is the Impact of Time Pressure on Perceived levels of Task Difficulty? Crescenzi et al.
(2013, 2016) confirmed that searchers under time constrained conditions report significantly greater
time pressure, felt that the tasks were more difficult and felt less satisfied with their performance. Our
study does not provide a ’no-time-constraint’ cohort; however, many of the relationships identified by
Crescenzi et al’s studies are also identified in this study. Referring back to Figure 4.5, the perceived
post-search task difficulty increases with increasing time pressure, as reported by the Time-Out and
Self-Report methods, however there is no significant difference for the Time-Constraint approach.
This suggests that time constraint alone is insufficient to prompt increased levels of perceived task
difficulty, which is in contrast to that suggested by Crescenzi et al.’s studies. We speculate that it is
time pressure, rather than time-constraint, which is the factor affecting the perceived task difficulty. If
this is the case, then in Crescenzi et al.’s studies, the constraint applied for their tasks was sufficient to
cause increased time pressure in the participants across the cohort, which in-turn resulted in higher
perceived task difficulty. Crescenzi et al clearly distinguish between time constraint and time pressure
































Avg Pre-Search difficulty Avg Post-Search Difficulty
Figure 4.24: Average self-reported difficulty pre-search and
post-search for the time-out and non-time-out scenarios.
Interestingly, the search time-out rate is
higher when the pre-search, self-reported task dif-
ficulty is lower. This is an unlikely relationship
that bears further investigation. Using the Time-
Out proxy for time pressure, a significant inverse
relationship exists between pre-search difficulty
and post-search time-pressure. The average ques-
tion pre-search difficulty is plotted in Figure 4.23
against the percentage of time-outs. This graph
suggests that there may be a correlation by question. Indeed, applying Pearson’s product-moment cor-
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relation test there is an inverse correlation between average pre-search self-reported question difficulty
and the average time-out rate per question (r(16)=-0.71, p=0.0022).
Despite this relationship, there is no correlation between: (a) The average question pre-search
difficulty and average question post-search difficulty (r(16)=-0.079, p=0.77) or; (b) The average
question pre-search difficulty and the percent pre-search correct rate (r(16)=-0.075, p=0.78). One
hypothesis to explain these results is that the participant has underestimated the difficulty of the
question. Where participants envisage the question is going to be easy (low pre-search difficulty),
they approach the search stage of the question with high confidence, taking their time; however,
when the question turns out to be harder than expected, they find they time-out. If this were true, we
would expect to see the post-search difficulty increase when time-outs occur. This is graphed in Figure
4.24, which confirms that where participants time out, their self-reported difficulty increases on average.
What is the Impact of Time Pressure on Answer Confidence? Unlike Crescenzi et al. (2013,
2016), our study does not capture self-reported performance satisfaction; however, it does capture
self-reported post-search answer confidence. Similar to performance satisfaction reported by Crescenzi
et al. (2013), people are less confident when time pressured. We found this irrespective of the method
used to infer it (refer to Figure 4.5). This is also in agreement with psychological literature that reports
that increased time pressure leads to decreases in decision confidence (Smith et al., 1982).
Westbrook et al. (2005b) investigated the change in confidence after using a search system; however,
they measured the change in confidence relating to the participant’s first answer. In our study, we
ask participants to assess the confidence in their answer before search and then after search, and so
our measure of change in confidence is different to theirs. In addition, we try to understand how
this change in confidence is impacted by time pressure. Table 4.16 reports the change in confidence
under varied time pressure, as assessed by the three time pressure proxies, for each of the four answer
directions; Figure 4.25 plots this data. The key points are:
• Time constraint alone is insufficient to infer time pressure and therefore insufficient alone to
impact the change in confidence. Only one change was significant for the Time-Constraint proxy
(WW answer direction).
• For participants experiencing low time pressure, their answer confidence increases more, between
pre and post search, when they have the correct post-search answer (i.e., RR, WR), rather than
the incorrect one (i.e., RW,WW). This is true for both the Time-Out and Self-Report time
pressure proxies and is aligned with a similar study by Westbrook et al. (2005b).
• Increased time pressure significantly erodes the increases in answer confidence, between pre and
post search, irrespective of whether the participant answers correctly or not, post-search. This is
true for both the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies
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Table 4.16: Summary table of the change in self-reported confidence level between post-search and pre-search, averaged
by method of assessing time pressure. Included are the changes between levels and the significance level of those changes,
where they are significant, as measured by TukeyHSD.
Post-Search Result: Right Wrong
Pre-Search Result: Right Wrong Right Wrong
Cohort (RR) (WR) (RW) (WW)
Time Pressure Method: Time-Constraint
3 min (High pressure) 557 0.81 1.1 0.35 0.39
6 min (Med pressure) 550 0.99 1.25 0.82 0.43
9 min (Low pressure) 545 0.9 1.12 0.33 0.74
Percent Change:
Low→ High 10 2 -6 47*
Med→ High 18 12 57 9
Low→Med -10 -12 -148 42
Time Pressure Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 395 0.46 0.6 -0.04 0.08
False (Low pressure) 1,257 1.03 1.3 0.67 0.69
Percent Change:
Low→ High 55*** 54*** 106*** 88***
Time Pressure Method: Self-Report
High pressure 580 0.16 0.55 0.06 0.1
Med pressure 474 0.95 0.91 0.63 0.62
Low pressure 598 1.31 1.71 1.0 1.09
Percent Change:
Low→ High 88*** 68*** 94*** 91***
Med→ High 83*** 40 90* 84***
Low→Med 27* 47*** 37 43**
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High time pressure Medium time pressure Low time pressure
Figure 4.25: Average change in confidence levels reported by participants (Post-Search minus Pre-Search confidence)
under varied levels of time pressure, as assessed by the three methods: Time-Constraint, Time-Out and Self-Report. The
data is provided for the four answer direction categories: Right-to-Right(RR); Wrong-to-Right (WR); Right-to-Wrong(RW)
and; Wrong-to-Wrong (WW). The red arrows indicate significant changes between the time-pressure levels (high, medium
and low), as assessed by the TukeyHSD statistical test, where p<.05
• In terms of impact on change in confidence, between pre and post search answers, the least
time-pressure impacted cohort is the wrong-to-right group and the most is the right-to-wrong
group. This is true for both the Time-Out and Self-Report time pressure proxies
In summary, using a search engine increases the answer confidence of clinicians, and more-so
when the clinician answers the question correctly after search. This is important, because with greater
confidence, uncertainty is reduced, which may result in clearer patient decisions. However, high time
pressure erodes these increases in answer confidence.
Key Points
Using a search engine increases the answer confidence of clinicians, and more-so
when the clinician answers the question correctly after search. However, high
time pressure erodes these increases in answer confidence.
What is the Impact of Time Pressure on Participant Stress Levels? Section 4.2.3 reports that
time pressure significantly impacts the participant’s self-reported stress levels. This is confirmed
by Pearson’s product-moment correlations between self-reported stress levels and the time-out rate
(r(16)=0.89, p=3.2e-06) and between self-reported stress and the self-reported decision time sufficiency
(r(16)=-0.93, p=1.4e-07), both of which are the proxies for time-pressure inference. Note that the
decision time sufficiency has an inverse relationship with stress because the scale changes from 1
(high time pressure) to 5 (low time pressure). These results are in line with psychological theory;
Svenson and Maule (1993) report that ‘An important environmental factor that increases the feeling of
psychological stress is time.‘(pg 60), particularly, he goes on to say, ’in situations in which important
and complex decisions must be reached’.






























































Figure 4.26: Self-reported levels of post-search answer confidence (black line, primary axis, 5=high confidence) , stress
(blue line, primary axis, 5 = high stress) ,decision time sufficiency (yellow line, primary axis, 5 = high time sufficiency,
i.e., low time pressure) and percent of tasks timed out (red line, secondary axis), averaged by question. The questions are
ordered by increasing post-search correctness.
We also found that as stress levels rise, answer confidence falls; i.e., participant stress and post-
search answer confidence are inversely correlated by question (see Figure 4.26) according to Pearson’s
product-moment correlation (r(16)=-0.89, p=4.007e-06). Svenson and Maule (1993) reports (Chapter
4), that stress results in sub-optimal decision making, something our study also observed (see Section
4.2.3). Therefore, we assert that time pressure combines with task difficulty to represent the cognitive
load on the participant; i.e., the amount of data to be processed per unit of time (Wright, 1974); higher
time pressure increases participant stress for questions of similar difficulty. Higher stress degrades
the participant’s decision making abilities (Svenson and Maule, 1993, pg60) leading to less confident,
poorer decisions. Figure 4.26 confirms that for the easiest quartile of questions (i.e., those on the
right-hand-side of Figure 4.26), time pressure and participant stress decrease well below the average,
despite having the same time constraints applied to them. Therefore, it is the reduction in question
difficulty that decreases the cognitive load, making it easier for the participant to answer the questions
faster, thereby reducing both the feelings of time pressure and the stress.
Time pressure and stress have an overall detrimental impact on the post-search correct answer rate,
however there is no correlation on a question-by-question basis. For the four easiest questions, time
pressure and stress are least and the correct answer rates are highest. But for the other 75% of questions,
time pressure adds to the cognitive load per unit of time to the participant’s efforts in finding the correct
answer, thereby leading to increased levels of stress and thereby reducing their ability to make optimal
decisions and eroding their answer confidence. We speculate this can become a vicious downward
spiral. Finding ways to speed up the search process for the clinician so that they can find the right in-
formation faster, is important for clinical efficiency reasons, but as the evidence here suggests, it is also
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important to reduce the levels of stress and the corresponding reduction in sub-optimal decision making.
Key Points
High time pressure combined with difficult questions may increase the cognitive
load on clinicians, resulting in higher stress, lower answer confidence and poorer
decision making.
The Impact of Time Pressure on Search Behaviour
The search behaviours under consideration consist of both time-related behaviours, such as the total
task time, document reading time and time spent on the SERP, and action related behaviours, such as
the number of searches conducted, documents opened and evidence collected.
Why does Search Time Increase with Increased Time Pressure? The first phenomenon high-
lighted in Section 4.2.3 was that increased time pressure was associated with increased task timings
and increased numbers of searches and documents read, which appeared to be counter to common
sense: surely under more time pressure, participants are performing the task faster, performing fewer
searches and reading fewer documents? This counter-intuitive result can be explained by considering
the method by which time pressure is inferred. For the Self-Report method of inference, time pressure
is evaluated by the participant after having tried to complete the task within the allotted time constraint.
If they found the question more difficult they are likely to have spent more time searching for the
answer or potentially timing out in their search; then it is likely that they would increase the rating
of time pressure associated with that question. In other words, the closer that the participant’s search
time gets to the time constraint limit, the higher the time pressure they are likely to report. This also
means that they have more time to perform searches, open documents and read documents, than those
participants who finished the same task much earlier, reporting much lower time pressure. Figure 4.27
supports this hypothesis. For all time constraints (3, 6 and 9 minutes), tasks reported as high time
pressure are closest to the time limit, then next are medium time pressure and those tasks completed in
times furthest from the time limit are reported with low time pressure.
it is interesting to note, also from Figure 4.27, that as the time constraint is extended from 3 to
6 and then 9 minutes, participants still report high time pressure, despite having nearly a minute to
spare (6 minute cohort) or 2.3 minutes to spare (9 minute cohort). It appears that the longer the time
constraint provided, the more ’breathing space’ a person requires to complete the task without the
feeling of time pressure; but this is speculation, and outside of the scope of this investigation.
Why do Some Participants take Longer to Complete the Same Question? When people are
performing tasks under higher time pressure, they are spending more time searching for the answer;
more searches are conducted, more documents viewed and more time spent reading (see Tables 4.9 and
4.8). But why are these questions taking these people more time? it is clear that participants open more
documents for high pressure tasks, so the first investigation is to identify which type of documents
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Figure 4.27: Total task duration (blue), read time (blue striped) and time spent by the participant on the SERP (dotted blue),
stratified by Self-Report time pressure category and reported for the 3, 6 and 9 minute time constraint cohorts. The thick
red horizontal lines denote the time limit for each time constraint cohort.
the participants are opening, for each level of time pressure. Table 4.17 provides a document viewing
breakdown by time pressure. The following are the types or groupings of documents that can be
viewed:
1. Base turning point documents: as identified in Section 4.3.3, i.e., those documents selected as
essentially relevant by participants across the question when those same participants changed
their wrong pre-search answer to a right post-search answer, i.e., wrong-to-right.
2. Derailing documents: as defined in Section 4.3.3, i.e. the documents selected as essentially
relevant by participants across the question when those same participants incorrectly answered
post-search.
3. Ambiguous documents: Those documents that are both turning point and derailing documents
for the same question.
4. Not relevant: Those documents opened by the participant which are neither turning point, nor
derailing documents.
5. Not relevant and turning point: This is a grouping to identify the sum of not relevant documents,
inclusive of both the not relevant and turning point documents, excluding any ambiguous
documents. i.e., all non relevant documents that are viewed.
Figure 4.28 plots the data from Table 4.17 for the Self-Report time pressure levels, although
the Time-Out levels follow similar trends. The breakdown of documents opened reveals that on
average, participants on higher pressure tasks: (1) view similar or greater numbers of base turning
point documents, but always less as a proportion of total documents viewed; (2) view similar or greater
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Table 4.17: Breakdown of the number of documents viewed to: (1) Base turning point (TP); (2) Derailing; (3) Ambiguous;
(4) not relevant and; (5) not relevant and derailing. The counts are summed for all participant tasks at the three time
constraint levels (3, 6 and 9 minutes) by time pressure, for both methods of time pressure inference (Time-Out and
Self-Report). Also provided is the percentage change between the counts at different time pressure levels. All significant
changes are identified by superscripts (measured using TukeyHSD).
Cohort Total Base Not Not Rel. +
Size Viewed TP Derailing Ambiguous Relevant Derailing
3 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 232 2.0 1.3 1.4 1.2 0.5 0.7
False (Low pressure) 325 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.3 0.4
High→ Low (% change) -25%***-13%** -19%*** -13%** -43%*** -46%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 302 1.8 1.2 1.3 1.1 0.4 0.7
Med pressure 170 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.3 0.4
Low pressure 85 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.1 0.2 0.3
High→Med (% change) -10% 4% -7% 1% -34% -37%**
High→ Low (% change) -19%** 4% -12% -2% -62%** -61%***
Med→ Low (% change) -10% 0% -5% -3% -43% -38%
6 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 104 3.2 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.1 1.5
False (Low pressure) 446 2.1 1.4 1.5 1.3 0.4 0.6
High→ Low (% change) -35%***-13%* -18%*** -8% -64%*** -60%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 165 2.7 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.0 1.3
Med pressure 156 2.3 1.5 1.8 1.4 0.4 0.8
Low pressure 229 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.3 0.3 0.4
High→Med (% change) -16%*** 7% 8% 12% -54%*** -41%***
High→ Low (% change) -29%*** 6% -8% 7% -70%*** -67%***
Med→ Low (% change) -15%* -1% -15%* -5% -34% -44%**
9 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 59 4.1 1.9 2.4 1.8 1.5 2.1
False (Low pressure) 487 2.3 1.5 1.6 1.4 0.6 0.8
High→ Low (% change) -43%***-22%** -31%*** -21%** -63%*** -62%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 113 3.0 1.6 1.9 1.5 1.1 1.5
Med pressure 148 2.7 1.7 1.9 1.6 0.7 1.0
Low pressure 284 2.2 1.5 1.6 1.4 0.5 0.7
High→Med (% change) -10% 8% 2% 6% -37%** -30%*
High→ Low (% change) -27%*** -6% -15%* -7% -52%*** -50%***
Med→ Low (% change) -19%** -13%* -17%** -13% -24% -29%*
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
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Figure 4.28: Breakdown by Self-Report time pressure level of the number of documents viewed (top - (a)) and the
proportion of total documents viewed (bottom - (b)) into the types of documents: (1) Base turning point (TP); (2) Derailing;
(3) Ambiguous; (4) not relevant and; (5) not relevant and derailing. The counts are stratified by the three time constraint
levels (3, 6 and 9 minutes)
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numbers of derailing documents, although always fewer as a proportion of total documents viewed;
(3) view similar or greater numbers of ambiguous documents, although less as a proportion of total
documents viewed and; (4) view more not-relevant documents, both on a numbers basis and on the
basis of the proportion of total viewed documents. It is this last finding, the viewing of not relevant
documents, that shows the only proportional increase and that shows the most consistent and significant
changes between high and low pressure, irrespective of the method of time pressure inference.
The viewing of not relevant, or both not relevant and derailing documents, is significantly higher
for participants on high pressure tasks than low pressure tasks at any level of time constraint. For
example, at the hardest time constraint of 3 minutes, the average number of not relevant documents
viewed by participants reduces by a significant 62%, when moving from high time pressure tasks to
low time pressure tasks. Similarly for the 6 minute constraint there is a 70% significant reduction
and for the 9 minute constraint a 52% significant reduction. In addition, on a question-by-question
basis, there is a strong direct correlation (Pearson’s product-moment correlation) between the number
of participant tasks assessed as high pressure for a question and the total number of non relevant
documents viewed, inclusive of derailing documents (r(16)=0.88, p=7.134e-06) and similarly there is
a strong inverse correlation with low pressure tasks (r(16)=-0.79, p=.0003)
Based on this data, our hypothesis to explain why participants are spending more time on the same
question when they report high pressure, rather than low, is because they open more non-relevant
documents, both in terms of absolute numbers of documents viewed as well as in terms of the
proportion of all documents viewed. This is costing the participant valuable time without necessarily
helping them to answer the question; thus they open more documents, spend more time on the question
and ultimately report lower time sufficiency (higher time pressure).
In summary, for the high time pressure cohort, participants open similar (Self-Report) or slightly
greater (Time-Out) numbers of turning point and derailing documents, to their low pressure cohort
counterparts; so in terms of having the information they need to answer the question correctly, there
should be no difference. Yet the high time pressure cohort does report a significantly lower post-search
correct answer rate (41% versus 65%). Reflecting back to the success factor model analysis (Section
4.3.3 ), the major difference between successfully answered questions and failures, is the participant’s
ability to interpret the documents. Indeed, in the analysis in this section, we re-confirm that participants
can view the same numbers of turning point documents, but still interpret them incorrectly. We
speculate that it is this misinterpretation of turning point documents that leads participants to spend
more time on the question, sometimes viewing more turning point or derailing documents, but typically
always viewing more non-relevant documents.
Key Points
Participants spend more time on the same question because they view more
non-relevant documents. We speculate that misinterpreting the turning point
documents results in the clinician continuing the search and viewing more
non-relevant documents.
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Figure 4.29: Average search depth stratified by time constraint and self-reported time pressure. Three measures of search
depth are provided: (1) Maximum search depth; (2) Average search depth; and (3) Average search depth per page.
Does Time Pressure Impact Search Strategy In Edland and Svenson (1993)’s review of the
literature of time pressured decision making, they noted that time pressure can lead to a shallower
search for information across alternatives, i.e., not all the alternatives will be explored. Svenson and
Benson (1993) found that people performing a task will also change their decision strategy when put
under time pressure. In this section of the discussion, we explore the impact of time pressure on the
participant’s search behaviour with respect to the depth of document selection from the SERP. We
define three variables to capture different aspects of this behaviour:
• Maximum search depth: The maximum rank of the search snippet that the user clicked for any
search conducted for the task. Each SERP page is 10 snippets deep, so ranks that go beyond 10
will be found on pages below the first SERP page; these are accessed by the user clicking on the
next button.
• Average search depth: The average rank of snippets clicked (documents opened) for all searches
performed by the participant for the task
• Average search depth per page: The average rank of snippets clicked, within each page, for
all searches performed by the participant for the task. This figure must be between 1 and 10
inclusive.
Across all participant tasks, the mean depth of document selection is 2.9 (SD=2.3) and the max-
imum depth is 4.2 (SD=4.2). In any single SERP the average depth of document selection is 2.6
(SD=1.6). This tells us that participants select the great majority of their documents on page 1 of the
SERP. Together, these three variables allow us to compare the effective depth of search that participants
perform between different time pressure cohorts. The raw data for this comparison is provided in Table
4.18 and then plotted for the Self-Report time pressure inference method in Figure 4.29. Overall, the
results confirm that increased time pressure is associated with significant increases to the maximum
search depth, average search depth and average depth per SERP. Between the 3 minute and 6 minute
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Table 4.18: Average search behaviours (Maximum search depth, average search depth and average search depth per page)
by time pressure cohort( for both the Time-Out and Self-Report methods of inferring time pressure) by the three time
constraint levels (3, 6 and 9 minutes). Also provided is the percentage change between the different time pressure levels.
All significant changes are identified by superscripts (measured using TukeyHSD).
Cohort Maximum Average Average
Size Depth Depth Depth per page
3 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 232 4.06 2.86 2.74
False (Low pressure) 325 2.86 2.31 2.25
High→ Low (% change) -30%*** -19%*** -18%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 302 3.77 2.74 2.67
Med pressure 170 2.98 2.37 2.24
Low pressure 85 2.66 2.18 2.12
High→Med (% change) -21%* -13% -16%*
High→ Low (% change) -30%** -21%* -21%*
Med→ Low (% change) -11% -8% -5%
6 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 104 6.86 3.97 3.39
False (Low pressure) 446 3.97 2.80 2.67
High→ Low (% change) -42%*** -29%*** -21%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 165 6.30 3.98 3.50
Med pressure 156 4.26 2.81 2.67
Low pressure 229 3.40 2.47 2.41
High→Med (% change) -32%*** -29%*** -24%***
High→ Low (% change) -46%*** -38%*** -31%***
Med→ Low (% change) -20% -12% -10%
9 Minute Constraint Tasks
TP Method: Time-Out
True (High pressure) 59 7.63 4.44 3.58
False (Low pressure) 487 4.38 2.82 2.50
High→ Low (% change) -43%*** -37%*** -30%***
TP Method: Self-Report
High pressure 113 5.88 3.63 3.14
Med pressure 148 5.36 3.14 2.72
Low pressure 284 3.95 2.66 2.37
High→Med (% change) -9% -14% -13%*
High→ Low (% change) -33%** -27%** -25%***
Med→ Low (% change) -26%* -15% -13%*
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
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cohorts, these averages all rise for both the Time-Out and Self-Report methods of inferring time
pressure. This means that given a longer time constraint, participants search deeper into the SERPs.
Edland and Svenson (1993) found that increased time pressure can lead to a shallower search for
information across alternatives; however, we would argue that a reduction in the time constraint, for
the same task, leads to a shallower search, but this is not true for an increase in time pressure. In fact,
within the same time constraint, an increase in time pressure is significantly associated with a deeper
search.
Key Points
Increased time pressure is associated with significant increases to the maximum
search depth, average search depth and average depth per SERP.
4.3.5 How Does Search System Effectiveness Affect Clinical Decision Making?
Two document search systems, with significantly different search effectiveness, as evaluated using
standard IR metrics, were utilised in this study to assess whether search system quality has an impact
on the ability of clinicians to answer clinical questions. The results revealed marginal improvements in
the answer correct rate and answer directions; however, none of the changes were significant, except
for a reduction in the right-to-wrong answer direction for the 3 minute cohort, when using the SOA
system. Also assessed were the impact on the participant’s state of mind (Section 4.2.4) and search
behaviour (Section 4.2.4), both of which exhibited no significant differences between the SOA and
BM25 systems; however, there was a marginal (non significant) trend that indicated that the SOA
system provided a more efficient search service: Fewer user actions required and lower time spent
searching.
In this section, we further investigate any changes that may be occurring as a consequence of
using different quality search systems. In particular, we analyse and compare the calculated search
effectiveness of the two systems within the interactive environment of this study, overall and under
different time pressure scenarios. We also investigate the impact on search depth, to see if search
system effectiveness impacts this aspect of search behaviour. Also, a question-by-question analysis is
conducted to see if system effectiveness has a different impact on more difficult questions and then the
failure patterns of both systems are analysed for differences. Finally, a review and comparison of the
literature is conducted to position our research findings within current thinking.
Does Search System Quality Impact Actual Retrieval Effectiveness in this Study? After
conducting a comprehensive comparison of the two search systems and finding such a paltry set of
significant differences across decision quality, search behaviours and searcher state of mind, one is left
asking whether the two systems behaved differently at all. Using the search system effectiveness evalu-
ations developed for the success factor model (Refer to nDCG metric using turning point documents
in Section 4.3.3), we are able to compare the actual retrieval effectiveness of each system during the
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Table 4.19: Search system effectiveness for the BM25 and SOA systems, as measured by nDCG using Turning Point
documents for the relevance assessments (i.e. the top 3 documents assessed as essentially relevant for a question by
participants who got the correct post-search answer after an incorrect pre-search answer). The system effectiveness is
stratified by each method of time pressure assessment. Changes between the BM25 and SOA systems are provided together
with the significance of any changes (by superscripts), measured using TukeyHSD.
Time Pressure Cohort All
Low Medium High Cohorts
Time Pressure Method: Time-Constraint
Cohort Size(N) 546 550 557
nDCG(Turning Point) - BM25 0.4944 0.4667 0.4862
nDCG(Turning Point) - SOA 0.5238 0.5351 0.5190
BM25→ SOA (% change) 5.9% 14.7%** 6.7%
Time Pressure Method: Self-Report
Cohort Size(N) 598 475 580
nDCG(Turning Point) - BM25 0.5512 0.5162 0.3835
nDCG(Turning Point) - SOA 0.6229 0.5104 0.4429
BM25→ SOA (% change) 13.0%*** -1.1% 15.5%**
Time Pressure Method: Time-Out
Cohort Size(N) 1,258 0 395
nDCG(Turning Point) - BM25 0.5127 0.3891
nDCG(Turning Point) - SOA 0.5412 0.4765
BM25→ SOA (% change) 5.5% 22.5%**
All cohorts
Cohort Size(N) 1,653
nDCG(Turning Point) - BM25 0.4826
nDCG(Turning Point) - SOA 0.5260
BM25→ SOA (% change) 9.0%**
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD )
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
study. This was conducted for each time constraint cohort, and then overall.
Across all participant tasks, the SOA system was 9% better than the BM25 system on nDCG
(TukeyHSD p-adj=0.0016). This difference is much less than the effectiveness differences between
these systems that was identified using the 2015 TREC CDS test collection (see Section 3.3.7 for
details), which demonstrated at least a 33% difference between the two systems across a range of
evaluation measures (although not nDCG). Two factors may account for this large discrepancy. Firstly,
the 2015 test collection topic set consists of fixed topics (summary or description), with which the
search systems must perform their search and get evaluated; whereas when participants are present,
multiple queries can be used for the same question, thereby potentially reducing the differences
between the systems, i.e., query variation is used by participants to find the documents they need,


















Figure 4.30: Search system effectiveness for the BM25 (blue) and SOA(Orange) systems, as measured by nDCG using the
R2-Top3 relevance assessments. The system effectiveness is stratified by each method of time pressure assessment. Where
changes between the BM25 and SOA systems are significant,as measured using TukeyHSD, a black arrow is marked in on
the related columns.
which provides multiple ’topics’ per question with which the search system is evaluated.
Secondly, the relevance assessments were assigned using very different approaches. For the 2015
test collection, experts were used to grade the relevance of a pool of documents selected by a range
of different search systems, and upon this basis, the systems were evaluated; whereas in this study,
documents were automatically assessed for relevance on the bases of both the user’s assignment of
essential relevance to the question as well as the participant’s successful change of incorrect pre-search
answer to the correct post-search answer, i.e., base turning point documents. From this set of potentially
relevant documents, the top 3 by count per question were assigned relevant. This means that relevant
documents were confined to only those selected by the two search systems, rather than a wide range of
systems. This factor is likely to over-estimate the search system effectiveness of both systems, but
importantly, it may also bring them closer together in score as the only relevant documents are those
selected by both systems.
Although the change in calculated system effectiveness is not as large as that which might be
predicted based on the TREC collection evaluations, it is still significant none the less, and it confirms
that the search system effectiveness is different between the systems and therefore could be a factor
that impacts clinical decision making. So far as the results report, this has not been the case, and this is
likely because of the small scale differences in actual search system effectiveness calculated for the
two systems. Further investigation was conducted to see if these differences in actual search system
effectiveness changed by time pressure cohort: does the difference in calculated nDCG between the
systems change, depending on the time pressure cohort the systems were used in? Table 4.19 reports
these findings and Figure 4.30 plots the comparison of system effectiveness for each time pressure
cohort.
The SOA system effectiveness is 14.7% higher (TukeyHSD p-adj=0.0038) than BM25 for the 6
minute time constraint, otherwise there are minimal differences for the other time constraints. We
are unable to account for why this difference occurs for the medium time constraint, but not for the
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high or low cohort, which is where we see greater differences between the systems when assessing
time pressure using the Time-Out or Self-Report methods. Under conditions of high time pressure, the
search system effectiveness of both systems is lowest, however the difference between the effectiveness
of both systems is greatest. For the high time pressure cohort, the SOA system is 15.5% better than the
BM25 system for nDCG, when assessed using the Self-Report method, and 22.5% better when assessed
using the Time-Out method. For the low time pressure cohort, the SOA system is also significantly
better than the BM25 system, but only when time pressure is assessed using the Self-Report method. it
is unclear why the difference in effectiveness between the systems expands for the high pressure cohort.
We know that the high time pressure cohort performs more searches per question, so we speculate that
the SOA system is more effective across a wider range of queries than the BM25 system. Despite
the larger difference in search system effectiveness for the high time pressure cohort, there is no
significant difference in the post-search correct answer rate between the systems for this cohort. This is
an important and distinct finding. The results in Section 4.2.4 demonstrated that a significantly better
search system, as assessed using standard IR offline metrics, have minimal impact on clinical decision
quality; however, this work further suggests that significantly better search systems, as measured by
actual search system effectiveness based on the searchers’ real queries, still has no impact on clinical
decision making quality.
Key Points
Across all participant tasks, the SOA system was 9% better than the BM25 system
on nDCG. On average, actual search system effectiveness (nDCG) is lowest for
both systems for the high pressure cohort, however the difference between the
two system’s effectiveness is exaggerated, expanding to a 15-22% significant
difference. Despite this differences in actual search system effectiveness, the
correct answer rate was not significantly impacted.
Does Search System Quality Impact Search Depth by Participants? No. Search depth, as
measured by average search depth, maximum search depth and average search depth per page, showed
no significant differences overall, or for any time constraint cohort, or for any time pressure cohort.
Therefore, we can only conclude that the search system effectiveness differences considered in this
study were too small to have a bearing on the depth to which a participant searched for documents to
help them answer their questions. One would need to expand these differences to better understand the
point at which system effectiveness impacts this search behaviour.
Does Search System Quality Impact More Difficulty Questions? As we have done in previous
analyses, we can rank question difficulty based on the number of correct post-search answers. Figure
4.31 graphs the percent of tasks that are correctly answered post search for each of the two system

























Figure 4.31: The average percent post-search correct answer rate by question for each search system cohort; BM25 (blue)
and SOA(Orange). Questions are ordered from hardest (lowest correct answer rate) to easiest (highest correct answer rate).
cohorts. In this way, we can see whether either system is associated with better answer rates for
particular questions. The questions are ordered from most difficult to least difficulty.
Figure 4.31 reveals that the percent correct rate for both systems is very similar on a question-by-
question level, however, when ordered from most to least difficult, it appears that the SOA system
is associated with better correct answer rates for the most difficult half of the question set. Indeed,
the correct rate for the SOA system for the hardest 8 questions is 38% (155/413) compared with
31%(129/413) for the BM25 system, which represents a 20% improvement, however this difference is
only weakly significant (TukeyHSD p-adj=0.05693). The corresponding differences in correct answer
rate for the easiest 8 questions is 70% (294/418) for the SOA system and 75% (307/408) for the BM25
system, which is not significant. Without further data or corroborating evidence we cannot say that
the better search system has a significant positive impact on harder clinical questions; however, we
speculate that it probably does. Further research, potentially with a larger dataset, may resolve this
question.
Does the Failure Pattern Change with Different Search System Quality? Using the same
approach as that described in Section 4.3.4, the factor patterns (red-amber-green graded interactive
IR factors) are tabulated for the SOA and the BM25 failure cohorts, i.e., for all participant tasks that
were incorrectly answered post-search. Table 4.20 provides this data together with any significant
differences between the systems, at each factor level, and Figure 4.32 provides the factor patterns and
positive factor mix chart, which directly compares the failure patterns for the two systems.
Across the failed participant task cohort, users of the SOA system produced significantly more
highly effective queries than users of the BM25 system. Participant query formulation effectiveness
(partQEff) showed the only significant difference between the two systems. The number of green













































































































































































(c) Positive factor mix across chart for all interactive IR factors, across the failed tasks for the BM25 (orange) and SOA
(blue) search system cohorts.
Figure 4.32: Factor patterns (a) BM25, (b)SOA and positive factor mix chart (c) comparing both search system cohorts for
the failed set of participant tasks .
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Table 4.20: The numbers of red, amber and green graded task for each of the success factors, summed for the BM25 and
SOA system cohorts. The difference between the two cohorts (delta=SOA - BM25) is provided for red and green graded
factors, together with their significant differences, as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons of means. TP = Turning
Point.
Factor BM25 System SOA System Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Corpus Factors
corpTPDoc - # base TP docs. 60 278 47 44 289 49 -16 2
corpDRDoc - # derailing docs. 22 264 99 27 267 88 5 -11
corpPCTDoc - % base TP docs. 35 186 164 26 196 160 -9 -4
corpAmbDoc - # ambiguous docs. 75 246 64 85 234 63 10 -1
Search System Factor
searchEff - system effectiveness 13 251 121 18 262 102 5 -19
Participant Factors
partPK - prior knowledge 95 0 290 94 0 288 -1 -2
partQEff - query effectiveness 32 276 77 66 235 81 34*** 4
partTPDoc - base TP docs. selected 62 264 59 73 256 53 11 -6
partDRDoc - derailing docs. selected 29 289 67 30 281 71 1 4
partPCTDoc - % base TP docs. selected 231 0 154 238 0 144 7 -10
partDocInt - doc. interpretation 0 154 231 0 144 238 0 7
*** P-value <0.001
is graded green when the search engine effectiveness is more than one standard deviation above the
average search system effectiveness for that question. There were no other significant differences
between the failure patterns of the two systems (refer to Figure 4.32(c)), indicating that irrespective of
the search system used, the participant factors, the search system effectiveness and the corpus factors
leading up to the failure, were all similar.
How does this Study Compare with the Literature? Despite the significant retrieval effec-
tiveness difference between the SOA and BM25 systems, the results of this study indicated that this
difference had little to no impact on clinical decision making, the participant’s thinking or search
behaviour. The effectiveness of the two systems were evaluated on the 2015 TREC CDS, Task A
(Simpson et al., 2014b, Table 4) data collection. Questions from the TREC collection were similar
to those used in this study, including medical diagnosis, treatment and test topics. Searches were
conducted over the same document corpus as that used in this study. Based on the TREC CDS test
collection, the SOA search system reported at least a 30% improvement over the BM25 system, across
all metrics, including infNDCG, infAP, P@10, R-prec and MAP.
Prior research has demonstrated mixed results relating to the impact of search system effectiveness
on search behaviour and outcomes. The experiment conducted by Hersh et al. (2000b), for example,
provided two systems with an 81% variation in average precision (0.2129 vs 0.3850), which converted
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to an 18.2% improvement in instance recall for a task that required users to identify as many instances
of a topic as possible in a given time frame; however, the improvement was not significant. The MAP
difference in our experiment was a similar 73% (0.1114 vs 0.1930); however, the task set for our
participants was a much more difficult problem solving task than the recall task in Hersh et al. (2000b).
On average, participants in our study viewed just 2.2 documents (SD=1.3) to arrive at their answer, and
less (M=2.1, SD=1.2) for a correct answer. In this respect, our study was much more of a precision
task than a recall task.
Turpin and Scholer (2006) conducted an experiment to see if varied search system effectiveness
has an impact on a simple precision task. In this experiment, 30 student users performed 50 tasks in
which they were given 5 minutes to search for documents that contained material relevant to a specified
information need, for example, Identify individuals or groups predicting the end of the world in the
year 2000. Irrespective of the users’ queries, the users were given pre-configured SERPs that matched
specific levels of MAP, ranging between 55% and 95%. The researchers found there was no significant
difference between the systems for the time taken to find the first relevant document. On a recall basis,
they found that there was a significant improvement in the number of relevant documents found in the
5 minutes, but only between the MAP = 55% and 75% cohorts and the 65% and 75% cohort; however,
the difference only amounted to 0.3 documents per topic, on average; so a very small impact. In our
experiment, although once again the task is considerably more complex, the findings re-affirm the
work of Turpin and Scholer (2006) that significant improvements in system effectiveness translate to
little or no improvements in search outcomes for precision oriented tasks.
Finally, Allan et al. (2005) conducted a not dissimilar task to Turpin and Scholer (2006), although
in Allan et al. (2005)’s experiment, task accuracy was also assessed, i.e., the error rate of participants,
which is pertinent to our study. 18 participants completed five or more problem sets, each consisting of
5 tasks. For each task the participant had to identify passages from documents that identified certain
facets related to the topic. For each task, within a problem set, the participant was given a ranked
list of passages, which were aligned to a different retrieval performance level ranging from bPref=50
to 98. bPref is a measure of how successfully the search system places relevant documents before
non-relevant ones; so a bPref of 70 means that the system ranked 30% of non-relevant documents below
that of relevant ones. The researchers found that the time required to complete each task decreased
with increasing system effectiveness, and these differences were significant. However, the error rate
only dropped slightly with increased bPref, and the change was not significant. Also, in terms of
the recall (i.e., number of facets found for each task), significant improvements were only identified
between bPref=50 and bPref = 80 and above system effectiveness levels. This means that to improve
the task outcome, the system effectiveness had to improve dramatically. This may give us some hint
as to why we did not see any improvement in task performance (i.e., correct answer rate), for our
experiment. It may be that the actual difference between the systems’ effectiveness, as evaluated across
the actual user queries, was not great enough to yield an improvement in the correct answer rate.
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4.4 Summary of Contributions and Findings and Conclusion
At the outset of this study we wondered whether the benefit to a clinician of using an SML document
search system is subject to the time that the clinician has available to use the system. Time is often
the primary reason that clinicians cite for not using a search system (Ely et al., 2005; Gorman and
Helfand, 1995); their claims are well founded. In a large hospital-wide study of 70 clinicians over 18
months, Hoogendam et al. (2008) found that clinicians were not willing to commit much more than 5
minutes to answering a clinical question and they suggested that a reasonable time frame is 3 minutes
to properly support busy clinicians. The benefit of using a search system to aid clinicians in answering
their medical questions has been explored in previous studies, including those by Westbrook et al.
(2005a), Hersh et al. (2002) and McKibbon and Fridsma (2006). However, in each of these studies,
time was never explored as a factor that may impact this benefit.
Synthesized information sources, such as UpToDate, are often preferred by clinicians to scientific
medical literature (SML) search systems, such as PubMed. Hoogendam et al. (2008) found that
UpToDate, was preferred over PubMed in 78.5% (883/1125) of the clinician’s searches and Ellsworth
et al. (2015b) also found that the majority (56.8% (255/450)) of the 450 clinicians in their survey
preferred to use synthesized information sources over the original research. This prompted the question
of whether SML is a suitable source of information for clinicians to use to answer their questions,
especially when under time-pressured scenarios. Therefore, in our study we isolated the data source to
MEDLINE documents only.
Finally, there has been considerable conjecture over the translation of TREC-style, search system
evaluation measures and end-user behaviour and satisfaction (Allan et al., 2005; Hersh et al., 2000b;
Moffat and Thomas, 2013; Turpin and Scholer, 2006). One would expect that the effectiveness of the
search system could have a significant impact on the ability of clinicians to find the information they
need to correctly answer their clinical questions. Therefore, it is important that we better understand
this impact, especially in relation to the use of SML only, and also whether this impact changes under
different time pressure scenarios.
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These three investigations were captured within the three research questions to be addressed by
this study:
RQ-1.1 Does the use of an online scientific medical literature search system enable clinicians to
make better clinical decisions?
RQ-1.2 How does time pressure impact clinical decision making?
RQ-1.3 Does a significantly better search system, as assessed by standard Information Retrieval
(IR) evaluation measures, translate to better and faster clinical decisions?
An experimental protocol was detailed in Chapter 3 to address these questions. The study required
doctors, nurses and final year medical students to answer 16 clinical questions, firstly without the
aid of a search system, and then by making use of one. Two different search systems were utilised,
with significantly different search effectiveness, as assessed by standard information retrieval system
evaluation measures, including MAP, P@10 and infNDCG. All participants used both systems, in an
alternating fashion. Secondly, time pressure was induced in participants through the use of strict time
constraints, limiting the search time for a question to 3, 6 or 9 minutes. Once again, all participants
were subject to the varied time constraints, which were changed on a question-by-question basis.
In all, 107 participants performed the study, of which 1,653 participant-question samples were
successfully captured.
RQ-1.1: Does the use of an online scientific medical literature search system
enable clinicians to make better clinical decisions?
Using an online SML search system enables clinicians to make better clinical decisions. In our study,
the benefit gained from using the search system was a 20 percentage point improvement in answer
correctness, from a correct answer rate of 34%, using only the clinician’s prior knowledge, to 54%,
when using the SML search system. The first finding is therefore:
F1-1 Document retrieval systems help clinicians make better clinical decisions.
Our results are in line with previous studies ((Hersh et al., 2002, 2000a; McKibbon and Fridsma,
2006; Westbrook et al., 2005a). This study also confirmed that where a clinician already knows the
answer to a question, their confidence in their answer significantly increases by using a search system.
This is important to improve the clarity and certainty for clinicians in making decisions that impact
both patient outcomes and overall health system efficiency.
Two new findings from this study are that where clinicians do not know the answer to a question,
they were 50% more likely to find a correct answer using the search system than those clinicians who
incorrectly thought they knew the right answer. This finding was attributed to the confirmation or
anchoring bias effect that reduces a person’s volition to change their decision, once it is first made.
The second new finding was that search engines also benefit clinicians by helping them to understand
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that their original incorrect-answer to a question is wrong. Although only representing 3% (43/1,653)
of all tasks, it represents 10% (43/417) of all wrong-to-wrong and wrong-don’t know tasks.
On the question of SML and its effectiveness as a sole source of information to support clinicians in
answering their questions, the overall result confirms that it is a suitable source of evidence; however,
when compared directly with Westbrook et al. (2005a), where 6 sources of medical information were
used, the results are mixed and inconclusive. On the one hand the overall improvement in the correct
answer rate in this study is comparable to that of Westbrook et al. (2005a), which uses many more
information sources. However, when compared by using just the 6 common questions that are shared
with Westbrook et al. (2005a), the results indicate that the SML search system produces no significant
improvement to the correct answer rate. Not knowing the results for the other 2 questions from
Westbrook et al. (2005a) and, considering other factors that may unequally impact the results, such as
time constraints, makes conclusive comparison impossible. A more extensive study, along the lines
of that by McKibbon and Fridsma (2006), that sets the data sources as the independent variable, is
required to properly address the comparable utility of data sources. Irrespective of this shortcoming,
from the results in this study we can conclude that SML data sources can benefit clinicians when
answering clinical questions.
RQ-1.2: How does time pressure impact clinical decision making?
Our study finds that increased time pressure has a significant, adverse impact on clinical decision
making. Therefore, the key finding is:
F1-2 Under time pressure the benefit of document retrieval is significantly eroded.
Although we set out to use time constraints to induce time pressure, we found that two better
proxies for time pressure were: (1) Self-reported time sufficiency ratings, given by participants after
completing each question and (2) Whether or not the participant timed-out on the task (i.e., reached
the end of the allotted search time limit). These methods were better because the cognitive load for
each task varies based on the question difficulty and the participant’s ability; so given the same time
constraint and question, some participants completed the task well within the time constraint and
reported no time pressure, whereas other participants timed out in their searches and reported higher
time pressure. Therefore, varied time pressured participants could exist within the same time constraint
cohort, making comparison of time pressure cohorts impossible.
High time pressure results in a lower correct answer rate. The correct answer rate significantly
declined (from 65% to 41%) when participants reported high time pressure, rather than low time
pressure. This is manly due to a significant increase in the number of right-to-wrong tasks and a
significant decline in the number of wrong-to-right tasks. Time pressure was also significantly related
to question difficulty, as assessed by the correct answer rate. High difficulty tasks were more likely to
be assessed as high time pressure and low difficulty tasks assessed as low time pressure.
The impact of time pressure on the participant’s state of mind was also considered as this can
have an indirect impact on the clinician in their work environment. In line with previous studies
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(Crescenzi et al., 2013, 2016; Westbrook et al., 2005b), our study found that as time pressure increases,
participants become less confident in their answers, perceive the tasks to be more difficult and feel
more time related stress. All of these changes were significant and consistent across the Self-Report
and Time-Out methods of inferring time pressure. A more specific finding is that high time pressure
erodes the answer confidence increases that participants report after using the search engine and this
erosion occurs irrespective of whether the post-search answer is correct or not.
Finally, the impact of time pressure on the participant’s search behaviours was considered, as this
helps us to understand how the search process leading up to the participant answering the question, is
impacted by time pressure. In general, for questions where participants report higher time pressure, they
will use up more of their limited search time to help them to answer the question. This means that the
higher time pressured participant takes longer to complete the task, conducts more searches, searches
to a greater depth in the SERP, reads more documents and spends more time viewing documents.
These changes are significant and consistent across the Self-Report and Time-Out methods of inferring
time pressure. It was also discovered that when the participant reports the task as high time pressure,
they open more non-relevant documents, both in terms of absolute numbers of documents viewed
as well the proportion of all documents viewed. We hypothesised that this is costing the participant
time without necessarily helping them to answer the question. Thus, they open more documents,
spend more time on the question, report higher levels of stress, higher time pressure and lower answer
confidence and ultimately answer fewer questions correctly. These impacts are summarised in the
following summary finding:
F1-5 High time pressure has a snow-balling affect of undermining both efficiency (time, effort,
stress) and efficacy of clinical decision making.
RQ-1.3: Does a significantly better search system, as measured by standard
Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation measures, translate to better and faster
clinical decisions?
Our study reported marginal, primarily non-significant, changes to the correct answer rate, the partici-
pant’s state of mind and their search behaviours, when switching between search systems with widely
varying search effectiveness. In all cases, the changes were consistently in favour of the SOA system,
but once again the changes were generally all non significant. The SOA system was also associated
with better correct answer rates for the most difficult half of the question set; however, the change was
only marginally significant. The primary finding is therefore:
F1-3 Better underlying retrieval models only impact clinical decision quality under the specific
condition of high time constraint; these only by reducing the number of cases where the
search system leads the user to incorrectly change their answer. Better underlying retrieval
models have no impact on the time required to answer a clinical question.
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Further analysis was conducted to verify whether the actual search effectiveness (nDCG) of the
systems was different in our study environment, where users could pose multiple queries for the same
question. Indeed, the search effectiveness (nDCG) for the SOA system was found to be a significant
9% higher than the BM25 system. Although an actual difference in nDCG was found, the small size of
the difference makes it unsurprising that there was minimal impact on the participant and their results.
Prior work suggests that for changes in search system effectiveness to have an impact, they need to be
very large (Allan et al., 2005; Turpin and Scholer, 2006), and most of these other experiments were
tested with much simpler tasks.
In summary, improving the search system performance is unlikely to have a significant impact on
improving the ability of clinicians to answer their medical questions.
Other Key Finding: Failure Analysis
Although not a stated research question, an important, and novel, addition to this study was the attempt
to account for why the search system failed to improve the correct answer rate for around half the
tasks overall, and more than half the task when the participants were under time pressure. The purpose
of the failure analysis was to start this line of questioning. Because there are so many factors that
combine to enable a clinician to answer a question, the failure analysis is at best an indication of the
shift in these factors between correctly and incorrectly answered questions. But these shifts provide
the insights to prompt further research conducted in this thesis.
The failure analysis was conducted by constructing a success factor model that identifies a limited
range of corpus, system and participant variables. There are four factors attributable to the corpus
make-up, one factor attributable to the search system effectiveness and six factors attributable to the
participant. The basis of the model is the assessment of document relevance based on the participant’s
relevance assessment, and their answer correctness. This is a limited approach to assessing relevance,
when compared with using external, independent assessments of document relevance from across a
pool of documents that are found by numerous search systems; however, the factors developed from
these relevance assessments are not intended for external comparison. The purpose of these factors is
to establish significant changes in the abnormally positive or negative gradings of each factor between
different cohorts, thus enabling us to gain some insight into which factors are related to different
cohorts.
The success factor model helped to account for some of the reasons why around half of the
participant’s questions were answered incorrectly, despite the aid of a search system. It is clear
from the analysis that the search system itself is only one of many factors. The analysis reveals that
poor document interpretation dominates both right-to-wrong and wrong-to-wrong failures. Certain
participants are finding relevant documents that other participants use to answer correctly with; however,
they don’t interpret these documents the same way and arrive at an incorrect conclusion. It is also
important to note that the search engine is always a moderate factor that exhibits higher effectiveness
where participants correctly answer questions and lower effectiveness where they incorrectly answer
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them. It is a foundational pillar, upon which clinicians are able to improve their answer correctness
rate; however, it seems that finding relevant documents for clinicians to view is insufficient to enable
high levels of answer correctness. We posit that to lift the correct rate well beyond 50% requires
a search engine that provides more easily interpretable information than the source documents can
currently provide. The summary key finding related to the failure analysis is:
F1-4 The largest factor influencing clinicians’ ability to make correct decisions using a document
retrieval system is their ability to interpret key documents (turning point and derailing
documents). While retrieval model effectiveness is necessary, it is not sufficient for correct
decision making.
The evidence indicates that the two most important factors that distinguish when participants report
high time pressure tasks are the number of derailing documents (i.e., all the documents for a question
that are assigned as essential by participants, yet those participants go on to answer incorrectly) in
the corpus and the search system effectiveness. Questions with abnormally high numbers of derailing
documents and, or, abnormally low levels of search system effectiveness, are strong indicators of high
time pressure rated tasks. Whereas questions with low numbers of derailing documents in the corpus
and, or higher levels of search system effectiveness, are strong indicators of low time pressure rated
tasks. Search system effectiveness is a logical suspect for impacting task time pressure; however, the
identification of the derailing documents factor is new and opens the door to further research to better
understand the whole concept of derailing documents: what they are, and how they differ from the
relevant ones. These investigations are left for future research.
High time-pressured participants open similar or slightly greater numbers of turning point and
derailing documents, than their low pressure cohort counterparts; so in terms of having the information
they need to answer each question correctly, there should be no difference. Yet the high time-pressure
cohort does report a significantly lower post-search answer correct rate (41% versus 65%). The major
difference between successfully answered questions and failures, is the participant ability to interpret
the documents. We speculate that it is this misinterpretation of turning point documents that leads
participants to uncertainty, causing longer searches, sometimes viewing more turning point or more
derailing documents, but typically always viewing more non-relevant documents. In turn, this results
in greater levels of self reported stress, as the time constraint limit approaches, and reduced answer
confidence. The ultimate result of this chain of events is a 41% post-search correct answer rate, which
is just 7 percentage points above that of a random result.
In conclusion, improving which documents are placed on the SERP for users to select has been a
major priority of IR research for many decades and is the common paradigm for information retrieval,
e.g., the PubMed search interface. However our study suggests that to enable clinicians to answer
more of their questions correctly requires improvement in the provision of more easily interpreted
information. The role of clinical IR system designers needs to shift from finding relevant documents,
to finding and presenting relevant information to enable clinicians to interpret the information better,
to decrease the time-pressure associated with answering questions and ultimately to aid them in
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answering more questions correctly. Based on the widespread success of synthesized data sources,
such as UpToDate, we speculate that finding, collating and automatically synthesizing information
from across relevant documents may be suitable. Reversing the current paradigm by recommending
answers to clinicians, backed up by evidence from documents, rather than giving clinicians evidence
(documents) and making them find the answers, may prove to be a much more efficient approach, if it
is possible. In the next chapter we establish a conceptual framework to support such an information
retrieval approach and then in the following three chapters we develop and evaluate a new minimal
interaction IR approach that is applied to clinical question answering.





In this thesis, we are interested in understanding how to provide clinicians with an SML search system
that enables them to answer more of their clinical questions, and to answer more of them correctly.
So far we have discovered that time pressure has a significant and adverse impact on the ability of
clinicians to answer their questions correctly and that an inability to interpret documents correctly
is the primary reason for failure. These two factors motivate research into SML search systems that
provide clearer information, more efficiently. In short, these factors indicate that a minimal interaction
IR search system may offer a more suitable approach than the current multi-interaction IR systems
because the mini-IIR system has to provide the information to the clinician on a single information card
(i.e., a single Information object containing all the information the user requires to fulfil their need),
rather than requiring the clinician to search through documents for the answer. Despite the inherent
differences between multi-IIR and mini-IIR systems (see Table 2.3), we have been unable to identify
frameworks or research models that explicitly support and distinguish the two modes of search. This
was outlined in the Literature Review in Chapter 2 and is the subject of the second research question:
RQ-2: What are the key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes
between minimal and multiple interaction search tasks? How does such a framework inform the
design of minimal interaction IR systems?
The purpose of this chapter is to address this research question. A conceptual framework, called
Bridging Information Retrieval, is derived that encompasses and differentiates between multi-IIR and
mini-IIR. This model includes a search task categorization process that specifies whether multi-IIR
or mini-IIR is best suited to resolve the search task; thereby partially explaining the shortcomings of
document retrieval for clinical answering tasks and, importantly, pointing the way towards the type of
solution necessary to meet the needs of such tasks. The derivation of this model draws upon existing
research and, in part, represents a component of the Literature Review.
The Background section to follow provides the context for the research conducted in this chapter.
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In particular, the user study findings (Chapter 4) and the pertinent sections of the Literature Review
(Chapter 2), provide the motivation and premise for articulating and addressing RQ-2. In Section 5.2,
a task-based conceptual IR model is developed and then in Section 5.3 the operationalisation of this
model for mini-IIR is investigated. Together, the model and operationalisation elements are referred to
as the proposed conceptual framework. Section 5.4.2 identifies the key findings and contributions of
the framework. At the end of this chapter, in Section 5.4, the limitations of the model are outlined and
research left for future work is identified.
5.1.1 Background
In Section 2.2 of the Literature Review the medical problem of un-answered and incorrectly an-
swered clinical questions was examined and in particular the problems associated with using SML
document retrieval systems. Current systems, like PubMed, find and present literature documents
that clinicians can read through to find their answers; however, it was found that clinicians prefer
synthesized summaries or answers; perhaps because of the reduced time required to find an answer.
Synthesized summary search systems, such as UptoDate, require manual topic creation and updates,
thereby rendering them less up to date with lower topic coverage than SML-sourced search systems.
Therefore, SML search systems present an opportunity to provide a more scalable and comprehensive
system than synthesized summary systems. The question remains, however, whether SML document
retrieval systems are suitable for time pressured clinicians? This uncertainty is the subject of the first
research question: RQ-1 - How effective are document retrieval solutions, that draw from scientific
medical literature, at helping time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
The purpose of the user study, reported in chapters 3 and 4, was to address RQ-1. It found (see 4.4)
that although SML document retrieval systems were able to help clinicians to answer more of their
clinical questions correctly (Finding 1.1), this benefit was significantly eroded when they were under
time pressure (Finding 1.2). In addition, the study found that high time pressure had a snow-balling
affect of undermining both efficiency (time, effort, stress) and efficacy of clinical decision making
(Finding 1.5). This means that under time pressure conditions, clinicians would become increasingly
stressed, which in-turn undermined their clinical decision making ability, further eroding the confidence
they had in their answers. Clinicians routinely operate under time pressured conditions, self reporting
a lack of time as one of the key reasons for not answering their clinical questions (Del Fiol et al., 2014;
Ely et al., 2005) and as reported by observers (Hoogendam et al., 2008). So it is fair to assert that
SML document search systems routinely offer little support to help clinicians to correctly answer their
clinical questions.
The study also found that improving the search system effectiveness had minimal impact on
decision quality (F1.3). In fact, the most important factor influencing the correct answer rate was
identified as the document interpretation ability of the clinicians (F1.4). Therefore, to provide a better
SML search system, to enable clinicians to answer more of their clinical questions correctly, requires a
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system that can provide the clinician with more easily interpreted information, so that they can correctly
answer their questions faster and with less time pressure. These findings prompt us to ask whether
answering clinical questions is a minimal interactive IR search task, rather than a multi-interaction
(i.e., document retrieval) IR search task?
Multi-IIR and mini-IIR were defined in the Literature Review, Section 2.3, and are distinguished
by the amount of search system interaction that is required by the user to fulfil their information need.
It was asserted in the Literature Review that there is a commercial and research bias towards multi-IIR
user scenarios and that important, historical IR models and frameworks reinforce the notion of an
interactive IR process. In addition, the concept of relevance, as it is currently understood, is also less
suited to single or minimal interaction user-scenarios. Overall, it became clear that a research gap
exists; despite the significant differences between multi-IIR and mini-IIR system characteristics (see
Table 2.3) no research model could be found that clearly delineates between the two modes of search.
On this basis, RQ-2, was presented. The remainder of this chapter is spent deriving and discussing a
conceptual framework to support both multi-IIR and mini-IIR.
5.2 A Task-Based Conceptual Model of Information Retrieval
In this section, we construct a first principles conceptual framework for IR built upon a task-oriented
perspective. A task-oriented view is not new to IR research, as discussed later in Section 5.2.3.
Incorporating task within the conceptual framework may support a classification of search tasks on the
basis of a requirement for interaction: something that may expose the factors that determine the nature
of IR interaction and therefore help researchers to distinguish between minimal and multi interaction
search tasks.
The purpose of a conceptual framework, according to Engelbart and English (1968) is to orient
the important factors within a system and record how they relate to each other. This enables one to
deduce the types of changes within those factors that might yield the greatest performance benefits and
therefore the most productive lines of research. In this instance, we are constructing the conceptual
framework in order to improve our understanding of:
• Whether the IR process can be modelled from a task-oriented perspective to support search tasks
suited to minimal or multi interaction IR
• How the conceptual factors change when the IR process shifts from interactive to non-interactive
and whether these factors can be used to distinguish between search tasks suited to mini-IIR or
multi-IIR solutions
• How such a conceptual model can inform the design of mini-IIR solutions
We have been unable to find an IR model that specifically delineates between mini-IIR and multi-
IIR. Thus we construct a conceptual framework from scratch. We call this process a first principles
approach, which consists of: (1) Identifying the foundational elements of a task-oriented IR approach;
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(2) Validating the elements against accepted IR thinking and practice; (3) Using this foundation,
establishing whether multi-IIR and mini-IIR can be differentiated. This approach, originating in the
field of Philosophy by Aristotle (Graham, 1999), has widespread use in Mathematics (see the axiomatic
method of Potter (2004)) and Physics and Chemistry (see the ab initio method of Navra´til et al. (2016)).
5.2.1 Elements of the IR Problem
What is the underlying problem that information retrieval tackles? The problem can be constructed
from its elemental constituents and axiomatic assumptions:
1. Information: All verbal, written, digital, pictorial forms of information.
a) Assumption 1.1: There exists a quasi-infinite quantity of information available in the world.
2. Person: A natural person.
a) Assumption 2.1: A person has a changing and limited bank of innate knowledge.
b) Assumption 2.2: A person has a limited cognitive capability to process information.
c) Assumption 2.3: A person has limited time to perform any task and such limitations may
be self or externally imposed.
3. Task: The broadest sense of a task performed by a person. It may be self-imposed or set by
others, mental and/or physical. It includes activities performed for work and/or play.
a) Assumption 3.1: Tasks require knowledge to complete.
b) Assumption 3.2: Tasks are time bounded, i.e., no individual task is everlasting.
5.2.2 The IR Problem Statement
To complete a task that requires a person to draw upon more knowledge than they currently possess will
often not be possible because it will take more time than they have, or the task requires, to manually
search and process the available information to provide them with the missing knowledge they need to
complete the task.
The problem, as stated above, is essentially one of time and human limitations. One can imagine
a person sitting at a desk. On the one hand there is a written task to perform and on the other hand
there is an imposing pile of unordered documents including much of humankind’s written and pictorial
record. Upon reading the task the person realises there are some things she does not know so she starts
reading the documents to her right, one-by-one until the knowledge she needs is found. In all but the
most fortunate cases, the person will never find the knowledge and the task will never be completed —
therein lies the central IR problem.
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5.2.3 Elements and Assumptions Discussion
Element 1: Information
The first element of the problem is information, taken as meaning all accessible written and pictorial
data stored digitally or printed to a medium. Assumption 1.1 highlights the scale and ever growing
quantity of information that is accessible today through the Internet, libraries and corporations. It
is self-evident that from a human perspective the amount of information available for reading and
processing is effectively infinite.
Element 2: Person
The consideration of human cognition as an important, and sometimes central, element within the
IR and information seeking processes has long been recognised. Earlier, in Section 2.3.3, some of
the important cognitive IR research was mentioned, including the ASK hypothesis of Belkin (1980)
and the psychological and cognitive considerations of Ingwersen (1984) and Harter (1992). From an
information seeking perspective, Dervin (1983) proposed a sense-making approach in which a person,
in the context of a problematic situation, can only progress by seeking information to bridge their
cognitive gaps. Kuhlthau (2004) documented a staged information seeking process in which the user
constructs their own understanding of the task and answer during the search process. The answer
construction process is highly subjective, based on the user’s initial cognitive constructs. In the first
principles framework, cognition is represented by the ‘person’ model element and is a similarly central
factor.
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are rooted in cognitive science. The limited bank of innate knowledge is a
reference to people’s limited memory, in particular long term declarative memory which is the memory
a person draws from consciously and intentionally (Cohen and Squire, 1980). Tulving and Donaldson
(1972) delineated a number of types of memory of which semantic memory relates specifically to the
storage of general knowledge. According to Bulletin and Voss (2009) there is no current answer to the
question of how much information can be stored in memory; however, despite this, it is self-evident
that people are currently unable to store and access unlimited semantic memories.
Assumption 2.2 is grounded in the “information processing” metaphor of Miller (1956) whereby
all biological organisms, including humans, are limited in how much information they can process at
any point in time. The final assumption (2.3) is a more generally self-evident assumption that for a
human, time is always limited, if not by the length of one’s life, then more usually by self imposed
time limits such as sleep or having other tasks to attend to, or by external time limits such as those
imposed by work, or family.
Element 3: Task
In the first principles approach, we employ a natural definition of a task, defined by Vakkari (2003) as:
“an activity to be performed in order to accomplish a goal”. This subsumes the work task definition of
Li and Belkin (2008) as it includes any task, personal, work or otherwise. This approach is in-line with
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Ja¨rvelin (1986) who asserts that work tasks are the central driver for information seeking and retrieval
activity and then Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin (2005), who extend this to include all tasks. In the detailed
sections to follow, a task is confined to a search task level to correspond with the operational level of
IR systems. We apply the definition of Li and Belkin (2008) that a search task particularly employs the
use of an IR system to locate information.
In IR, a user’s task is usually considered a contextual or situational factor that affects rele-
vance (Huang and Soergel, 2013; Saracevic, 1996; Schamber et al., 1990). The first principles
model asserts task as an independent element rather than a contextual factor, or rather than being
incorporated into the user element as a perception of task, as asserted by Ingwersen and Ja¨rvelin (2005).
This is because tasks can be defined, and task completion assessed, independently to a user. It is,
therefore, an independent factor within the IR problem.
Reid (1999, 2000) proposed a similar task-oriented approach incorporating task as an independent
variable. Reid’s framework incorporates the concept of document task relevance, as viewed by the user
(task performer) after task completion. Reid (1999, 2000) adds an additional evaluation criterion, called
information value, which is a measure of document relevance, also assessed by the user, after feedback
from the task setter. This latter measure represents the notion of the contribution, of the information,
to the task outcome. In Reid’s later explication of the operational framework, information value is
dropped and document relevance assessments are performed by the user after both task completion and
external feedback. By having multiple users perform the same task, document relevance is weighted
for a test collection and then standard precision and recall measures utilised within a standard batch
evaluation approach. The centrality of task is common to the model proposed here. However, Reid’s
proposed incorporation of task is realised through the evaluation of documents for task-relevance
by users, i.e. how helpful each document is towards completing the task. In this sense, task is not
independent to the user and it is accounted for by the situational manifestation of relevance explicated
by Saracevic (1996). This is significantly different to the handling of task in the first principles model,
as detailed in Section 5.2.4.
With respect to assumptions 3(a) and 3(b), it is self-evident that tasks require knowledge to be
completed, whether innately or externally sourced and it is also self-evident that all tasks are time
limited for an individual.
5.2.4 The role and Objectives of the IR System
The IR system is the 4th element in the first principles model. The IR system is traditionally depicted
as an interface between the user and the available information objects (corpus). The user enters
their request into the IR system which in-turn executes search algorithms to select the most relevant
information, as assessed by the system and relative to the user’s request, from the corpus. The
IR system then returns information objects, typically ordered in some way, such as by decreasing
relevance. The user can preview these information objects and select those to read in full. The process,
as defined here, is interactive in nature.
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Task Person InformationIR System
{k1,k2,k3 ,k4}
Interact(s)allocated algorithm
{k1,k3} {k1,k2,k3 ,k4, ……kn}
{k2,k4}{k2,k4}complete
Figure 5.1: Diagram showing the elements of the Bridging Information conceptual model. An example
of the knowledge (represented as kx) requirements for the task, innate knowledge of the user and the
stored knowledge of the information store as shown below each element. The diagram demonstrates
the role of the IR system to provide the additional knowledge (k2 and k4) the user needs in order to
complete their task. This additional knowledge is the Bridging Information.
Instead, in this first principles model, the IR system represents the technological response to the IR
problem, as articulated in Section 5.2.2. The role of the IR system is therefore:
For a given task, to select Bridging Information (see below) for the person so they can complete their
task within a suitable time-frame.
Where Bridging Information (BI) is information, selected from the corpus, that provides the additional
knowledge, or a means to deduce the knowledge, the person requires over and above their innate
knowledge to complete the task. A diagram showing the first principles model is provided in Figure
5.1, together with an example of how Bridging Information works.
Definition: Bridging Information (BI)
Information, selected from the corpus, that provides the additional knowledge, or
a means to deduce the knowledge, the person requires over and above their innate
knowledge to complete the task
Bridging Information and Relevance
In conventional IR, relevant information, that is information pertaining to a person’s information need,
is the target of search. Re-setting the objective of the IR system to Bridging Information requires
clarification and explanation.
The defining characteristic of BI is that it must enable task completion. Although information in
the corpus may be stored as discrete files or documents of data, BI is best considered as a (possibly
ordered) collection of statements or paragraphs or images, each of which are called BI elements and
each of which may be sourced from the same or different files or documents. Together, this composite
set of elements represents the BI that enables a user to complete their task. The sequence of elements
is important if it effects the user’s ability to complete the task.
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Figure 5.2: Venn diagram depicting the information objects, within a corpus, and how they relate to
each relevance dimension for a given user and task. Bridging information is depicted as a, possibly
ordered, subset of information objects within the intersection of information objects across all relevance
dimensions.
How does BI relate to relevant information, theoretically? This question will be addressed in the
context of Saracevic’s Stratified Model and in particular their discussion of manifestations of relevance
(Saracevic, 1996, pg12). In Saracevic’s model, each relevance manifestation represents a relation
to the information object (i.e, a document, passage or some other representation of information). Is
BI an existing or new manifestation of relevance or something else entirely? If we propose a new
hypothetical manifestation, called Bridging Relevance, then the relation is between each BI element
and the knowledge the user needs to acquire to complete their task. The criteria by which Bridging
Relevance is inferred is task completion. As created, Bridging Relevance is a composite manifestation
of both cognitive and situational relevance. Saracevic (1996) defines the cognitive manifestation of
relevance as the relation between a person’s state of knowledge and the information object, where as
the situational manifestation of relevance is the relation between the task (or problem or situation) and
the information object. This leads us to suggest that rather than being a new dimension (manifestation)
of relevance, it is actually a specific pattern or instance of relevance, i.e., Bridging Information is a
specific subset of the intersections of a number of dimensions of relevance.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates this theoretical understanding of BI. For a given task and user, each petal
of the flower represents the set of information retrieved that contains the relation of that relevance
manifestation. So for example, the ‘situational’ petal contains all information objects that relate to
the task, and the ‘cognitive’ petal contains all information objects that relate to the user’s state of
knowledge and cognitive information need. The centre of the flower represents the intersection of
each dimension such that information objects within the intersecting area are related from a task and
cognitive perspective (and topical, etc). BI represents a subset of this intersection, delineated by the
additional criterion that the set of BI elements must also enable task completion. Information may
be useful, novel to the user (i.e., not seen before) and topical, however these relations alone do not
guarantee task completion. In addition the BI elements may be required to be presented in a specific
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sequence in order to enable task completion.
Bridging Information and Relevance
Bridging information is a, possibly ordered, subset of the intersection of each
dimensional element of relevant information (e.g., topical, situational, cognitive),
such that the subset enables the searcher to complete their search task.
The Objectives of BI Retrieval Systems
To establish the objectives of BIR systems, consideration of system performance is required, which
is typically measured in terms of effectiveness; i.e., the ability of the system to achieve its intended
purpose, and; efficiency, i.e., the throughput of the system per unit of both time and work (see Hornbaek
(2006); Kelly (2009); Kelly and Sugimoto (2013)). For BIR systems, effectiveness is measured by
task completion and the size of the user group able to complete a given task. The population size is a
factor because higher effectiveness is indicated if a broader user population is able to complete the
same task with the same BI. For example, given a medical search task, it is more effective if physicians
and nurses can complete the same task when provided with the same BI, than the physicians alone.
Efficiency is measured by the time and cognitive load it costs users within the user group to complete
the task. Both effectiveness and efficiency are functions of the:
1. Number of BI elements selected: To resolve a task, there exists a minimum set of BI elements,
below which no user can complete the task. Adding extra elements beyond this minimum may
increase the opportunity for other users to also complete the task; however, it is also likely to
decrease efficiency because of the extra information to process.
2. Representation of the BI elements: BI elements can be any digital representation that conveys
information including sentences, paragraphs, pictures, graphs and diagrams.
3. Sequence of the BI elements: The correct ordering of the BI elements for human processing is
likely to improve system performance for more complex tasks.
Incorporating system efficiency, effectiveness and practical system limitations, the BIR system objec-
tives can be clarified: For a given search task, to provide the best available Bridging Information to
enable task completion for the largest user group, in the shortest time and requiring the least cognitive
load for the users.
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Key Points
The effectiveness of a BI retrieval system is measured as the number of people
who can complete their task given the same BI. The efficiency is measured as the
time and cognitive load required to complete the search task. BI system efficiency
and effectiveness are a function of: (1) the number of BI elements selected, (2)
the way the BI elements are displayed to the user and (3) the sequence of the BI
elements.
Practical Limitations of BI Retrieval Systems
There is an important practical constraint for search systems that retrieve Bridging Information, i.e., BI
Retrieval (BIR) systems. A retrieval system has no way of knowing the contents of a user’s cognitive
resources in order to assess the gap it must bridge with the knowledge required for the task. Therefore,
a practical assumption of BI retrieval is that a common set of BI can be provided for a group of people
such that each person within the group, when provided with the same BI, can complete the same task.
It is a fair assumption that underlies all instruction sets targeting an audience greater than one, e.g.,
board game instructions. The segmentation of users into groups, which are aligned to the completion
of specific tasks, is an important design constraint for the development of successful BIR systems, as
discussed next.
Targeting user groups requires user segmentation, on which most of the IR research is focused
on understanding and accounting for the variation in relevance assessments, e.g. Janes (1994); Janes
and McKinney (1992). However, the outcomes of such studies are also useful for identifying the
different bases for grouping people. Regazzi (1988) studied 32 people who were segmented by type
(researcher/student), level (senior/junior) and speciality (Biomedicine/Social Science) across two tasks
evaluating the outputs of a bibliographic IR system. The key segmentation that affected document
evaluation was user type-level segmentation resulting in four distinct groups that “display certain
strong and significant group dependencies” within the evaluation process. Alternatively, Davidson
(1977) identified cognitive style variables to segment users in order to understand relevance assessment
variability. Davidson found that two specific variables, expertise-interest and openness to information
accounted for most of the variability in assessment of document relevance.
Identifying specific individual or group requirements to better satisfy their information needs has
also been the subject of considerable IR research (Jones et al., 2019; Pasi et al., 2019). In particular,
IR system adaption based on specific groups was considered a weak form of personalisation (Jones
et al., 2019). However, in our work, we assert that tasks and users are tightly bound together, such
that the BI retrieval system is oriented towards, rather than adapted to, the user group and their tasks.
In this sense, a BI retrieval system provides strong personalisation traits. Until automatic user-group
identification becomes highly effective, it is likely such systems will be limited to specific, targeted
user groups, such as specialist domain users, e.g., clinicians.
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5.2.5 Distinguishing Multiple from Minimal Interaction IR
In the first principles framework, the role of BIR systems is to retrieve BI to enable users to complete
their tasks. It is at this point in the derivation of the conceptual model that the level of user interaction
can be clearly distinguished on the basis of the nature of the task, i.e., whether users want and/or need
to perform multi-interaction search in order to complete the task.
Requirement for Multiple Interaction Search
There are some tasks that require multi-interaction search for resolution because the search activity is
integral to the user’s task completion process. Exploratory search is one such example, typified by
the ”berry-picking” principle of Bates (1989). In this model, an information seeker selects promising
information for their original need and upon processing the information identifies new ideas and
potentially reformulates the original need and takes new seeking directions. Using this interactive and
somewhat serendipitous approach to information seeking, the task is able to be completed. It is the
inchoate nature of the task that is critical in these cases, and for such tasks, BI cannot be formulated
until later in the seeking process when the task definition becomes clearer. Therefore, initially at least,
these tasks are unsuitable for mini-IIR.
Task clarity is often associated with task complexity. Campbell (1988) developed a task complexity
classification model incorporating a number of attributes of complexity including the presence of
uncertainty. Campbell identifies four major task classifications, of which Fuzzy tasks are examples
of those that require multi-interaction search because the outcome is unclear at the start of the task
and there is, “minimal focus for the task-doer” (Campbell, 1988, pg48). To complete such a task, the
task-doer must firstly clarify the desired outcome by exploring the possibilities.
In relation to task outcome, Bystro¨m and Ja¨rvelin (1995) propose a task complexity classification
scheme based upon a priori determinability of the: (1) information need (task inputs); (2) process; and
(3) result (outcome). The assertion of determinability is a subjective assessment by the user. Factor
(3) directly correlates with tasks that require multi-interaction search because until the user knows
what is required of the task, i.e. the task outcome, the task cannot be resolved. Factors (1) and (2)
do not imply a requirement for multi-interaction search because in these cases the task outcome is
known, but the user may not be aware of the inputs or process required to complete the task. Kuhlthau
(2004) similarly identifies this distinction between: (i) complex search tasks that generate confusion
and uncertainty for users at initiation; and (ii) more routine search tasks, more akin to Q&A that avoids
the need to construct the answer through the seeking process.
A second class of tasks that require multi-interaction search for resolution are those where personal
preference decisions are needed for their resolution. Examples of such tasks include the search
for recipes or home appliance selection, where personal tastes or criteria weightings are required
throughout the task completion process. For these tasks, interactive selection and personal judgement
of information is essential. Without access to such personal preferences, mini-IIR systems are unable
to provide an appropriate decision in order to select the correct BI for the user without further user
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Figure 5.3: Search Task Categorization Matrix. Classification into 3 groups based on two binary
factors: (1) the need for multi-interaction search to complete a task and (2) the user’s desire for
multi-interaction search to complete a task
interaction.
Desire for Multi-Interaction Search
Bates suggested that, “There are times when many people want to do their own searching” (Bates,
1990, pg575), in response to what they saw as the general direction of IR at that time towards a fully
automated search process. There are tasks for which the user desires multi-interaction search, and
therefore the retrieval of a single set of BI is an inadequate solution for the user to complete the task,
e.g., search for entertainment, such as looking up available movies in the area. A BI retrieval system
could provide a list of available movies, but a user may prefer to browse a number of movie review
sites. Conversely, there are many search tasks for which the user is not interested in performing the
search themselves. For these tasks a multi-interaction search process is burdensome, costing time and
cognitive load.
Search Task Categorization
Figure 5.3 depicts a search task categorization matrix based on the binary user factors: requirement
and desire for multi-interaction search. Using this model, search tasks can be categorized into three
groups.
1. Hunting search tasks are those for which users must perform multi-interaction search because
the search is integral to the user’s task completion process. This can arise because: (a) The task
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Figure 5.4: Task Categorization Process. Process flow diagram showing the process inputs, decision
points, categorized search task outputs and suitable mode of interaction for the IR system
itself is unclear and interactive search is required to define the task before completion is possible,
e.g. exploratory search, or; (b) Task completion requires input of personal preference decisions
within the interactive search process, e.g. selecting an appliance for purchase.
2. Entertaining search tasks are those for which users want to perform multi-interaction search,
because of the entertaining or stimulating nature of the search process, rather than because of
any necessity to perform interactive search, e.g. browsing.
3. Informing search tasks are those for which users neither want nor must they, perform multi-
interaction search in order to complete the task. Examples include word definitions, how-to
procedures, Q&A, problem solving and other search tasks where the outcome is clear beforehand.
In summary, mini-IIR is confined to the resolution of Informing search tasks whereas multi-IIR is
suited to Hunting and Entertaining search tasks. Figure 5.4 depicts the process for categorizing a
search task and selecting a suitable mode (multiple or minimal interaction) of IR operation. The focus
of the remainder of this section is the operationalisation of the minimal-interaction branch of BIR
(mini-IIR).
Search Task Categories
Hunting search tasks require users to perform multiple interaction search because
an interactive search forms part of the task completion process. Entertaining tasks
require users to perform multiple interaction search because it is preferred by the
user. Informing tasks do not require multiple interaction search because the user
neither wants, nor needs, to perform the search in order to complete the task.
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Elements Required to Categorize Search Tasks
Three binary search task properties enable us to categorize search tasks. These are
whether: (1) the task outcome is clear; (2) personal preferences are needed; (3)
the searcher wants to use interactive search.
5.3 Operationalising Mini-IIR within the Bridging Information
Retrieval Context
Bridging information retrieval systems support both multi-IIR and mini-IIR; however, the search
process is different, as depicted in Figure 5.5. In a multi-IIR environment, the BIR system responds
to a user query with a set of source documents that contain the Bridging Information that searchers
can then review and go on to complete their task with. Whereas in a mini-IIR environment, the BIR
system provides an information card, containing the BI, for the user to complete their task with. In our
research, we are particularly interested in mini-IIR, and therefore will not investigate the multi-IIR
arm of Bridging Information retrieval any further. In the section to follow, we further investigate how
mini-IIR can be operationalised and evaluated within the context of Bridging Information retrieval.
Operationalisation is the method by which a theoretical model is put into practice and evaluated. In
this section, key questions relating to the operationalisation of mini-IIR are considered in light of both
existing research and the new BIR conceptual model. This investigation specifically targets mini-IIR
systems, i.e., the provision of an information card to enable a user group to complete a task. Multi-IIR
systems are not considered, although much of the investigation is still applicable. Specifically, we
investigate the:
i. Identification of existing and potential informing search tasks.
ii. Representation of informing search tasks, i.e. the query.
iii. Relationship with existing minimal interaction experimental research.
iv. Evaluation of mini-IIR systems.
5.3.1 Identification of existing and potential informing search tasks
Prospective informing search tasks and user groups can be checked for suitability using the categoriza-
tion method proposed in Figure 5.4. This indicates whether the search task is an Informing search task,
and therefore suited to mini-IIR.
Although historically there has been a bias towards multi-IIR experimentation (see Section 2.3.3),
considerable research has also targeted mini-IIR, some of which is listed in Table 2.4. By applying the
complexity framework of Bystro¨m and Ja¨rvelin (1995), the a priori determinability of task inputs and
process are helpful indicators of the complexity of the Informing search tasks. We can use these factors
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Figure 5.5: Overview diagram of the mini-IIR (bottom) and multi-IIR (top) Bridging Information retrieval methods. Note
that the mini-IIR method returns a single information card containing the Bridging Information, whereas the multi-IIR
method returns a list of documents that may contain zero or more BI elements. Thus in multi-IIR, many interactions may
be required to complete the task.
and intuition to place existing mini-IIR search tasks on a continuum of complexity, here depicted in
Figure 5.6.
Factoid Q&A lies on the simple end of the mini-IIR search task complexity continuum because the
inputs (the question) and the process (lookup) are well known in advance of the search. Summarisation
is a considerable jump in complexity. In the first instance, such as that employed in the temporal
summarization track (Aslam et al., 2014), sentences are selected from documents. The process for
selecting essential information relating to the information need, in this case an emerging news event,
is far less clear-cut than factoid Q&A. Deciding on what is important and ensuring the information
is new and timely adds a number of dimensions of complexity to the search task. The complex
Answer Retrieval (CAR) program1 further introduces the opportunity to synthesize information for an
information card, making the a priori determinability of the process for achieving the summary less
certain again.
Case-based problem solving tasks appear at the far right of the continuum. We posit that problem
solving tasks are a good fit for Informing search tasks and a logical next step in the evolution to more
complex mini-IIR research. A problem has a clear outcome, which is resolution, and in many cases
1http://trec-car.cs.unh.edu/. Accessed 24/03/2017
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Figure 5.6: Informing Search Task Complexity Continuum. Moving from left to right, task complexity
increases. Above the line are listed specific types of tasks and below the line are the corresponding
examples of each type of task and then below this a query example. The dotted line denotes a shift
from the present to the future.
a person does not necessarily want to perform the search, they simply want a solution. On the other
hand, the inputs required and process necessary to resolve the problem may not be a priori obvious to
the person, suggesting it is a complex Informing search task. This is where an IR system can fill the
necessary knowledge gap by suggesting the inputs and providing the process.
A problem is defined as, “an intricate unsettled question or a source of perplexity, distress, or
vexation”2. This is a broad definition, and clearly not all problems are suitable candidates for resolution
by IR, however one class of problems, notably case-based problems, may be appropriate. Case-based
problems present with a sample case exhibiting non-ideal or malfunctioning behaviour. Many important
and prevalent classes of case-based problems exist, including medical diagnoses, programming bugs,
legal cases and equipment failure. There are often well defined, specialists groups of people that face
similar classes of case-based problems, for example clinicians, computer programmers and lawyers.
This also makes case-based problems good candidates for resolution by mini-IIR. To efficiently and
effectively resolve Informing search tasks with the right BI requires well defined user groups so that
BI is commonly understood by the group. Resolution of case-based problems can often be resolved
by finding similar historical cases that have already been resolved or by looking to best practice and
technical documentation, both of which require information retrieval.
It would appear that answering clinical questions is a good candidate for case-based problem
solving. A relevant example of a potential medical case-based problem resolution IR system is by
Goodwin and Harabagiu (2016) who developed a system to firstly diagnose a case, called Answer
Discovery, before retrieving suitable Medline articles. The system was evaluated on the generation of
a ranked-list of MEDLINE documents, i.e., an intended-interactive use-case. The system produced
inferred average precision results 40% higher than state-of-the-art solutions for the 2014 TREC CDS
track (Simpson et al., 2014a). Yet perhaps the true value of this system was its ability to generate
answers directly for clinicians, without exploratory search.
2https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/problem. Accessed 24/03/2017
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Medical Case-based Problem Solving Search Tasks
Case-based problems present with a sample case exhibiting non-ideal behaviour.
These tasks fit into the Informing search task category because; (1) the outcome,
which is to resolve the problem, is clear; (2) personal preferences should not play
a role; and (3) the task owner typically wants it resolved quickly, without effort on
their part. Medical case-based problems, such as diagnosing patient problems, are
therefore good informing task candidates for resolution with mini-IIR systems.
5.3.2 Representation of informing search tasks
Referring back to the continuum in Figure 5.6, as the complexity of the search task increases, the
representational complexity of the task, as query, may also increase to accurately capture the user’s
informational need. In the case of phrase/list answers, regular questions suffice, e.g., List of states in
USA; whereas at the other extreme, case-based problems may require the entire case as query. For
example, in the medical domain, the patient admission note can be taken directly as the query, as
required in the 2016 TREC CDS track (Roberts et al., 2016).
5.3.3 Relationship with existing minimal interaction experimental research
For mini-IIR, an information card is retrieved, rather than documents, and the basis of evaluation
is whether the user can complete the search task, using just the information card. BI enables task
completion, so therefore, all BI elements must be present on the information card. Deriving the BI
elements is the most important step in an experimental process that evaluates mini-IIR systems, as the
output of all systems will be evaluated against it. No matter which method is used to derive BI, the
underlying principle remains the same: For a given search task, when provided with the minimum BI,
any member of the target user group must be able to complete the search task, without further search
interaction. The following discussion explores how this fits within existing IR experimental research
that is oriented to minimal interaction IR.
Factoid Q&A BI is the simplest mini-IIR case. The search task for the user is to be able to provide
the answer to a specific factoid question. In the 2007 TREC Q&A track (Dang et al., 2007), there is
just a single BI element, the answer phrase, although the systems were further tested on the provision
of evidence (source document) as well. The provision of evidence is further discussed below. Because
the answers are unambiguous, known facts, the BI is straight-forward to develop. Similarly, developing
BI for Q&A lists of factoids, for example, ’the list of car manufacturers in Australia in 1980’, is equally
straight forward.
Summarisation BI is considerably more complex and introduces a number of evaluation issues.
The TREC Temporal Summarisation track (Aslam et al., 2014) is used as the working example. In this
example the search task is to provide a monitoring system for an event, providing new and important
updates relating to the event as they arise. The track employs the concept of information ’nuggets’,
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which are atomic pieces of information relevant to the query. Are nuggets the same as BI? To answer
this question, the task definition must be examined.
The difficulty with the temporal summarisation track is that task completion is ambiguous, i.e., the
task outcome is unclear. The search task is to produce a summary, yet the definition of the summary
may differ for different user groups. One group of users may want essential updates only, and others
may want as much information as possible. The track organisers resolved this ambiguity by classifying
the nuggets into (a) those of key importance and (b) those of any importance. This is similar to other
tracks using nuggets graded as ‘vital’/‘non-vital’. Unlike nuggets, BI is indivisible. If the minimum set
of BI is present, then task completion is enabled, otherwise it is not. In this particular case, the difficulty
of task definition can be resolved by splitting the search task into two: One for essential-information
users and one for detail-information users. When this happens the BI is equivalent to either only vital
nuggets or all nuggets, respectively. Using a graded system evaluation allows systems to perform well
despite meeting the needs of neither target user group, i.e., by providing some vital and some non-vital
nuggets. Using a BI approach would clarify which systems meet the needs of each target user group.
Grading causes issues in other tracks. Within the 2007 TREC Q&A track (Dang et al., 2007),
a five level graded judgement was applied to each test system response. Between not-correct and
correct were three extra grades: (1) ‘Not supported‘ indicated that the source document provided with
the answer did not support the answer; (2) ‘Not exact’ meant that the correct answer was provided
although it may have been missing a bit or had extra bits and (3) ‘Locally correct’ meant that the
answer was correct, but the assessor felt a better, contradictory answer existed elsewhere in the corpus.
From a BIR perspective, each of these grades represents a specific, independent issue, rather than a
continuum of performance. If the search task demands evidence (grade 2), then both the answer and
the evidence are BI elements to enable task completion. Evaluation measures would then capture this
failing. Similarly, item (2) either represents missing BI elements or extraneous non-BI, both of which
can be captured through independent measures. Grade 3 reflects uncertainty surrounding the task. Is
a local answer required or a global answer? These are separate tasks and provision of the alternate
answer should not indicate a level of success because the user will not be able to complete their task.
Whether to grade system responses is a key question within the experimental IR process. Within
the BIR framework each BI element is essential for task completion, otherwise the information is not
BI. The need for grading can be removed by clarifying either (1) the task definition including the user
group or (2) the use of independent measures to capture different modes of failure.
Case based problem solving BI may need to be derived, rather than looked up. For example to
develop the BI for a medical diagnosis based on the provision of case symptoms, may require expert
search first, to initialise the gold standard BI for that search task. For case-based problem solving tasks,
it is quickly apparent that evidence is often an essential accompaniment to the BI, so in the case of a
diagnosis determination, how that diagnosis was derived may also be essential if other people in the
user group, i.e., other clinicians, will be prepared to accept the system response.
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Table 5.1: Measurements required for evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of mini-IIR systems
Performance Factors System Effectiveness Measurement System Efficiency Measurement
IIR Performance Completion Ideal Interactive Efficiency
BI selection Are all BI elements present including
direct task-completion elements and ev-
idential elements?
BI representation How easily can people process the for-
mat (text/image/presentation) of the BI?
BI sequence Is the BI depicted in the right order?
BI duplication Are BI elements repeated?
Non-BI Is there extraneous information?
Evaluating Bridging Information Retrieval
To evaluate mini-IIR systems requires gold standard BI and a target user group.
For simpler Informing tasks, like Q&A, this may be an answer, where as for more
complicated tasks, this may have to be selected by experts from source documents.
Within the BIR framework, all BI is essential; the need for grading BI elements is
removed through better task or user group definition.
5.3.4 Evaluation of mini-IIR systems
BI systems are evaluated for effectiveness and efficiency with consideration towards the influencing
factors described earlier in Section 5.2.4. Table 5.1 summarises the measurements required with each
measurement described in more detail below. Note that for mini-IIR systems, the information card is
the basis of evaluation.
Interactive IR Performance Measures
Completion (system effectiveness) and completion time (system efficiency) are strong intuitive and
objective existing measures of overall interactive IR performance. Both of these measures are applicable
to mini-IIR evaluation. As defined by Kelly (2009) and Hornbaek (2006): (1) Completion can be either
binary task completion, task completion accuracy or expert assessment of the quality of outcomes, and;
(2) Completion time, is the interval between when the user receives the task and when they complete
the task.
Both measures are required to properly assess IIR performance: A user may achieve 100%
completion however it may take 3 times longer to complete the tasks than another user. Completion
time assumes completion of the task and therefore does not capture the proportion of users who are
able to complete the task. Conversely, completion time assumes completion, but completion is an
important stand-alone measure because it can indicate the ability of a system to enable more users
(possibly with different search abilities or topic proficiency) to complete the same task. Completion
time does not reveal this.
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Completion is a percentage with optimal value of 100% and can be measured and aggregated across
tasks and users, but completion time is not a percentage. To enable comparison between search tasks
and systems, time-to-complete must be normalized. We call this normalized measure Ideal Interactive
Efficiency (IIE). It is calculated by comparing the ideal time-to-complete (defined below) with the





Where Tcideal is the ideal completion time for a given search task. It is established during test
collection preparation when users view a gold-standard information card, and then go on to complete
the search task successfully; so there is no interaction time. Tcactual is the actual time it takes the user
to complete the search task. Task timings commence from the moment the user is given the task and
end when the user has finished their task completion response.
BI Selection Measure
BI recall measures whether all BI elements are present, i.e., system effectiveness. It is equivalent to
Q&A Instance Recall (Dang et al., 2007, pg 7)
BI Recall =
Actual number of distinct BI elements retrieved
Required number of BI elements
(5.2)
BI Representation Measures
These measures assess the time and cognitive load required to process the BI elements before the person
is able to complete the task. One method strongly akin to evaluating the quality of BI representation is
the measurement of understandability of text. Zuccon (2016) proposed an understandability biased
measure for document retrieval that could be adapted to BI retrieval. In an IIR scenario, timing how
long the user takes to process the BI before completing the task may also provide an indicative measure.
A variant of Time Biased Gain (Smucker and Clarke, 2012) could be utilised for batch system testing.
BI Sequence Measures
These measures assess whether sequential dependencies between the BI elements have been taken into
consideration. The TREC temporal summarisation track took into consideration dependencies between
information by excluding potentially relevant information that depended on other information which
was not present (Aslam et al., 2014, 14). From a BI perspective, this means only counting distinct
BI elements in equation 5.2 where all dependent BI elements are also present and located before the
dependent BI element.
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BI duplication & presence of non-BI measures
BI Accuracy assesses whether duplicate BI elements and/or non-BI elements are included on the
information card, which would reduce the efficiency of processing the card by the user.
BI Accuracy =
Actual number of distinct BI elements selected
All information card elements selected
(5.3)
This is equivalent to Q&A Instance Precision (Dang et al., 2007, pg 7). This has also been calculated
as a verbosity measure and included in a discounting function (Aslam et al., 2014, pg 11).
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We set out to develop an IR conceptual framework that would support and distinguish between mini-IIR
and multi-IIR, and in so doing, address the thesis research question, RQ2. The reasons for developing
this framework are two-fold. Firstly, from both prior research and our own user study, it was found that
limited time is a key factor in determining (a) whether a clinician pursues a clinical question (see 2.2.4)
and (b) whether the clinician is able to correctly answer the question (finding F1.2). Clinicians are
routinely under time pressure and therefore SML document search systems that require considerable
user interaction, i.e. multi-IIR systems, are likely to result in less clinical questions being pursued
and in fewer of the pursued clinical questions from getting answered correctly. In addition, we found
that the ability to interpret documents correctly is the primary reason why clinicians fail to correctly
answer questions (finding F1.4). The conclusion drawn from these findings, and the prior research,
is that an IR system that can provide more direct answer information, requiring less time-intensive
interaction by the user (i.e., a minimal interaction IR system) is likely to be more suitable for the task
of clinical question answering.
The second reason for developing this framework is that a research gap exists in IR models that
support and delineate between multiple and minimal interactive IR (see Section 2.3). It was asserted
in the Literature Review (Section 2.3.3) that historical research models were biased towards multi-
interaction IR, such as document retrieval, and that the majority of IR experimental research and the
major commercial search platforms are all directed at multi-interaction IR search. In short, no such
mini-IIR model could be found; yet a model that distinguishes between multi and minimal IIR may
inform the design, development and testing of mini-IIR systems.
On these bases, research question, RQ-2 was drafted:
RQ-2: What are the key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes
between minimal and multiple interaction search tasks? How does such a framework inform the
design of minimal interaction IR systems?
In this section, we firstly summarise the approach taken to derive the conceptual framework and
identify its limitations. Secondly, we identify the key findings and contributions of the framework and
finally, we identify any remaining future research.
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5.4.1 The Approach Taken and its Limitations
In the absence of an alternative IR model to apply, a first principles approach was taken to derive
a new task-based IR conceptual model. This approach, originating in the fields of Philosophy and
Mathematics, consists of: (1) Identifying the foundational elements of a task-oriented IR approach;
(2) Validating the elements against accepted IR thinking and practice; and (3) Establishing whether
multi-IIR and mini-IIR can be differentiated.
As much as possible, the conceptual model was constructed on the basis of prior research and
base assumptions. The assumptions were described as part of the model in Section 5.2.3. However,
until tested, the model must be used with caution. For the purposes of this thesis, the conceptual
model serves as a method for categorizing search tasks and providing a coherent approach to linking
information retrieval with information card design, i.e. informing mini-IIR system design. With respect
to the method of distinguishing search tasks, we treat the outcome as an indication only, rather than a
conclusive and final designation.
5.4.2 Summary of Primary Findings and Contributions
In this summary, we discriminate between those findings and contributions that specifically relate to
RQ-2 and those that do not, by referring to them as primary findings, and all other contributions and
findings as secondary findings. Note that for simplicity we group together findings and contributions
into a single findings title, despite understanding that contributions and findings are quite distinct.
In this chapter an IR conceptual framework to support and distinguish between mini-IIR and
multi-IIR is constructed. This framework is realised in two parts. Firstly, a task-based conceptual
model of IR is derived from first principles in Section 5.2, called Bridging Information Retrieval (BIR),
and then key elements for operationalising this model for mini-IIR search tasks are identified in Section
5.3. The foundational components of this model are information, a person’s cognition, a task and a
retrieval system. The fundamental IR problem is exemplified by a person with a task to perform that
requires more knowledge than the person currently has. Because there exists a quasi-infinite quantity
of information in the world, the task would likely never be completed without a system to retrieve
this specific information. The missing information that enables task completion is termed Bridging
Information (BI). The role of the search system (see Section 5.2.4) is to retrieve BI for the user, so
they can complete their task. The concept of BI is central to the conceptual model and because BI
can be represented both within documents or within an information card, the model can support both
multi-IIR, in the format of document retrieval, and mini-IIR, in the format of information card retrieval
(or answer-retrieval for short).
The framework provides a specific method for differentiating between search tasks suited to mini-
IIR or multi-IIR (see figure 5.4). The two key factors that enable this categorization are whether a
person requires the search process to complete the task and whether they desire the search process.
The requirement for search is based on whether or not the a priori outcome of the search task is clear
and whether personal preferences are required during the search process. Figure 5.3 demonstrates that
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depending on the binary position of these two independent variables, the categorization of the search
task can be determined. Informing search tasks are those where a person neither requires, nor desires,
to perform interactive search. Minimal interaction IR is only suitable for Informing search tasks.
The framework also provided a continuum of Informing search tasks, based on task complexity
(see Figure 5.6). The complexity was derived from the clarity of the inputs and process required to
complete the task. Simple Informing tasks, such as factoid questions, consist of a single question with
a single answer required to complete the task, whereas more complex Informing tasks often require
synthesis of information, such as summary tasks. One such complex Informing task type was proposed:
Case-based problem solving tasks. These tasks present with a malfunctioning or abnormal case, which
requires resolution. These are Informing tasks, because the outcome of the task (i.e., resolution of the
problem) is clear and because searchers would usually like the answer as quickly as possible, with the
least amount of search interaction. They are also complex because the task inputs and the process by
which problem resolution is conducted, may be unclear at the start of the task. Clinical case-based
problems are pertinent to this thesis and may present as suitable candidates for Informing tasks that can
be resolved through mini-IIR. The primary findings and contributions based on the research conducted
for this chapter are summarised here:
F2-1 The key elements of an IR conceptual framework that supports and distinguishes between
minimal and multi-interaction search tasks are:
a) Bridging information; i.e., the additional information a searcher requires to complete a
task;
b) The searcher’s clarity of search task outcomes;
c) Existence of personal preferences;
d) The searcher’s desire for interaction.
F2-2 Informing tasks are suited to minimal interaction retrieval. Informing tasks are those
for which users neither want, nor must they, perform multi-interaction search in order to
complete. A method to classify a task as informing is provided.
F2-3 The completion of informing tasks can be satisfied by the provision of the required bridging
information with minimal interaction; e.g., via an information card.
F2-4 A specific type of informing task is a case-based problem solving task. A subset of clinical
decision tasks relate to case-based problem solving tasks and, therefore, may be supported
by minimal interaction retrieval methods.
Note that primary findings are denoted F<Research question number>.<primary finding number>.
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5.4.3 Secondary Findings and Contributions
Relevance, Bridging Information and a Common Basis for IR Research
Relevance is a central notion in IR (Saracevic, 2016). Clarifying the relationship between Bridging
Information and relevance is an essential component of any IR conceptual model. Bridging information
is identified, in Section 5.2.4, as a specific instance of relevance. It is the subset of information found
at the intersection of a number of dimensions of relevant information, including at least cognitive,
situational and topical. The intersection of information is further constrained to the subset that enables
task completion.
It is not contentious to say that there has been disagreement over, and many different schools of
thought regarding, the interpretation and operationalisation of relevance. In the Bridging Information
conceptual model, these differences are set aside, and instead an unambiguous, elemental unit is
proposed to underlay any relevance model; Bridging Information. Currently, IR experimentation
typically targets the retrieval of documents, passages, information cards, answers or just information;
each of these can be described in terms of the BI, or BI elements that are contained in them. This
means that IR research can apply a common language to the various levels of (BI) search that are
conducted. This makes it easier to utilise research that is common to BI, across all search targets (i.e.,
documents through to answers) as well as easier to identify the specific differences between the targets
of different IR approaches. Utilising BI as the base information unit for IR search also provides a
seamless transition between multiple and minimal interaction IR, something that currently does not
exist.
Informing the Design Elements of Information Cards
Different aspects of the BI framework inform the design of information cards:
• The role of a BI retrieval system, stated in Section 5.2.4, is to retrieve BI elements onto
an information card. The BI elements may consist of a possibly ordered set of statements,
paragraphs and images.
• For a given search task, the set of BI on an information card is only applicable to a specified user
group. it is important to clarify both the targeted search tasks and corresponding user groups.
• The larger the group of people able to complete their task, using the same BI, the more effective
the information card.
• The efficiency of the information card (i.e., how quickly and easily people can process the
information on the information card in order to complete their task) directly relates to; (1) the
proportion of required BI elements present, (2) the order of the BI elements, (3) the presence of
non-BI elements or duplicate BI elements and (4) the representation of the BI elements.
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Grading Mini-IIR Experimental Task Results
Currently, mini-IIR experimental research often utilises graded results, as discussed in Section 5.3.3;
however, there are problems with this approach as systems can be evaluated as more effective despite
not meeting the needs of the target user group. Within the BIR framework each BI element is essential
for task completion, otherwise the information is not BI. The need for grading can be removed by
either (1) clarifying the task definition including the user group or (2) using independent measures to
capture different modes of failure. Employing this approach provides an improved method of mini-IIR
system comparison.
5.4.4 Insights and Future Work
The new task-based conceptual framework motivates a number of areas of future research, firstly to
help prove the model and secondly, to explore different facets of the model.
Bridging information is the key underlying information unit of the conceptual model. Investigation
to discriminate between Bridging and non-Bridging Information may help the IR research community
to better understand what people are seeking, in order to complete their tasks. In the clinical user
study, reported in chapters 3 and 4, clinicians were required to capture evidential information from the
documents they found to support their answer. The experimental purpose for collecting this information
was to attempt to identify Bridging Information for each participant. This BI could be collated by
whether or not the participant correctly answered the question; then we could attempt to (a) identify
successful task BI to assess how similar it is across the cohort, (b) identify the differences, if any,
between BI associated with correct and incorrect answers, (c) use the BI associated with correct answers
to populate information cards to repeat the study to assess whether BI is sufficient to significantly
improve correct answer rates and (d) determine how BI associated with correct answers could be
extracted directly from the source documents. It would also be informative to better understand other
properties of BI, such as location in the documents of the selected BI and whether text, tables or images
were more likely to be chosen.
By re-evaluating the success of using BI populated information cards for clinical decision making
tasks, we also may be able to perform other important research. Firstly, this may help us to better
identify user group differences, especially user groups that struggled to interpret the source documents;
this may lead to insights regarding the design of future CDS systems to provide multiple presentation
formats, e.g., to provide both information card and document retrieval within a single interface.
Secondly, we may be able to experiment with the content of information cards. For example, defining
the additional information, such as journal sources, authors, study types and dates, that clinicians
may require in order to rely upon the information card. Thirdly, the number of information cards
presented in the interface that provide optimal correct answer rates could be explored, in addition
to hybrid interfaces that allow for both document and information card retrieval. In summary, a
rigorous investigation into Bridging Information and information card content and presentation could
provide valuable insights into improving the systems that support clinicians in answering their clinical
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questions.
A final avenue of further research is into the experimental evaluation of mini-IIR systems and
in particular batch-oriented evaluation methods that enable large scale mini-IIR system comparison
across the IR research community. Currently, Section 5.3.4 provides a set of draft measures that could
be used to evaluate mini-IIR systems across a range of tasks. It is important that these measures are
tested and compared with existing measures to evaluate their utility. Having a common set of measures
suited to either batch-style or interactive-style mini-IIR system evaluation would provide a helpful
platform to expand this area of research more rapidly.
5.4.5 Next Steps
In the next chapter, a model to resolve medical case-based problems using a minimal interaction IR
approach is developed and then methods identified to instantiate the model. The following two chapters
then evaluate the components of the model and the overall mini-IIR approach, within the context of
medical case-based problem solving.
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Chapter 6
Proposed Minimal Interaction IR System:
Medical Case-Based Problem Context
6.1 Introduction
In our research so far, we have highlighted prior research (see Section 2.2) that found that clinicians
only seek to answer around half of their clinical questions; yet correctly answering clinical questions
has a significant impact on the clinician’s decision making, the clinical care provided to patients and
the effectiveness and efficiency of the healthcare system. A primary reason reported by clinicians for
not using electronic search systems to pursue answers is because of the perceived amount of time it
will take them to find an answer. We have also found through experimentation (see chapters 3 and
4) that: (i) time pressure significantly erodes the effectiveness of document retrieval search systems
to enable clinicians to answer clinical questions correctly (finding F1.1); and (ii) that the primary
factor accounting for incorrectly answered clinical questions is the clinician’s ability to interpret the
Scientific Medical Literature (SML) they find (finding F1.4). This evidence provided the motivation
to identify an alternative method to document retrieval. One that: (a) is faster for clinicians to use to
help them to find answers to their questions, i.e, requiring less interaction with the search system; and
(b) provides more easily interpreted information, i.e., provides an information card with summarised
answer information.
In Chapter 5 a new task-based conceptual framework was derived, called Bridging Information
Retrieval, that supported and distinguished between mini-IIR and multi-IIR. Using the method (finding
F2.2), explicated in Section 5.2.5, case-based problem solving tasks were identified as candidates for
Informing search tasks, which are suited to mini-IIR solutions (finding F2.4). One specific class of
clinical questions are case-based problem solving tasks which present as a patient case. It is posited
that these tasks may be able to be resolved through a mini-IIR system. The purpose of this chapter is
therefore, to establish a theoretical and practical model for resolving medical case-based problems,
through a mini-IIR approach.
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The research question addressed is:
RQ-2: What are the key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that draws on
scientific medical literature to help clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
6.1.1 Layout of this Chapter
In the next sections of this chapter, a model to describe case-based problems is developed and then
a more specific mathematical model to resolve medical case-based problems is proposed. Based on
this mathematical model, a method to instantiate a mini-IIR system that resolves medical case-based
problems is investigated in Section 6.4. Firstly, the prior work relating to these kinds of systems is
identified and then a method overview provided, including the deconstruction into two key component
methods: relationship extraction and relationship scoring. These component methods, together with
any prior work relating to each, are described individually in sections 6.5 and 6.6.
Then in Chapter 7 the relationship extraction component method is empirically evaluated and in
Chapter 8 the relationship scorer component method is empirically evaluated together with the overall
evaluation of the mini-IIR system. Finally in Chapter 9, the overall effectiveness of the mini-IIR
system is compared with multi-IIR systems.
Key Point
This and the next 2 chapters are all related to the mathematical derivation of a
medical case-based problem resolution model and its proposed instantiation and
evaluation.
6.2 Case-Based Problem - Conceptual Model
Problems are defined broadly as, an intricate unsettled question or a source of perplexity, distress, or
vexation1. Case-based Problems (CBP) are more specifically defined as problems which present with a
sample case exhibiting non-ideal or malfunctioning behaviour (see Section 5.3.1). Examples of CBP’s
include mechanical faults, medical conditions, legal issues and software bugs.
Figure 6.1 depicts the elements of a CBP conceptual model and the relationships between those
elements. Each element represents a component of a case-based problem. The blue ovals represent
elements of the model, as they are either the Diagnosis (Cause) of the problem or relate directly to it
and they can exist independently of any other elements.
6.2.1 Model Elements
The elements are:
1. Symptoms: These are the manifestations of the problem, i.e. how the problem reveals itself, e.g.
car not braking properly or stomach ache.
1https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/problem. Accessed 02/09/2018
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Figure 6.1: Case-based problem model depicting model elements and relationships between elements
2. Diagnoses: This is the reason, or reasons, the problem exists. It is possible, although not
necessary, that diagnoses may be caused by other diagnoses, i.e. a causal chain may exist, e.g.,
high blood pressure (hypertension) is a condition (diagnosis) in its own right, but may also
present as a symptom for other diagnoses such as heart disease. These causal-chain cases are
reflected by the circular arrow from the Diagnosis element.
3. Tests: These are specific investigations that yield specific results (Test Results) in order to
confirm or deny a specific diagnosis.
4. Treatments: These are the ways in which the diagnosis can be remedied so that the problem is
resolved.
6.2.2 Model Behaviour
The CBP model has a number of features and constraints:
1. Diagnosis-Centric: A problem case is defined by its diagnosis set, i.e., one or more diagnoses
that account for the problem. For a particular problem case, all non-diagnosis elements in the
model must relate directly to one or more of the diagnosis elements. So for example, a test that
is conducted whose result cannot confirm, deny or support a diagnosis or a symptom identified
that did not arise as a result of a diagnosis (i.e. erroneous) are not member elements of the model
for that problem case.
2. Directed relationships: All relationships with diagnosis elements are directed from the diagno-
sis to the non-diagnosis elements, as depicted by the arrow directions and relationship labels in
figure 6.1.
3. Diagnosis-Diagnosis Relationships: A given diagnosis, A, may also relate to another diagnosis,
B, in two respects: (1) Diagnosis A may generally co-occur with Diagnosis B, for example a flat
car battery and a faulty alternator (the device which charges the battery), or (2) Diagnosis A may
be caused by Diagnosis B, for example a flat car battery may be a result of a faulty alternator.
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4. Diagnosis Uniqueness: There is a set of unique diagnoses, however the associated problem
pattern associated with each case, defined by the same diagnosis set, may differ, e.g. different
symptoms may manifest, different treatments applied and/or different tests conducted.
5. M to N relationship: There is an M to N relationship between a diagnosis and the other
elements. So for example, N treatments may apply to one specific diagnosis and one treatment
may apply to M different diagnoses.
6.2.3 Medical Case-Based Problem - Conceptual Model
The generic CBP model can be applied to the medical domain. In the medical domain, a case refers to
a patient case and revolves around the symptoms, tests and treatments relating to a diagnosis.
In practice, the medical CBP model is embedded within clinical decision support (CDS) and
evidence based medicine (EBM) models of patient care (see Section 2.2.5). In these models, evidence
drawn from literature, best practice, standards, guidelines and prior cases are utilised to guide clinical
decision making for current patient cases. To support CDS and EBM, scientific medical literature
(SML) has been collected and stored for widespread access in citation databases, such as MEDLINE,
and full text access through PubMed Central (PMC)2. In addition, numerous controlled terminologies
have been developed to clarify and catalogue medical terms. The Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) (Bodenreider, 2004) was developed to unify these various medical terminologies and provide
a common language. The UMLS Metathesaurus provides a medical concept representation of all
modelled medical terminologies. For the purposes of this work, for a given case, UMLS enables
discrete concept mapping to CBP model elements.
How we use UMLS in the Medical CBP model
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) provides a medical concept
representation that enables discrete concept mapping to medical case-based
problem (CBP) model elements.
Resolving Medical Case-Based Problems
Clinicians apply their own knowledge, experience and reasoning capability to resolve clinical cases;
however, during this process, many questions may arise that they are unable to immediately resolve.
Ely et al. (1999) found that the majority of these questions remain unanswered, mostly because the
clinician had some initial uncertainty but later felt ‘that a reasonable decision could be based on his
or her current knowledge’ (Ely et al., 1999, p317). However, clinical reasoning tasks are subject to
varying levels of uncertainty. Elstein (1999) identified cognitive bias and faulty heuristics as sources
of errors in clinical reasoning and Croskerry (2002) went on to define over 30 biases that can lead to
poor clinical decisions. In a laboratory study conducted by Westbrook et al. (2005a), 75 clinicians
2pubmedcentral.gov. Accessed 02/09/2018
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the top five medical questions, as identified by Ely et al. (2000), and the
same questions translated into CBP model questions
# Top 5 Medical Questions Equivalent Model Question
1 What is the drug of choice for
condition x? (11%)
What is(are) the treatment(s), given a diagnosis?
2 What is the cause of condition
x? (8%)
What is the diagnosis, given a set of symptoms?
3 What test is indicated in situa-
tion x? (8%)
(a) What test(s) is(are) needed to indicate a specific diagno-
sis? (b) What tests can help determine the diagnosis, given a
set of symptoms?
4 What is the dose of drug x?
(7%)
No equivalent model representation
5 How should I treat condition
x? (6%)
Same as (1) above
were each tasked with eight clinical scenarios, based on real-life cases. Just 29% of the questions
were answered correctly, which improved to half of the 557 scenario attempts with the aid of their
evidence search system. In a similar study, conducted for our research, 107 clinicians and final year
medical students answered 16 clinical questions, of which only 34.0% (see Section 4.2.2) of the 1,653
questions were answered correctly using the participant’s own knowledge; however with the aid of a
search system, this improved to 53.6%. The purpose of providing CDS systems therefore, is to support
clinicians in accurately performing their clinical reasoning tasks so that they can correctly answer
more of their questions and thereby improve patient outcomes.
The resolution of a clinical problem is not confined to identification of the diagnosis, although
this is clearly an essential step. Ely et al. (1999) found that clinical questions can be categorized
into 69 categories and in his later study, Ely et al. (2000) calculated that the top five question types
accounted for 40% of all questions asked by primary care physicians, i.e., GPs. Table 6.1 lists the top
five questions identified by Ely et al. (2000) as well as how each question maps onto the medical CBP
model.
Key Points
Medical case-based problems include 4 of the top 5 categories of clinical questions
that are asked by primary care physicians. SML search systems are examples of
clinical decision support (CDS) systems that help clinicians to answer medical
case-based problems.
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6.3 Medical Case-Based Problems - Mathematical Model
The CBP conceptual model, outlined in Section 6.2, describes a conceptual representation of the
elements of a medical case-based problem. In this section a mathematical model is derived to represent
both the problem and the proposed solution.
A medical concept is a single element within the medical case-based problem model, i.e. a
single symptom, test, diagnosis or treatment. Each medical concept has a unique definition, which
differentiates itself from other medical concepts. As discussed in Section 6.2.3, all medical concepts
used in this model are sourced and defined from the UMLS Metathesaurus. Here we denote individual
medical concepts using lower case letters x,y,z and sets of medical concepts using upper case letters
X ,Y,Z. All medical concepts, that are utilised in this model, are grouped into four sets, called Medical
Element Sets (MES): Set S consists of all symptom concepts, set D of all diagnosis concepts, set E of
all medical test concepts and set T of all treatment concepts. A medical concept can only belong to
one MES, except for symptom concepts, which can be both symptoms and diagnoses, e.g., high blood
pressure (hypertension).
6.3.1 Medical CBP Directed Graph
Figure 6.1 can be represented as a simple directed graph, of the form: G = (P,A), where P is
a set of vertices such that P ⊆ (S ∧ E ∧ T ∧ D) and A is a set of ordered pairs of vertices =
{(x1,y1),(x2,y2),...,(xn,yn)} where xi ∈ (S ∨ E ∨ T ∨ D) and yi ∈ (D).
6.3.2 Relationships Between Concepts
There are six relationships defined in this model:
Atomic Relationship: Describes the instance where an individual medical concept from within
any MES is directly related to a medical concept from the Diagnosis MES, i.e.,
∃ f(x,y) where x ∈ (S ∨ E ∨ T ∨ D) and y ∈ D.
For example where a headache(S) is related to a migraine(D).
Homogeneous Specific Relationship Describes the instance where a subset of medical concepts
from within any one MES is directly related to a medical concept from the Diagnosis MES, i.e.,
∃ f(X,y) where X ⊆ (S ∨ E ∨ T ∨ D) and y ∈ D.
For example where {headache(S),nausea(S)} are related to a migraine(D).
Heterogeneous Specific Relationship Describes the instance where a subset of medical concepts
from within any MES is directly related to a medical concept from the Diagnosis MES, i.e.
∃ f(X,y) where X ⊆ (S ∧ E ∧ T ∧ D) and y ∈ D.
For example where {headache(S),Paracetamol(T)} are related to a migraine(D).
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Atomic General Relationship Describes the instance where an individual medical concept from
within any MES is directly related to a subset of medical concepts from the Diagnosis MES, i.e.,
∃ f(x,Y) where x ∈ (S ∨ E ∨ T ∨ D) and Y ⊆ D.
For example where a headache(S) is related to {migraine(D),brain tumour(D)} .
Homogeneous General Relationship Describes the instance where a subset of medical concepts
from within any one MES is directly related to a subset of medical concepts from the Diagnosis MES,
i.e.,
∃ f(X,Y) where X ⊆ (S ∨ E ∨ T ∨ D) and Y ⊆ D.
For example where {headache(S),nausea(S)} is related to {migraine(D),brain tumour(D)} .
Heterogeneous General Relationship Describes the instance where a subset of medical con-
cepts from within any MES is directly related to a subset of medical concepts from the Diagnosis
MES, i.e.,
∃ f(X,Y) where X ⊆ (S ∧ E ∧ T) and X ⊆ D.
For example where {headache(S),Paracetamol(T)} is related to {migraine(D),brain tumour(D)} .
6.3.3 Medical Evidence
Medical evidence is information that pertains to a relationship between medical concepts. Medical
evidence can be extracted from different sources including medical literature, best-practice documents,
medical guidelines, past patient cases (in the form of patient records and case notes) and other medical
data stores.
In our model, a unit of evidence, e, is a function of an atomic relationship and the confidence factor,
ρ , of this relationship. The confidence factor may comprise of numerous constituent components
including:
1. System mapping confidence: A measure of how confidently the concepts are identified and
related from the source evidence. For example, typically, automated medical mapping software,
such as MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010), provide a confidence level for the mapping of
mentions of medical concepts in free text to UMLS medical concept codes.
2. Semantic assertion confidence Where the source evidence comprises clinical notes, semantic
evidence is a measure of the assertion between the two concepts. An example of semantic
confidence is present in the work of Goodwin and Harabagiu (2017) where medical evidence
was extracted from patient case notes and assertion levels were ascribed between the two concepts
including ’present’, ’not present’, ’hypothetical’, etc., to indicate the physician’s confidence
in the relationship between the concepts. Kilicoglu et al. (2017) also recognised the need for
’factuality values’ for relationships in biomedical texts, such as fact, probable and doubtful.
3. Source confidence A measure of the trustworthiness of the source evidence. For example
whether the source was a scientific journal, a website or magazine article
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4. Recency confidence A measure of how up-to-date the source evidence is
5. Strength of Evidence A measure of the value that should be placed on the source evidence
because of the nature of the evidence itself. This generally applies to literature and relates to
the type of study conducted in which the relationship is asserted. For example outcomes of
meta-reviews may be more favourably valued than individual studies that were not conducted
under laboratory conditions.
The model described here combines all such confidence factors into a single, overall factor, ρ . The
resulting expression to define the kth piece of evidence in an evidence store, E, is:
ek = f (x,y,ρk,s) where x ∈ (S∨E ∨T ∨D), y ∈ D and s, the sign = [-1,1] depending on whether
the relationship is negated or not, e.g., where an absent symptom, x, is NOT related to a diagnosis, y,
the value of s =−1. A set of units of evidence is denoted, V .
6.3.4 The Problem Case
A case-based problem presents with a sample case (see Section 6.2). This sample clinical case can
be represented as a statement, Fs, and a question, Qs. The statement consists of one or more medical
concepts, X , and zero or more relationships, R, i.e.
Case Statement: Fs = f (X ,R) where X ⊆ (D∧S∧E ∧T ) and R = φ ∨ one or more relationships, as
specified in 6.3.2 between concepts in X .
Case Question (Qs): Given Fs, find ?:
• f (?,x) where x ∈ D, i.e. find symptoms, tests, treatments or other diagnoses related to a specific
diagnosis.
• f (x,?) where x ∈ (S∨E ∨T ∨D), i.e find a specific diagnosis related to a set of symptoms, or
tests, or treatments or other diagnoses.
• f (X ,?) where X ⊆ (S∨E ∨T ∨D), i.e., find diagnoses related to a set of symptoms, or tests, or
treatments or co-occurring diagnosis.
• f (X ,?) where X ⊆ (S∧ E ∧ T ∧D), i.e find diagnoses related to a set of symptoms, tests,
treatments and other diagnoses. Note that this is different to the previous problem in that the
diagnosis in this case may be related to different types of medical concepts, whereas in the
previous problem the diagnoses are related to one or more medical concepts of the same type.
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6.3.5 The Objective Function
The objective function provides a mathematical expression for the resolution of the medical case-based
problem. Given an evidence store, E, and the problem case, PC = (Fs, Qs), the problem case (PC) can
be resolved by identifying the solution concepts (SC) that optimise the related evidence score, i.e.,
SC = arg max Score(E,PC) (6.1)
So this is a set, i.e., the set of solution concepts is formed by selecting the concepts with the greatest
evidence score for that PC, i.e., Score(E,PC). The evidence score is calculated on the basis of all
evidence items, ek, found in the evidence store, E, that relate the solution concept or concepts, SC,
with any concepts found in the case statement, Fs. This might be achieved, for example, by summing
the confidence, ρk, for each piece of such related evidence.
6.3.6 The Medical Case-Based Problem Model and Bridging IR
The mathematical model derived in this section, 6.3, provides a means to represent and resolve four
specific types of case-based problems that match four of the five specific clinical question types listed
in Table 6.1; these represent around 40% of all primary care clinical questions. We can relate this
mathematical model directly to the Bridging Information retrieval conceptual model, developed in
Chapter 5.
First, medical case-based problems are a subset of the broader case-based problems (CBP) that
were identified as suitable candidates for Informing search tasks in Section 5.3.1. Informing search
tasks are suitable for use with mini-IIR systems because users are not required to perform the search
process to complete the task and nor do they necessarily wish to perform the search. Resolution of
these tasks is achieved by retrieving bridging information using a mini-IIR system that presents the
answer on an information card for the searcher.
Second, the query for the search task should represent the patient case, as explicated in Section
6.3.4. This should consist of: (a) The case statement, Fs, containing case text that contains one or
more symptoms, tests, treatments and diagnoses that describe the patient’s case; and (b) The case
question, Qs, that indicates the type of resolution the clinician is seeking, i.e., a single treatment, test
or diagnosis or a set of treatments, tests or diagnoses.
Third, the bridging information expressed on the information card will consist solely of the answer
concept or concepts and will be derived from evidence found in the Evidence store, E. As per the
discussion in Section 5.3.3, it is highly likely that bridging information for these types of clinical
questions will consist of more than just the answer. Evidence supporting the answer is likely to be
required, including potentially the journal source of the evidence, the date of evidence and other such
evidential properties. The current mathematical model provides for some of this foreseeable BI via
the confidence factor, ρ . This information is collected at a relationship level; however, other more
general BI may be required at an answer level, including statistical information regarding the answer
diagnosis, such as prevalence and incidence. This answer-level BI is not currently incorporated into
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the model and is therefore a limitation. In practice, the addition of such information on the information
card would be determined through experimentation; such information could be easily derived from
the evidence store, together with the answers. Establishing the correct case answer, excluding this
additional evidential information, is the most challenging component of the bridging information
retrieval, which is the central focus of the research conducted in this and the following two chapters.
In conclusion, without the Bridging Information conceptual framework, it may be possible to
identify diagnoses for patient cases using other methods; however, as discussed above, this does not
fulfil the requirements for a valid mini-IIR system because a diagnosis is unlikely to provide clinicians
with sufficient information to make their decisions. The method provided in this Chapter draws on
the Bridging Information conceptual framework to ensure that other information is captured (i.e.,
the relationship confidence factor components) that could have the potential to populate the final
information card and meet the mini-IIR requirements.
Key Points
The mathematical, case-based problem resolution model identifies an answer
as the bridging information required to resolve a patient case for four specific
clinical question types. Although the answer alone is limited, it is likely to be
the most challenging aspect of BI retrieval and is therefore the focus of future
instantiation and evaluation research in this thesis.
6.4 Resolving Medical Case-Based Problems: Instantiation
The purpose of this section is to outline a method to instantiate a mini-IIR system that can resolve
medical case-based problems. For ease of reference, we will refer to this proposed system as the
mini-IIR mediCase system. In the last section, 6.3, a mathematical model to resolve medical CBP’s
was developed and then related to the Bridging Information Retrieval conceptual model, derived in
Chapter 5. The mathematical model limits the bridging information required on an information card to
just the medical concept or concepts that resolve the case, i.e. that answers one of the four nominated
clinical questions. This implies that the mini-IIR mediCase system performs answer retrieval only;
however, it is understood that a practical solution is likely to also provide evidential information as
part of the bridging information on the information card.
mini-IIR mediCase System
An abbreviation for the proposed minimal interaction IR system that can resolve
medical case-based problems.
Prior research exists for the provision of answers to clinical questions, and this is investigated in
Section 6.4.1, next. This review of the literature describes the current state-of-the-art and the challenges
faced by such systems; both of which are utilised in-turn to inform design decisions regarding the
proposed instantiation of the mini-IIR mediCase system . The scope of the mini-IIR mediCase system
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is detailed in Section 6.4.2 followed by an overview of the proposed system architecture, in Section
6.4.3.
6.4.1 Prior Work Related to Medical Case-Based Problem Resolution
Medical case-based problem resolution has no specific counterpart in the literature; however, medical
question answering (MQA) is closely related. MQA is a domain specific version of general question
answering, which dates back to the early days of artificial intelligence (Hendrix et al., 1978) when
research centred on converting natural language questions to database queries (Hendrix et al., 1978;
Warren and Pereira, 1982). With the introduction of the QA Track in the Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) (Voorhees, 1999), research shifted to retrieving answers from document collections or the
Internet. The TREC QA Track represented the beginning of open domain QA where answers, or
sentences containing answers, rather than documents, were retrieved in response to factoid, list or
definitional questions. It was termed open domain QA because the questions were not directed at a
particular field or subject. Numerous other research projects promoted open domain QA including
CLEF3, AQUAINT4 and NTCIR5.
Biomedical QA emerged as a closed domain area of research focused on medical and biological
question answering. A strong motivation exists for researching and providing solutions for biomedical
QA. Firstly, the biomedical domain consists of large-scale corpora (e.g., PubMed and MEDLINE) and
specialised resources (e.g., UMLS Metathesaurus, SNOMED CT6, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)7
and semantic network8), both of which support the development of QA solutions. Secondly, MQA is
the basis of EBM and many CDS applications, which together are growing areas of importance for the
delivery of high quality healthcare. Biomedical QA closed domain competitions, such as BioASQ
(Tsatsaronis et al., 2012), arose to further encourage such research.
Figure 6.2 depicts the general question-answer system elements summarised from Hirschman and
Gaizauskas (2001)[Fig.1]. The process begins with a free-text question from the user. The system
analyses the question, usually employing natural language processing methods, to classify the question
into different types. TREC QA types include factoid questions (e.g., what is the capital of England?),
list questions (e.g., who were the presidents of the USA since 2000?) and definitional questions (e.g.,
What is the meaning of temperate?). The type of question usually determines the type of answer
required. The question type can also inform the document processing step. In this step, typically a
subset of candidate documents or passages are selected from one, but sometimes more than one (Cao
et al., 2011), document collection, which is indexed or pre-processed for fast retrieval. Candidate
answers, often represented as sentences or passages, are selected from the retrieved documents and





7https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html. . Accessed 02/09/2018
8https://semanticnetwork.nlm.nih.gov/. Accessed 02/09/2018
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Figure 6.2: Generic Question Answering System: Generic Solution Model
The proposed method for instantiating the mini-IIR mediCase system differs markedly from this
standard approach; Instead of retrieving documents, selecting sentences and finally extracting answers,
the proposed method extracts relationships from the evidence corpus, stores these relationships within
an answer database and then, using a scoring function, selects and ranks the answers. A full description
of this approach is detailed in Section 6.4.3. Prior to this description, the current state-of-the-art in
MQA solutions is surveyed to inform the method used to instantiate the mini-IIR mediCase system.
Survey of the Prior Art in Medical QA Systems
MQA is a very challenging area of research. Although many solutions have been proposed (Athenikos
and Han, 2010; Balikas et al., 2015; Krithara et al., 2016; Nentidis et al., 2017), most are constrained
in their ability to answer certain question types and generally they all perform poorly over realistic
datasets; for example, multi-million-document sized corpora. Table 6.2 provides a summary of
important MQA systems and their reported constraints and results. Athenikos and Han (2010) provides
a much more detailed summary of MQA system designs prior to 2010; however, no similar survey has
been performed since then.
Most existing MQA systems tightly restrict the medical or biomedical questions that can be
answered and often include sophisticated methods for interpreting and classifying the question. The
MedQA system, for example, developed by Lee et al. (2006), answered only definitional questions,
such as What is diabetic retinopathy. It employed supervised ML to classify questions into Ely et al.
(2000)’s hierarchical evidence taxonomy. By constraining the system to definitional questions, MedQA
was able to identify sentences containing definitional answers, based on pre-defined lexicon-syntactic
patterns of definitions. All of the other systems listed in Table 6.2 limit the question types except for
AskHermes. The objective of AskHermes, developed by Cao et al. (2011), was to move beyond factoid
questions to more sophisticated problem solving, more akin to that needed for medical case-based
problem solving. In this system, questions are classified into one of 12 topics, such as diagnosis,
pharmacology and procedure. Multi-source summaries are then synthesized as responses to the
questions. Without empirical evaluation, it is difficult to ascertain whether AskHermes provided
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correct or incorrect answers, or topical information. In Section 6.4.2, the difference between clinical
cases and medical questions are explored further and the resulting question constraints applied to the
proposed method are clarified.
All of the systems surveyed utilise biomedical semantic resources to answer questions, however
EAGLi (Gobeill et al., 2009) is the only one of these solutions that reports strong MQA results using a
realistic corpus. EAGLi set out to answer two specific questions (see Table 6.2) using MEDLINE as the
search corpus. The MeSH ontology was a central semantic resource employed in the solution. Noun
phrases were identified in the question and associated to one of 450 pre-defined target types. Each target
type is associated to a set of semantic types, which in-turn defines a set of target MeSH descriptors that
could be returned in the answer. The top 50 MEDLINE documents were returned using PubMed as the
search engine. The target set of MeSH descriptors are scored and ranked based on the redundancy (i.e.,
repeated findings of the same information) of the information returned in the documents. Working
within the semantic space of MeSH descriptors and employing redundancy enabled the EAGLi system
to report strong, empirical answer retrieval results across 200 protein/disease questions and 200
drug/disease questions. The chosen question types lend themselves to such an approach because just
two entities are involved; {disease,protein} or {disease,drug}. Both protein and drug concepts can
be very targeted, making them excellent discriminators for information retrieval purposes. Had the
questions involved more than two concepts, for example lists of clinical case symptoms, and contained
more generic concepts, such as ’headache’ or ’x-ray’ that are far less discriminating, such an approach
may not be nearly so effective. However, the use of redundancy and semantic concepts provides
promise.
The MEANS system (Abacha and Zweigenbaum, 2015), also reported strong MQA results and for
much broader questions, however the corpus used was much smaller. MEANS constrained the ques-
tions it was able to answer to factual questions of the ’wh’ type and boolean yes/no questions. Rather
than draw answers directly from a document corpus, the creators developed their own ontology, called
Medical Question Answering Ontology (MESA). The ontology consists of concepts and relations
that describe text fragments in either the question or the document collection. It includes 6 medical
categories (Patient, Treatment, Drug, Test, problem, SignOrSymptom) and 7 relationships that link
those categories (Abacha and Zweigenbaum, 2015, Fig. 2). It is very close to the medical case-based
model described in Figure 6.1. The main differences are that Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015)’s
model includes the patient category (i.e., patient demographics such as age, sex etc.), but does not have
problem-problem relationships where problems can be the cause of symptoms or co-occur with other
problems. Semantic types are used to define which concepts correspond to which medical categories
and an enhanced MetaMap9 is used to convert corpus or question text to concepts. The MEANS system
identifies 7 relationships between concepts using a hybrid SVM classifier and pattern-based approach.
Two concepts, together with a relationship form a resource description framework (RDF) triple. To
answer a question, a number of SPARQL queries are generated to select triples from an RDF annotated
9called MetaMap Plus includes a specialist noun phrase extractor, specialist stop word list and candidate term list and
filter for common MetaMap errors.
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data store. This data store was pre-built with RDF triples extracted from the source documents. The
triples are ranked based on which query was used (each has a weighting) and the number of returned
triples that are the same. Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015) evaluated the system with three levels of
query relaxation (i.e., removing elements of the query, such as healthy from healthy infant to improve
answer recall) across 19 factual questions using a corpus of 2,658 MEDLINE abstracts. The strong
MQA results reported indicate a promising approach, however again, the very small corpus size (i.e.,
more than 10,000 times smaller than that of the full MEDLINE corpus) makes it impossible to estimate
the performance in more realistic search scenarios.
Key Points
Successful MQA systems: (a) target certain question types, (b) use biomedical
semantic resources, such as MeSH semantic types and UMLS concepts, (c) utilise
information redundancy to weight answers.
To consider the comparative and state-of-the-art performance of MQA systems, the bioASQ
challenge (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012) provides a common evaluation platform for biomedical QA system
performance, and is discussed next.
The bioASQ Challenge
Comprehensive, empirical answer retrieval results for each of the systems in Table 6.2 are non-existent
or hard to compare. Many are not reported at all (EpoCare, MedQA, AskHermes). Abacha and
Zweigenbaum (2015) report figures for MEANS, but only over a very small corpus. Gobeill et al.
(2009) report strong figures for EAGLi, but for two very specific questions, and results for Olelo are
based on the bioASQ challenge. Perhaps a better overall assessment of the challenging nature of MQA
tasks and the generally poor performance of MQA systems is provided by the results reported in the
bioASQ challenge (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012). Although not specifically MQA, the bioASQ challenge is
designed to promote biomedical question answering technology. Biomedical QA includes biological
domain-specific QA focused on the body as well as medical (clinical) domain specific QA that is
more focused on patients and their health. An example of a biological domain question is, what is the
function of lncRNA, whereas a medical domain sample question is, which 2 medications are included
in the Qsymia pill.
bioASQ provides three specific challenges, representing three different components of QA solutions.
Task A is a semantic indexing task to classify biomedical documents from MEDLINE into concepts of
the MeSH hierarchy. It tests the Named Entity Extraction (NER) component of the MQA task. NER
describes the research area that explores the extraction of named entities, such as medical concepts,
from free text, often using natural language processing (NLP) methods. Task B is split into two
phases. Task B, phase A evaluates systems on their ability to select documents from MEDLINE as
well as snippets, concepts and RDF triples from the selected documents, in order to answer English,
biomedical questions. The participant systems are provided with typically five batches of 100 questions
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Table 6.2: Summary of existing medical question answering systems including the question types
they attempt to answer, the datasets they draw their answers from and the answer retrieval results they
report
MQA System Question & Answer Types Corpus Results
EpoCare (Niu
and Hirst, 2004;
Niu et al., 2003) • Summarised Evidence • Clinical Evidence (CE) Barton
(2002)
• Evidence-based on Call Ball
and Phillips (2001)
• No empirical QA results found
MedQA (Lee




• Paragraph level answers
• MEDLINE
• World Wide Web
• 12 questions answered by 4 physicians using
2 system each of (Google, PubMed and
MedQA)
• Physicians Quality of answer score (out of 5)
for MedQA on par with PubMed (2.92
each), but Google best (4.90)
• No empirical QA results
EAGLi (Gobeill
et al., 2009)
• What disease X is caused
by Protein Y
• What disease X is treated
by drug Z
• MEDLINE • Selected 200 proteins selected from UniProt
linked to 245 disease MESH descrip-
tors: P@1 = 0.55, R@10=0.68
• 200 drugs selected from DrugBank linked to
320 disease MeSH descriptors: P@1 =
0.6, R@10=0.69
AskHermes
(Cao et al., 2011)
• Beyond factoid questions
to sophisticated prob-
lem solving




• 2732 eMedicine docs
• 2254 clinical guidelines
• 167,000 full text articles from
PMC
• 735,200 Wikipedia docs
• Qualitative assessment (out of 5 where 5
is best) of this and 2 other systems
(Google, UpToDate) by 3 physicians, of
20 questions
• Physicians assessed askHermes as best at
time spent answering (4.0) versus 2.5
for Google and 3.0 for UpToDate, but
worst for quality of answer (2.5) versus





• Factual questions with
’wh’ type
• Boolean yes/non question
• Also provide justification
• EBM Summarisation Corpus
Molla´ and Santiago-
Martinez (2011) consist-
ing of 2,658 MEDLINE
Abstracts
• 20 boolean questions: 12/19 correct






• Definition of MeSH terms
• Factoid (including list)
• Short summary
• MEDLINE 16M abstracts
• PMC Open Access 1.3M full
text articles
• Competed in bioASQ 2017 (5th Edition)
• 5 Batch average MRR= 0.0286 best system
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per batch, consisting of yes/no, factoid, list and summary questions. Concepts can be drawn from a
set of specified ontologies, including MeSH, the Gene Ontology10, the Universal Protein Resource
(UniProt, SwissProt subset)11 and the Disease Ontology12. In the second part of the task, Phase B,
systems are provided with the same set of questions as in Phase A, together with the gold list of articles
and snippets, from which an exact answer needs to be returned. One can see how these tasks map to
the process in Figure 6.1: Task A maps to the document processing step, Task B phase A maps to the
first two steps and phase B maps to the last two steps.
There is no overall measure of end-to-end answer retrieval. The average of the best Task B, Phase
A results between 2015 and 2017 inclusive, reported for specific batches of questions, assessed using
the geometric mean of average precision (GMAP), is 0.0104 for document retrieval and 0.0024 for
snippet retrieval (Balikas et al., 2015; Krithara et al., 2016; Nentidis et al., 2017). When providing
exact answers to factoid questions using supplied gold document and snippets, systems were evaluated
using MRR. The best results, again for the same selected batches between 2015 and 2017, was 0.1936,
0.2436 and 0.3606 respectively; i.e., the correct answer was found on average at the approximate rank
positions 5, 4 and 3 respectively.
One can conclude from these bioASQ results that selecting even the documents or snippets from
documents, that contain answers to biomedical questions, is very challenging and current systems
are not able to reliably perform this task using a sizeable corpus, like MEDLINE. However, once the
documents and snippets containing the answers have been found, systems have improved their ability
to extract the exact answer.
Key Points
End-to-end MQA, using a realistic corpus, such as MEDLINE, remains an
extremely challenging task for information retrieval systems.
6.4.2 Scope of the Proposed mini-IIR mediCase System
The review of MQA systems together with results from recent bioASQ challenges (see Section 6.4.1)
suggest that an end-to-end MQA solution presents many significant research challenges and is still
very much a work in progress with no specific approaches leading the race to a wholistic solution.
With this in mind, this section identifies a number of constraints to limit the scope of the proposed
mini-IIR mediCase system, thereby enabling effective evaluation of the system.
Clarifying and Constraining Medical Questions
At the beginning of the Section 6.4.1, on related work, it was noted that, ”Medical case-based problem
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1. Case Description: A 44 yo male is brought to the emergency room after multiple bouts
of vomiting that has a ’coffee ground’ appearance. His heart rate is 135 bpm and blood
pressure is 70/40 mmHg. Physical exam findings include decreased mental status and cool
extremities. He receives a rapid infusion of crystalloid solution followed by packed red
blood cell transfusion and is admitted to the ICU for further care.
2. Case Summary: A 44-year-old man with coffee-ground emesis, tachycardia, hypoxia,
hypotension and cool, clammy extremities.
Figure 6.3: Medical case example: Case description (top) and summary (bottom) taken from topic 1,
2015 TREC CDS topic set Simpson et al. (2014b)
is a close relative”. It is now important that we clarify this distinction so that we can clearly scope the
task performed by the mini-IIR mediCase system. This difference is best described with an example.
Figure 6.3 provides a case description and summary, created for the TREC CDS 2015 challenge, by
expert topic developers (and reviewed by one or more external physicians) at the US National Library
of Medicine, to serve as idealized representations of actual medical records (Simpson et al., 2014a).
Given such a case, the objective of a medical case-based problem solver is to answer the following
questions:
(1) What is the diagnosis, or differential diagnoses, of this patient (given a set of symptoms)?
(2) What tests could be used to confirm the diagnosis (given a diagnosis)?
(3) What treatments could be used for the patient (given a diagnosis)?
The solution must use the case facts to answer question (1) first because answering the other three
questions relies upon the selected diagnoses. This reflects the diagnosis-centric nature of medical
case-based problems, which in-turn makes resolving type (1) questions the most difficult. Once the
diagnosis (set) is found, then the search space for tests, treatments or prognoses is convergent, i.e.,
limited to relationships with that diagnosis (set). However, for type (1) questions each symptom, test,
test result or treatment specified in the case may each apply to many different diagnoses; for example,
the symptom headache may be related to tens of thousands of diagnoses. In this way, the case facts
provided in type (1) questions is divergent, expanding the solution space and making the correct answer
selection much more difficult.
Figure 6.4 provides a sample of questions addressed by some of the MQA solutions, which are
described in Table 6.2. Although only a small subset of question types are presented in this sample,
one can see how the gamut of 64 generic question types, explicated by Ely et al. (2000), might be
similarly expressed. Both clinical cases and MQA questions are represented in English and resolution
is sought from medical literature, guidelines and other EBM sources; however, there are important
differences. Firstly, clinical cases pertain to individual patients whereas MQA questions are usually
patient agnostic. Secondly, case text can be much longer, consisting of many more facts, including
symptoms, tests, test results, treatments and co-occurring problems. Based on the MQA questions
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1. (Niu et al., 2003, Sec 1) In a child with asthma, do increased doses of inhaled corticosteroids
lead to a decrease in growth? - boolean/outcome
2. (Gobeill et al., 2009, Sec C) What disease X is treated by drug Z? - factoid/disease
3. (Abacha and Zweigenbaum, 2015, Appendix A) What are the most effective treatments
for bacterial vaginosis in nonpregnant woman?(Q38) - List/Treatment
4. (Cao et al., 2011, Fig. 8) What is the cause and treatment of this old man’s stomatitis? -
factoid/cause & factoid/treatment
5. (Kraus et al., 2017, Fig. 3) What are the symptoms of zika virus infection - list/symptoms
6. (Tsatsaronis et al., 2012, SampleDataB) Is sonidegib effective for basal cell carcinoma?
- boolean/treatment
Figure 6.4: Sample questions answered by MQA systems described in table 6.2. For each question, the
source of the question and the type of question (factoid, list, boolean, summary, definition) is provided
as well as the expected answer type (disease, treatment, outcome, cause, symptoms)
reviewed by us, MQA questions tend to be much less fact-rich. Finally, clinical cases do not have an
explicit question, although they are inferred, whereas MQA questions always present with a question.
Noting these differences, the scope of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system is to output a
ranked list of diagnoses, given a case as input. The solution is constrained to this single task because
without reliable identification of a case’s diagnosis, further questions regarding treatments, tests or
outcomes can not be derived. Question classification, a common first step in MQA solutions, is
therefore out of scope in this research, and is a limitation of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system.
In addition, because the output is constrained to a ranked list of diagnoses, no aspects of information
card presentation will be considered.
Key Points
The scope of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system is to output a ranked list of
diagnoses, given a case as input.
Constraining Medical Evidence
Section 6.3.3 describes the role and nature of medical evidence within the case-based problem model.
To instantiate a mini-IIR mediCase system, two aspects of medical evidence must be considered: (1)
which evidence to use and; (2) what confidence factors to apply to the evidence that relates two medical
concepts.
Our thesis is focused on the study of SML search systems and research question RQ-2 constrains
the source of information for the mini-IIR system to scientific medical literature (SML), which is
defined in Section 2.2.6; therefore, the evidence used for this work is SML. However, the source and
extent of this SML literature requires further consideration and clarification.
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The MEANS MQA system developed by Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015) reported strong answer
retrieval results; however, the size of the medical evidence corpus used (i.e., the number of documents
from which to search for an answer) was fewer than 3,000 MEDLINE documents, or 0.01% of
MEDLINE. It is very difficult to assess the viability of such a solution using such a small corpus.
In our work, two medical evidence datasets were selected. The full MEDLINE collection was used
where possible to provide a realistic result set. In cases where the full MEDLINE corpus would make
testing impractical, a subset of MEDLINE, called the PubMed Central (PMC) Open Access subset,
consisting of 728,000 documents was used. This subset has been used widely by the 2014 and 2015
TREC clinical decision support tracks (Simpson et al., 2014a,b). In addition to being the target of
our research as the source of SML, MEDLINE is an obvious evidence data source to utilise. It is
a common data source for existing MQA systems and is sufficiently large and widely used by both
clinicians and researchers. All other medical evidence data sources, such as electronic medical records,
clinical guidelines and best practice documents are therefore out of scope for this work.
Because of the very challenging nature of selecting an answer, introducing further variables, such
as the confidence factors, was considered a strong confounding risk. Therefore, confidence factors
were considered out of scope, and left for future work. System mapping confidence, semantic assertion,
source confidence, recency and strength of evidence are all assigned a value of 1, thereby eliminating
their influence. Exploring the impact of such confidence factors is assigned to future work. This means
that the information card for the medi-Case system is limited to a diagnosis or ranked list of diagnoses,
without any further BI that might be required for the clinician to complete their task, i.e., to make the
clinical decision.
Key Points
Evidence is limited to the SML found in MEDLINE and the PMC Open Access
subset of MEDLINE. Because of the challenging nature of answer retrieval, all
confidence factors are set to one to remove additional, potentially confounding,
variables.
6.4.3 Overview of the Proposed mini-IIR mediCase System
The proposed solution draws upon the prior research in MQA whilst limiting the solution scope
according to the constraints identified in Section 6.4.2.
Design Decisions: Drawing from Past Research
Across all of the MQA systems described in Section 6.4.1, use of semantic resources, such as MeSH
and other UMLS resources, was a key solution component. The major advantage of operating within
a semantic concept space, rather than word space, is the ability to encapsulate alternative word and
phrase expressions into a single uniquely identified concept. In addition, many UMLS-based resources
exist that relate concepts, such as synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms; The proposed mini-IIR
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mediCase system will operate within the UMLS semantic concept space and will utilise additional
semantic resources, such as semantic types and UMLS concept relationships.
Both EAGLi and MEANS reported strong results and made use of redundancy to support answer
selection, i.e., using multiple occurrences of an answer found in the evidence as a factor for answer
selection. The size of MEDLINE provides ample opportunity to make use of redundancy. Gobeill
et al. (2009)’s work with EAGLi made use of MEDLINE as the evidence source; however, EAGLi
limited the questions to two types, each of which were likely to include highly discriminating concepts,
such as specific proteins and diseases. Identifying and weighting the more discriminating concepts
within the case text may also offer an important clue to improving the precision of answer retrieval.
The proposed mini-IIR mediCase system will incorporate different methods of scoring answers that
enable weighting of discriminating concepts.
Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015)’s MEANS solution makes use of RDF triples. In essence a
triple consists of 2 medical concepts and the relationship type that relates the two concepts. By
pre-processing the corpus into triples and then extracting concepts from the query, matching the
question to possible answers and scoring answers can be performed within the entire corpus concept
space. This is an important difference with nearly all the other MQA solutions that firstly retrieve
documents and then select answers from those documents. Document retrieval can limit the possible
answer space based on the performance of the document retrieval step. The generally poor document
and snippet retrieval results reported in the bioASQ challenges (see 6.4.1) suggest that this component
of the end-to-end answer retrieval process is a significant limitation. In addition, without having to
post-process retrieved documents, pre-processing the corpus permits very fast answer retrieval, which
is important when clinicians use the solution. For these reasons, a similar approach is taken in the
proposed mini-IIR mediCase system. The corpus will be pre-processed into concept relationship triples
and stored for answer selection. Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015) also explore the use of multiple
answer queries (i.e., using multiple queries to represent a single question) in an effort to extend the
recall, particularly for their difficult questions, which included the entire diagnosis question set. Using
and weighting multiple queries to improve answer retrieval is an approach worth considering if answer
recall is a problem.
A small, but potentially important factor identified by Cao et al. (2011), with their AskHermes
solution, was the ability to relate the document titles with the content text. They found that often
content text implicitly related to the title and so by linking these they were able to get better answer
retrieval results. This approach will be explored much further in Section 6.5, where the relationship
extraction component of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system is detailed.























triples + document ID
Consolidated semantic evidence store
Evidence pre-processing
Figure 6.5: Architecture overview of the proposed medical case-based problem resolution mini-IIR
system (mini-IIR mediCase System).
Key Points
Prior research encouraged our use of: (a) UMLS semantic concept space and
additional semantic resources, (b) methods of scoring answers that enable
weighting of discriminating concepts, (c) using and weighting multiple queries,
if answer recall is a problem and (d) linking title and content text to identify
relationships
Proposed mini-IIR mediCase System Architecture Overview
The proposed system to resolve medical case-based problems (i.e., the mini-IIR mediCase system) is
depicted in Figure 6.5. There are three elements to the solution: (1) Evidence pre-processing; (2) The
pre-processed evidence store and; (3) Answer retrieval.
Evidence pre-processing takes the evidence source documents as input. The evidence source
could be any medical documentation including electronic medical records, guidelines or best practice
information; however, the scope of this solution is limited to MEDLINE documents only. From the
abstract and title of each document, the system extracts UMLS concepts and concept relationships so as
to output a set of triples for each document. These triples are stored in a table within the consolidated
semantic evidence store, together with the document ID they were extracted from. They could also be
linked to sentences if the solution was extended to provide justification information, e.g., explainable
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answers. Finally, any corpus statistical information, such as term and document frequency, required
for answer scoring, is also generated during this pre-processing step and stored in the consolidated
semantic evidence store.
Pre-processing of the entire corpus must take place prior to answer retrieval. The answer retrieval
element of the solution takes a clinical case as input. It too extracts the concepts from the case,
using the same concept extraction tool(s), and then using these concepts, together with data from the
consolidated semantic evidence store, generates a ranked list of answers as output.
This method of instantiating the medical case-based problem resolution system has three key
component methods that underlay both evidence pre-processing and answer retrieval:
1. Medical Concept Extraction - off-the-shelf methods utilised
2. Relationship Extraction - method component developed
3. Relationship Scoring - method component developed (includes statistical pre-processing)
Because a significant biomedical entity framework and NER tool set already exists, the concept
extraction component of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase System architecture will utilise an existing
method, rather than develop a new one. The UMLS provides a framework to map various medical
ontologies and vocabularies from around the world to a common set of biomedical entities, called
medical concepts, each with their own concept unique identifier (CUI). This means that similar medical
terms, such as high blood pressure and hypertension are mapped to the same concept, C0020538.
MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) and QuickUMLS (Soldaini and Goharian, 2016) are two widely
accepted biomedical NER solutions that map biomedical text to UMLS medical concepts, and these
are both utilised in this work.
Key Points
Medical concept extraction is to be performed by existing methods: MetaMap and
QuickUMLS.
The remaining two component methods, relationship extraction and scoring, are detailed in the
next two sections, 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.
6.5 Method Component: Relationship Extraction
Underlying most approaches to mining unstructured, free-text documents, such as those found in
MEDLINE, is the capability to identify medical concepts, called named entity recognition, and
detect and classify relationships between these concepts, called relationship extraction. Relationship
extraction is a key component method of the overall method to instantiate the proposed mini-IIR
mediCase System. Although concept extraction is also a key component, existing methods are utilised
for this component, as reported in Section 6.4.3.
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The old and new therapeutic approaches to the treatment of giardiasis: where are
we?
Giardia lamblia is the causative agent of giardiasis, one of the most common parasitic infections
of the human intestinal tract. This disease most frequently affects children causing abdominal
pain, nausea, vomiting, acute or chronic diarrhoea, and malabsorption syndrome.
Figure 6.6: The title (in bold) and first 2 sentences of Medline article PMID=19707415. Medical
concepts have been extracted with MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) and disorders have been
underlined, symptoms have been italicised. Medical terms mapped as both disorders and symptoms
are both italicised and underlined .
Referring to Figure 6.5, relationship extraction is required to capture relationships from MEDLINE
SML documents so that they can be stored in the consolidated semantic evidence store; from here they
are scored, together with a specific case, so that answers can be selected and ranked.
For our research, we require the extraction of a broad, disorder-centric relationship set from
biomedical literature, consisting of binary relationships between disorders and: (1) symptoms (DS);
(2) treatments (DT); (3) medical tests (DE) and; (4) other disorders (DD). This relationship set is of
general value to the biomedical data mining and clinical information retrieval research community
and of specific value to our research as they correspond to the relationships identified in our medical
case-based problem model (see Section 6.2.3).
Disorder-centric relationship extraction
Our relationship extraction component method is limited to the capture of binary
relationships between disorders and: (1) symptoms (DS); (2) treatments (DT); (3)
medical tests (DE) and; (4) other disorders (DD).
In targeting a broad, disorder-centric relationship set, the value of inter-sentence biomedical
relationship extraction can be demonstrated in a tangible example. Figure 6.6 highlights an important
issue: relationships span across multiple sentences. Without the capability to detect inter-sentence
relationships, all of the symptoms (nausea, vomiting, etc.) in the second sentence would not be related
to the disorder giardiasis in the title and first sentence. Current state-of-the-art biomedical relationship
extraction systems, such as SemRep (Rindflesch and Fiszman, 2003) and PASMED (Nguyen et al.,
2015), only extract intra-sentence relationships, i.e., relationships found between concepts within the
same sentence. A new method for inter-sentence relationship extraction, targeting disorder-centric
relationships, is the subject of this section.
In this section we devise a new method to extract relationships from biomedical text and then
in Chapter 7 we empirically evaluate the method devised here. Provided next, in Section 6.5.1, we
investigate the relationship extraction research area and identify the different types of models that have
been used. After this, in Section 6.5.2, we examine prior research directly related to the relationship
extraction method devised for this work and then finally in Section 6.5.3 we describe our method.
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6.5.1 Background
Relationship extraction is a key step within Information Extraction (Banko et al., 2007), and together
with named entity recognition and relationship linking, are key activities for knowledge base construc-
tion (Martinez-Rodriguez et al., 2018). Because of the very technical domain vocabulary and specialist
ontological resources available, biomedical relationship extraction represents a closed domain variant
of the more general, open domain relationship extraction. Moreover, open domain entity relationship
extraction can involve a vast and wide range of relationship types, whereas the number of biomedical
relationship types is usually much more limited. These limitations and the typically more specialist
nature of biomedical relationship extraction methods are discussed next.
Within the medical domain, relationship extraction is used to extract medical concept relationship
from unstructured, free-text sources of biomedical information. These sources can be divided into
two categories: (1) Scholarly biomedical journal articles, and; (2) Clinical text, which is text written
by medical practitioners in the clinical setting (Meystre et al., 2008) and often stored in electronic
medical records (EMR). As opposed to the well formed sentence structure of journal articles, Meystre
et al. (2008) found that clinical text often contains poorly formed, short sentences, with local idiomatic
acronyms and abbreviations plus misspellings. Because of these differences, relation extraction
methods can also differ for each source and for this reason our investigation is limited to relationship
extraction targeting biomedical literature sources; specifically, MEDLINE, as it is the largest source of
biomedical articles.
Many different methods have been used to extract relationships from biomedical literature, herein
called biomedical relationship extraction (BRE). The simplest, yet most common, is the co-occurrence
model which infers a relationship between two entities if they co-occur within the same text window.
Ding et al. (2001) used a variety of window sizes including a phrase, a sentence, a sentence pair
and an entire abstract (including the title), to assess the impact on precision and recall of retrieving
biochemical-noun interactions from a set of MEDLINE citations. An example of this interaction
is, gibberelling was required to increase alpha-amylase. They found that a window size set at the
sentence or abstract level provided the best combination of recall and precision and adjacent sentences
produced the worst results. However, interestingly, adjacent sentences nearly doubled the number of
distinct co-occurrences found and generated a high recall, but only increased distinct interactions by
8% over sentence level co-occurrence, leading to a 46% drop in precision. Their conclusion was that
adjacent sentence co-occurrence was not worth the extra work. These insights suggested to us that if
the target relationships were much broader than biochemical-noun interactions and the selection model
more discriminating than the simple co-occur model, then inter-sentence BRE could dramatically
improve the recall of biomedical relationships, without a corresponding drop in precision.
Literature-Based discovery (Swanson, 1986; Weeber et al., 2001) is another relationship extraction
model similar to co-occurrence. In this approach, relationships are inferred between two concepts
if they both co-occur with a third concept. So for example if concepts A and C both co-occur with
concept B, then A and C are also related. This method was more generally intended for knowledge
discovery purposes rather than as a stand-alone BRE approach across the whole of MEDLINE.
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Rule based methods for relationship extraction were designed to improve precision, at a cost of
reduced recall, when compared with co-occurrence methods. By incorporating elements of NLP,
these methods parse biomedical text and identify specific relationships with either hand-crafted, or
automated, rules. The rules are generally created on the basis of syntactic or semantic patterns which
describe specific relationship cases (Divoli and Attwood, 2005; Fundel et al., 2006; Leroy et al., 2003;
Sharma et al., 2010). Fundel et al. (2006) for example, utilised part-of-speech tagging, noun-phrase
chunking and dependency parsing to define their rule set. The use of dependency parse trees enabled
relationships to be defined where the medical concepts were not necessarily close together within
the sentence. Their tool, called RelEx, was targeted at gene/protein interactions within MEDLINE
abstracts and test results improved precision by 76% over a co-occurrence model. Sharma et al. (2010),
on the other hand, employed a verb-centric approach to NER and relationship extraction focused
on food, disease, proteins, chemicals and gene entities. By analysing the phrase-level conjunction
structure they were able to identify one-to-many and many-to-one entity relationships in order to
improve the recall over other rule-based methods.
Most of the rule-based methods are applied to narrowly targeted relationship sets, such as those
described above; however, there are a few exceptions which specifically target a much wider range
of relationships across MEDLINE. Rindflesch and Fiszman (2003) developed SemRep and together
with Kilicoglu et al. (2012) produced Semantic MEDLINE, a database of predicates extracted from
the whole of MEDLINE. Each predicate consists of two UMLS concepts and one of 58 possible
relationships, which include the domains of clinical medicine, genetic etiology, substance interactions,
pharmacogenomics and molecular biology. The predicates are identified by SemRep, a sentence-
based relationship extractor which makes use of the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network
for domain knowledge. The relationships are limited to the relationships defined in the Semantic
Network. MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) is used to extract concepts from the biomedical text.
Less informative predications, for example those involving generic concepts, such as ’patient’ or
’disease’ are eliminated. In version 3.1 release of SemMed there are around 93 million relationships
extracted from 17.4 million MEDLINE citations.
Nguyen et al. (2015) also sought to construct a wide-relationship set from MEDLINE, but in
addition targeted higher recall of all relationships. This model, called PASMED, incorporates predicate-
argument-structure (PAS) patterns to detect candidates for relationships. A parser is employed to
extract noun-phrase pairs which satisfy the PAS pattern from within sentences. MetaMap (Aronson and
Lang, 2010) is then used to map the noun-phrases to medical concepts within UMLS and relationships
are extracted if the semantic types are related in the UMLS semantic network. PASMED does not
include a relationship type, but instead keeps the actual verb that relates the two concepts. When
applied to MEDLINE, PASMED generated over 137 million semantic relations. Nguyen et al. (2015)
compared their system with SemRep using 500 MEDLINE sentences. Two annotators compared the
outputs of each system. Results over this small dataset revealed that whereas the SemRep system
extracted relationships with higher precision (62.25 v 47.39), PASMED identified more relationships
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and therefore had a better recall (68.22 v 39.89). Both of these models will be compared with our
proposed BRE component model, in Chapter 7, because of their wide relationship coverage across
MEDLINE that includes our disorder-centric relationship set.
Key Points
The proposed relationship extraction method will be evaluated in Chapter 7
against the following methods: (a) Co-occurrence, (b) SemRep and (c) PASMED
Machine learning methods are commonly employed to perform relationship extraction with
supervised classification solutions, such as support vector machines (SVM) and conditional random
fields (CRF). Most machine learning methods require careful construction of feature sets, called feature
engineering, which often requires a mix of both domain knowledge and NLP experience. Take for
example Rink et al. (2011), who utilised an SVM to identify and classify eight relationships between
concepts within sentences in the i2b2 challenge (Uzuner et al., 2011). Six classes of features were
utilised including context, similarity, nested relations, single concepts, Wikipedia and concept vicinity
features; a total of 21 features in all. Using these features the SVM achieved the highest performance
in the challenge, with an F1 score of 73.65. Rink et al. asserted that context features proved to be very
important, including the concept and concept types. Uzuner et al. (2010) used six SVM classifiers,
one per relationship type, to classify relationships found within sentences of discharge summary text.
Syntactic and lexical feature sets were used, however the lexical features and in particular the tokens
occurring between candidate concepts, were most informative. Quirk and Poon (2016)employed a
distant supervision ML model to extract relationships across sentence boundaries, and this model was
used with success for extracting drug-gene interactions from biomedical literature. However, this
model did not incorporate UMLS concept-to-concept relationships and the relationships detected were
very niche.
Supervised machine learning models need to train on labelled datasets that usually require medical
expertise to create, which can be very expensive. As a result, supervised machine learning BRE
research ( and deep learning model research which often suffers similar constraints) usually focuses
on targeted, micro-domain-specific relation extraction problems where label data has been generated,
for example extracting: chemical-disease relations (Wei et al., 2016), adverse drug events (ADE)
(Gurulingappa et al., 2012), locations (biotopes and geographical places) of bacteria (Deleger et al.,
2016) and protein-protein interactions (Pyysalo et al., 2007). In addition to providing a much more
specific relationship set to that required for our research, all of these label collections are also based
on within-sentence relationship extraction, which means that if our method utilises inter-sentence
relationship extraction, it could not be properly trained or evaluated.
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Key Points
Machine & deep learning approaches require significant labelled datasets
for training, however the sets available are typically niche and support only
within-sentence relationship extraction evaluation.
In order to develop an inter-sentence approach to BRE we posit that a deep learning approach may
be best suited to the task, by representing the problem as a sequential classification problem. This
would avoid the onerous job of feature engineering a machine learning solution; however, the lack of
suitable label data still exists and would have to be resolved if a deep learning approach is utilised. In
the next section, specific prior research related to deep learning models of relationship extraction are
reviewed.
6.5.2 Related Work
Deep learning methods are used extensively across the biomedical domain, as reported by Ching
et al. (2018); targeted tasks include relationship extraction. As with the machine learning methods
discussed above, deep learning methods also suffer from limited and narrow label collections for
training (Ching et al., 2018). Lv et al. (2016) utilised the i2b2 2010 challenge (Uzuner et al., 2011)
label set and incorporated a deep auto encoder into their solution to produce word embeddings of the
medical concept word features. This was primarily done to replace the sparse, one-hot word vectors
with dense, low dimensional representations to input to the CRF classifier. Their results showed only
subtle improvements over the standard feature input set, primarily put down to the small training set
size. However, the authors posit that using a much broader medical concept vector, across the whole
of MEDLINE, could provide greater benefit. Sahu et al. (2016) also used the i2b2 label set with a
considerably better result using a convolution neural network (CNN) to perform the classification
task. The embedding layer converts each word in a sentence to a vectorised set of features including:
the word itself as a pre-trained, 50 dimension word embedding across one million full-text PubMed
articles using Mikolov et al. (2013)’s word2vec tool, the POS tag, chunk tag, type of word and distance
information. The convolution layer then extracts local features from each part of the sentence prior to a
max pooling layer, fully connected layer and classification with a softmax layer. This model improved
upon the best F1 score results achieved by SVM models at the i2b2 challenge by 5.7%.
Long short term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network (RNN) models were first used for
relationship extraction by Yan et al. (2015), who achieved state-of-the-art results compared with the
best SVM classifier across the non-biomedical, SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset (Hendrickx et al., 2009).
Yan et al. (2015) incorporated shortest dependency path (SDP), direction and linguistic information
into a multi-channel RNN. Each SDP for each sentence is sequenced from either direction of the SDP
using LSTM units and this is done for 4 different channels of information (word representation, POS
tag, grammatical relationship and WordNet hypernyms). A max pooling layer then consolidates the
four channels before connecting to a hidden layer and finally a softmax layer for classification. The
word embeddings model produced an F1 score of 83.35 and then each other channel added at most 1%
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to the score and when all combined, only 1.64%. This might suggest that channels of information may
not be the most effective way of incorporating the information into a relationship extraction model.
Li et al. (2017) used a similar model, in the BRE domain, for the extraction of adverse drug events
(Gurulingappa et al., 2012) and bacteria biotopes (Deleger et al., 2016). Their model also employs SDP
as well as word, POS and character embeddings of the words in the sentence. Li et al. (2017) uses a
bi-directional LSTM RNN layer followed by a hidden layer and the classification with a softmax layer.
Across the two tasks, this model improved the F1 scores by 8.0% and 9.2%. Gupta et al. (2018) also
made use of SDPs, however within a deep learning model incorporating bidirectional RNNs to identify
relationships across sentences in biomedical text. This model, evaluated with the bacteria biotope
relationship extraction task, showed very promising performance, however the task incorporated very
specific relationships (habitats of bacteria), and unlike our proposed approach, medical text rather than
medical concepts were the source of relationships. This is an important distinction because concept
space disrupts the natural grammar and syntax of sentences, needed for SDP analysis.
In summary, the use of SDP within LSTM deep learning models is popular, however as noted by
Mehryary et al. (2016) when developing their LSTM model, the use of SDP is not really possible
for cross-sentence relationships; this was also raised by Kim et al. (2011) as a general challenge for
participants in the BioNLP shared task in 2009. For this reason, we decided to investigate alternate
designs for using the LSTM RNNs to model BRE without the use of SDP. Our approach is discussed
next.
Key Points
LSTM are popular deep learning models to use for relationship extraction;
however, using shortest dependency path information as features is very
challenging to do across sentence boundaries and within concept-space where
sentence structure has been disrupted.
6.5.3 Proposed Disorder-Centric Relation Extraction Model
Extracting inter-sentence, disorder-centric relationships involves a number of challenges (Kim et al.,
2011). Grammar rules reset between sentences, so features, such as shortest dependency path (SDP)
analysis, cannot be relied upon. Patterns are harder to identify for inter-sentence, rule-based approaches
and the number of possible patterns and/or relationships expands dramatically. To overcome these
issues, we recast the inter-sentence relationship extraction task as a sequential labelling problem; a
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model is proposed to process a multi-sentence input for a given
relationship label occurring across sentence borders.
Typically, deep learning relationship extraction models operate on an intra-sentence basis and
therefore the input sequence is limited to, at-most, a sentence of words and often much less if the two
entities are closer together. The objective of our approach is to extract relationships within 1 to N
sentences, resulting in a significantly larger potential sequence of words between the related entities.
To reduce the complexity of this problem, we decided to divide the relationship extraction task into
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Table 6.3: Classification of UMLS concept semantic types into the four medical element sets (Disorder,
symptom, test, treatment). Each set determines the relationship with a disorder.
Category Defining UMLS Semantic Types (abbreviation)
Disorders Acquired abnormality (acab), anatomical abnormality (anab), cell or molecular dysfunction
(comd), congenital abnormality (cgab), disease or syndrome (dsyn), experimental model
or disease (emod), injury or poisoning (inpo), mental or behavioral dysfunction (mobd),
neoplastic process (neop), pathalogic function (patf)
Symptoms Sign or symptom (sosy), Finding (fndg)
Treatments Health care activity (hlca), therapeutic or preventative procedure (topp), pharmacologic
substance (phsu)
Tests Lab procedure (lbpr), diagnostic procedure (diap)
two components: relationship detection and relationship classification. In this way, the deep learning
model is employed to detect the presence of a relationship between a disorder and one of treatment,
test or symptom concepts, i.e., a binary classification task.
Relationship Classification
Relationship classification is performed on the basis of the concept types involved in the relationship;
for example, if a relationship exists between a symptom and a disorder concept, it is assumed to be a
DS relationship. The concept types are based on the UMLS semantic types (semType). SemTypes
provide a broad, yet consistent, classification of every UMLS concept. Table 6.3 defines the semType
sets used for classification of concepts into the four types.
Disorders are derived directly from the Disorders semantic Group (McCray et al., 2001) excluding
symptoms and findings, which are used in the Symptoms concept category. Tests and treatments
semTypes are selected using the semMed DB (Kilicoglu et al., 2012) predication table. For test
semTypes, we counted the predications found for each semType involved in a DIAGNOSES relation-
ship and selected the top 2. For treatments we counted the predications for semTypes involved in
a TREATS relationship and selected the top 3 excluding the Amino Acid, Peptide or Protein sem-
Type. These latter semType groups were excluded because they introduced too many biochemical
relationships, which were not the target of our more clinically-oriented disorder-centric relationship set.
Key Points
Relationship extraction is broken down into two steps: (1) Binary relationship
detection using a deep learning approach and (2) Relationship classification using
semTypes.
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Elements of the Deep Learning Relationship Detection Method
Figure 6.7 describes the information flow and network architecture of the proposed disorder-centric,
relationship detection model. Unlike Yan et al. (2015) and Mehryary et al. (2016), the sequence
components in our model are not divided into feature channels, such as POS, words or grammatical
relations. Instead, we use a UMLS concept as the basis of each sequence line and can therefore
capitalize on UMLS concept embeddings that span the MEDLINE dataset. Concepts have a number of
advantages over words for use in embeddings. Firstly, the same medical entity expressed in different
ways is aggregated into a single concept making for a denser set of relationships between entities.
Secondly, n-grams are also encapsulated within a single concept, which is especially important in
biomedicine where multi-term entities are common and used as a means of distinguishing them; e.g.,
over 100 disorder concepts are entitled “[something] hypertrophy” (e.g., pseudo hypertrophy). We
posit that embeddings of real biomedical entities (rather than the words ‘pseudo’ and ‘hypertrophy’)
are considerably more discriminative. The individual elements of Figure 6.7 are detailed next.
Input Sentences consist of zero or more title sentences, a target sentence and the sentence before
the target (if it exists), called the pre-sentence. The target sentence must contain at least the related
concept. The disorder concept may exist in any of the sentences.
CUI-Word Mapping. The input sentences are converted to UMLS concepts using MetaMap (with
word sense disambiguation) to extract the best match candidates from each sentence, as well as the
POS of each word, and punctuation. Sentences are then converted into a CUI-Word Mapping format,
which expresses each word or punctuation mark in the sentence as either part of a CUI, together with
its semType, or a word, together with its POS.
CUI Line Sequence Vectors (CLSV) are then generated. The lines are constructed starting from
the beginning of the title sentence and moving through to the pre-sentence, finishing at the end of the
target sentence. Each CUI that is found along the way, forms a CLSV. A CLSV consists of the words
leading up to a single CUI and the CUI itself. Therefore, the sequence will consist of n lines where
there are n CUIs found across the input sentences. Each CLSV is a concatenation of feature vectors
which include:
1. CUI2VEC embedding for the CUI in the CLSV: Two CUI embeddings are tested. The first is
the 500 dimensional CUI embedding recently generated by Beam et al. (2018) containing 108,477
CUIs, based on 20M clinical notes and 1.7M full text biomedical journal articles. We developed
the second CUI embedding using the DL4J word2vec model, which uses Skipgram, CBOW or
DBOW feature extraction. The best mapping CUI candidates were extracted from over 23M
MEDLINE citations by parsing the 2015 MetaMapped MEDLINE collection13. These CUIs
were then input to the word2vec model and by applying a window size of 10 and a minimum
13https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MMBaseline/index.shtml. Accessed 05/09/2018
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Figure 6.7: Pipeline diagram showing both the data preprocessing and basic LSTM network architec-
ture.
word frequency of 1, a set of 440-dimensional embeddings were generated for 558,764 CUIs.
(500 or 440 dimensions)
2. Location: A one-hot vector representation of the location of the CUI in this CLSV. The locations
are within either the title, pre-sentence or target sentence. (3 dimensions.)
3. COSine similarity: Calculated using the CUI embedding vectors above, the cosine similarities
between the CUI in the CLSV and the assessed (i) diagnosis CUI and; (ii) related CUI. Note,
the CUIs assessed for relationship presence will appear in at least one CLSV each across the
sequence of CLSVs. (2 dimensions.)
4. SemType: A one-hot vector representation of the semType of the CUI in this CLSV. (135
dimensions.) Also tested was a semType embedding vector (16 dimensions). The semType
embedding was derived using the same data source and method as the custom built CUI
embedding, except for semTypes of the concepts rather than concept Ids.
5. POS tag of up to N words preceding the CUI: A one-hot representation of the 11 POS tags plus
a separate tag for each of full stops, commas, other punctuation and invalid words. In addition a
present/not present flag dimension was used to identify all zero POS embeddings for no-word
situations. This occurs frequently where fewer than N words or punctuation marks appear before
the CUI. (N x 16 dimensions)
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RNN LSTM model: An LSTM unit was applied to each sequence line; i.e., each CLSV. For the
LSTM, the ‘no peephole’ variant (Greff et al., 2017) was instanced through DL4J. Standard settings
include weight initialization, tanh activation function for the LSTM layer and a cross-entropy loss
function combined with Softmax activation for the RNN output layer (Glorot and Bengio, 2010).
Deep Learning Model Tuning & Testing: During the testing phase a number of model and feature
set changes were trialled in order to develop the most effective overall disorder-centric relationship
detection system. Important model/feature combinations are reported later in the results section (Table
7.6). The layer size was set to 300 throughout; batch size to 32 and learning rate to 0.005. From Table
7.6, the extra LSTM layer (Id=S2) was added in series immediately after the first layer. The dense
layer (Id=S3) is a fully connected feed forward layer, connected to the output of the second LSTM
layer and feeds into the final RNN output layer.
This completes the description of the component method required to extract relationships from
SML documents. The proposed LSTM, inter-sentence model is empirically evaluated in Chapter 7. In
the next section we describe the second component method that is required to instantiate the proposed
mini-IIR mediCase system.
Key Points
The proposed LSTM, inter-sentence model is empirically evaluated in Chapter 7.
6.6 Method Component: Relationship Scoring
The purpose of relationship scoring is to provide scores for diagnoses that relate to a given input case.
In this way, the answer-candidate diagnoses can be ranked and then in Chapter 8, the diagnosis ranking
can be evaluated against the correct diagnoses for the case. Because a case is resolved with one or
more diagnoses, relationship scoring is also referred to as answer scoring as the diagnoses represent
candidate answers; these two terms will be used interchangeably within this work. On this basis,
the relationship scorer methods are also referred to as just scorers. Multiple scorers are proposed,
to capture different, and hopefully more effective, methods of ranking the answers. The scorers are
represented as an independent variable for evaluation in Chapter 8, so that the effectiveness of each
scorer can be assessed and compared.
All of the scoring approaches operate in the medical concept space, which means that UMLS
diagnosis concepts are scored, rather than medical terms or documents. In this research, three primary
scorers are used. The first two scorers are translations of the very popular TFIDF and BM25 document
scorers used in information retrieval. The third scorer considers answer likelihood in terms of the
level of similarity between the case concepts and the related diagnoses concepts within each evidential
document. Two further scorers integrate the TDIDF and BM25 answer-based scorers with the answer
likelihood scorer. Finally, a modified version of pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) is utilised to augment
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each of the five scorers. The use of PRF is also an independent variable under consideration. Each
of the scoring approaches are described in detail in the sub-sections to follow and then evaluated in
Section 8.3.3.
Key Points
Relationship scoring and answer scoring are alternate ways of describing a
method to score diagnoses that relate to a given input case. This score is then used
to generate a ranking of candidate answer diagnoses. Specific scoring methods
are called scorers. Five scorers and a modified variant of PRF are defined here for
evaluation in Section 8.3.3.
6.6.1 Answer-based TFIDF
TFIDF is an acronym for term frequency-inverse document frequency. It is a statistics-based, document
scoring function that is widely used in search algorithms to find documents that are relevant to a query,
which consist of one or more terms. The equation for TFIDF is:
TFIDF Score(d, t) = T F(t,d) · IDF(t,D) (6.2)
Where TF(t,d) is the term frequency and is calculated as the number of occurrences of term t, within
document d. IDF(t,D) is the inverse document frequency or term specificity (Sparck Jones, 1972),
which is calculated as the inverse of the number of documents D, containing the term t. Therefore
a document is weighted more for a given term when that term occurs more frequently within the
document and the same term occurs in a smaller number of documents within the corpus.
Although the scorer required for our work has to weight diagnoses, rather than documents, the
same TFIDF thinking can be applied, albeit translated to our evidence constituents. In the consolidated
semantic evidence store, all medical concept relationships that have been found in the source documents
are stored, one per occurrence. Queries are presented as cases consisting of a sequence of medical
concepts, rather than terms. So in order to score a diagnosis, g, given a case concept c, we would
like to increase the score of g if the relationship, gc, is found more frequently in the evidence, i.e.,
relationship frequency, RF(c,g) . Similarly we would like to score a diagnosis g in proportion to the
specificity of concept c, which can be calculated as the inverse of the total number of diagnoses G,
that concept c is related to, i.e. inverse diagnosis frequency, ID′F(c,G). Note that we have used D′
to differentiate diagnosis from document. In this way, the translated answer-based TFIDF, (denoted
abTFIDF) can be written as:
abT FIDF : score(g,c) = RF(c,g) · ID′F(c,G) (6.3)
Where RF(c,g) is the relationship frequency and is defined as the number of times the case concept, c is
found in the evidence store in a relationship with the diagnosis, g. ID′F(c,G) is the inverse diagnosis
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frequency and is calculated as the the inverse of the number of diagnoses, G, that case concept c relates
to. In order to score a diagnosis across an entire case we sum the abTFIDF across all case concepts:




RF(ci,g) · ID′F(ci,Gci) (6.4)
Where |C| is the total number of case concepts and Gci is the total number of diagnoses found in
evidence that have a relationship to case concept ci.
6.6.2 Answer-based BM25
The BM25 scoring function, developed by Robertson et al. (1994), is also primarily used within
information retrieval to score documents. It differs from TFIDF in that is takes into consideration the
length of documents and can also weight the impact of term frequencies. It is commonly calculated as
(Manning et al., 2008):




N−d ft + 12
d ft + 12
]
· (k1 +1)T F(t,d)
k1((1−b)+b · (Ld/Lave))+T F(t,d) (6.5)
Where d is the document being scored, N is the number of documents in the collection, d ft is the
document frequency, i.e., the number of documents containing term t. k1 is a constant to weight the
impact of the term frequency and b is a constant to weight the impact of document length. TF(t,d) is
the term frequency, calculated as the number of occurrences of term t in document d. Ld is the length,
in terms, of document d and Lave is the average document length, in terms, across the corpus. This
score is summed across all terms (t) in the query (q) to evaluate the total score of document d.
Using a similar approach to the the TFIDF translation, the BM25 document scoring function can
also be converted to an answer-based scoring function (denoted abBM25):











· (k1 +1) ·RF(ci,g)
RF(ci,g)+ k1
(6.6)
Where |C| is the total number of case concepts, |G| is the total number of diagnoses found in evidence
and Gci is the total number of diagnoses found in evidence that have a relationship to case concept ci.
RF(ci,g) is the relationship frequency and k1 is a constant to weight the impact of the relationship
frequency on the score. Note that the other BM25 constant, b, has been removed, together with the
document length variables. This is because documents are not being scored and therefore the document
length has no bearing on the value of a given diagnosis.
6.6.3 Answer Likelihood-Interpolated Smoothing of the Level of Similarity
The two scorers defined so far treat each case concept independently, however the diagnosis-centric
model, introduced in Section 6.3, indicates that all of the concepts are dependent upon the diagnosis.
For example a swollen leg, pain and an X-ray, if treated independently might account for thousands
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of diagnoses each, however when put together they strongly indicate a possible fracture. To attempt
to incorporate this dependency between the case concepts within the scorer, we sought to identify a
dependency-based scorer.
Goodwin and Harabagiu (2016) described a knowledge-based system that was constructed out
of electronic medical records (EMR). In their approach to answering medical questions they used
a number of methods to infer the answer from their knowledge base, of which their interpolated
smoothing method performed well. The central feature of this approach is to score answers (diagnoses)
based on the quantity of EMRs that contain the diagnosis and also exhibit a high level of similarity
with the case. The smoothed, likelihood scoring function they used is:





Where |z| is the total number of query concepts and n|z| is the number of EMRs that contain all of the
query concepts, i.e. 100% level of similarity. α is a parameter between 0 and 1 that splits the weight
of the score between EMRs containing all of the query concepts and those that contain less than all of
the concepts. The second component of the equation sums the scores for documents that contain less
than perfect levels of similarity. In this 2nd component of the equation, the iterator, i, represents the
level of similarity in terms of the number of query concepts found in the EMR, and ni is the number of
EMRs found at that level of similarity.
This method translates directly to our model with a few minor changes. Firstly, rather than EMRs,
documents were counted for n. Secondly, levels of similarity were derived from the number of case
concept relationships found for a given diagnosis, g. In this way the score for each diagnosis could be
calculated. Finally, through experimentation we found that given a sizeable case, consisting of 10 or
more concepts, the second component of the equation quickly lead to arithmetic underflow, where the
absolute value of the number is smaller than the computer’s representation of decimal precision. To
avoid this situation, but maintain the integrity of the approach, we defined |zd|, which is the maximum
number of relationships linked to any one diagnosis in any single document in the evidence store. The
Level Of Similarity (denoted LOS) equation becomes:




(1−α)2|zd |−i ·ni (6.8)
6.6.4 Integrated Scorers
The LOS scorer takes an orthogonal approach when compared with the abBM25 and abTFIDF
scorers. The LOS scorer uses documents and level of similarity as the basis of scoring, rather than
relationship frequency or specificity. Intuition suggests that integrating the discriminating factors
included in abBM25 or abTFIDF into the LOS scorer should positively combine the two approaches.
The integration of each of abBM25 and abTFIDF into the LOS scorer is achieved by replacing a flat
document count, n, with the average abBM25 or abTFIDF of the case concept set found within each
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document for the given diagnosis. This can be achieved by summing the score by document, rather
than by level of similarity, i.e.:
LOS score(g) = ∑
d∈D
α ·P(d,g) if xdg = |zd|,(1−α)2|zd |−i ·P(d,g) if xdg < |zd|. (6.9)
Where P(d,g) is the average abBM25 or average abTFIDF of diagnosis g for document d and is
calculated using equations 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. xdg is the number of case concepts related to





Where abBM25score(c,g) is calculated using Equation 6.6, except rather than summing over all case





Where abT FIDFscore(c,g) is calculated using Equation 6.3.
6.6.5 Pseudo Relevance Feedback
Pseudo relevance feedback (PRF), such as that introduced by Rocchio (1971), is a popular approach
used in information retrieval to improve document retrieval performance, without user interaction. The
general approach is to perform a standard document retrieval of k documents using the query terms
and then extract the top m terms from the k documents. These new terms are added to the existing
query terms, often with some kind of reduced weighting, and a new search is performed. The general
thinking behind this method is that documents already containing the original query terms probably
also contain other helpful search terms that relate to the query.
To incorporate PRF into our current set of scorers, an adapted approach was taken. Firstly the top
k documents were identified using a modified version of TFIDF (denoted prfTFIDF):




CF(ci) · IDF(Dci) (6.12)
Where |C| is the total number of case concepts, CF(ci) is the concept frequency calculated as the
number of times concept ci appears in a relationship within document d. IDF(Dci) is the inverse
document frequency and is defined as the inverse of the total number of documents that concept ci
appears in, across the evidence store.
Secondly, the top m concepts are then selected from the top k documents using a document-based
concept scorer. Once the concepts are selected, they are added to the original case concepts for answer
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retrieval, without weighting. The equation for selecting concepts is:




CF(c j) · IDF(Dc) (6.13)
Where k is the number of documents selected in the previous step, CF(c j) is the concept frequency
calculated as the number of times that concept occurs in any relationship within document j. IDF(Dc)
is the inverse document frequency calculated as the inverse of the number of documents containing the
concept in any kind of relationship.
6.7 Summary, Findings and Next Steps
The purpose of the research reported in this chapter was to establish a theoretical and practical model
for resolving medical case-based problems (CBP). Drawing on the Bridging Information Retrieval
conceptual framework, developed in Chapter 5, it was posited that CBPs could be considered Informing
search tasks and therefore could be completed with a mini-IIR search system, rather than regular multi-
IIR systems, such as document retrieval search systems. Medical case-based problems are a subset of
CBPs that present with a patient case that requires identification of an appropriate diagnosis, treatment
or medical test, to be resolved. If an effective mini-IIR system could be devised to resolve medical
CBPs, then it is posited that more clinical questions could be answered correctly; this is because
currently, clinicians pursue less than half of their clinical questions because of the time they perceive it
will take to use an SML search system to find an answer (see Section 2.2) and then when they do use
an SML search system, we and others found, they only answer approximately half of their clinical
questions correctly (finding F1.1), or even fewer if under time pressure (finding F1.2). Therefore,
such a system, that requires less interaction time (i.e., less selection and reading of documents), and
provides clearer information on an information card, should enable clinicians to answer more of their
clinical questions correctly. It is upon this basis, that the research question, RQ-3, is asked:
RQ-3: What are the key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that draws on
scientific medical literature to help clinicians to answer their clinical questions?
To address this question, firstly a mathematical model describing medical case-based problems and
their resolution is articulated in Section 6.3. This model identifies three key elements for the resolution
of medical case-based problems: (i) evidence regarding diagnoses, symptoms, tests and treatments that
must be extracted from SML; (ii) relationships between the extracted evidence and (iii) a confidence
factor relating to each relationship between the evidence.
Secondly, the mathematical model was instantiated using a method outlined in Section 6.4 and
depicted in Figure 6.5. The method instantiates a mini-IIR system that can resolve medical case-based
problems, referred to as a mini-IIR mediCase system. The prior research on medical question answer
(MQA) systems indicates that finding answers to medical questions is currently very challenging (see
Section 6.4.1) and therefore a number of constraints are applied to the proposed mini-IIR mediCase
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system so that it can be realised and evaluated. These constraints include: (a) a limitation to resolve
only diagnosis problems, which are considered the primary and most difficult types of medical case-
based problems to resolve; (b) a limitation to MEDLINE-sourced evidence, be that the whole of the
MEDLINE corpus or the PMC Open Access snapshot subset of MEDLINE; (c) a limitation to the
abstract and title components of evidence documents; and (d) a limitation to neutralise the confidence
factors by applying a value of 1 to each factor. It was also identified that the mathematical model
does not provide an answer-level confidence factor, that could incorporate answer-level statistical
information, such as disease prevalence or incidence, that together with the relationship confidence
factors would very likely be required to construct the additional BI necessary on the information card
to provide the clinician with sufficient information for them to make their decision. However, the
current model will be utilised to derive the most complex component, which is the diagnosis.
The proposed instantiation method consists of three key component methods: (1) medical concept
extraction, (2) relationship extraction and (3) relationship (or answer) scoring. Existing medical
concept extraction methods, including MetaMap and QuickUMLS, are utilised rather than developing
new methods, as these are well accepted and commonly used UMLS concept extraction tools. A
novel, deep learning (LSTM), inter-sentence relationship detection model is explicated for relationship
extraction and five different relationship scorers are identified.
A summary of the findings and contributions that relate to research question RQ-3 are:
F3-1 The key elements of a minimal interaction IR retrieval system that resolves clinical case-
based problems are:
a) Evidence about diagnoses, symptoms, tests and treatments extracted from scientific
medical literature;
b) The relationships between the evidence, which is found in free text documents;
c) The confidence in the relationships.
A model that exploits these elements to retrieve suitable answers is provided.
F3-2 Key components of the model for answer retrieval are evidence relationship extraction
(including inter-sentence relationships) and evidence relationship scoring. Methods that
address these components are provided.
6.7.1 Next Steps
This chapter and the next three chapters are related. In this chapter, the method to instantiate the
proposed mini-IIR mediCase system is described, including the key component methods. In the next
chapter, 7, the relationship extraction component is empirically evaluated and reported on. Then in
Chapter 8, the relationship scorer components are empirically evaluated and reported on. Figure 6.8
provides an overview of the components and constraint decisions for the proposed mini-IIR mediCase
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Figure 6.8: The mini-IIR mediCase system component pipeline. The grey boxes represent assumptions
that have already been made. The orange/red boxes are options that are out of scope of the proposed
method. The green boxes and options (variables) that are in scope and used in the proposed method.
The blue boxes are the proposed method components under investigation in this work.
system. Finally, in Chapter 9, the overall effectiveness of the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system is
compared with multi-IIR systems, i.e. biomedical document retrieval solutions.
Referring to Figure 6.8, the grey boxes represent assumptions that apply to the proposed mini-IIR
mediCase system. The source of clinical evidence, for example, is already defined as MEDLINE
abstracts, which are originally sourced from PubMed articles. This means that full-text articles,
electronic medical records and guidelines are out of scope (in red). Also grey in Figure 6.8 is the
concept extraction component. In the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system, this is utilised in both
the answer retrieval and pre-processing elements of the system (cross reference Figure 6.5). Existing
methods (coloured green), are utilised for this component. The concepts that are extracted may be
filtered by semantic type, by mapping similarity, i.e., the confidence the concept extraction tool asserted
for the concept mapping, or because of the generic nature of the concept. The filters applied by the
proposed mini-IIR mediCase system will be discussed further during testing and evaluation.
The blue boxes identify the components of investigation within this thesis. Firstly, concept
relationship extraction. The component proposed in this chapter (see Section 6.5.3) is evaluated in
Chapter 7. During this evaluation, the proposed model is tested using different model and feature
combinations to identify the most effective configuration; the best variant of the proposed relationship
extraction model is then evaluated against existing benchmark methods of disorder-centric, biomedical
relationship extraction. The results of this work feed into the overall mini-IIR mediCase system







As the size and rate of growth of published biomedical research continues to grow, the need for
effective approaches to extract useful information from this growing knowledge base similarly grows.
Underlying most approaches to mining these unstructured, free-text documents for knowledge is the
capability to detect and classify relationships between these concepts, called relationship extraction.
In this chapter, a disorder-centric, inter-sentence, biomedical relationship extraction method is tested,
improved and then evaluated against other benchmark methods.
This investigation forms part of a larger research project that began in Chapter 6, where a mini-IIR
model for resolving clinical case-based problems was devised and a method to instantiate the model,
was proposed. The proposed instantiation was termed the mini-IIR-mediCase system. The component
of this system that deals with biomedical relationship extraction (BRE), is the subject of evaluation
in this chapter and the findings of this chapter address some of research question RQ-4, depicted in
the frame below. A more detailed background relating to this chapter and how it fits into this thesis is
provided in Section 7.1.1.
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
The proposed relationship extraction model utilises an LSTM deep learning architecture to detect
disorder-centric relationships in biomedical text. The use of machine learning models, and now
deep learning models, have achieved start of the art biomedical relation extraction performance
(Alshuwaier et al., 2017; Ching et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2016); however, such tools require labelled
training data and due to the cost of generating such collections, research has often been limited to
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available labelled datasets. In this respect, relationship extraction research has been hampered by
the limited quantity of such datasets (Ching et al., 2018) and the very narrow, task-specific nature of
the available collections, e.g., the protein-protein interaction dataset (Pyysalo et al., 2007) and the
locations (biotopes and geographical places) of bacteria dataset (Deleger et al., 2016). Also, most of
the labelled data collections, and therefore research, has been targeted at within-sentence relationship
extraction, whereas many relationships exist beyond sentence boundaries. We attempt to overcome
these limitations: Firstly, by dividing the relationship extraction problem into two components:
relationship detection and then classification; Secondly by utilising Crowdsourcing (Mortensen et al.,
2013) of non-experts to perform the simpler task of detecting a relationship, thereby enabling the
creation of a broader disorder-centric biomedical label collection and; Finally, by utilising a novel,
deep learning architecture to detect relationships across sentence borders.
In the remainder of this chapter, after the background to this chapter is reported in Section 7.1.1,
the development of the labelled dataset is detailed in Section 7.2 and then the preparation of the
existing benchmark methods are described in Section 7.3. In Section 7.5.1, various features and model
structures are tested in order to derive the most effective configuration and then in Section 7.5.2 the
best proposed relationship extraction method is evaluated against the existing benchmark methods.
Finally, the findings and contributions of this chapter are summarised in the Conclusion at the end of
this chapter.
7.1.1 Background
In an attempt to improve the number and accuracy of clinical questions that are answered by clinicians,
a mini-IIR SML search system was explicated in Chapter 6. The reason for using such a system is to
reduce the time required for clinicians to search for answers by requiring less search system interaction,
and also by providing more direct information on information cards, rather than requiring clinicians to
interpret one or more Scientific Medical Literature (SML) documents. As noted in Section 6.4.2, the
proposed solution is a limited mini-IIR system, in that it provides the first component of BI, i.e. the
answer in the form of the diagnosis. This proposed system is the subject of component evaluation in
both this chapter and Chapter 8 as well as overall evaluation in chapters 8 and 9.
The overall architecture of the mini-IIR-mediCase system is repeated here in Figure 7.1 with the
elements under investigation in this chapter highlighted in blue. Both medical concept extraction and
relationship extraction are required to extract evidence triples (concept-relationship-concept) from
the MEDLINE SML document corpus. These are then stored in the consolidated semantic evidence
store, ready for scoring against a patient case. For more details on the overall architecture of the
mini-IIR-mediCase system, see Section 6.4.3. Existing methods for concept extraction are utilised,
including MetaMap and QuickUMLS. In this chapter, the inter-sentence, disorder-centric, biomedical
relationship extraction component is evaluated. For a detailed description of the proposed relationship
extraction component method, refer to Section 6.5.3.
The purpose of this chapter is two fold: (1) to identify key features and model elements that













triples + document ID
Consolidated semantic evidence store
Evidence pre-processing
Figure 7.1: Architecture overview of the proposed clinical case-based problem resolution mini-IIR
system (mini-IIR-mediCase System). The elements of the architecture, not of interest in this chapter,
are greyed.
inform the most effective configuration of the relationship extraction method; and (2) to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed relationship extraction method against existing benchmark methods,
including co-occurrence, SemRep and PASMED. The results of these evaluations will inform the
findings and contributions for the first element of research question RQ-4: to assess the effectiveness
of the relationship extraction component of the mini-IIR system. The final proposed relationship
extraction model, i.e., the one containing the most effective combination of features and model elements,
will then be used in Chapter 8 for relationship scoring evaluation and overall mini-IIR-mediCase
system evaluation.
7.2 Labelled Data Set Development
A labelled data collection is required to train the proposed relationship extraction model and to evaluate
it against other benchmark methods. As already discussed in Section 6.5.1, existing labelled data
collections are usually intra-sentence only and focused on targeted, micro-domain-specific relation
extraction problems, rather than the broader disorder-centric, clinical relationships we require.
The closest available labelled dataset is the i2b2-2010 shared challenge collection (Uzuner et al.,
2011). It contains 871 clinical narratives obtained from discharge summaries within electronic medical
records (EMR) from 3 hospitals, all manually annotated by medical practitioners for specific treatment,
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The old and new therapeutic approaches to the treatment of giardiasis: where are
we?
Giardia lamblia is the causative agent of giardiasis, one of the most common parasitic infections
of the human intestinal tract. This disease most frequently affects children causing abdominal
pain, nausea, vomiting, acute or chronic diarrhoea, and malabsorption syndrome.
Figure 7.2: The title (in bold) and first 2 sentences of MEDLINE article PMID=19707415. Medical
concepts have been extracted with MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) and disorders have been
underlined, symptoms have been italicised. Medical terms mapped as both disorders and symptoms
are both italicised and underlined .
test and disorder relationships. Unfortunately, although this collection does focus on the relationships
between disorders, tests and treatments, it does not consider symptoms. In addition, the labelled
relationships are too specific, including 11 relationship types, rather than the 4 broad relationships of
interest in our work. e.g., for our single disorder-treatment relationship, the i2b2 collection identifies 6
specific relationships including treatment worsens medical problem and treatment is not administered
because of medical problem. Finally, as discussed in the proposed method scope (Section 6.4.2), the
content of EHR narratives is too different to biomedical literature (Meystre et al., 2008) to assume that
a single relationship extraction approach would apply to both sources. For these reasons this labelled
collection was not used, and an alternative collection was constructed.
To construct a labelled data collection within the biomedical domain usually requires medical
expertise because the labeller may need, in certain circumstances, to understand the meaning of the
medical concepts in order to label the type of relationship between those concepts. We overcame
this need for medical expertise by dividing the BRE task into relationship detection and relationship
classification (see Section 6.5.3 for more details), so that a layman labeller’s task was limited to
confirming the grammatical or semantic existence of a known relationship type. So for example in
Figure 7.2, a layman label creator may be asked whether, The symptom abdominal pain was primarily
mentioned as a symptom of the disorder giardiasis? The answer is yes. In this way, we could foresee
how an inter-sentence, disorder-centric, biomedical label collection could be created by people with a
good understanding of English, but without medical expertise.
Due to the substantial costs of generating a gold standard label set, i.e. a dataset that is manually
labelled by medical practitioners, we developed a silver label set, that could be developed by laymen.
The remainder of this section describes the construction and final statistics for this silver label set.
Key Points
A labelled data collection is required to train the proposed relationship extraction
model and to evaluate it against other benchmark methods. No such existing
collections exist. To build a new, expert-labelled dataset (gold standard) is too
expensive. A silver labelled dataset is constructed for this research using laymen
to detect relationships, rather than identify relationship types.
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7.2.1 Construction of the Silver Labelled Data Set
To enable non-experts to label a biomedical, disorder-centric dataset (silver dataset), the relationship
extraction task was divided into 2 components: relationship detection and classification. The relation-
ships were classified on the basis of the concept types involved in the relationship, as per that specified
for the proposed relationship extraction method, detailed in Section 6.5.3 and summarised in Table 6.3.
This meant that the only task for the labellers was to ascertain whether two concepts were related or
not, i.e., relationship detection. The method to construct the silver labelled dataset is detailed below
and the initial requirements for the set were that it must:
1. Be developed from MEDLINE SML articles - both abstracts and titles.
2. Support inter-sentence relationship extraction.
3. Number over 10,000 to provide a good basis for both training a deep learning model and
evaluating the model
4. Identify the four disorder-centric relationships identified for medical case-based problems
(see Section 6.3 for details) including Disorder-Symptom (DS), Disorder-Test (DE), Disorder-
Treatment (DT) and Disorder-Disorder (DD) relationships.
5. Be expressed as a set of UMLS concept (CUI) tuples in the form of {disorder-CUI1, related-
CUI2, label} where the related CUI2 is a test, treatment, symptom or other disorder concept
type and the label is a flag field which is set if a relationship exists.
Crowdsourced individuals were employed to perform the task of manually labelling the silver
labelled dataset. Crowdsourcing is a means of outsourcing one or more well-defined tasks to an
undefined set of workers, who agree to perform the task, for a set fee. Crowdsourcing has been used
frequently by the research community for a wide range of research work, including user studies (Kittur
et al., 2008), biomedical image labelling (Irshad et al., 2014) and closer to our work, entity linking
(Demartini et al., 2012) and relationship extraction (Mortensen et al., 2013). There are many vendors
who provide a crowdsourcing platform where tasks can be posted and workers can commit to, and
complete, the task. We chose to use Amazon’s Mechanical Turk1 because of our familiarity with the
platform.
Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is a means of outsourcing one or more well-defined tasks
to an undefined set of workers, who agree to perform the task, for a set fee.
Crowdsourced individuals are employed to perform relationship detection
labelling of biomedical documents.
Disorder-centric concepts, together with all sentences, were extracted from 754 MEDLINE citations
using MetaMap (Aronson and Lang, 2010) version 2016v2, applying the UMLS2018AA database,
1https://www.mturk.com/. Accessed 15/12/2018
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with word sense disambiguation turned on. The MEDLINE citations chosen were identified within
the 2014 TREC CDS (Simpson et al., 2014a) Query RELevance (QREL) file. The first 20 relevant
citations (grade 2 first and then grade 1) and non relevant (grade 0) citations for each topic were
selected with duplicates removed.
In order to identify all possible within-sentence, adjacent-sentence and title-sentence relationships
for the dataset, we devised an algorithm to select all possible concept pairs that exist in all sentences in
the MEDLINE documents where: (1) both the disorder and related concepts were within the target
sentence; (2) the related concept is located in the target sentence and the disorder concept is located in
the previous sentence and; (3) the related concept is located in the target sentence and the disorder
concept is located in one of the title sentences. This generated 8766 relationship possibilities which
includes the removal of within-document duplicates for the scenarios of (1)-(3) above. However,
the line between symptoms and disorders is often very blurred, for example MetaMap maps the
symptoms listed in Figure 7.2 as: (i) abdominal pain = symptom; (ii) malabsorption syndrome =
disorder and; (iii-iv) nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea as both a symptom and a disorder. In our model,
we would expect each of those concepts to form a disorder-symptom relationship with giardiasis,
which means that a labeller must have both options to choose from. For this reason, we considered
concepts classified as symptoms or disorders in Table 6.3 to be considered as possibly either in terms
of relationships. This increased our possible relationship set to 12800 distinct relations.
Key Points
Disorders, as classified by semType in Table 6.3, can often present as symptoms
for other disorders, for example hypertension. Therefore, all disorders in
the biomedical text to be labelled are considered as possible symptoms or
co-occurring disorders when checking if the relationship exists with another
disorder in the text.
To maximise the quality of labelling by the workers, each relationship was assessed in multiple
ways using the following methods. Firstly, five workers were assigned to each relationship, so the
potential positive relationship count (i.e., 5) and the actual positive relationship count (i.e., 0 to 5)
could be used to decide the final label (0= not present, 1= present). Secondly, there was a relationship
assessment overlap because some relationships were repeated between documents. So 14,503 relation-
ship assessments accounted for 12800 distinct relationships. This overlap was accounted for in the
potential and actual relationship counts for those repeated relationships. Thirdly, for each relationship
assessment, numerous mutually exclusive options were presented to the worker such that by selecting
the existence of one or more relationships, the other un-selected relationships were accounted for by
incrementing their potential relationship count only. All of these methods amounted to 175,870 poten-
tial relationship assignment counts, or on average 13.7 potential relationship assignment counts per
distinct relationship found. This means that to assign a final relationship detection label (i.e., whether
the relationship exists or not), we can decide on the minimum proportion of potential relationship
assignments that were actually assigned, to improve the corroborating evidence for a relationship.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.3: Image of Amazon Mechanical Turk user interface designed for the assessment of inter-
sentence, diagnosis-centric relationships. Figure (a) Provides an image of the instructions, available at
the top of every screen, for the workers to refer to. Note the expanded section (everything below the
’More Details’ line) is shown. Figure (b) Provides a single task (question) example - this image shows
elements of MEDLINE document PMID = 19753159.
Key Points
To maximise labelling quality, 5 workers assessed each relationship and each
relationship was assessed through multiple questions, amounting to an average of
13.7 label assessments per relationship.
The user interface deployed for the assessment of relationships is depicted in Figure 7.3, including
both the instructions (a) and the question component of the screen (b). The Medical Text panel
only shows the title and target and previous sentences from the abstract (in which the concepts may
be related). Also the concepts mentioned in the question, shown in the Your Question panel, are
all highlighted in the text. Both of these features are designed to reduce the labour required to
answer the question. The question is always in the format: In the above text the [problem|medical
treatment|medical test] is primarily mentioned as:. A problem may refer to a disorder or a symptom.
The answer requires a single list box selection. The lines contained in the list box are itemized in Table
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Table 7.1: Answer options for workers by relationship assessment type. Note that DS=diagnosis-
symptom relationships, DE=diagnosis-test relationships, DT=diagnosis-treatment relationships and
DD=diagnosis-diagnosis relationships. Comments are provided in relation to each type of question.
# Answer Option Line Text Comments DS DE DT DD
1 Unclear from the text dummy response to catch
poor workers
X X X X
2 ? disorder XA repeated for all in-range
disorders
X X X X
3 ? the disorders: X and YA repeated for all pairs of in-
range disorders
X X X X
4 ? the disorders: X and Y and ZA repeated for all triples of
in-range disorders
X X X X
5 ? more than 3 disorders mentioned aboveA only present if more than
3 in-range disorders
X X X X
6 A symptom of another disorder X
7 Neither a symptom nor a co-occurring disorder
- but an independent problem
X X
8 Neither a symptom nor a disorder in this con-
text
usually a mapping prob-
lem
X X
9 Not a symptom, but a co-occurring problem
with another disorder
X
10 A ? for a disorder not mentioned in the textB X X
11 Not a ? in the current contextB usually a mapping prob-
lem
X X
A Replace ? with: A symptom of, for DS relationships; A diagnostic test for, for DE relationships; A treatment for, for
DT relationships and; Co-occurring with, for DD relationships
B Replace ? with: diagnostic test, for DE relationships; treatment, for DT relationships
7.1 and depend on the type of relationship being assessed.
Worker results were also validated. Prior to formal labelling, six batches of 100 relationships were
tested with workers as well as by the author. A silver label set accuracy measure was defined as the
percentage of worker relationship labels that matched the author’s. Using this metric a number of
settings were trialled, as shown in Table 7.2, during a pre-live test stage to optimise label accuracy. A
positive label threshold of 0.4 was set for deciding on the label value, which is calculated for each
relationship as the actual relationship votes divided by the potential relationship votes. As mentioned
above, included in the answer options for every question is a dummy answer. This is used to exclude
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Table 7.2: Worker accuracy during pre-live label assessments and the average for the live label
assessments. ∗ Silver accuracy is defined as the percentage of worker relationship labels that match the
author’s label set
Model Specification Silver accuracy∗ (%)
Pre-live stage: single test set (100 labels)
1 Baseline: positive label threshold 0.4, no worker results excluded 60.8
2 Exclude results for worker who spent < 5sec on answer 60.8
3 Exclude results for workers who spent < 10sec on answer 52.7
4 Exclude results for workers who do 1 assessment only 58.1
5 Reduce positive label threshold from 0.4 to 0.2 56.8
6 Remove results for workers who select dummy answer 68.9
Live stage: Sample 100 labels per batch
6 5 x Batch average 72.6
Table 7.3: Final label counts for the disorder-centric silver label set. Numbers summed by relationship
type. DS=Disorder-Symptom DE=Disorder-Test, DT=Disorder-Treatment, DD=Disorder-Disorder.
Relationship Type: DS DE DT DD Totals(% of total)
Negative label 1,927 1,080 1,959 4,064 9,030 (70.6%)
Positive label 559 658 1,194 1,359 3,770 (29.4%)
Totals 2,486 1,738 3,153 5,423 12,800 (100%)
poor worker results to improve accuracy.
Key Points
Evaluating the multiple assessment results per relationship to designate a final
relationship label was tested in a number of ways, as identified in Table 7.2, to
minimise worker inconsistencies.
The final label values were assigned through a voting system across multiple labellers (n=5) and
as described above across multiple tests of the same relationship, found in different parts of the
text, with a positive label awarded when the proportion of actual to potential votes for the relation-
ship exceeded a threshold of 0.4. Details of this silver, disorder-centric relationship, label set are
provided in Table 7.3. Note the collection is heavily weighted towards negative labels, which is as ex-
pected because across one or more sentence boundaries the majority of concepts are not directly related.
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7.3 Instantiation of Benchmark Relationship Extraction Models
The proposed relationship extraction (RE) model, herein called the LSTM model, is compared with a
number of existing RE models. These benchmarks were selected according to the following criteria:
(a) Relationships are extracted from MEDLINE documents; (b) The extracted relationship types must
include at least the four disorder-centric relationships targeted in this work (see Section 6.3 for details);
(c) The extracted biomedical relationships must be expressed as a relationship between two UMLS
concepts so that evaluation between extraction methods can take place in the UMLS concept space.
LSTM model vs Benchmark RE models
The proposed relationship extraction(RE) method is referred to as the LSTM
model in the remainder of this chapter to easily differentiate it from the existing
benchmark RE models. LSTM refers to the type of deep learning model
architecture employed.
As per the mini-IIR system constraints specified in Section 6.4.2, there are two MEDLINE data
sources. Firstly, the 2014 open access subset of PubMed Central, specified in the 2014 TREC CDS
challenge (Simpson et al., 2014a), consisting of 733,138 articles filtered for titles and abstracts only,
herein called OA-Subset2014 (denoted OAS in the tables). Note that only 675,052 documents have
valid PMID numbers in this collection and this is required for consistent testing across the RE models.
This subset of MEDLINE was selected because it is well defined, commonly used and easily accessible
to researchers. Secondly, the complete MEDLINE collection (denoted MED in the data tables). Where
the full collection is used, for both the PASMED and SemRep models, the exact specification (year
and document count) is provided. Table 7.4 specifies each benchmark model, the settings employed
for each and the statistics of the resulting datasets. The preparation of each model is described next.
7.3.1 General preparation for all models
Figure 7.4 describes the generic pipeline employed for preparing each model to generate the datasets.
Each existing RE model is used to generate a predicate table, referred to as a dataset, from the input
corpus. Depending on the corpus filter, the RE model may generate one or two datasets. For example,
the SemRep model is used to generate two datasets; one across the OA-Subset2014 and one across the
whole of MEDLINE.
Data set
A table of relationships that are extracted from the data source (MED-
LINE or subset of MEDLINE) using the specific RE model. Each record in the
table consists of the two related concepts and the disorder-centric relationship type.
For all models, the same semType concept filter was applied, matching the disorder-centric concept
classifications specified in Table 6.3. Also, relationships containing any generic concepts, as identified













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































{Concept1, Concept 2, 
RelationshipType}
Figure 7.4: Pipeline diagram of general dataset preparation. The text along the top describing the steps
used to construct the dataset and the text along the bottom provides examples of each step.
Table 7.5: Classification of relationships for the SemRep model based on the predicate reported in the
Predication table of the SemMedDB database
Relationship Relationship(s)
Disorder-Symptom AFFECTS, ASSOCIATED WITH, CAUSES, COEXISTS WITH,
COMPLICATES, MANIFESTATION OF, OCCURS IN, PREDISPOSESDisorder-Disorder
Disorder-Test DIAGNOSES
Disorder-Treat TREATS
by SemRep (see Section 7.3.2), were excluded from all datasets. All other model-specific preparation
procedures are described next.
7.3.2 Preparing the SemRep Model Data Sets
Two datasets were defined for the SemRep model, both utilising the SemMed v3.1 (Kilicoglu et al.,
2012) database using SemRep (Rindflesch and Fiszman, 2003) v1.7. The first model, denoted SR-OAS,
utilises the OA-Subset2014 citation collection whereas the second model, denoted SR-MED, employs
the full MEDLINE collection at/before 2015. The 2015 year filter is applied to the SemMedDB dataset
and is a reasonable approximation to the PASMED MEDLINE dataset (see Section 7.3.4), against
which it is compared.
In addition to the semType concept filtering specified in Section 7.3.1 , the SemRep relationships
were also filtered according to the specified predicates that SemMedDB provided for each relationship.
Only predicates appropriate to the disorder-centric relationship were selected, as identified in Table
7.5. Also, only relationships containing non-generic concepts (subject and object) were extracted from
the predication table in the SemMedDB database. The concepts identified as generic were captured
and excluded from relationships for all datasets, not just those utilised by SemRep.
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Generic Concepts
Generic, high-use concepts, such as treatment, patient, disease were identified in
the predication table in the SemMedDB database and excluded from all datasets
as the concepts are too general to be of any benefit to medical case-based problem
resolution.
7.3.3 Preparing the Co-Occurrence Model Data Sets
The co-occurrence dataset was generated for the OA-Subset2014 collection only. QuickUMLS
(Soldaini and Goharian, 2016) version 1.2 built on UMLS dataset 2018AA was used to extract UMLS
concepts from abstracts and titles of the OA-Subset2014 collection. QuickUMLS was used, rather
than MetaMap, because of the speed at which the collection could be processed. The slow processing
speed of MetaMap made it impractical to use. Also, due to both time and IT infrastructure limitations,
a co-occurrence MEDLINE dataset was not generated. However two co-occurrence OA-Subset2014
models were assessed with different setups.
For the co-occurrence models, a text window size of 5 words was used to infer a relationship
between two concepts within a sentence. The BestMatch setting relates to the CUI(s) selected within
the co-occur window. When bestMatch=false, all possible concepts extracted from the window of
text are included within the window, i.e. often more than one concept for the same text and concept
borders can overlap, whereas when BestMatch=true, concept borders can not overlap and only the best
concepts are selected. Both of these setups were selected to create two separate datasets for evaluation.
Although not a primary investigation, we were keen to understand the impact of two different concept
extraction approaches for the same relationship extraction method.
7.3.4 Preparing the PASMED Model Data Sets
PASMED relationships were extracted from the PASMED file collection, which is built directly upon
the MetaMapped MEDLINE 2015 collection2. This collection consists of 23,343,329 MEDLINE
citations processed between March 25, 2015 and April 5, 2015. Two PASMED datasets were created
from this collection; PAS-OAS, utilising the OA-Subset2014 collection and PAS-MED utilising
the whole collection. To extract the relationships for both datasets, the PASMED file collection is
firstly filtered for the correct semType combinations, as specified in Table 6.3. This reduced set of
relationships is then MetaMapped to extract the UMLS concepts for both medical terms involved in
the relationship. Because an actual relationship type was not provided, but rather the verb relating the
two concepts, all relationships were considered valid if the concepts formed a valid disorder-centric
semType pair, irrespective of the order of the concepts. In addition, both combinations (forward and
backward) of the relationship was stored as distinct relationships in the dataset.
2https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MMBaseline/index.shtml . Accessed 15/12/2018
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7.4 Evaluation Metrics










F1− score = 2T P
2T P+FP+FN
(7.3)
Where a detected relationship is counted as true positive (TP) if the silver label set and model agreed
on the existence of the relationship. For the same relationship, if the model did not detect it, it would
be counted as a false negative (FN). If the relationship was labelled as negative by the silver label set
and no such relationship was detected by the model, then it would be counted as true negative (TN),
otherwise it would be counted as a false positive (FP). Note that the F1 score is the harmonic mean of
both the precision and recall measures.
7.5 Results and Discussion
Two sets of results are reported in this section. Firstly, different features and deep learning model
configurations are evaluated for the proposed LSTM model to optimise its effectiveness. Cross-fold
validation was not employed for this phase of LSTM model testing, however training and test data
was divided using an 80/20 split. These results are reported in Section 7.5.1. Secondly, the most
effective of the proposed LSTM RE models, tested in Section 7.5.1, is selected for comparison with
the benchmark RE models that were defined in Section 7.3. For the selected LSTM model, five fold
cross validation was employed where 80% of the label data was used for training and 20% was set
aside for testing. The best average F1 score across the five folds for a single epoch was then used for
comparison. This comparison evaluation is reported in Section 7.5.2.
7.5.1 LSTM Model Selection Results and Discussion
The purpose of the empirical testing reported in this section is to trial a range of model configurations
and feature definitions in order to identify the most effective LSTM RE model in terms of F1-score.
The proposed LSTM model is defined in Section 6.5.3. The baseline model consists of a single
LSTM layer and output RNN with input features including the location, cosine similarities of the
concept (CUI) with the diagnosis and related concepts for the sentences containing the relationship,
POS of the single pre-word to the CUI and CUI embedding (Beam et al., 2018) (500 dimensions).
Table 7.6 lists the model and feature definition changes that are trialled and their impact on the relation
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extraction effectiveness of the model. The changes made at each step are cumulative, such that each
system builds upon the model and feature set of the previous system. The cumulative impact on
F1-score is graphed in Figure 7.5.
Overall, improving the input features had a smaller overall impact (19.4%) on F1-scores, when
compared with improving the deep learning model structure (38.6%). Incorporating a dense layer,
i.e., a fully connected feed forward layer, at the output of the second LSTM, was the most important
model improvement, adding 21.6% to F1 with all of the benefit arising from a 58.5% improvement in
recall. The intuition behind the addition of the dense layer was to introduce a learning layer at a higher
level of abstraction that might identify patterns across the output of the LSTM units. In particular, we
speculate that because of the wide variation in input sequences (i.e. number of sentences and sentence
lengths), the dense layer can take this variability into account to enable the identification of more
positive relationships.
The most important feature addition was the CUI’s semType, represented as a one-hot vector;
improving recall, over the previous model, by 14.9%. This is not surprising because the semTypes
govern the four types of relationships that can be extracted and they are far fewer in number than
CUIs. We speculated that the addition of the limited semType information (i.e. just 135 types) would
enable the model to identify specific patterns associated with relationship type, that could not be easily
abstracted from the tens of thousands of concept embeddings. The final addition of the semType
embedding, rather than the one-hot vector representation, added a further 3.6% to the recall and
together with all feature and model additions provided the best recall and F1 score.
Key Points
Changes to the LSTM model definition had a greater impact on RE effectiveness
than changing the feature defintion. Adding a dense layer to the model definition
had the most positive impact overall, especially on recall, and adding the semType
had the greatest feature impact.
Interestingly whereas the one-hot vector representation of the semType (135 dimensions) improved
both precision and recall, the densely packed semType embedding (16 dimensions) resulted in a decline
in precision. The semType embedding is constructed using the whole of MEDLINE to capture the
contextual positioning of all concept semTypes across every document, whereas the one-hot vector only
captures a nominal type id; yet it would appear that the one-hot vector improves precision, whereas the
embedding does not. It is not clear why this would be the case and perhaps including both as features
may be beneficial. This speculation indicates a limitation of the method employed here. All of the
features and model changes were added incrementally, based on the order of discovery of the benefit
of each change. In future research, it would be helpful to perform combinational tests of the different
features and model changes to assess the impact of each change on both the baseline system and a
range of system combinations. This might (a) identify more effective model combinations and (b)
clarify which feature and model elements are dependent upon other feature and model elements. This
experimentation and analysis has been left for future research and represents an opportunity to further
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Table 7.6: Proposed LSTM RE model performance. The table depicts the step-wise modifications
made to either the model or the feature set used to train the model. Performance is measured by
precision, recall and F1-score.
Id Model definition Feature definition Precision (%∗) Recall (%∗) F1-score (%∗)
BL M1=Baseline LSTM F1= Baseline features 0.4467 (0.0) 0.3154 (0.0) 0.3697 (0.0)
S1 M1 F2 = F1+10 word POS 0.4347 (-2.7) 0.3442 (+9.1) 0.3842 (+3.9)
S2 M2= M1+extra LSTM layer F2 0.4457 (+2.5) 0.3856 (+12.0) 0.4134 (+7.6)
S3 M3 = M2 + dense layer F2 0.4271 (-4.2) 0.6113 (+58.5) 0.5028 (+21.6)
S4 M3 F3 = F2 + semType 0.4463 (+4.5) 0.7024 (+14.9) 0.5458 (+8.5)
S5 M3 F4 = F3+new CUI2VEC 0.4799 (+7.5) 0.6895 (-1.8) 0.5659 (+3.7)
S6 M4= M3+semMed train. data F4 0.6185 (+28.9) 0.6395 (-7.2) 0.6191 (+9.4)
S7 M4 F5 = F4+semType embed. 0.5799 (-6.2) 0.7280 (+13.8) 0.6394 (+3.3)
∗ The (%) is a measure of the percentage change over the previous model
improve the proposed RE method.
Introducing positive semMed (Kilicoglu et al., 2012) training data had the second highest impact
(9.4%) on model performance and the greatest positive impact on precision across all changes. It
is widely recognised that training deep learning models on significantly imbalanced label sets can
adversely impact the model performance. The silver label dataset contains 2.4 times more negative
than positive labels (Table 7.3). To balance the training dataset, disorder-centric semMed relationships
were selected from source documents outside of the silver label set, but randomly selected from within
the OA-Subset2014 collection, and added to the silver label collection until the positive/negative label
ratio was equalised. The balanced and larger training set made the model far more discriminative;
improving precision by 28.9%. However, it is unclear what proportion of this change is due to the
larger training set or better label balance. Balancing the silver dataset, as-is, would reduce its size by
41%, thereby rendering any results from this smaller label set equally unclear. Also, because semMed
only provides positive labels, it is not possible to increase the training set size and maintain the same
proportion of positive and negative labels. Better understanding the relative impact of training set size
and positive/negative balance is important research, but is outside of the scope of our research, and
therefore has been left for future investigation.
Although the input features had a lesser impact on performance, each feature added at least 3.3%
to the F1 score. The most important feature, CUI embeddings, were incorporated into the baseline
model. Switching to our custom embedding, improved the F1 score by 3.7%, however this may have
been a result of the expanded training base. The custom embedding supported more than 5 times the
number of CUIs enabling a 39% increase in the training set size. Like the addition of semMed training
data, the performance increase was the net result of improved precision and decreased recall (+7.5%
vs -1.8%). Again, it is unknown whether the improvement was due to the increased training set or
the change in CUI embedding used. Understanding the relative benefit would be helpful and is left
for future work. Also left for future work was replacing the CUI embedding with a deep, pre-trained
model, such as those used in language models or text classification (E.g., ELMo, ULMFiT) which
incorporate contextual information beyond that of the semantic embeddings used in this work.
In conclusion, empirical testing has enabled us to identify the model elements and training features
to select the most effective relationship extraction model, based on F1 scores. The key model elements
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Figure 7.5: Line graph showing the F1-scores for each model identified in Table 7.6
are two LSTM layers and a dense layer to follow. The key features beyond the baseline features
are a part-of-speech vector for the 10 words preceding each CUI, the custom embedded CUI and
semType vectors that we built from MEDLINE. This model is then trained on a balanced labelled
dataset, consisting of the silver label collection enriched with positive, intra-sentence, relationship
labels taken from the semMed DB predication table. In the next section, this optimal LSTM model is
evaluated against existing benchmark RE models.
Optimal LSTM model
The most effective RE model comprises 2 LSTM layers and a dense layer. It is
trained on a balanced, enlarged silver label set using features including pre-word
POS, CUI embedding and semType embedding.
7.5.2 Comparative Results and Discussion
Here we compare the performance of the most effective LSTM model, defined in Section 6.5.3 and
optimised in Section 7.5.1, with the existing benchmark RE models. Table 7.7 lists the results by test
system (RE model), evaluated on the silver label dataset.
The optimal LSTM, inter-sentence RE model achieved the best performance when compared with
all benchmark systems; this was irrespective of whether the benchmark RE models utilised the whole
of MEDLINE, or the OA-Subset2014 collection, to derive their relationship sets. The LSTM model
achieved improvements of 71% in precision, 76% in recall and 83% in F1-score, when compared with
the best corresponding result for any other benchmark system.
Two limitations to the evaluation warrant mention here. Firstly, the label collection quality is
classed as ‘silver’; the detection of relationships is done by non-experts assessing each sentence from
an English grammar standpoint, rather than a medical one. The use of multiple labellers and multiple
validation paths for each label is designed to minimise labelling errors, however until the dataset is
validated by domain experts, errors are likely to exist. Validation of this silver dataset is the subject
of future work. Errors contained in the silver dataset are more likely to be reflected in understated
benchmark system scores because the LSTM model is designed to learn the weighting of features to
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Table 7.7: Performance results, including precision, recall and F1-score, are provided for each RE
model (test system) evaluated over the silver labelled dataset. The best scores are emboldened.
Test System Data Collection Precision Recall F1-Score
CO-OAS-BF OA-Subset2014 0.2966 0.4146 0.3458
CO-OAS-BT OA-Subset2014 0.2933 0.3493 0.3189
SR-OAS OA-Subset2014 0.3400 0.1037 0.1589
PAS-OAS OA-Subset2014 0.3333 0.1631 0.2191
SR-MED MEDLINE 0.3218 0.2735 0.2957
PAS-MED MEDLINE 0.3103 0.3976 0.3486
LSTM-DL NA 0.5799 0.7280 0.6394
produce the correct label set. If the label set changes, it is likely the LSTM model would re-correct
through changes to the feature weightings.
Secondly, the LSTM model was trained and evaluated using 5-fold cross validation on the label
collection. While over-fitting may occur for such a method on a smaller dataset, the standard deviation
of F1 scores across five folds was 0.0307, which was 5.0% of the F1 average, suggesting minimal
over-fitting.
The major difference between the proposed model and the benchmark models is both the model
itself, i.e., the use of a deep learning model, and the broader target of inter-sentence relationships,
which none of the benchmark models target. At this point it is not possible to confirm the exact extent
to which the superior performance of the LSTM model is due to the ability to detect more relationships,
via inter-sentence relationship capture, or , due to the deep learning approach itself. Analysis of the
silver label collection reveals that 58% of the labels are inter-sentence. Given that the LSTM model
achieves a recall of 72.8%, it must identify a minimum of 53.1% ((72.8-42)/58) of the inter-sentence
relationships. This is based on 100% recall of the intra-sentence relationships, and would therefore be
higher if the intra-sentence recall is lower. Either way, the LSTM model is certainly deriving the great
majority of its superior performance from inter-sentence relationship detection. Confirming the exact
causal split of the LSTM’s superior performance, is left to future research.
It is also important to note that the proportion of labels, in the silver labelled dataset, that are
inter-sentence is greater than those that are intra-sentence. If this is indicative of all MEDLINE
documents, is has significant consequences for the overall effectiveness of disorder-centric biomedical
RE systems, as most of the solutions we found are limited to intra-sentence RE; which in our example,
means they are limited to finding 42% of the total pool of valid relationships. Once again, the accuracy
of these figures is limited to the accuracy of the silver labelled dataset. Despite these unknowns and
limitations, the LSTM model approach to inter-sentence relationship extraction shows considerable
promise, and may have broader applications in other biomedical RE domains where relationships also
occur between sentences.
Between the test systems that were constructed with the OA-Subset2014 citation collection, the
co-occurrence model with bestMatch=false produced the best F1 score (0.3458) with the highest
recall (0.4146). It was hypothesised that this model would generate higher recall than the alternative
bestMatch=true model because of the increased number of CUIs and therefore relationships that
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are identified. However, it was not expected to produce similar, or even higher precision. This
result is possibly explained by the quality of CUI mapping. Despite the setting name, bestMatch,
the QuickUMLS concept extraction system often struggles to select the correct CUI for a set of
medical text when bestMatch is switched on. By setting BestMatch to false, more CUI options are
created within the selection window, possibly generating more correct relationships and because of the
disorder-centric filter, fewer of the invalid relationships are kept. But this is currently speculation and
because concept extraction is outside of the scope of our research, it is left for future work.
Although SemRep generated particularly low recall results (0.1037), when using the OA-Subset2014
citation collection, the relationships that were identified were more likely to be correct than in the
co-occurrence models; reflected by a 14.6% improvement in precision over the best co-occurrence
model precision. Expanding the source of relationships, from the OA-Subset2014 citation collection
to the whole of MEDLINE, improved the SemRep system F1 performance by 86%, solely through
a 164% increase in recall. PASMED, which demonstrated a 71% increase in recall over SemMed in
Nguyen et al. (2015)’s comparison, showed a 45.5% increase in this comparison. The lower increase
could easily be the result of the specific disorder-centric nature of the relationships extracted in this
work. Overall, the PASMED system that was based on the MEDLINE data source produced the best
F1 score of all the existing baselines.
All of the existing baselines utilise within-sentence relationship extraction methods and the maxi-
mum recall achieved by any system was 0.4146. This ties in with the 58% allocation of inter-sentence
relationships within the silver label set, mentioned above; it would indicate that the co-occur model
with bestMatch set to false, achieves almost 100% recall over the intra-sentence only subset of the
silver labelled dataset. Although this does not account for relationships which may be found both inter
and intra sentence. Once again, this could certainly explain why the LSTM model could achieve a
step-wise improvement in relationship-detection, over these existing baselines. This hypothesis could
also be tested in future work by extending the co-occurrence window to citation level co-occurrence,
which would capture all relationships, both within and across sentences; then the precision of the
proposed and co-occurrence models could be fairly compared, and the value of the deep learning
approach assessed.
7.6 Summary of Findings and Conclusion
In this chapter, we evaluated a deep learning model to detect disorder-centric relationships that occur
between medical concepts within, and across, sentence boundaries. Relationships between disorders
and their associated tests, treatments and symptoms, underpin essential information needs of clinicians
and can support biomedical knowledge bases, information retrieval and ultimately clinical decision
support. In our research, we are interested in an effective, disorder-centric relationship extraction
method to support a broader mini-IIR medical case-based resolution system, called mini-IIR-mediCase.
The findings from this chapter will inform the design of this system and can help us to address the
first question raised in research question, RQ-4, as it relates to the biomedical relationship extraction
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component of the mini-IIR-mediCase system:
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
In the next section, the primary findings and contributions, which relate directly to this research
question, are summarised and explicated. After this, secondary findings and contributions, which are
outside of the scope of this research question, are identified, and any future work is also documented.
7.6.1 Primary Findings and Contributions
As discussed in Section 6.5.3, it was clear that within-sentence methods of relationship extraction, such
as using linguistic features and shortest dependency paths, would not work across sentence boundaries,
and so the problem was re-cast as a sequential labelling problem that could be tackled by using a
deep learning LSTM model approach. A silver labelled dataset was constructed for the purpose of
identifying disorder-centric, inter and intra sentence relationship. This dataset was used to evaluate the
proposed LSTM RE method.
In Section 7.5.1, we explored a range of training features and deep learning model designs in
order to identify the most effective LSTM RE model. We found that LSTM model architecture had a
much greater impact on RE effectiveness than training features, however both contributed to improved
performance. The key model architecture elements of the most effective RE method were found to
be two LSTM layers followed by a dense layer (i.e., a fully connected feed forward layer) and the
key training features were the POS of 10 words prior to the concept (CUI), the CUI embedding and
a semType embedding. We also found that balancing the positive and negative labels in the silver
labelled dataset, by augmenting it with positive labels from the semMed DB predication table, had a
strong positive impact on the LSTM model’s performance.
The optimal LSTM RE model, in terms of F1-score, was evaluated in Section 7.5.2 against a range
of benchmark methods that were based on either MEDLINE or the OA-Subset2014 citation collection.
In total, six benchmarks, based on three RE methods were selected: (i & ii) Co-occurrence method,
with bestMatch set to true and false, based on the OA-Subset2014 collection; (iii & iv) SemRep method
based on both MEDLINE and the OA-Subset2014 corpus; and (v & vi) PASMED method based on
both MEDLINE and the OA-Subset2014 corpus. The LSTM model achieved improvements of 71% in
precision, 76% in recall and 83% in F1-score, when compared with the best corresponding result for
any other benchmark system. The primary findings and contributions of this research in relation to
research question RQ-4 are:
F4-1 With respect to the relationship extraction component, we found that an inter-sentence based
deep learning method was superior to other methods exploiting co-occurrence information,
domain knowledge or syntactic information alone.
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F4-2 The model architecture, the domain knowledge representation and the balancing of training
data were the most important factors influencing the effectiveness of the inter-sentence, deep
learning relationship extraction method.
7.6.2 Secondary Findings, Limitations and Future Works
Better Understanding of the Proportion of Inter and Intra sentence Relationships in MEDLINE
In Section 7.5.2, it was reported that 58% of the silver labelled dataset was comprised of inter-sentence
labels; so for the 754 MEDLINE documents that were selected to create the dataset, inter-sentence
relationships form the majority of all disorder-centric relationships. It is not possible to conclude
whether this is representative across the whole of MEDLINE; however, the selected documents were
not chosen on this basis, but rather were selected on the basis of their relevance to the TREC CDS
track topic set in 2014. We speculate therefore, that inter-sentence relationships comprise an important
proportion of all diagnosis-centric relationships found in biomedical SML. It would be beneficial
to clarify the extent of inter-sentence biomedical relationships in MEDLINE, for both our specific
disorder-centric relationships, but also for other biomedical relationships of interest. This information
could encourage more urgency into the exploration of inter-sentence RE models, especially if the
proportion of inter-sentence relationships is greater than that of intra-sentence ones. This is left for
future work
Crowdsourced Biomedical Relationship Detection
One of the challenges faced by us, and common to all developers of machine learning solutions for
biomedical relationship extraction, is the scarce and narrowly targeted range of labelled datasets
that are available (refer to Section 7.2 for details). To overcome this issue, Section 7.2.1 details the
construction of an inter-sentence, disorder-centric silver quality label collection that is created by
non-experts for RE system training and evaluation purposes.
Using a silver labelled dataset that is created with laymen, rather than domain experts, is also an
important limitation of this research. Although many steps were taken to minimise the risk of labelling
errors, including the use of multiple labellers and multiple validation paths for each label, it is still
likely that errors exist in the dataset. The cost of upgrading the labelled dataset to a gold set, where
each label is verified by a clinican, is prohibitively high, however conducting a statistical sampling
process to validate the overall accuracy of the dataset would be beneficial and is earmarked for future
work. If the silver labelled dataset can be validated, the crowdsourcing approach, outlined in Section
7.2.1, could provide a much more cost-efficient approach for labelling future biomedical RE datasets.
One indication of the validity of the silver labelled dataset is the resulting effectiveness of the LSTM
model to identify answers to clinical queries, which is one of the findings (F4.4) in the next chapter.
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The Impact of Concept Extraction Methods
Although out of scope for our research, the impact of concept extraction methods on RE effectiveness
was explored to some extent in this empirical study, through the variation in co-occurrence best match
settings. Two secondary findings are: Firstly, bestMatch settings have a significant impact on the
number of total and distinct, disorder-centric relationships that are found using the same co-occurrence
method, i.e. the same co-occurrence window size. We found that setting bestMatch to true reduces the
number of relationships found per document by around 73%((150-31/150) and the number of distinct
relationships found per diagnosis by around 60% ((132-53)/132). Secondly, setting bestMatch to false
leads to an improvement in both recall and precision, which is surprising and, so far, unaccounted
for. Further research to explore why this occurs may help future researchers to make better decisions
regarding the use of this important setting. It may also inform the design of future biomedical concept
extraction systems, which always lie at the heart of good relationship extraction methods.
The Impact of Corpus Size on Relationship Extraction Effectiveness
We also explore the impact of collection size (MEDLINE versus a 700,000 document subset of MED-
LINE) on relationship extraction performance. Increasing corpus size improves recall with a small
reduction in precision. In our empirical analysis we found that a 32 fold (23000/700) increase in
corpus size resulted in a 2.4 - 2.6 fold increase in recall with a average decline of 4% in precision for
the two RE methods tested.
In conclusion, the research reported in this chapter provides a promising, new approach to inter-
sentence, disorder-centric biomedical relationship extraction with noted limitations and numerous
avenues to improve the technique and extend its use to other biomedical domains. In the next chapter,
the optimal RE approach identified in this research is utilised in an end-to-end mini-IIR-mediCase
system, where it is further evaluated for its impact on clinical answer retrieval effectiveness.
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Chapter 8
Answer Retrieval Empirical Evaluation
8.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the second tranche of empirical testing of the proposed medical case-based
problem solving solution introduced in chapter 6, called the mini-IIR-mediCase system. The first
tranche of testing, reported in chapter 7, evaluated a number of different methods for extracting
disorder-centric relationships from MEDLINE abstracts. The best of these methods was a new deep
learning approach to extract relationships that may occur across sentence boundaries. In this chapter,
these same RE approaches are employed to build multiple evidence sets for answering medical case-
based diagnosis problems. A number of different relationship scoring methods are described and
evaluated, in order to identify the most effective method. In addition, the overall effectiveness of the
mini-IIR-mediCase System, in terms of its ability to identify correct diagnosis answers to patient
cases, is evaluated, i.e. answer retrieval effectiveness. The findings of this chapter address elements of
research question RQ-4:
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
In particular, the findings regarding the effectiveness of the relationship scorer component method
addresses the first sub-question and the overall evaluation of the effectiveness of the mini-IIR-mediCase
System addresses the second sub-question. The final sub-question will be addressed in Chapter 9 to
follow.
Answer Scoring or Relationship Scoring
Relationship scoring is also referred to as answer scoring because for a given
patient case, the disorder relationship(s) found by the system represent the
candidate answers for the case.
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The mini-IIR-mediCase system is the proposed instantiation of a minimal interaction IR, medical
case-based problem solver, which was introduced in Chapter 6. The objective of this system is to
enable clinicians to answer more of their clinical questions, and to answer more of them correctly. As
noted in Section 6.4.2, the proposed solution is a limited mini-IIR system, in that it provides the first
component of BI, i.e. the answer in the form of the diagnosis. Currently, clinicians pursue fewer than
half of their clinical questions because of the time they perceive it will take to use an SML search
system to find an answer (see Section 2.2) and then when they do use an SML search system, we found,
they only answer approximately half of their clinical questions correctly (finding F1.1), or even less if
under time pressure (finding F1.2). Therefore, we posit that a system that requires less interaction time
(i.e., less selection and reading of documents), and provides clearer information on an information
card, should enable clinicians to answer more of their clinical questions correctly.
The method to instantiate the mini-IIR-mediCase system consists of a number of component
methods, of which this chapter reports on the effectiveness of the final component method, relationship
scoring. In addition, this chapter also reports on a number of other factors that impact the effectiveness
of the overall method, including the relationship extraction (RE) model that is employed, the size of
the source of evidence that is used and the patient case format that is input to the system.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. The background section, next, puts the research reported in
this chapter, into the broader context of work that began with the mini-IIR-mediCase system definition
in Chapter 6. Because this experimentation addresses more than just RQ-4, the experimental objectives
are summarised in Section 8.1.2, together with the specific set of research questions associated with
this empirical study. The experimental method is detailed in Section 8.2, the test collection described
in Section 8.2.3 and the metrics used for evaluation are defined in Section 8.2.4. The results are then
reported in Section 8.3 with a discussion of the results in Section 8.4, including a failure analysis.
Finally, the findings, limitations and future work are summarised in Section 8.5.
8.1.1 Background
The purpose of relationship scoring is to provide ranking scores for candidate diagnoses in relation to
a particular patient case. In this way the answer-candidate diagnoses can be ranked and then evaluated
against the correct answers. In this evaluation, the answer scorer is one of the independent variables
under consideration and three primary scorers are used. The first two scorers are translations of the
very popular TFIDF and BM25 document scorers used in information retrieval. The third scorer
considers answer likelihood in terms of the level of similarity between the case concepts and the related
diagnoses concepts within each evidential document. Two further scorers integrate the TDIDF and
BM25 answer-based scorers with the answer likelihood scorer. Finally, a modified version of pseudo
relevance feedback (PRF) is utilised to augment each of the five scorers. The use of PRF is also an
independent variable under consideration, but is discussed together with the scorers.
Figure 8.1 identifies the elements (in blue) of the proposed medical case-based problem solving
method that are the subject of this chapter. Patient cases requiring a diagnosis are input to the system
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Figure 8.1: The architecture of the proposed medical case-based problem solving method. The
elements in blue are the subject of research within this chapter.
and converted to a set of medical concepts. Using these medical concepts and the consolidated semantic
evidence store, a range of answer scoring methods are tested to see which methods provide the best
answer retrieval results. Some of the scoring methods rely on statistical data from the corpus, which is
why this element of the solution (denoted Statistical pre-processing in Figure 8.1) is included as part
of the answer retrieval solution.
There are 4 distinct RE methods used to populate the consolidated semantic evidence store, based
on the study reported in Chapter 7: (1) Co-occurrence; (2) SemRep; (3) PASMED and; (4) LSTM
deep learning model. Consolidated semantic evidence is generated by using these RE methods to
extract relationship triples from the abstracts and titles of the documents in a subset of MEDLINE.
In addition, a data store is also produced in the same way, but for the whole of MEDLINE, using
SemRep and PASMED. Although desirable, a complete MEDLINE based data store for all models
was not necessary. For practical reasons, generating MEDLINE based datasets for the Co-occurrence
and LSTM models was left for future research, depending on whether the extra models would make a
significant additional contribution to the findings; the time required to generate the datasets for both
models was impractical and the Co-occurrence model also suffered from scalability issues in terms of
the final dataset size. The data store created by each RE method is described in Section 8.2.2. The
scoring functions (scorers) employed to score relationships (answers) for the cases were defined earlier,
in Section 6.6. The evaluation of each scorer across each dataset is provided in Section 8.3.
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8.1.2 Objectives
The high level objective of the empirical tests, reported in this chapter, is to inform our assessment of
the overall effectiveness of mini-IIR (i.e., answer retrieval) for medical case-based problems; noting
that the proposed solution seeks only to identify the first BI element, the diagnosis (answer). The
primary outcome we seek is to evaluate the effectiveness of the relationship scoring methods and the
answer retrieval effectiveness of the proposed mini-IIR-mediCase system. However, we would also like
to investigate the factors that impact answer retrieval effectiveness, by evaluating the impact of the data
source, the relationship extraction method and the relationship scoring method. In addition, the format
of the patient case itself is examined to see how this can affect answer retrieval effectiveness. These
more detailed goals are reflected in the following experimental research questions to be addressed in
this chapter:
RQ-8.1 How does the relationship scoring method impact answer retrieval performance?
RQ-8.2 How does the relationship extraction method impact answer retrieval performance?
RQ-8.3 How does the size of the SML data source impact answer retrieval performance?
RQ-8.4 How does case format (summary versus description) impact answer retrieval performance?
8.2 Experimental Method
This section describes how the empirical evaluation is conducted. Firstly, a discussion of the use of
MetaMap to extract concepts from the test cases is provided in the next section. Then, in Section 8.2.2
the setup of the datasets is detailed. The datasets define the evidence data source that is used, as well as
the RE method employed for answer retrieval. After this, the test collection used for the evaluation is
described in Section 8.2.3 and finally the metrics to be used for evaluation are defined in Section 8.2.4.
8.2.1 Medical Concept Extraction
A medical case (refer to Section 8.2.3 for the cases used in this research) consists of either a description,
or a shorter summary, of a specific patient’s case. A sample case is provided in Figure 6.3 and repeated
in Figure 8.2 together with the MetaMap medical concepts identified in the case text. MetaMap
captures many more concepts within the cases, than those identified with an underline in Figure
8.2; however, for the purposes of this work, only concepts pertaining to disorders (co-occurring or
independent), symptoms, treatments and tests are used. The mapping of medical concepts to these
medical element sets uses the same semantic-type-based classification of medical concepts that is
employed throughout this research and can be found in Table 6.3.
Although MetaMap is widely used for the purpose of UMLS concept extraction, it also has many
limitations, as exemplified by some of the problematic concepts identified (or not) in the case depicted
in Figure 8.2:
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1. Case Description: A 44 yo male is brought to the emergency room after multiple
bouts of vomiting{vomiting:symptom} that has a ‘coffee ground{removal by grind-
ing:treatment}’ appearance. His heart rate is 135 bpm and blood pressure{Blood pressure
finding:symptom} is 70{70%:symptom}/40 mmHg. Physical exam findings include de-
creased mental status{Mental state (observable entity):symptom} and cool extremities. He
receives a rapid infusion of crystalloid solution{crystalloid solutions:treatment} followed
by packed red blood cell transfusion{Transfusion of packed red blood cells:treatment} and
is admitted{Admission activity:treatment} to the ICU for further care.
2. Case Summary: A 44-year-old man with coffee-ground emesis{Vomit contains
coffee grounds finding:symptom}, tachycardia{Tachycardia:co-occurring disorder},
hypoxia{Hypoxia:co-occurring disorder}, hypotension{Hypotension:co-occurring disor-
der} and cool, clammy{Clammy skin:symptom} extremities.
Figure 8.2: Medical case example with MetaMap markup: Case description(top) and summary (bottom)
taken from topic 1, 2015 TREC CDS topic set (Simpson et al., 2014b). Each medical concept found
by MetaMap, set to configuration –lexicon db -Z 2016AA -y –JSONf 2 with WSD on, is represented
as text identified from case{preferred concept name:medical element set classification}
• Vomiting is captured in the case description, however the more exact, ‘vomit contains coffee
grounds finding’ is only extracted from the summary. This is likely due to the hyphen connecting
coffee and ground in the summary.
• ’ground’ is incorrectly extracted as a treatment in the case description, i.e., ’to remove by
grinding’.
• ‘70%’ is identified as a symptom in the case description. Usually numbers are extracted as
quantitative concepts (semType=qnco), however in this case it was linked to the blood pressure
and reported as a symptom. Unfortunately it is treated as a symptom here, independent to the
blood pressure.
• ‘cool extremities’ is not detected as a symptom in either the summary or description.
• ‘admitted’ is a treatment concept, however it is far too generic to be of any use.
Other important errors found through trial and error include invalid concept negation reporting and
invalid abbreviation detection; for example, from the sentence, An obese 28 yo female with non-
ruptured ectopic pregnancy, ’obese’ was correctly extracted, but reported as negated, and ’yo’ was
extracted as the medical concept ’CDR2 gene’, rather than ’year-old’.
Despite these limitations, MetaMap is benchmarked, well documented and is widely used by the
research community making test replication much more feasible. Running MetaMap on a standard
desktop computer is not feasible for large (>100,000) document collections, because of the time
required to process each document, however the MEDLINE document collection is already provided
in MMO format (MetaMap Output)1, making it possible to utilise medical concept extraction across
1https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MMBaseline/index.shtml. Accessed 10/10/2018
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the whole of MEDLINE. For these reasons, MetaMap is employed for this task. Medical concept
extraction, although not the focus of this work, still represents an important variable in the answer
retrieval process and is discussed further in Section 8.4.
Key Points
MetaMap is used in this evaluation to convert the patient cases to disorder-centric
concepts. Despite a variety of errors, including mis-allocations of concepts and
omitted concepts, it still provides a benchmarked, accessible tool that can be used
across the research community.
8.2.2 Data Sets
A dataset is denoted as the consolidated semantic evidence store in Figure 8.1. A single dataset
consists primarily of a single table in an SQL database that stores (1) The related concepts found in the
source corpus by the specified RE method; (2) The document the relationship was found in (i.e., the
PMID); and (3) The type of disorder-centric relationship (i.e, symptom, test, treatment or co-occurring
disorder). A dataset is therefore a function of the source of the data and the RE method used to extract
relationships from the source.
The method used to extract relationships from the source data is an independent variable in this
experiment. The existing RE methods are described in detail in Section 7.3 and the optimal LSTM
model is selected and described in Section 7.5.1. The better of the two co-occurrence models are used
for this work, i.e., where bestMatch=false. The selected RE methods for the evaluation conducted in
this chapter are therefore: (1) Co-occurrence -bestMatch=false; (2) SemRep; (3) PASMED; and (4)
LSTM.
Key Points
The selected RE methods for answer retrieval evaluation are: (1) Co-occurrence
-bestMatch=false; (2) SemRep; (3) PASMED; and (4) optimal LSTM model.
The source of medical information that is used by the relationship extraction methods is also an
independent variable in this research. As described in Section 7.3, two data sources are employed: (1)
Full MEDLINE; and (2) The 2014 open access subset of PubMed Central that is specified in the 2014
TREC CDS challenge (Simpson et al., 2014a), referred to as OA-Subset2014. This subset is related to
both of the test collections that are used in this work, i.e. the 2014 and 2015 CDS topic sets, which are
discussed below in Section 8.2.3. OA-Subset2014 consists of MEDLINE full text documents; some of
which are relevant to the cases. However, in this work, only the abstracts and titles are used for answer
retrieval.
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Key Points
The selected data sources for answer retrieval evaluation are: (1) MEDLINE and
(2) OA-Subset2014. Only the abstract and titles are included in evidence.
Except for the dataset derived from the LSTM RE method, all other datasets are prepared according
to the methods specified in Section 7.3 with statistics reported in Figure 8.1. The LSTM dataset was
generated specifically for this experiment and is described in detail next.
LSTM Model Data Set
The LSTM dataset, denoted LSTM-OAS, is based on relationships derived from the OA-Subset2014
corpus using the optimal LSTM RE method selected in Section 7.5.1. To create the dataset: (1) The
MEDLINE-2015 MetaMap2 output files were parsed and OA-Subset2014 documents extracted; (2)
For each MetaMapped MEDLINE document, candidate disorder-centric relationships were identified.
These are relationships between a disorder and a: (i) symptom; (ii) medical test; (iii) treatment; or
(iv) other disorder. Candidates can occur within a single sentence or where the disorder is found in
the previous sentence or the title. (3) Label input files, specified in the correct format for labelling
by the optimal LSTM method (LSTM-DL model in Table 7.7), were constructed for each candidate
relationship (see Section 6.5.3 for a detailed description of the construction of the label file); (4) Each
candidate relationship label file was then input to the LSTM model classifier and labelled with the
results written to a final relationship output file; (5) Because there were often many relationship label
files for the same relationship, within the same document, the label results had to be consolidated for
each relationship. The method used was to average the label scores for the same relationship found
within the same document and assign a relationship only where this average exceeded 0.5. This figure
is in line with the classifier’s binary approach and provided a repeatable, clear baseline. Higher cut-offs
were trialled, however these had a detrimental impact on answer recall. Exploring and tuning the
cut-off could improve the answer retrieval results for this method and was left for future research. All
assessed relationship were uploaded to the consolidated semantic evidence store. The final dataset
specification is provided in Table 8.1.
8.2.3 Test collection
The test collection used to evaluate the answer retrieval performance of the various scorers is the 2014
and 2015 TREC CDS topic collections (Simpson et al., 2014a,b) consisting of 30 topics each. These
two topic sets were chosen because of the pertinence to this task: (1) The topics are represented as
detailed or summarised patient cases; (2) The targeted search corpus was MEDLINE and in particular
the open access subset of MEDLINE utilised in this work. it is important to mention that the full
text documents were available for the challenge, not just the abstracts and titles that are used in this
work. This means that it is uncertain whether answers pertaining to each case’s diagnosis exists in our
corpus. The commitment made by the TREC organisers was that relevant documents that would help
2https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MMBaseline/index.shtml . Accessed 10/10/2018
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the clinician with the case, could be found in the corpus; (4) The intended diagnoses (i.e., answers)
were provided for some of the topics, others were derived as explained here.
Key Points
60 patient cases, taken from the 2014 and 2015 TREC CDS challenges are
used for evaluation. Full-text documents were provided for the original TREC
challenge, which means that because we only use citations, there is no guarantee
that answers can be found for all questions in the evidence.
The Gold Answer Set
Working diagnoses were provided for 2015 TREC CDS questions 11 through 30 (Task B), however
questions 1 to 10 were missing. The diagnoses for questions 1 to 10 were provided by the TREC
organisers after the challenge was completed and forwarded to us by Goodwin and Harabagiu (2016),
who used them for their work. The diagnoses for the TREC 2014 topic set were requested from the
TREC organisers at the US National Institute of Health3. An original topic creator was assigned to
annotate the topics with the differential diagnoses and the final reviewed set were provided to us4. The
combination of these 3 groups of diagnoses together represent the gold standard answers for each case.
The cases, together with their corresponding gold answers, can be found in Appendix C.
The Silver Answer Set
One of the problems faced by answer retrieval systems is synonymous answers. Although an important
reason for using medical concepts, rather than words, is to avoid the many ways in which the same
medical phenomena can be described, for example high blood pressure and hypertension, the UMLS
concept set is also comprised of concept synonyms, hypernyms (concepts with a broader meaning) and
hyponyms (concepts with a more specific meaning). This is because UMLS comprises many different
medical ontologies, such as MeSH5 and SNOMED CT6, which can provide overlapping concepts.
This can complicate answer retrieval where a specific answer for a case is set to one or more specified
concepts. Take, for example, the gold diagnosis, Epiglottitis, for case 13 in the 2015 topic set. The
UMLS concept ID (CUI) for Epiglottitis is C0014541. However, in the UMLS collection, there are a
number of related concepts:
• Acute epiglottitis without mention of obstruction, C0396041, is classified as Epiglottitis
• Supraglottitis, C0749165, is classified as Epiglottitis
• Acute epiglottitis, C0155814, is classified as Epiglottitis
3https://www.nih.gov/. Accessed 10/10/2018
4We would like to thank Ellen Voorhees and Dina Demner Fushman, at the US National Library of Medicine for
organising, managing and paying for this work to be done, in support of this and future research
5https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html. Accessed 10/10/2018
6http://www.snomed.org/. Accessed 10/10/2018
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UMLS provides a means to identify synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms for UMLS concepts
using their MRREL table7, which relates concepts to one another with specified relationships. The re-
lationships of interest in our work are: (1) ”RL” meaning the relationship is similar or alike (synonym);
(2) ”RQ” meaning related and possibly synonymous (synonym); (3) ”SY” meaning source asserted
synonymy (synonym) and; (4) ”RN” meaning has a narrower relationship (hyponym). Hyponyms
are considered acceptable answers because this indicates that the diagnosis found is more specific
than the gold diagnosis provided. To construct the silver answer set, each gold answer was looked
up in the UMLS MRREL table and all related distinct concepts with a relationship type in the set
{RL,RQ,SY,RN} were added to the silver set. Both the silver and gold answer sets are provided for
each case in Appendix C.
Key Points
The silver answer set consists of synonyms and hyponyms of the gold answers,
for each case.
8.2.4 Evaluation Metrics
The purpose of the evaluation metrics is to be able to compare and analyse the answer-retrieval
performance of each system. We define an answer retrieval system to consist of a dataset and an answer
scorer, and given a specific patient case it provides a ranked list of answers. Ideally, an answer-retrieval
system would provide an answer to a question within the top few rankings and evaluation metrics
would be oriented towards this goal; however prior research has demonstrated (see Section 6.4.1) that
medical question answering(MQA) is a very challenging domain of general question answering, and
wide ranging answer rankings, even no answer rankings, may be expected. In such circumstances it is
important to (a) reward systems that do achieve target answer rankings, in the top 5 or 10, however it
is also important to be able to compare systems in their ability to be able to (b) provide an answer at
all and (c) provide an answer at a higher ranking than another system. These are the objectives of the
evaluation metrics selected for this work.
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
Typically, question answering is evaluated using Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) (Tsatsaronis et al.,
2012; Voorhees, 1999), defined as the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response is
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Also reported at the TREC Q&A track(Voorhees, 1999) is the number of questions for which no
answer was found anywhere in the ranking. We will refer to this as the not-found (NF) count. There
are two problems with MRR for our purposes. The first is that MRR completely omits the NF count.
This means that it is impossible to use MRR to distinguish between a system that finds an answer to 1
question in the question set or one that can find answers to all of the questions. The second problem is
that scoring is heavily biased towards answers ranked at positions 1,2 or 3, i.e. it utilises a very steep
rank discounting function. This is because the MRR curve is that of a geometric distribution indicating
the probability of finding the correct answer at each rank, e.g., if the correct answer is found at rank
2, the MRR is 0.5, whereas if the answer is found at rank 20, the MRR is 0.05. This is in keeping
with the objective of answer retrieval, i.e. that the answer is provided within the first few responses;
however, it is not helpful for understanding the much wider range of results that might be achieved
in MQA. For example if the results for 2 cases were rank 2 and rank 100, the MRR would be 0.255,
which one could easily misinterpret as two answers in the top 5 ranking. To avoid this problem, we
introduce a number of additional evaluation metrics to better meet the objectives set out in the opening
paragraph of this section.
Mean Reciprocal Root Rank (MRRR)
The purpose of MRRR is to alleviate the strong bias towards very high answer ranks. The square root
in MRRR (see Equation 8.2.4) provides an alternative, less steep rank discounting function to that of
MRR, that serves two purposes: (1) to reduce the absolute difference between high and low ranked
scores when compared with equivalent MRR scoring. This permits better visibility in movements
of lower ranking answers and; (2) to reduce the gradient of scores allocated to ranks, particularly in
the answer ranks 1 to 10. This re-directs the focus of evaluation to top 10, rather than top 3 answer










We are not aware of rank discounting functions that are used for answer retrieval, however other
discounting functions could also be considered; for example adapting the discounted cumulative gain
approach that is used for document retrieval. Because the MRRR function defined here meets the needs
of this work and also provides an easily understandable adjustment to the standard MRR function, it is
the metric selected; trialling of other discounting functions has been left for future work.
Key Points
One problem with MRR is that it is heavily biased towards the top 5 rank positions.
Taking the square root of the rank, i.e., MRRR, reduces the gradient of scores,
especially in ranks 1 to 10, encouraging top 10 results, not just top 5.
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Success Rate - Primary Evaluation Metric
Neither MRR nor MRRR provide any indication of the number of cases that could be provided with a
correct answer at any rank. The Success Rate (Success) is a metric that identifies the proportion of




where A is the number of cases for which a correct answer was found at any rank. The Success rate is
also particularly valuable when calculated at a particular rank, for example at rank=5 or rank=10. By
evaluating the Success rate of cases at these ranks, it is easy to identify which systems are meeting
certain thresholds of performance and for what proportion of the cases they are able to meet these




where Ar is the number of cases for which a correct answer was found at or above rank r. For example,
S@10 is the proportion of all cases where the system provides a correct answer between ranks 1 and
10. S@10 is the primary evaluation metric used in this work as it best aligns with the overall research
objective to ascertain the overall effectiveness of answer retrieval for medical case-based problems.
An effective answer retrieval system should be able to achieve a high S@10 result. In practical terms,
this would mean that a clinician would expect to find the correct answer to a case (assuming the
information exists) within the top 10 answers, for the greater majority of their cases. It is assumed
that skilled clinicians routinely weigh up differential diagnoses and can quickly discriminate between
likely answers. Confirming this assumption is left for future work. S@5 is also reported to differentiate
between two systems with similar S@10 results.
Key Points
The Success measures incorporates not-found data points into the evaluation of
answer retrieval so that a single measure can be used for overall effectiveness.
Success at rank 10 (S@10) is therefore the primary evaluation metric.
Summary Of Evaluation Metrics
The final evaluation metric set is:
1. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
2. Mean Reciprocal Root Rank (MRRR)
3. Success rate overall (Success)
4. Success rate at rank 10 (S@10) - primary metric
5. Success rate at rank 5 (S@5)
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8.3 Results
In this section, the empirical results are presented in the order they relate to the research questions:
The scorer results in Section 8.3.3; The RE method results in Section 8.3.4; The data source results in
Section 8.3.5 and; The case format results in Section 8.3.6.
Although all tests were run using both the silver and gold answer set, only results for the silver
answer set are reported and analysed in this chapter. The results for the gold answer sets are tabulated
for reference in Appendix D, and where the trends differ, to that of the silver answer set, the difference
is reported in the analysis. The silver answer results were selected because they provide a more realistic
use case, i.e., reporting either of two synonym concepts to a medical practitioner is of equal value,
and not providing an answer, even through it is a synonym of the correct answer, would be considered
incorrect. Reporting both result sets is overwhelming and adds little to the analysis.
Key Points
The results are reported for the silver answer set as this is the more realistic user
scenario. Gold answer results are tabulated in Appendix D, and any differences
that arise with the silver answer set are discussed in the analysis.
The silver answer set test results are reported in the four sub-sections to follow. In the next section
(8.3.1) all results are tabulated for the primary case format, i.e, summary case format, including for
all RE methods, scorers and data sources. The scorer parameter selection method and settings are
described in Section 8.3.2 . Then in sections 8.3.3 and 8.3.4, data pertaining to chapter research
questions RQ-8.1 and RQ-8.2 are analysed for the summary case format and using the OA-Subset2014
only. Research question RQ-8.3 is considered in Section 8.3.5, using both data sources. Finally, in
Section 8.3.6, the impact on answer retrieval performance of changing the case format is analysed
(RQ-8.4).
8.3.1 Tabulated Results
Answer retrieval results reported against each metric are shown in Table 8.2. The results are listed
by dataset, by RE method and by scorer. Because scorers can be used either with or without PRF,
both cases are shown. The best results within each dataset are emboldened. The average rank is also
provided in the raw data table, however this metric is not used in further analysis because it cannot be
averaged across results which contain non-ranking cases.
8.3.2 Parameter Selection
There are four scorers, which have parameters in addition to PRF. The parameters are:
• k1 parameter for the abBM25 and LOS-abBM25 scorers, which controls the impact of the
relationship frequency on the score
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Table 8.2: Tabulated results data across all evaluation metrics for case format = Summary; evaluated
with the silver answer set. The results in the left hand column are without pseudo relevant feedback
whereas on the right they are with. The metrics from left to right are: S@10 = Success rate at rank
10, S@5 = Success rate at rank 5; Success = Success Rate; MRRR = Mean Reciprocal Root Rank;
MRR=Mean Reciprocal Rank; AR = Average Rank. The best results for each metric are emboldened
for each data source.
Scorers Without PRF Scorers With PRF
Model/Scorer S@10 S@5 Success MRRR∗ MRR∗ AR∗ S@10 S@5 Success MRRR∗ MRR∗ AR∗
Data Source: OA-Subset2014
Co-occur:
abTFIDF 0.1167 0.0500 0.8000 0.1553 0.0477 532.3 0.1333 0.1000 0.8333 0.1731 0.0916 571.7
abBM25 0.2000 0.1500 0.8000 0.2177 0.1151 501.5 0.1500 0.0667 0.8500 0.1796 0.0922 546.0
LOS 0.0667 0.0333 0.8000 0.1214 0.0292 652.0 0.1333 0.0833 0.8333 0.1376 0.0543 733.6
LOS/abTFIDF 0.0833 0.0667 0.8000 0.1408 0.0446 621.1 0.1167 0.1000 0.8167 0.1571 0.0830 750.0
LOS/abBM25 0.0833 0.0167 0.8000 0.1253 0.0305 623.5 0.1333 0.1167 0.8333 0.1621 0.0862 706.9
SemRep:
abTFIDF 0.2333 0.1667 0.4000 0.4301 0.2531 15.3 0.2167 0.1333 0.4000 0.3807 0.1897 17.4
abBM25 0.2333 0.2000 0.4000 0.4387 0.2631 24.3 0.2167 0.1500 0.4833 0.3255 0.1671 47.3
LOS 0.1833 0.1500 0.4000 0.3622 0.1876 21.5 0.2000 0.1167 0.6667 0.2762 0.1550 96.6
LOS/abTFIDF 0.2500 0.2000 0.4000 0.4964 0.3356 15.3 0.2167 0.1500 0.6333 0.3027 0.1746 96.7
LOS/abBM25 0.2500 0.1500 0.4000 0.4302 0.2593 16.5 0.2500 0.1833 0.5333 0.3826 0.2355 43.4
PASMED:
abTFIDF 0.2000 0.1500 0.5667 0.3698 0.2447 58.3 0.3000 0.1667 0.7167 0.2773 0.1370 134.1
abBM25 0.2833 0.1833 0.5667 0.4174 0.2826 56.1 0.2667 0.1667 0.7167 0.2842 0.1406 131.0
LOS 0.2833 0.1833 0.5667 0.3671 0.2196 59.5 0.2667 0.1500 0.5833 0.3477 0.2053 61.2
LOS/abTFIDF 0.2667 0.1667 0.5667 0.3708 0.2357 58.6 0.2667 0.2000 0.6167 0.3599 0.2217 58.8
LOS/abBM25 0.3000 0.2000 0.5667 0.3841 0.2432 58.7 0.2833 0.1833 0.5833 0.3560 0.2118 59.7
LSTM:
abTFIDF 0.1833 0.1500 0.8000 0.2733 0.1570 146.5 0.2667 0.1667 0.8667 0.2594 0.1377 169.8
abBM25 0.2333 0.2000 0.8000 0.2869 0.1658 145.6 0.3000 0.1833 0.8667 0.2690 0.1467 150.5
LOS 0.2500 0.2000 0.8000 0.2903 0.1786 216.2 0.2667 0.1333 0.8333 0.2592 0.1431 171.2
LOS/abTFIDF 0.2333 0.2000 0.8000 0.2781 0.1583 185.8 0.2667 0.1667 0.8667 0.2595 0.1513 180.9
LOS/abBM25 0.2333 0.2167 0.8000 0.2733 0.1561 204.1 0.2833 0.1667 0.8333 0.2736 0.1501 153.8
Data Source: MEDLINE
SemRep:
abTFIDF 0.3000 0.2167 0.7000 0.3830 0.2447 78.0 0.3333 0.2167 0.7167 0.3717 0.2358 87.6
abBM25 0.3667 0.2667 0.7000 0.4059 0.2639 80.1 0.3500 0.2667 0.7167 0.3809 0.2383 89.3
LOS 0.2833 0.1500 0.7000 0.3232 0.1841 93.8 0.2500 0.2000 0.8500 0.2505 0.1337 284.3
LOS/abTFIDF 0.3500 0.1833 0.7000 0.3508 0.2145 87.1 0.2667 0.2000 0.8500 0.2727 0.1532 255.5
LOS/abBM25 0.3000 0.2167 0.7000 0.3830 0.2447 78.0 0.3333 0.2167 0.7167 0.3717 0.2358 87.6
PASMED:
abTFIDF 0.3667 0.3167 0.8833 0.3874 0.2616 65.2 0.3667 0.2667 0.9167 0.3320 0.2197 324.3
abBM25 0.4000 0.3167 0.8833 0.3825 0.2483 62.3 0.3333 0.2333 0.9167 0.3077 0.1858 365.7
LOS 0.3833 0.2667 0.8833 0.3493 0.2072 105.3 0.4000 0.3000 0.8833 0.3578 0.2226 110.2
LOS/abTFIDF 0.3500 0.2333 0.8833 0.3440 0.2162 90.4 0.3500 0.2333 0.8833 0.3428 0.2183 105.0
LOS/abBM25 0.3833 0.2833 0.8833 0.3609 0.2239 96.8 0.4333 0.3667 0.8833 0.3733 0.2352 109.3
∗ All averages calculated for ranking results only
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• α parameter for the LOS, LOS-abBM25 and LOS-abTFIDF scorers, which shifts the score
weighting between having the maximum number of related concepts within one document or
having fewer than maximum.
• k and m for the PRF selection of concepts, denoting the optimal number of documents, to draw
concepts from, and the optimal number of concepts to add to the case respectively.
Because the scorers, RE methods and data sources were all independent variables, these four
parameters had to be optimised for each scorer, model and data source combination , to ensure a
fair comparison of results. Each parameter was optimised for the primary case format only, i.e.
summary format, and they were optimised in relation to the primary metric, S@10, using five fold
cross validation. Two methods were used. For single parameter optimisations, a sweep was used to
identify the best setting. For k1 the increments were 0.3 from 0 to 3. For alpha, the increments were
0.1 between 0.1 and 0.9. For multi-parameter optimisations, i.e. LOS-abBM25 (k1, α) and PRF (k, m),
a hill climbing approach was used to minimise the search space as much as possible. Note that for PRF
parameter optimisation, the optimised values of k1 and α , derived from the single parameter sweeps,
are used so that a three or four-way optimisation was not performed. For the PRF optimisations, the
document and concept increments were 5 across the ranges 0 to 40. For the k1 and α multi-parameter
optimisations, larger increments were used for practical reasons; the increment used for k1 was 0.5
between 0 and 5.5. The selected parameter values based on these optimisations are provided in Table
8.3.
8.3.3 Scorer Results Analysis
The first sub-question of the thesis research question, RQ-4, and the first chapter research question,
RQ-8.1, is to assess the effectiveness and impact of the scoring method (scorer) on answer retrieval
performance. The answer results by scorer for each RE method within the OA-Subset2014 data source
are graphed in Figure 8.3. The red-amber-green graphs in the left-hand column highlight changes to
S@5, S@10 and the Success rate by scorer for a specific RE method, with PRF not employed. The
colours refer to the proportion of results that are ranked in the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted),
above top 10 (amber) and not found (red). The corresponding box plots on the right-hand side compare
the MRRR results by scorer when used with (blue) and without (black) PRF, for the same model.
Minor variations appear in the graphs.
Red-Amber-Green (RAG) Graphs
RAG graphs (see Figure 8.3 for example ) highlight changes to S@5, S@10 and
the Success rate by x-axis variable. The colours refer to the proportion of results
that are ranked in the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber)
and not found (red).
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Table 8.3: Optimised parameter set by data source, RE method and scorer.
Test Configuration Parameters
Data Source RE method Scorer α k1 prf:k prf:m
MEDLINE PASMED abBM25 1.2 26 41
MEDLINE SemRep abBM25 0.3 26 1
OA-Subset2014 Co-occur abBM25 3.0 31 21
OA-Subset2014 LSTM abBM25 2.5 31 31
OA-Subset2014 PASMED abBM25 0.9 36 26
OA-Subset2014 SemRep abBM25 0.0 26 6
MEDLINE PASMED abTFIDF 26 36
MEDLINE SemRep abTFIDF 26 1
OA-Subset2014 Co-occur abTFIDF 36 21
OA-Subset2014 LSTM abTFIDF 26 26
OA-Subset2014 PASMED abTFIDF 41 26
OA-Subset2014 SemRep abTFIDF 26 1
MEDLINE PASMED LOS-abBM25 0.9 2.5 36 11
MEDLINE SemRep LOS-abBM25 0.8 2.5 26 16
OA-Subset2014 Co-occur LOS-abBM25 0.8 2.5 36 21
OA-Subset2014 LSTM LOS-abBM25 0.8 2.5 26 21
OA-Subset2014 PASMED LOS-abBM25 0.7 1.3 26 1
OA-Subset2014 SemRep LOS-abBM25 0.7 2.5 11 6
MEDLINE PASMED LOS-abTFIDF 0.7 26 6
MEDLINE SemRep LOS-abTFIDF 0.9 26 16
OA-Subset2014 Co-occur LOS-abTFIDF 0.9 26 16
OA-Subset2014 LSTM LOS-abTFIDF 0.8 26 26
OA-Subset2014 PASMED LOS-abTFIDF 0.1 21 6
OA-Subset2014 SemRep LOS-abTFIDF 0.8 36 21
MEDLINE PASMED LOS 0.9 26 6
MEDLINE SemRep LOS 0.8 26 16
OA-Subset2014 Co-occur LOS 0.8 36 21
OA-Subset2014 LSTM LOS 0.9 26 21
OA-Subset2014 PASMED LOS 0.6 26 1
OA-Subset2014 SemRep LOS 0.6 26 16
The one-way ANOVA analysis conducted on the results to identify the impact of different scorers
on each result metric (see Table 8.4) reveal only two significant differences. Further Tukey Honest
Significant Difference (TukeyHSD) analysis of these two significant results reveal: (1) The abBM25
scorer, employed without PRF with the co-occurrence RE method, generates a significantly better
MRR result when compared with that of the LOS-abBM25 (+6.2%, p=.0176) and LOS-abTFIDF
(+ 4.7%, p=.0203) scorers; (2) The LOS scorer, employed with PRF with the SemRep RE method,
generates a significant (66.7%) improvement in the Success rate when compared with the TFIDF
scorer (P=.0269). The silver and gold answer sets provided similar results, although no significant
differences were found in the gold answer set, between scorers.
The same analysis was conducted on scorers used with models in the MEDLINE data source.
These graphs are shown in Figure 8.4. For this data source, just two RE methods were tested (see
Section 8.2.2): SemRep and PASMED. Table 8.4 reveals the one-way ANOVA test results for the
scorer as single factor. No significant differences were found between scorers either assessed within
each RE method or across the models. This outcome did not change irrespective of whether PRF was
used.
In summary, the results across both data sources suggest that the scorers under consideration have
little or no significant impact on answer retrieval performance, either on a Success or a precision basis.
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(d) LSTM RE method
Figure 8.3: Results by scorer for each RE method using the OA-Subset2014 data source for the Summary case format tests.
The left hand graphs show the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top 10
(amber) and not found (red) for each scorer employed without PRF. Right hand graph shows box plots for the MRRR by
scorer where black=Without PRF and Blue=With PRF. The mean result is given as a large dot. Note that unlike the MRRR
reported in Table 8.2, non-ranking results are included and set to zero.
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(b) PASMED RE method
Figure 8.4: Results by scorer for each RE method using the MEDLINE data source for the Summary case format tests.
The left hand graphs show the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top 10
(amber) and not found (red) for each scorer employed without PRF. Right hand graph shows box plots for the MRRR by
scorer where black=Without PRF and Blue=With PRF. The mean result is given as a large dot. Note that unlike the MRRR
reported in Table 8.2, non-ranking results are included and set to zero.
Key Points
The proposed scoring methods have little or no significant impact on answer
retrieval performance, as measured by any of the evaluation metrics, for either the
gold or silver answer sets.
The impact of Pseudo Relevance Feedback
PRF, although not a scorer itself, can be considered an optional element of the scoring pipeline, which
can be toggled on or off for each scorer. In this analysis, one-way ANOVA tests were conducted on
all results with PRF as the binary factor. The p-values are reported in Table 8.5. The major impact
on answer retrieval performance of PRF is on the Success rate. Figure 8.5 highlights the changes
in the Success rate for both the MEDLINE and OA-Subset2014 data sources. Using PRF with the
scorers resulted in an 11.9% improvement in the Success rate across the OA-Subset2014 data source
(p=.0001) and a 6.9% improvement across MEDLINE (p=.0133). In practical terms, this means that
more answers could be retrieved from the same data source, irrespective of the RE method or scorer
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Table 8.4: p-values for one-way ANOVA significance tests to identify significant differences in the
answer retrieval results due to the scorer employed when used with or without PRF for the Summary
case format tests. The p-values are calculated for each RE method within each data source, as well
as across all RE methods with each data source. Significance tests are performed and reported for
all metrics using the ANOVA test and verified using the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test in case of
non-parametric test conditions. Metrics showing significant differences, i.e. < 0.05, are emboldened.
Scorers Without PRF Scorers With PRF
p-values
Data Source/Model S@10 S@5 Success MRRR∗ MRR S@10 S@5 Success MRRR MRR
Data Source: OA-Subset2014
Co-occur: 0.1360 0.0271 1.0000 0.7810 0.0117 0.9910 0.9080 0.9940 0.9070 0.9160
SemRep: 0.9090 0.9010 1.0000 0.8840 0.7420 0.9770 0.8850 0.0209 0.7820 0.7480
PASMED: 0.7620 0.9640 1.0000 0.9850 0.9740 0.9920 0.9630 0.3020 0.9920 0.8970
LSTM: 0.9300 0.9140 1.0000 0.9980 0.9960 0.9920 0.9650 0.9600 0.9980 0.9990
All models: 0.6500 0.5340 1.0000 0.7050 0.6650 0.9730 0.7490 0.8480 0.9620 0.8440
Data Source: MEDLINE
SemRep: 0.8620 0.2550 1.0000 0.7660 0.7370 0.6160 0.8350 0.0953 0.7260 0.6800
PASMED: 0.9850 0.8330 1.0000 0.9520 0.9260 0.8040 0.4510 0.9310 0.9460 0.9760
All models: 0.9280 0.3350 1.0000 0.7200 0.6560 0.9630 0.8910 0.5990 0.9850 0.9520
used.
Similar evaluations, except using the gold answer set rather than the silver answer set, found similar
significant improvements in the success rate, but also significant improvements in the primary metric,
S@10; using PRF with the scorers resulted in a 25% improvement in S@10 across the OA-Subset2014
data source (p=.0408), but no similar improvement for the MEDLINE data source.
Key Points
Augmenting the scorers with PRF significantly increases the numbers of answers
found (i.e. the Success rate) irrespective of the RE method or data source utilised.
8.3.4 Relationship Extraction Method Results Analysis
The second research question of this chapter (RQ-8.2) considers the impact of the RE method on
answer retrieval performance. Table 8.6 tabulates the results by model by data source as well as the
differences identified between the models. Applying one-way ANOVA tests to the data, with the
RE method as the factor, revealed that the RE method is a significant factor across all of the answer
retrieval metrics. The p-values for this analysis are provided in Table 8.7; further TukeyHSD analysis,
identifying model-to-model significant differences, is reported in Table 8.6. From this latter analysis
the primary differences in answer retrieval performance are highlighted.
Considering the OA-Subset2014 data source first, Figure 8.6 (a) graphs the comparison between
RE methods. The co-occurrence model is inferior to the other models in all respects, except the
Success rate. It has the worst S@5, S@10 and average MRRR and MRR. The LSTM method is the
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Table 8.5: p-values for one-way ANOVA significance tests to identify significant differences in the
answer retrieval results due to whether PRF is employed or not, within the Summary case format
test set. The p-values are evaluated within each data source and RE method as well as across all RE
methods. Significance tests are performed across all metrics. Metrics showing significant differences,
i.e. p< 0.05, are emboldened and verified using TukeyHSD. Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test is also
checked for significance agreement with the ANOVA p-values.
Data Source/Model S@10 S@5 Success MRRR MRR
Data Source: OA-Subset2014
Co-occur: 0.3830 0.1720 0.2920 0.4090 0.0731
SemRep: 0.7700 0.3740 0.0004 0.8080 0.8050
PASMED: 0.7830 0.9150 0.0549 0.6890 0.2850
LSTM: 0.1590 0.3380 0.0847 0.9630 0.7740
All models: 0.2770 0.6050 0.0001 0.8110 0.8210
Data Source: MEDLINE
SemRep: 0.3770 0.4150 0.0063 0.7330 0.6480
PASMED: 1.0000 0.9280 0.6020 0.5560 0.6890


































Rank top 5 Rank 6-10 Low Ranking Not Found
Figure 8.5: Stacked column chart showing the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green), top 10 (green
spotted), above top 10 (amber) and not found (red). The first two columns relate to results for the OA-Subset2014 data
source and the last two columns relate to the MEDLINE data source. Within each data source the left hand column denotes
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Table 8.7: p-values for one-way ANOVA significance tests to identify significant differences in the
answer retrieval results due to the RE method for both case formats. The P values are evaluated within
each data source. Significance tests are performed across all metrics. Metrics showing significant
differences, i.e. p< 0.05, are verified with TukeyHSD. Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test is also checked
for significance agreement with the ANOVA p-values.
p-values
Case format/Data Source S@10 S@5 Success MRRR MRR
Case format: Summary
OA-Subset2014: 2.81E-10 5.75E-07 2.00E-16 1.08E-10 3.97E-08
MEDLINE: 0.0106 9.26E-04 1.33E-10 9.36E-05 0.00271
Case format: Description
OA-Subset2014: 7.68E-06 1.10E-06 2.00E-16 2.42E-06 1.11E-04
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(b) MEDLINE data source
Figure 8.6: Results by RE method for each data source. The left hand graphs show the proportion of answers ranked within
the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber) and not found (red) for each RE method. The right hand
graph shows boxplots for the MRRR by RE method. The mean result is given as a large dot, where all cases are evaluated;
not-found results assigned 0. All results relate to the summary case format.
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best overall RE approach, despite having a slightly lower, but non-significant, primary metric score to
the PASMED method. The LSTM method was superior across all other metrics; most importantly,
its Success rate is 75.3% and 36.6% significantly better than the SemRep and PASMED methods,
respectively. As the RAG graph reveals, the gain in the Success rate enjoyed by the LSTM method
is primarily attributed to an increase in low ranking answers rather than the targeted top 10. Similar
trends were identified when the gold answer set was used for evaluation.
The graphed results for the MEDLINE data source are reported in Figure 8.6(b). The best method,
with significant improvement across all Success metrics, is the PASMED RE method, providing 22.8%
more correct answers within the top 10 and 40.8% more correct answers in the top 5, when compared
with SemRep. This improved precision is reflected in significant differences in MRR and MRRR. In
addition, PASMED also improves the overall Success rate by 18.9%.
In summary, this study found that the RE method was a significant factor impacting answer retrieval
performance, particularly for Success rate but also across all metrics depending on the data source
employed for evidence. For the smaller evidence source, OA-Subset2014, the LSTM method is
superior to all other methods, particularly in terms of the Success Rate. When the evidence source was
expanded to the whole of MEDLINE, the PASMED RE method was superior to SemRep across every
metric.
Key Points
The RE method is a significant factor impacting answer retrieval performance.
The LSTM is the best, overall RE method when using the OA-Subset2014 as
evidence and PASMED is better than SemRep for the MEDLINE data source.
8.3.5 Data Source Results Analysis
The third research question for this empirical study (RQ-8.3) is to assess the impact of the size of the
source of evidence on the answer retrieval performance. In this study there are two RE methods that
provide datasets for both the OA-Subset2014 and MEDLINE corpora: PASMED and SemRep. All
comparative testing was done between the data sources using only these two models so that all RE
methods were common to both sources. One way ANOVA tests, where the data source was set as the
factor, were performed and the outcome revealed that source is a significant factor for answer retrieval
performance. This was found across all metrics, with p-values less than 8.07E-06 for any specific
metric. The comparison of metrics by data source is presented in Table 8.8 and comparative graphs are
provided in Figure 8.7. These graphs show that the MEDLINE data source is considerably superior to
the OA-Subset2014 data source across all answer retrieval metrics. The improvements range from a
37.6% improvement in the primary metric, S@10, from an average of 0.2483 to 0.3417, to a 52.2%
improvement in Success rate from 0.5383 to 0.8192. Similar trends were found when evaluating the
metrics for the gold answer set.
To put this into perspective, the MEDLINE data source is around 35 times larger than the OA-
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Figure 8.7: Results by data source for common RE methods (SemRep and PASMED) for case format=Summary. The left
hand graph shows the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber)
and not found (red) for each data source. The right hand graph shows a boxplot for the MRRR by data source. The mean
result is given as a large dot, where all cases are evaluated; not-found results assigned 0
Table 8.8: Comparison of answer retrieval results by data source for both case formats. The difference
between the two models is provided directly, together with the significance (p-value range) calcu-
lated using TukeyHSD. The ranges are: *** p<0.001; **p<0.01 . The best figures by metric are
emboldened.
Case Format/Data Source S@10 S@5 Success MRRR MRR
Case format: Summary
MEDLINE: 0.3417 0.2408 0.8192 0.2800 0.1729
OA-Subset2014: 0.2483 0.1675 0.5383 0.1850 0.1029
∆(MEDLINE:OA-Subset2014): 37.6%∗∗∗ 43.8%∗∗∗ 52.2%∗∗∗ 51.4%∗∗∗ 68.0%∗∗∗
Case format: Description
MEDLINE: 0.2142 0.1508 0.8567 0.2086 0.1056
OA-Subset2014: 0.1400 0.1050 0.5200 0.1423 0.0705
∆(MEDLINE:OA-Subset2014): 53.0%∗∗∗ 43.7%∗∗∗ 64.7%∗∗∗ 46.6%∗∗∗ 49.8%∗
Subset2014 data source (see Table 8.1). If we started with the OA-Subset2014 document collection,
with a Success@10 rate of 0.2483, and incrementally added a further 675,000 documents; each
increment would add on average one percentage point, until after 34 additions, the S@10 would be
37.6% better.
Key Points
The size of the SML evidence source is a significant factor impacting answer
retrieval performance. Increasing the evidence source to MEDLINE improves all
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Figure 8.8: Results by case format for all data sources, RE methods and scorers. The left hand graph
shows the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green), top 10 (green spotted), above top
10 (amber) and not found (red) for each case format. The right hand graph shows a box plot for the
MRRR by case format. The mean result is given as a large dot, where all cases are evaluated; not-found
results assigned 0.
8.3.6 Case Format Results Analysis
The case format refers to the detail included within the case. In this study, two formats are tested:
Summary and description formats, of which an example of each is provided in Figure 8.2. To assess
the impact of the case format on answer retrieval performance (RQ-8.4) we firstly report results for a
direct comparison across all data sources, RE methods and scorers. Then we check that the factors
identified in the preceding analysis, relating to summary case format, have not changed.
Table 8.9 tabulates the average answer performance results by case format, together with the
difference and the significance of the change. These figures reveal that the summary case format is a
significantly better format to retrieve answers than the longer description format. This is true across all
answer retrieval performance metrics except for the Success rate, where it is 4.5% worse. However,
the small increase in not-found answers is offset by much larger increases in top 10 ranking answers
(+ 69.1%) from 0.1531 to 0.2589 and in overall precision represented by MRRR, which increases
by 31.8% from 0.1644 to 0.2167. The same trends are found, when evaluating results using the gold
answer set.
Key Points
The case format has a significant impact on answer retrieval performance. The
longer description case format results in a slightly higher Success Rate, but a
dramatically lower Success at rank 10 and 5. Overall, the summary case format is
the superior format for retrieving answers to case-based medical problems.
The case format has a significant impact on performance, but does it change the impact of the
factors? Starting with the impact of the data source, Table 8.8 reports the average results by metric for
each data source, together with the change in value. An ANOVA test conducted on the data reveals that
data source is a significant factor impacting all metrics (p-values 9.94E-04 or smaller, except MRR
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Table 8.9: Comparison of answer retrieval results by case format. The difference between the two
models is provided directly, together with the significance (p-value range) calculated using TukeyHSD.
The ranges are: *** P<0.001. The best figures by metric are emboldened.
Case Format S@10 S@5 Success MRRR MRR
Summary: 0.2589 0.1789 0.7264 0.2167 0.1263
Description: 0.1531 0.1047 0.7603 0.1644 0.0822
∆(Summary:Description): 69.1%∗∗∗ 70.8%∗∗∗ -4.5%∗∗∗ 31.8%∗∗∗ 53.6%∗∗∗
where p-value=.0210), which is similar to the results for the summary case format. To understand
whether data source has a similar impact on answer retrieval performance using either case formats,
we see whether the move from OA-Subset2014 data source to MEDLINE data source results in similar
changes to performance. This is graphed in Figure 8.9. This chart suggests that changes to case format
result in similar answer retrieval performance changes overall (around 51-52%), due to data source
across the metric set. There are a few notable changes. The summary case format enables a much
greater (68% vs 50%) gain in MRR when moving from the OA-Subset2014 to MEDLINE data source;
however, this improved precision is not at ranks below 10, where in fact the description case format
enables improved S@10 (53% vs 38%) when moving from the OA-Subset2014 to MEDLINE data
source. Also, the description case format promotes even greater gains in the Success rate (65% vs
52%), when moving from the OA-Subset2014 to MEDLINE data source.
Key Points
Changing the case format does not impact the direction or significance of answer
retrieval results when changing data sources. However, the description case format
accentuates the change in S@10 and in the Success rate and de-emphasizes the
change in MRR, when moving from the OA-Subset2014 to MEDLINE data source.
Figure 8.10 reveals the impact on answer retrieval performance metrics of changing the RE method
within the OA-Subset2014 data source, for both the summary (orange columns) and description (blue
columns) case formats. These graphs reveal similar changes across metrics for all the model changes
involving the co-occurrence RE method, i.e., all changes are in the same direction for both case formats.
Also, all of the changes are significant, as noted in Table 8.6. The evaluation results between the LSTM
and PASMED models was also very similar for the two case formats; however, between SemRep and
either LSTM or PASMED, switching case formats reversed some of the changes. it is important to note
however that for those RE method changes and metrics, there are few significant differences identified
(see Table 8.6) and therefore this variation should be treated with caution. The exceptions are: (i) the
MRRR difference between the LSTM and SemRep models when evaluated using the summary case
format; and (ii) the S@5 difference between the PASMED and SemRep models when evaluated using
the description case format. Although not significant, we speculate that using the description case



































Figure 8.9: Comparison chart showing the percent change in answer retrieval performance between
the MEDLINE and OA-Subset2014 data sources (y-axis). This is presented across all answer retrieval
metrics (x-axis). The case format is represented by the blue (Summary) and orange (Description)
columns to demonstrate differences in data source impact. The average differences across all metrics
are also provided.
PASMED RE methods.
The equivalent graph (Figure 8.11) for the MEDLINE data source, where just SemRep and
PASMED are tested, reveals that the description case format results in similar answer retrieval perfor-
mance changes as a result of RE method change, to that of the summary case format.
Key Points
Changing the case format does not impact the direction or significance of answer
retrieval results when changing RE methods.
Finally, with respect to changes to the scorers, the case format has no bearing. In both cases there
are no significant differences found between the results by scorer. Analysis of the impact of PRF
on answer retrieval results for the description case format shows similar, but weaker impact, to that
of the summary case format. When an ANOVA analysis is performed across the OA-Subset2014
data source, with PRF as the binary factor, there is no significant difference found across any answer
retrieval metric including for the Success rate (p=0.0788), whereas significance was found for the
Success rate using the summary case format. However, for the MEDLINE dataset, PRF is a factor for
the Success rate (p=0.0211). Figure 8.12 graphs the change in PRF for the description case format,
for both datasets. The addition of PRF to the scorers improves the Success rate by 5.6% for answer
retrieval using the MEDLINE data source.



















































































































































Figure 8.10: Comparison between case formats (blue column=Summary, orange column=Description)
of the impact of RE method changes on the performance metrics for the OA-Subset2014 data source.
The y-axis represents the percentage change in metric as a result of the model change, where the graph
title displays the from:to RE method. For example in the first graph, the co-occur RE method results in






































Figure 8.11: Comparison between case formats (blue column=Summary, orange column=Description)
of the impact of RE method changes on the performance metrics for the MEDLINE data source,
consisting of PASMED and SemRep models only. The y-axis represents the percentage change in
metric as a result of the model change from SemRep to PASMED.
Key Points
Changing the case format does not impact the answer retrieval results when
comparing relationship scoring methods. i.e., there remains no significant
differences. PRF remains a factor, but only for the MEDLINE data source, when
evaluating answer retrieval performance using the description case format.
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 How Does the Scorer Impact Answer Retrieval Performance?
The results indicate that the scorer has no impact on answer retrieval performance, which is a surprising
outcome because the scorer is the sole method by which scores are generated and answer rankings
constructed. The graph depicted in Figure 8.13 emphasises the similarity of results across scorers
when aggregated for S@10, S@5 and the Success rate for all data sources and RE methods for the
summary case format. There are also no statistical differences across any evaluation metric and as
reported in the results Section 8.3.3, only two isolated differences occur at a within-RE method level.
Before we consider why the scorers don’t appear to impact the answer retrieval performance, we firstly
consider whether performance could be impacted outside of the evaluation metric set.
The Success rate evaluation metrics capture large scale rank movements, i.e between the number
of cases answered within the top 5, 10 or beyond this; however, they may hide changes on a case-
by-case level. For example one scorer may identify the answer for cases 1 and 2 at ranks 20 and
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Top_5 6_to_10 Low	Ranking Not	Found
Figure 8.12: Stacked column chart showing the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green),
top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber) and not found (red). The first two columns relate to
results for the OA-Subset2014 data source and the last two columns relate to the MEDLINE data
source. Within each data source the left hand column denotes results without PRF and the right hand
column with PRF. All results relate to the Description case format tests.
Figure 8.13: Stacked column chart showing the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green),
top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber) and not found (red) by scorer for all RE methods, all data
sources and case format = Summary
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30, whereas another may identify the answers at ranks 30 and 20. Across all questions, the mean
rank may change little, thereby also not impacting MRR or MRRR, but the rank-by-case may still
change substantially. To assess changes in rank by question we compare the similarity of the rank
vectors, between different scorers, using cosine similarity. This is achieved by converting rank results
for a specific test configuration (i.e. Test configuration= case format + data source + RE method +
scorer + hasPRF) to a vector of 60 ordered (by case) MRRR results; one MRRR vector per scorer. We
use MRRR because it is a normalised value, set to zero for cases where the answer is not found (i.e.
infinite rank ∼ zero MRRR). The cosine similarity between two scorer MRRR vectors, S1, S2, is then
calculated as:
Rank(MRRR) similarity = cos(S1,S2) =
S1 ·S2
||S1|| ||S2|| (8.5)
Where S1 · S2 is the dot product of the two vectors, S1 and S2, and ||S1|| and ||S2|| are the
magnitudes of each vector. Because MRRR is always positive, the resulting cosine similarity lies
between 0 and 1 where 0 indicates the rank results between the two vectors are maximally dissimilar
and 1 means they are the same.
Table 8.10 lists the cosine similarity scores between scorers, within each RE method dataset.
These similarities are graphed in Figure 8.14 for all scorer combinations, using either the MEDLINE
or OA-subset2014 data sources. The graph indicates that scorers generally have a small impact on
Rank(MRRR) similarity, i.e. within 20% difference in Rank(MRRR) similarity between any two
scorers. For the OA-Subset2014 data source, most of the scorer comparisons reveal minimal rank
difference between the two scorers (i.e. similarity between the scorer results > 90%), especially
between scorers within the LOS family or between abTFIDF and one of the LOS family of scorers.
However, the rank(MRRR) generated by the abBM25 scorer is on average 18% different when
compared with the LOS family of scorers. This graph also highlights the major difference between
Rank(MRRR) similarity between data sources; the results for MEDLINE (in blue) show much wider
variation in similarity results (across RE methods), in particular for the same abBM25-LOS family
of scorers. This is likely to be as a result of the considerably larger evidence store, resulting in a
wider range of possible answers and answer scores. The data source comparison also reveals that for
the larger MEDLINE data source the average rank(MRRR) differences between the abBM25:LOS-
based scorer combinations remain the same or reduce slightly, but for the abTFIDF:Los-based scorer
combinations, the Rank(MRRR) similarity differences increase . One explanation for this opposing
pattern is that as the quantity of relationships increase in the evidence store, the ability to optimise the
impact of relationship quantity in abBM25 , via the k1 parameter, maintains a fairly constant difference
with the LOS scorers; however, abTFIDF cannot do this, and so the differences with the LOS scorers
expands. This hypothesis could be tested by setting k1 to zero and re-running the tests, however these
findings are non-significant, and not central to our research, and so are left for future research.
In summary, Rank(MRRR) similarity reveals only small rank differences between scorers, which
accords with the minimal differences in other metrics found between scorers. On this basis we will
now consider why there is so little difference between the scorers, in terms of impact on the answer
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Table 8.10: Cosine Similarity comparison between the MRRR ranking vectors of each scorer, by RE
method (in columns). For all comparisons, case format = summary and PRF is switched off.
RE method
From scorer: To Scorer LSTM Co-occur SemRep PASMED
Data Source = OA-Subset2014
abBM25:abTFIDF 0.97 0.92 0.84 0.95
abBM25:LOS 0.89 0.72 0.73 0.88
abBM25:LOS-abTFIDF 0.88 0.75 0.78 0.92
abBM25:LOS-abBM25 0.87 0.75 0.75 0.89
abTFIDF:LOS 0.80 0.82 0.85 0.88
abTFIDF:LOS-abTFIDF 0.78 0.88 0.91 0.95
abTFIDF:LOS-abBM25 0.77 0.85 0.89 0.91
LOS:LOS-abTFIDF 0.98 0.95 0.90 0.96
LOS:LOS-abBM25 0.97 1.00 0.96 0.99
LOS-abTFIDF:LOS-abBM25 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96













Ranking similarity also varies minimally between scorers.
It is of course possible that the testing is under-powered, and that the changes that are seen in
metrics between scorers would be significant if more cases were tested for each test configuration
(i.e., Test configuration= case format + data source + RE method + scorer + hasPRF). However, even
when assessed across multiple RE methods and across data sources, thereby increasing the sample
sizes, the comparative results still remain non-significant. This would lend more weight to the outcome
being correct, i.e., that the impact on answer retrieval performance due to different relationship scoring
methods is minimal.
Certainly one of the metrics, the Success rate, is independent of the scorer and therefore can be
removed from this discussion because it is clear why scorers have no bearing on it. The Success
rate metric is a ratio of cases where the answer is found at any rank versus not found at all. Correct
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Figure 8.14: Box plot of rank(MRRR) similarity between scorers by Data Source. Blue box plots
show the results for data-source=MEDLINE and black results for data-source=OA-Subset2014. All
combinations of scorers provide the x-axis labels. The large dot shows the mean similarity for each
scorer combination. For all comparisons, case format = summary and PRF is switched off.
answers are not found because of content differences between the concepts in the case and the concept
relationships found in the corpus. If either, the answer disorder is missing from the dataset, or, no
relationship exists between the answer disorder and any of the case concepts, then the answer cannot
be found. The case concepts are fixed, but the relationships present in the evidence dataset depend
wholly on the RE method and the data source. Therefore, we don’t expect the scorer to have an impact
on the Success rate except where it modifies the available case concepts, for example when PRF is
employed. But in this discussion, we are only interested in the difference between scorers, and why
they don’t appear to have a significantly different impact on answer retrieval performance in terms of
answer rank metrics, i.e. S@10, S@5, MRRR and MRR.
The most obvious explanation to account for this surprising outcome is that the scorers are in fact
similar; employing similar variables and consolidations to perform the scoring calculation. Table
8.11 lists the variables (including parameters) that are utilised by each of the scorers. There is a lot
of overlap between the scorers, however there is also a clear difference between the LOS family of
scorers and the answer based TFIDF/BM25 scorers. The LOS scorers operates at a document level by
considering the dependency between concepts that are present within the case, whereas the answer
based TFIDF/BM25 relationship scoring methods score each concept independently, irrespective of
the document and whether or not the concepts are found together. The LOS scorer also makes no
use of the diagnosis frequency (Gc) and utilises a completely independent parameter. Despite these
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RF(c,g) # times case concept c, found in a rela-
tionship with diagnosis, g
X X X X
Gc # of diagnoses, Gc, that case concept c
relates to
X X X X
G # diagnoses in evidence X X
k1 abBM25 parameter that weights
RF(c,g)
X X
n(i,g) # documents that have i case concepts
related to diagnosis g
X X X
α LOS parameter that weights n(i,g)
where i is/not the maximum
X X X
important differences, the answer retrieval performance results remain similar across all rank metrics,
even between these two scoring approaches. This would indicate that document boundaries have little
bearing on scoring and that diagnosis frequency, i.e., the number of distinct concepts related to each
diagnosis, is far less important than relationship frequency, i.e., the number of relationships between
the case concepts and the diagnosis.
Relationship frequency underlies all of the scorers, albeit indirectly for LOS, and if we assume that
it is the overwhelming factor impacting scorer rank, then indeed, all of the scorers will generate similar
results. This is the most likely reason to account for the similarity between scorers and could be tested
by comparing a scorer that uses relationship frequency alone to assign answer rank with the other
scorers. If this is the case, then relationship redundancy in the dataset will play the most important
factor in answer selection.
Key Points
It is likely that the relationship scoring methods produce similar answer retrieval
results because they all utilise relationship frequency, either directly or indirectly;
if this is the case, then relationship redundancy is likely to have the greatest
bearing on answer ranking.
8.4.2 The Significant Factors Affecting Answer Retrieval Performance
The results in sections 8.3.4, 8.3.5 and 8.3.3 indicate that the RE method, data source and PRF are
significant factors in answer retrieval performance. In this section we investigate why these factors are
significant and how they impact answer retrieval performance. The first step in this discussion is to
investigate the underlying elements that link the factors to the performance results. This is achieved
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next by the introduction of a model to describe dataset properties. After introducing this model, the
discussion investigates the connection between each of the factors described above and their ability to
impact answer retrieval performance.
Data Set Property Model
A dataset is the combination of an RE method that generates relationship evidence and the data source
from which evidence is drawn. Given that the scorers have no significant impact on answer retrieval
performance, it is the datasets which are directly responsible for the results. Once created, each dataset
is unique, with a fixed set of properties that define it. Table 8.1 lists a number of these properties. We
posit there are three important dataset properties that help to explain the link between the factors (RE
method, data source and PRF) and answer retrieval performance:
• Validity: The proportion of relationships in the dataset that are valid according to the source
evidence documents. The RE method, including concept extraction, is solely responsible for the
validity of the dataset. Invalid relationships can occur where the wrong concept is labelled or an
invalid relationship is identified. PRF has no bearing on the validity of a dataset. The validity of
a dataset is very difficult to determine, without manual inspection by a clinician.
• Range: A measure of the number of distinct relationships that can be found in evidence. Both the
data source and the RE method impact this dataset property and although PRF does not impact
the dataset directly, it extends the virtual range of the dataset for a given case, by expanding the
number of possible case concept relationships that can relate to the correct answer, for the same
dataset. The number of distinct relationships, distinct disorders (possible answers) and distinct
related concepts, together reported in Table 8.1, provides a macro estimate of the range of each
dataset.
• Redundancy: The redundancy of relationships is the quantity of the same relationship that is
found in the dataset. Redundant relationships arise within a single source document, where
the same relationship is found multiple times, or across source documents, where the same
relationship is found. Both the data source and the RE method impact redundancy. The data
source defines the ultimate boundaries that are possible for the quantity (and range) of each
relationships that can be found. The RE method will find a proportion of this maximum. The
better the RE method, the higher this proportion is and the greater the redundancy (and range)
will be for the given data source. PRF has no impact on the redundancy of a dataset. The number
of relationships per distinct relationship, reported in Table 8.1, provides a macro estimate of the
redundancy of each dataset.
These three dataset properties are shown in a relationship chart in Figure 8.15, which will be re-
ferred to in the remainder of this discussion. In the next sections we analyse how the dataset properties
relate to answer retrieval performance.











Figure 8.15: Diagram showing the relationship between the dataset properties: validity, range and
redundancy.
Key Points
Three key dataset properties link answer retrieval performance to the RE
method, data source and PRF factors: (i) Validity of relationships; (ii) Range of
relationships; and (iii) Redundancy of relationships.
Success, Rank and Data Set Properties
Answer retrieval performance can be distilled into two independent objectives: (1) Success - the ability
to find correct answers for all cases and; (2) Rank - the ability to find the correct answer within the top
5 or 10 answers provided. The dataset properties impact these objectives in a number of ways. The
Success rate is solely impacted by the range of a dataset. For any particular case, the range governs
whether relationships exist between the case concepts and the correct answer (disorder). If even one
such relationship exists, then the correct answer will be ranked, otherwise no answer will be found.
The range can also impact rank: The greater the number of distinct concepts in the case that are
related to the correct answer in the dataset, the more weight a scorer can assign to the correct answer.
However, achieving a good rank requires more than a good range. Having at least one concept in
the case related to the correct answer is a pre-requisite for ranking, however to rank well (top 5 or
top 10) requires both validity and the right balance of relationship redundancy for each case. Having
too many invalid relationships can crowd-out the correct answer with not just wrong answers, but
invalid answers, i.e., diagnoses that are invalidly related to the case concepts through RE method errors.
It is likely the poor ranking co-occurrence RE method suffers from this problem. Having too few
relationships with the correct answer can also mean that the correct answer is crowded-out, but this
time by valid, yet incorrect, answers that have higher redundancy in the dataset. The best datasets
will have 100% validity as invalid relationships can only hinder the ranking process. But what about




Validity, the proportion of relationships that are valid within a dataset, can
impacting the ability of the scorers to rank accurately by crowding out valid and
correct answers with invalid answers.
it is easy to see how the evidence store can have a redundancy bias towards popular research topics,
including disorders, tests and treatments, where relationships found for these popular topics have much
higher redundancy. We hypothesise that when the scorer attempts to score cases that are related to
these popular topics, there is likely to be a redundancy bias that may crowd-out the correct answer. To
test this hypothesis we performed two tests.
In the first test, we collected data on the redundancy of each disorder and then tested to see if the
rank of disorder answers, generated by a scorer, was strongly aligned to the redundancy, which would
suggest that the answer rank is being biased by redundancy. it is important to note that disorder redun-
dancy is fixed and independent of any case - it includes all relationships to all concepts, irrespective of
those in a particular case. The measure of redundancy was represented in two ways: (1) the distinct
number of relationships between a disorder and any other related concept and (2) the total number
of relationships between a disorder and any other related concept. We ran the test using the LSTM
RE method with the OA-Subset2014 data source, without PRF for summary case format using the
abTFIDF scorer. Any scorer could have been used, as there are no significant differences between them.
The results of this test are reported in Figure 8.16 and indicate that on average, disorders are selected
at better ranks if they have higher redundancy (either in terms of total relationship quantity or distinct
relationship quantity). ANOVA tests indicate that ranking groups are significantly related to both
the number of relationships and the number of distinct relationships (p<2e-16 for both). TukeyHSD
analysis reveals that all ranking groups are significantly different from each other, also for both distinct
and total relationships.
Key Points
Redundancy, as measured by the either the distinct, or total, number of relation-
ships with each potential answer diagnosis, is a significant factor impacting the
ability of the scorers to rank accurately. Scorers are biased towards ranking
answers (diagnoses) higher up in the ranking if they have higher redundancy,
irrespective of the correct answer.
In the second test we report the ranking and redundancy, but only for the correct answer within
each case. The purpose of this test is to ascertain whether correct answers can only be ranked highly
if they also have high redundancy. This would indicate that answer disorders with low redundancy
are crowded out of higher ranks by incorrect disorders with higher redundancy. Figure 8.17 plots the
answer rankings across the summary case set in descending order of correct answer rank. Overlaid is
the redundancy, expressed as either total or distinct numbers of relationships for the answer (disorder).
This graph strongly suggests that although not universal, cases where the answers are found at the best
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Figure 8.16: Box plots of the number of relationships (left) and number of distinct relationships (right)
associated with rank groupings (x-axis) generated with the TFIDF scorer for all summary cases using
the LSTM RE method with the OA-Subset2014 data source, without PRF. The large dot is positioned
at the mean.
rankings (below 5 or 10), typically occur when they have high redundancy. If the correct answer is a
disorder with low redundancy, they typically occur in rankings greater than 50. There are of course
exceptions to this, for example cases 21, 40 and 22 all have relatively low redundancy, but are found
in the top 10. Because there are only 60 data points, the relationship between a ranking group (same
as those used in test 1) and redundancy is not as significant (p= 0.0003 for all relationships and p=
6.11e-05 for distinct relationships, assessed using ANOVA) as for the first test; however, the average
redundancy for the top 5 rank group is significantly different to every other rank group except for the
rank 6 to 10 group when comparing distinct relationships (assessed using TukeyHSD).
Key Points
Relationship redundancy also crowds out the correct answers. Scorers are less
likely to be able to rank correct answer (diagnoses) in the top 10, if the rela-
tionship redundancy of the answer diagnosis is low compared with other diagnoses.
Given these results, one would expect to find many incorrect, highly redundant disorders in the top
10 rankings across the cases. By identifying common top-10 disorders present in multiple cases we
found that 83 disorders, out of 33,196 disorders in the dataset, accounted for 76.5% (459/600) of all top
10 rankings across the test results, and that 12 disorders are ranked in the top 10 for 10 or more cases.
These 12 disorders are reported in Table 8.12 together with their redundancy values and redundancy
ranking. The table also highlights the problem with invalid and generic disorders, i.e. disorders that
are so general that they provide no diagnostic value. This problem is discussed further in Section 8.4.3.
The findings from these tests are limited and warrant further investigation using alternative scorers
and RE methods to confirm whether redundancy bias is common across RE methods, data sources and
scorers. If this is the case then identifying ways of re-distributing redundancy within the datasets or
re-designing scorers to better account for these biases might prove to be a successful way of improving
the rank results. This research has been left for future work.
Returning to our discussion on Success, rank and dataset properties; so far we have identified range
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Figure 8.17: Plot of Rank of answer versus Redundancy. Graph showing the rank (red columns -
primary y-axis) by Case number (x-axis) in ascending order of rank. Overlaid and using the secondary
y-axis are the two line graphs of the number of relations found for that answer disorder in blue and
the number of distinct relations found for that answer disorder, in grey. The answer rankings were
produced using the abTFIDF scorer, with PRF switched off, using the dataset generated with the
LSTM RE method on the OA-Subset2014 data source for all cases with summary format.
Table 8.12: Disorders identified in the top 10 ranking for 10 or more cases out of 60. The redundancy
figures are provided as a total relationship count for the disorder together with the ranking of that count
for all disorders(33,196). These figures are extracted from the same test setup as for Figure 8.16.
Redundancy
Total relationships Distinct Relationships
Disorder # cases Number Rank Number Rank
USED BY (ATTRIBUTE) 30 67,785 1 10,511 1
4+ ANSWER TO QUESTION 23 32,282 9 7,071 6
PAIN 21 26,516 12 5,622 11
FOLLOW-UP 20 26,659 11 6,141 8
INFECTIOUS DISEASE 19 56,991 2 7,700 4
DETECTED 18 53,793 4 9,001 2
EXAMINED 15 34,655 8 6,825 7
LESION 13 43,101 6 8,609 3
COUGH 12 5,371 108 1,856 103
ABDOMINAL PAIN 10 4,613 132 1,710 123
VOMITING 10 5,195 114 1,791 114
29+ 10 10,900 42 3,751 31
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Figure 8.18: Box plot of MRRRa f graphed by RE method and data source (Black = OA-Subset2014
and Blue=MEDLINE), excluding cases where answers were not found, with PRF switched off and
case format set to summary.
as the sole determinant of the Success rate and validity and redundancy as a key determinants of rank;
however range also has a bearing on rank. The primary rank metric, MRRR, is evaluated across all
cases, irrespective of whether the answer is found or not and MRRR is set to zero (rank=infinity),
where the answer is not found. This is appropriate for common comparisons between result sets
because for the purpose of our primary use-case (i.e., a clinician searching for answers), finding no
correct answer is equivalent to the worst performance, i.e. zero. However, for our analysis purposes,
this means that MRRR incorporates both rank and Success within the same measure whereas we would
like to clearly delineate the capability of a dataset to rank, where it has adequate range to find the
correct answer for the case. To assess rank alone, we need to exclude non-answered cases from the
MRRR evaluation. We have called this modified MRRR metric MRRRa f where af stands for answer
found. A revised MRRRa f graph is shown in Figure 8.18 for each RE model for both data sources, and
the underlying data and significance of the differences between models and data sources is provided in
Table 8.13. We turn our focus now to the OA-Subset2014 rank and Success results.
MRRRa f
This is MRRR, but only evaluated for cases where the correct answer is found,
i.e., there are no zero values. This measure focuses on rank alone and excludes
the impact of limited answer range of the dataset.
One of the largest evidence stores for OA-Subset2014, both in terms of relationship redundancy
(95m relationships) and range (6.9m distinct relationships), is generated with the co-occurrence RE
method. Because this dataset contains a good range of valid relationships, it has a high Success rate
(83%). However, it also has the worst performing answer retrieval model in terms of ranking, as
demonstrated in Figure 8.18. The dataset property relationship diagram in Figure 8.15 indicates that
this could be a result of poor redundancy or poor validity. Given the large quantity of relationships
found in the co-occur dataset, we assert that the ranking problem is one of poor validity, which would
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Table 8.13: Comparison of the Success rate and MRRRa f (found answers only) by model and data
source with case format set to summary. Both with and without PRF results are provided. The
difference between the models is provided together with the significance (p-value range) calculated
using TukeyHSD. The ranges are: *** p<0.001, ∗∗ p<0.01, ∗ p<0.05. The best MRRR and Success
rate for each data source are emboldened.
Data source = OA-Subset2014 Data source = MEDLINE
RE method Co-occur LSTM PASMED SemRep PASMED SemRep
With PRF:
MRRRa f : 0.1620 0.2641 0.3217 0.3274 0.3424 0.3029
Success: 0.8333 0.8533 0.6433 0.5433 0.8967 0.7967
∆(MRRRa f )
Co-occur (OAS): 63.0%∗∗∗ 98.6%∗∗ 102.1%∗ 111.4%∗∗∗ 87.0%∗∗∗
LSTM (OAS): 21.8% 24.0% 29.6%∗∗∗ 14.7%
PASMED (OAS): 1.8% 6.4%∗∗∗ -5.8%
SemRep (OAS): 4.6%∗∗∗ -7.5%∗
PASMED (MED): -11.5%∗∗
∆(Success)
Co-occur (OAS): 2.4% -22.8%∗∗∗ -34.8%∗∗∗ 7.6% -4.4%
LSTM (OAS): -24.6%∗∗∗ -36.3%∗∗∗ 5.1% -6.6%
PASMED (OAS): -15.5%∗ 39.4%∗∗∗ 23.8%∗∗∗
SemRep (OAS): 65.0%∗∗∗ 46.6%∗∗∗
PASMED (MED): -11.2%∗
Without PRF:
MRRRa f : 0.1521 0.2804 0.3819 0.4315 0.3648 0.3565
Success: 0.8000 0.8000 0.5667 0.4000 0.8833 0.7000
∆(MRRRa f )
Co-occur (OAS): 84.3%∗∗∗ 151.0%∗∗∗ 183.7%∗∗∗ 139.9%∗∗∗ 134.4%∗∗∗
LSTM (OAS): 36.2%∗∗ 53.9%∗∗∗ 30.1%∗ 27.1%∗
PASMED (OAS): 13.0% -4.5% -6.6%
SemRep (OAS): -15.5% -17.4%
PASMED (MED): -2.3%
∆(Success)
Co-occur (OAS): 0.0% -29.2%∗∗∗ -50.0%∗∗∗ 10.4% -12.5%
LSTM (OAS): -29.2%∗∗∗ -50.0%∗∗∗ 10.4% -12.5%
PASMED (OAS): -29.4%∗∗∗ 55.9%∗∗∗ 23.5%∗∗
SemRep (OAS): 120.8%∗∗∗ 75.0%∗∗∗
PASMED (MED): -20.8%∗∗∗




















































Figure 8.19: Success-Rank matrix showing a scatter plot of the Success rate and MRRRa f for each
dataset (RE method and data source) for summary case format. The left plot shows the movement
when different data sources are used. The right plot shows the movement when PRF is switched
on. Both plots are divided into four quadrants with dashed lines. The central vertical dashed arrow
indicates increasing range of the dataset. The horizontal dashed arrow indicates increasing validity
and/or redundancy of the dataset. The blue dots represent the OA-Subset2014 datasets and the blue
squares represent the MEDLINE datasets, both without PRF. The crosses indicate results when with
PRF is used. The arrows between the dots and squares depict the change in results, moving from the
OA-Subset2014 data source to the MEDLINE data source whereas the arrows from dots and squares
to crosses depicts the change in results when PRF is utilised.
also make sense given that co-occurrence relationships are inferred by proximity rather than upon any
semantic basis.
In stark contrast to the co-occur model is SemRep. The SemRep OA-Subset2014 dataset has the
smallest range (158,674 distinct relationships) and therefore the lowest Success rate (54.3% with PRF,
40.0% without PRF); however, it has the highest mean MRRRa f (0.3274 with PRF, 0.4315 without
PRF) for that data source; 183.7% better than for the co-occur model without PRF. Figure 8.19 plots the
Success rate and MRRRa f results for all datasets onto a Success-rank matrix. Overlaid onto the matrix
are range and combined validity and redundancy property arrows to demonstrate the corresponding
impact of these properties on the Success and rank. The target quadrant is the top right: high Success
and MRRRa f . Looking at the left-hand plot, for the OA-Subset2014 data source without the use of PRF,
only the LSTM RE method is situated in the target quadrant because although the rank performance
for PASMED and SemRep is better, they lack range and therefore also Success. Within the OA-
Subset2014 data source, the LSTM model manages to identify many more relationships than PASMED
and SemRep. This is probably due to two factors: (1) The LSTM model is the only RE method that
captures inter-sentence relationships and (2) The LSTM model is primarily based on relationship
detection between concepts of specific semTypes, rather than relationship detection and classification.
The focus of PASMED is also on relationship detection, using the verb as a very broad classification,
whereas SemRep specifically classifies relationships into a prescribed categories. PASMED generates
a 41.7% significant improvement in Success rate over SemRep for the OA-Subset2014 data source and
a 26.1% corresponding significant improvement when both are applied to the MEDLINE data source.
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These differences may suggest that relationship detection, within the bounds of given semType sets, is
more important for Success than the nature of the relationship itself. By trying to identify the specific
relationship type, some relationships may be missed, thereby decreasing the range and redundancy of
the dataset. This hypothesis is speculative, and left for future work to confirm. Certainly expanding
the LSTM data for the MEDLINE data source would provide another reference point to compare with
PASMED and SemRep.
Expanding the data source from OA-Subset2014 to MEDLINE is represented by the arrows be-
tween data points in the left hand plot of Figure 8.19. Adding evidence expands the range and therefore
the Success rate is significantly improved for both PASMED (+55.9%) and SemRep (+75.0%) datasets.
Assuming the same RE method generates the same proportion of valid relationships, the net impact on
the dataset should be an increase in redundancy and range. However, the shift to the larger data source
results in a 4.5% significant drop in ranking for PASMED, and a similar 6.6% significant decline for
SemRep. One may draw the conclusion from this that an expansion of the data source for the same RE
method generally improves Success and hinders rank. Turning our attention to the impact of PRF may
help to clarify this hypothesis. The right hand plot of Figure 8.19 depicts the impact of utilising PRF.
In every instance, PRF improves the Success whilst hindering the rank, except for the Co-occur RE
method that utilises the OA-Subset2014 data source. In this instance the rank marginally improves,
however the increase is not significant (6.5% ,p=0.5227 using TukeyHSD). Even if the increase were
significant, the anomaly could be explained by the poor validity of the co-occur dataset, as discussed
above. The impact of PRF is to expand the concept set for each case, thereby effectively increasing the
range of the dataset for that specific case. Like the expansion of the data source, this both increased
Success whilst reducing the rank capability of the dataset.
Key Points
Expanding the range of the dataset, via a larger data source, or expanding the
range of relationships that could be matched for a case, via PRF, generally results
in improved Success but diminished ranking ability.
Assuming that the validity of an RE method stays constant, increasing the redundancy and range
through data source expansion and PRF resulted in a deterioration in ranking for all models. Therefore,
redundancy, in and of itself, is insufficient to explain ranking. Delving deeper into the concept of
redundancy is the idea of relative redundancy. For any given case, it is insufficient to have high
redundancy for the relationships between the case concepts and the correct disorder. There must also
be relatively high redundancy, when compared with other disorders that also relate to the case concepts.
This creates the conundrum that between different cases with similar case concepts, different relative
redundancies are required. This may suggest that there is no optimal dataset, only a dataset which is
oriented towards ranking answers for certain classes of cases. This presents an opportunity for the
scorer to re-orient the dataset redundancy to suit the case. In our research so far, the scorers have
not been able to achieve this and more work is required to better understand redundancy distribution
within datasets and how this redundancy can be modified by a scorer to suit the case. This is left for
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future work.
To summarise the discussion relating to the factors impacting answer retrieval performance:
1. The data source, RE method and PRF impact key properties of the dataset, which include the
range, validity and redundancy.
2. Success is directly impacted by the range of a dataset and can be improved for any RE model by
expanding the data source or using PRF.
3. The RE method is responsible for the validity of a dataset and validity is likely to have a
significant impact on the ranking, which is why the co-occur model performs so poorly in this
area
4. LSTM and PASMED both employ broader relationship capture methods and both exhibit signifi-
cantly improved Success Rates over SemRep, which utilises a much more specific relationship
classifier. Given that PASMED achieves the greatest overall ranking and Success results, utilis-
ing the MEDLINE data source, further research into this difference may help shape future RE
methods, perhaps combining PASMED with LSTM.
5. Both the RE method and the data source impact dataset redundancy and redundancy is key
to ranking. However, redundancy is also least understood and exhibits strong biases that
impact answer rankings, certainly for the LSTM RE method and likely for all models. A better
understanding of redundancy is essential if a step change in ranking is sought.
8.4.3 Failure Analysis
The failure analysis is designed to better understand where the answer retrieval systems fail, so that
future designs may take account of specific points of failure, where possible. The analysis is broken up
into 2 components: (1) Success failure and; (2) Ranking failure.
Success failure
Success failure represents the inability of a system to identify answers for cases at all. As discussed in
Section 8.4.2, this is usually due to the fixed range of each dataset, however the case content is the
other factor that limits answer relationships, which when paired together with the dataset, dictates
whether answers can be found or not. In this failure analysis the case content is investigated for those
cases that fail to be answered by any RE method, which indicates a systemic failure on the part of
either the datasets or the case content.
Figure 8.20 identifies five cases where the correct answer is not identified with any test configuration:
7, 13, 23, 29 and 56, These five cases represent 8.25% of the test case set. Table 8.14 itemises each of
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Figure 8.20: Stacked column chart showing the proportion of answers ranked within the top 5 (green),
top 10 (green spotted), above top 10 (amber) and not found (red) by case for all RE methods, all data
sources, case format = Summary with both PRF switched on an off.
1. semType mismatches for either the answer disorder or the case concepts (2 cases). A single
UMLS source database has been used as the basis for all datasets, which defines the range of
concepts, and their associated semTypes, that can be used in valid relationships. MetaMap is
used to extract concepts from both the case text and the answer text and for some concepts, there
is a mismatch between the semType specified by MetaMap and that defined in our base UMLS
database. Experiments were conducted that relaxed the requirement that semTypes must match
for the same concept, however the impact on the results was negligible. Therefore, in an effort
to maintain a tightly controlled experimental setting, the semType match was kept fixed across
all test suites and cases. For these failures, modifying the answer semType would enable the
answer concept to be found, thereby supporting Success.
2. Valid answer and case concepts exist, however no dataset relationships between these were
found in the dataset (2 cases). This means that either the source documents contain no such
relationship or the RE method has failed to identify the relationships. For case 23, a short
search of MEDLINE using PubMed revealed an article by Cooper et al. (2014), that contained
the case concept, tachypnea and the answer concept, COPD in the same sentence in both the
title and the abstract. The citation is within the MEDLINE collection, however PASMED
reports no suitable relationships for this document. SemRep does report a relationship with
tachypnea, however there is a mismatch between the answer concepts (C0340044=ACUTE
COPD EXACERBATIONS, C0348817=CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE
WITH ACUTE EXACERBATION, C0810017=CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY
DISEASE AND BRONCHIECTASIS) and SemRep’s disorder concept (C0024117=CHRONIC
OBSTRUCTIVE LUNG DISEASE) within the relationship.
3. Excluded semTypes result in the exclusion of some case concepts that may be helpful for answer
matching (2 cases). The semTypes of the related concepts are used to filter and classify concepts
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into medical element set, i.e. disorders, symptoms, treatments and tests (see Table 7.5). Concepts
outside of these semTypes are excluded from both the datasets and the cases. In particular, the
clinical attribute semType is excluded from any set, although ‘shortness of breath’, which has
the semType clinical attribute, may be useful as a symptom. There are likely other semTypes
that may provided additional relationships that are excluded from the datasets. Limited testing
was done during semType selection; however, the addition of each semType often resulted in
mixed outcomes in terms of Success and rank. Further testing of the best semType mix would
be of benefit and has been left for future work.
4. Invalid MetaMap negation (2 cases). Only concepts identified as positive, were included within
the case concepts. In case 56, the wrong negation of 3 concepts rendered the case unable to be
answered, as no valid case concepts remained.
Rank failure
Rank failure represents the inability of the scorer to rank the correct answer in the top rankings, i.e.
within the top 10. Poorly ranking cases are identified by examining the mean MRRRa f for all datasets,
without PRF, for the summary case format. The bottom 10% of cases, identified from Figure 8.21, are
cases: 30, 42, 8, 58, 6 and 55. These cases rank very poorly, typically irrespective of the data source,
the RE method or whether or not PRF is used. In the analysis of these worst ranking cases in Table
8.15, the best ranking dataset (PASMED relationship extraction of the MEDLINE data source) is used
to assess the data source statistics related to the failure.
Table 8.15 identifies a number of similar problems to that identified for Success failures including
excluded semTypes and semType mismatches. However, the primary cause of low ranking is the low
relative relationship count between concepts in the case and within the dataset. It is a consequence of
the small number of case concepts and the distribution of relationships with disorders in the dataset.
For example, for summary case number 30, the correct answer disorder is scored at an average rank of
398.6 across all scorers for both PRF switched on and off, for the PASMED MEDLINE dataset. All
case concepts (8) are found and included in the search, but for the answer disorder, only 15 matching
relationships are found in the PASMED dataset. This puts the correct answer disorder at rank 556 in
terms of numbers of case concept relationships found. The top ranking disorder, HYPERTENSION,
has 6167 relationships with the case concepts. As discussed in Section 8.4.1, relationship count, i.e.
redundancy, is the most important factor governing the ranking. Redundancy bias, discussed in Section
8.4.2 above, underscores the crowding out effect that occurs in the top 10 ranking because of disorders
with very high redundancy. But at all ranking levels, redundancy is central to scoring, and if few
relationships exist in the dataset between the case concepts and the correct answer disorder then answer
retrieval ranking performance will be poor. This raises the critical question of whether or not it is
possible to overcome redundancy bias, so that correct answers can be ranked within the top 10 for all
cases? A number of approaches are identified here to address this critical issue.
One approach to this problem, tested in the current experiment, is to use PRF. PRF expands the








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 8.21: A box plot of MRRRa f plotted by case for all models and data sources without PRF
for case format = summary. The plot is presented in ascending order of MRRRa f so that the worst
performing cases can be identified. The mean MRRRa f for each case is denoted with a *.
case concepts, thereby enabling greater numbers of relevant relationships with the correct answer.
Using case 30 as an example, PRF had a 7 fold positive impact on ranking, improving the rank to 56.5
(average of abTFIDF and abBM25).
The second approach, not tested in this experimentation, is to incorporate anti-redundancy-bias
into the scorers. i.e., scorers which discriminate against disorders which are widely related (to many
different concepts) and deeply related (with high relationship counts). Of course the risk here is that
the very basis of selection is undermined. MEDLINE literature is mined for evidence in the form
of valid relationships; the more evidence there is for a relationship with a disorder the greater the
score applied to that relationship if the concept shows up in a case. By countering this relationship,
we run the risk that valid concept-disorder relationships are discounted. Therefore, the key to such
an approach will be to balance the conflicting objectives of such a scorer by targeting the reduction
of disorder scores for the most generic disorders. These generic disorders appeared in Table 8.12.
Currently, none of the scorers impact highly redundant disorders.
abTFIDF and abBM25 both integrate some kind of inverse diagnosis frequency (see Section 6.6)
to reduce the impact of case concepts that are linked to many disorders. This helps to raise the score of
more discriminative case concepts, however there is no equivalent approach to directly manage highly
redundant disorders. An inverse disorder popularity factor, that is calculated as the inverse of the
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number (or proportion) of dataset relationships (or distinct relationships) may help to curb the impact
















· (k1 +1) ·RF(ci,g)
RF(ci,g)+ k1
(8.6)
Where ω(g) is the total number of relationships (or distinct relationships) found in the dataset for
diagnosis, g, and Ω is the total number of relationships (or distinct relationships) found in the dataset.
p is a parameter to weight the impact of disorder discrimination on the overall score. This is important
in our attempts to find a balance between allowing the natural relationship distribution to identify the
right disorder, yet avoid the impact of highly redundant disorders. The remainder of the equation is
taken directly from the formulation of abBM25 (see Equation 6.6). Finding the optimal value of p and
re-evaluating this scorer for each dataset is left for future work.
Key Points
Two approaches to reduce ranking inaccuracy are: (i) to introduce PRF to expand
the virtual range of the dataset for a case; and (ii) to incorporate a diagnoses
popularity dampener into the scoring algorithm to better balance highly redundant
answers (disorders).
8.5 Summary of Findings and Conclusion
This chapter is the third part of the research involved with the instantiation and evaluation of a
mini-IIR medical case-based problem resolution model, i.e., the mini-IIR-mediCase system. The
primary objective of the empirical study, reported in this chapter, is to evaluate the performance of the
relationship scoring component methods that were described in Section 6.6, and to evaluate the overall
answer retrieval performance of the proposed mini-IIR-mediCase system.
To achieve these objectives, an experimental method is described in Section 8.2, which includes
a description of the test collection, a method for extracting concepts from the cases within the test
collection, a description of the datasets to be used within the evaluation and a set of evaluation metrics.
The experimental setup contains a number of limitations and assumptions. Most of these are identified
and explained in Section 6.4.2. In summary, we are only assessing diagnosis-only, medical case-based
problems, using scientific medical literature as the source of answers, and then only MEDLINE
citations are used, which consist of titles and abstracts. The body of each document is excluded from
this work. Electronic health records, also a valuable source of medical evidence, are also excluded;
however, they could be used within the current experimental setup, as a further independent source
of evidence to identify the impact of this change on answer retrieval performance. This has been left
for future research. Both the MEDLINE subset and MEDLINE itself were used between specified
dates (see Section 8.2.2 for details). The full investigation of the factors impacting answer retrieval
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performance were evaluated over what is called the primary use case. This means summary case
format with the silver answer set, as defined in Section 8.3.
The results of the empirical tests are reported in Section 8.3. These results include the assessment
of a range of relationship scoring component methods as well as PRF. Also reported are other factors
that can impact the ability of the mini-IIR-mediCase system to retrieve answers, including the RE
methods, data sources and case formats. In Section 8.4, the results are further investigated to better
understand the key factors impacting answer retrieval, including the ability to find the correct answer
(Success) and the ability to rank the correct answer. A failure analysis was also conducted for the five
cases, where the correct answer could not be found, as well as the five worst ranking cases. The failure
analysis identified key problems associated with the current set of cases, but also representative of
more general problems facing answer retrieval.
In this section, the primary findings and contributions related to thesis research question RQ-4 are
summarised next. After this, secondary findings and contributions that do not directly relate to this
thesis question, including the un-answered experimental research questions from Section 8.1.2, are
provided, together with any future work.
8.5.1 Primary Findings and Contributions
The primary findings relate directly to the thesis research question, RQ-4:
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
In particular, the finding regarding the relationship scorer component method, which address the first
sub-question of RQ-4, is:
F4-3 With respect to the evidence relationship scoring component, we found that overall, scorer
methods had no significant impact on answer retrieval effectiveness. However, the applica-
tion of psuedo relevance feedback to augment scorer methods did have a significant, positive
impact.
The answer retrieval assessment of the mini-IIR-mediCase System addresses the second sub-question
of RQ-4 and is explicated in Finding F4-4 below. It identifies the most effective combination of scorer,
RE method and SML data source in terms of both Success and Rank. it is important to note here
that many other opportunities have come to light during this experimentation to further improve the
effectiveness of the answer retrieval system; however, instantiating and testing these revisions are the
subject of future work and explored in more detail in Chapter 9. Findings F4-5 and F4-6, identify the
key factors that impact answer retrieval effectiveness. The summary of these findings and contributions
are listed here:
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F4-4 With respect to the answer retrieval effectiveness of the overall minimal interaction IR
system; the best system combination can find the correct diagnosis answer for 88% of the
diagnosis-based, medical case-based problems, with the correct answer found in the top 10
ranking for 43% of the problems, and in the top 5 ranking for 37% of the problems.
F4-5 The relationship extraction method that is employed has a significant impact on answer
retrieval effectiveness.
F4-6 The quantity of scientific medical literature utilised also has a significant impact on answer
retrieval effectiveness.
8.5.2 Secondary Findings and Future Work
Three of the four experimental research question (RQ-8.1 to RQ-8.3), explicated in Section 8.1.2, have
already been identified as primary findings in the section above. The remaining question, RQ-8.4,
relates to the impact of the case format on answer retrieval effectiveness. The response to this research
question and other secondary findings and contributions are detailed in the sub-sections to follow.
The Impact of Case Format on Answer Retrieval Performance
In this experiment there were two case formats: (i) a shorter summary case format; and (ii) a longer and
more detailed description case format. Both formats were evaluated with results reported in Section
8.3.6. We found that case format has a significant impact on answer retrieval performance. The longer
description case format results in a slightly higher Success Rate, but a dramatically lower ranking, in
terms of Success@10 and Success@5. Overall, the summary case format is the superior format for
retrieving answers to case-based medical problems. This has implications for system designers. Firstly,
clinical users should be guided towards entering shorter, summarised versions of cases and secondly,
further research into identifying long case formats and then summarising to shorter, summarised
versions, is likely to be beneficial.
Scorer Failures
Poor ranking is the primary reason for poor answer retrieval effectiveness. Across the best RE
method/data source combinations (LSTM for the OA-Subset2014 data source and PASMED for the
MEDLINE data source), answers to nearly 90% of the cases exist in the datasets, however the scorer
is often unable to discriminate between the correct answer and other more redundant answers. This
means that ranking, as measured by Success@10, tops out at 30% for the OA-Subset2014 data source
and 43% for the MEDLINE data source. Despite testing multiple relationship scoring methods, scorers
were not a factor in ranking, making it clear that a new and different algorithm is required if the
problem of redundancy-bias and low-redundancy answers (see Section 8.4.2 for details) are to be
overcome. One such scorer, introduced in Section 8.4.3, is a step in this direction. Removing, or in the
least de-valuing, generic disorder concepts will also improve ranking by reducing redundancy bias.
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Finally, experimentally determining more medical stop-concepts, i.e. high frequency source concepts
that don’t contribute to answer retrieval, is also left for future work, and could have a significant impact
on ranking, given the high proportion of such concepts filling up the top 10 rankings for many cases.
Concept Extraction and UMLS Concept Space Failures
There are many benefits of working within the UMLS concept space for medical text. However,
many of the Success and rank failures, identified in Tables 8.14 and 8.15, highlight some important
over-arching risks whilst working with UMLS concepts, which pose a threat to answer retrieval and
more generally to the semantic use of biomedical text. The key issues are:
(1) Although tools, such as MetaMap and QuickUMLS, provide accessible methods for researchers
to extract medical concepts, they can easily hide significant errors in extraction, such as problems
with abbreviation, negation, semType classification and correct concept identification. They can
also provide many mappings, leaving the selection of the best mapping to the user; if the user is a
machine, rather than a human, this task can be extremely challenging. The impact of such errors can
be significant, especially for the extraction of concepts from the case text, where a few small errors
can have a disproportionately large impact on case performance;
(2) The UMLS thesaurus consists of a vast library of over 3 million discrete concepts, of which
across any of our datasets, at best less than 20% (52,434/278,342) of the disorders are available as
answers and less than 4%(107,828/3,316,534) of all concepts, for relationships with those disorders.
This means that 80% of disorders lying outside of those available in the datasets will never be found;
(3) The UMLS database is constantly changing, with new concepts arising and old ones retiring,
and there are many levels of relationships identified between the concepts, some of which are quite
ambiguous, for example the ‘Related, unspecified’ or ‘related and possibly synonymous’ relationships
between concepts identified in the MRREL table. The result of this large, changing and sometimes
ambiguous set of concepts is that when translating medical text to concept space, and then searching
this medical concept space, mismatches occur, i.e., concepts are not matched where they should be
or invalid relationships are made. Mismatching is a serious problem in medical search and to some
extent, defeats the purpose of using concept space, for which avoiding ambiguous medical text was the
purpose and;
(4) Concept extraction often leads to a disruption to conceptually related medical terms, for example
in case 8, vacuolar gray matter changes is an important symptom, however after concept extraction
with MetaMap we obtain three discrete concepts: Vacuoles(cell component), gray matter(tissue) and
changed status (Quantitative Concept). This is a common failing seen in regular document retrieval
where individual terms are indexed and then matched at retrieval time. Supporting the equivalent
of bigram or n-grams in concept space or enabling search concept windows when performing the
diagnosis search could improve the precision of concept-space answer search.
Overall, the ability to more accurately extract medical concepts and then more tightly limit the
ambiguity between the concepts is a major challenge that needs improvement if high precision is
sought for medical answer retrieval.
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Relationship Classification Failures
Relationship classification using semTypes (see Section 7.2 for details) relies on the semantic type to
define each concept’s associated medical element set, i.e. disorder, symptom, test and treatment. On
the positive side, semTypes are defined for every UMLS concept, and therefore provide a consistent
and common approach to classify concepts that is repeatable and readily available. However, a number
of problems arise using this approach, which can contribute to ranking and Success problems. Probably
the most important of these is the exclusion, in some circumstances, of key case concepts that are
integral to scoring and Success. Case 58 and 13 are examples of this. Case 58 revolves around a tick
bite, however tick has the semType Eukaryote, which is excluded from any of the medical elements
sets. Case 13 is missing the crucial case concept, Post Partum, once again because the semType,
temporal concept is excluded, resulting in a zero Success rate. In other cases the concept excluded is
not integral, but still important, for example shortness of breath in case 23, which is excluded because
it is a clinical attribute and therefore not recognised as a symptom. The problem with including further
semTypes, such as temporal concept concepts, is the erratic impact it can have on all case rankings
(found through small scale testing). To improve the overall Success rate and ranking outcome, the
selection of semTypes could be optimised by incrementally adding semTypes to the medical element
classifier and re-running the evaluation tests for each change. This has been left for future work.
Relationship Extraction Limitations
Currently, it is clear that the larger MEDLINE source is better than the OA-Subset2014 source, however
it remains unclear whether the LSTM is a better overall RE method than PASMED. This is because
LSTM has only been compared with PASMED when using the OA-Subset2014 data source. Applying
the LSTM RE method to MEDLINE and performing the comparison with PASMED has been left for
future work. This may present new opportunities to improve the Success, ranking or both.
In conclusion, the experimental work reported in this chapter measured the effectiveness of the
relationship scoring methods and the overall answer retrieval effectiveness of the mini-IIR-mediCase
system. It also identified a range of factors that significantly impact answer retrieval performance and a
number of causes leading to Success or ranking failures. In the next chapter, 9, a broader examination,
regarding the relative merits and effectiveness of mini-IIR systems and multi-IIR systems to resolve
medical case-based problems, is conducted.
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Chapter 9
Discussion and Future Work
9.1 Introduction
The research reported over the last three chapters devised, instantiated and evaluated a mini-IIR
medical case-based problem resolution system. This was in response to the limitations identified with
existing multi-IIR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems, for use by clinicians to help them to
correctly answer their clinical questions. In particular, from prior research it was identified (refer to
Section 2.2.4) that clinicians answer fewer than half of their clinical questions because of the perceived
time that is required to use a search system to find the answer. Hoogendam et al. (2008) also found
that clinicians in a large teaching hospital preferred to use manually curated information systems (e.g.,
UpToDate) rather than a scientific medical literature (SML) search system (e.g., PubMed) to perform
their searches. This motivated us to ask whether SML search systems, like PubMed, were effective at
supporting time-pressured clinicians to answer their clinical questions.
Our user study (chapters 3 and 4) found that clinicians could correctly answer more of their clinical
questions using an SML multi-IIR system (finding F1.1); however, when under time pressure, this
benefit was significantly eroded (finding F1.2). Improving the retrieval effectiveness of the multi-IIR
search system only marginally improved the correct answer rate (finding F1.3). Further, in the same
experiment, we found that despite the use of the SML multi-IIR system, around half of the clinical
questions were still answered incorrectly, which was similar to prior studies of this type. The primary
factor accounting for this failure was the clinician’s inability to interpret the documents correctly
(finding F1.4).
An alternative conceptual IR framework that supports both minimal and multiple interaction IR
was derived in Chapter 5. It was posited that a subset of clinical questions could be considered
medical case-based problems, and that these problems could be resolved using a mini-IIR approach
using information cards, rather than the traditional multi-IIR system, which requires document search.
Therefore, over the last three chapters, a mini-IIR medical case-based problem resolution model was
proposed, instantiated and evaluated for diagnosing a medical case. Diagnosing a case was used
because of the central importance of understanding the diagnosis relationship for the patient’s case
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first, prior to identifying pertinent treatments or tests. The diagnosis (answer) was considered the first
Bridging Information (BI) element required for a suitable information card for a mini-IIR system.
Using the best combination of data source, relationship extraction (RE) method and relationship
scorer, the most effective mini-IIR system achieved an 88% Success rate (i.e., the correct answer is
found anywhere in the ranking) with a Success@10 of 43% and a Success@5 of 37%. If the test
collection case set, consisting of 60 cases, is representative of typical clinical cases, this would mean
that when provided with the top 5 most likely disorders for a given case, a clinician is likely to find the
correct diagnosis once every 3 cases, or if provided with a top 10 ranking, once every 2.3 cases. Is this
effective? The straight-forward answer is that we don’t know and more research is required to properly
address the final part of research question RQ-4:
RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
To address the last part of RQ-4, we need to compare the effectiveness of minimal-interaction and
multiple-interaction IR systems, which both draw evidence from an SML corpus. By effectiveness,
we mean the ability to support clinicians in correctly answering their clinical questions. The current
mediCase mini-IIR solution is limited in that it only identifies the diagnosis for a patient case. Although
this is the first essential BI element required for a potential information card, it is likely that many other
evidential BI elements are needed to enable clinicians to make their clinical decisions regarding patient
cases. Further research is required to establish the additional BI necessary on an information card
for clinicians to accept a diagnosis, e.g., source information, case coverage (symptoms that were/not
found) and other evidential confidence factors. This research is left for future work and described in
Section 9.3.
Evaluation of two IR systems is usually performed with either a batch-style, non-user evaluation,
or else, a user study. Because this is a new area of research, there are no existing batch-style evaluation
methods that can be applied to both systems. Problems with using existing batch-style evaluation
approaches are discussed in Section 9.2. Therefore, the best method to compare the two systems is to
utilise a user study, similar to that performed in chapters 3 and 4. However, further research is also
needed before such a comparative study can be fairly conducted. Document retrieval solutions are
ubiquitous in both general search (e.g., Bing and Google) and also medical search (e.g., PubMed). This
means that potential study participants are heavily biased by their knowledge and ability to efficiently
use such multi-IIR systems. To attempt a fair comparison with a new mini-IIR system, the fundamental
design elements of the system have to be established first. Otherwise, any study outcome is likely to
be confounded by untested interface and design considerations. The additional research steps required
to establish these fundamental design elements are described in Section 9.3 and are also left for future
work.
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The most effective answer retrieval system, identified in Chapter 8, provides an initial baseline
for the mini-IIR mediCase system. Although many avenues for improvement were explored in this
thesis, a large number of other likely avenues were identified and set aside for future work along the
way. These future research opportunities are summarised in Section 9.4. In addition to opportunities,
some significant research challenges were also identified in this thesis. Some of these challenges
will continue to limit the effectiveness of the mini-IIR mediCase system. But other challenges have
broader implications for mini-IIR and clinical IR research. These challenges are discussed in Section
9.5. Then in Section 9.6, all of the future work identified in this chapter is summarised together in
an opportunity matrix, which itemises each piece of future work, the impact it is estimated to have
on different domains of research, and the estimated certainty or likelihood of achieving the impact.
Although not future work, a broader perspective of the work conducted in this thesis is considered in
Section 9.7 and finally the findings and contributions of this chapter are summarised in the last section.
9.2 Problems with Batch-Style Evaluation
A batch-style evaluation of IR systems, similar to those employed in the TREC tracks (Voorhees and
Tice, 1999), evaluates system effectiveness on the basis of their ability to rank relevant documents.
In this work, we would like to evaluate system effectiveness on the basis of their ability to support
clinicians to correctly answer clinical questions. The time to arrive at an answer (efficiency) and
accuracy correctness (effectiveness) are the two primary measures. There is a clear disconnect between
answer ranking and the outcomes-based evaluation measures we are interested in. This disconnect
applies to both multi-IIR and mini-IIR system evaluation, and is described in this section.
Problems with Batch-Style Performance Measures and Multi-IIR
In the case of a multi-IIR system, clinicians have to read through a ranked list of documents and where
relevant snippets are identified, open the document, read and interpret it and then potentially repeat
this process until they are confident they have a correct answer. Given a ranked list of relevant and
non-relevant documents, there are many pitfalls that disconnect the batch result (e.g., precision, recall)
from the effectiveness and efficiency of the system for the clinician.
First, the clinician has to select documents from the ranked list provided, usually by reading a snip-
pet of information that has been extracted from the document. The clinician may select non-relevant
documents and waste time, which is not captured in the batch result. Second, even if the clinician
selects a relevant document, the document may not contain the answer they need, i.e., it may not
be a turning point document. Turning point documents were defined in Section 4.3.3 and indicate
a document that clinicians typically select before going on to answer the question correctly. If the
clinician does not select a turning point document, they are likely to continue searching. Third, even if
the clinician selects a turning point document, there may be many possible answers present and the
clinician may interpret the document incorrectly, and go on to answer the question incorrectly. This
was the greatest factor (finding F1.4) accounting for the 47% incorrect answer rate for the clinical user
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study reported in Chapter 4. So in practice, improving the batch performance of a document retrieval
search engine, may in fact have very little impact on either the time required, or the answer accuracy
of the clinician. This was also the finding of our clinical user study reported in Chapter 4, finding F1.3.
Key Points
Standard batch evaluation measures, such as precision or recall based measures,
are unlikely to be a reliable indication of multi-IIR system effectiveness for the
purposes of our work because of the human variation that can occur in selecting
documents from the ranking, finding turning point documents and interpreting
documents correctly.
Problems with Batch-Style Performance Measures and Mini-IIR
Based on the results of the best performing diagnosis retrieval model, identified in the empirical
evaluation in Section 8.5, it is very likely that a mini-IIR approach to resolving medical case-based
problems would require the presentation of multiple ranked information cards, each providing the
bridging information for a single potential diagnosis (answer). In this scenario, the clinician has to
read through the ranked set of information cards and assess whether any are correct. Considering
differential diagnoses is common practice for clinicians. A batch-style evaluation of this kind for
mini-IIR systems would measure the ability of the system to identify and rank the information card
containing the correct diagnosis. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) could be used to assess this. In theory,
higher MRR for such mini-IIR systems should crudely correlate with faster and more effective answer
selection. However, there are many problems with this approach.
First, the MRR provides no assessment of the time required to read each information card. Second,
the content of the card may be limited and fail to enable the clinician to answer their question without
further search. Third, the content of the card may be confusing or misleading and not support the
clinician in correctly interpreting the information.
Key Points
Using batch-style evaluation of mini-IIR systems using measures such as MRR,
are very limited assessments of effectiveness for our purposes. Such evaluation
does not consider the time to read information cards or how successfully the
content of information cards enables clinicians to make an accurate decision.
Alternative Batch Style Evaluation Approach
One approach to batch-style evaluation is the use of Interactive IR (IIR) economic modelling, similar
to that proposed by Azzopardi (2011) with practical approaches provided by Azzopardi and Zuccon
(2018). Economic models could be derived to account for time and answer correctness factors using
gain and cost functions. To compensate for the cost of time, for example, the economic model could
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apply costs for assumed document read times and the numbers of documents to be read whilst applying
probabilities to the finding of turning point and non-relevant documents. Secondly, gain factors relating
to answer correctness could also be devised. Based on the clinical user study reported in Chapter 4,
interpretation of the same documents often resulted in both incorrect and correct answers. Therefore, a
document interpretation failure probability could be incorporated into the economic model.
From the mini-IIR perspective, if multiple information cards were employed, each describing a
single answer, the answer selection accuracy, from a ranked set of information cards, could be incorpo-
rated into the economic model. A gain function could be derived experimentally by determining the
average correct answer selection rate, of clinicians, from a ranked list of information cards, depending
on the rank location of the correct answer. Deriving such an economic model would be helpful in the
absence of having a direct comparison via a user study: these are costly in terms of research time and
money. Having an economic batch-style model may support many experiments with different systems.
Constructing such a model has been left for future work.
Key Points
Comparing multi-IIR and mini-IIR using batch-style performance measures is
of limited value because they are evaluating different user scenarios. A better
evaluation approach may make use of economic IIR models, such as those
described by Azzopardi and Zuccon (2018).
Conclusions of Comparing Mini-IIR with Multi-IIR
Using batch-style evaluation to assess how well an IR system enables clinicians to correctly answer
their clinical questions is fraught with multiple disconnects; this applies to both mini-IIR and multi-IIR
systems. In addition, mini-IIR and multi-IIR employ different user scenario’s, i.e., a ranked set of
information cards versus a ranked list of documents. Therefore, there is no common basis (i.e. single
evaluation measure), with which to make a fair comparison. Although the use of interactive economic
modelling and evaluation was explored (see 9.2), these are as yet untested and left for future work. At
this stage of research, the only method for performing a comparison of mini-IIR and multi-IIR is to
employ a user study, and this requires further work to initialise a minimum viable mediCase mini-IIR
solution, which is the discussed next.
9.3 Future Work: A Minimum Viable Mini-IIR Solution
This section identifies this further work required to compare the effectiveness of mini-IIR and multi-
IIR systems for the task of resolving medical case-based problems. Most of this further work was
established in Chapter 5, where the Bridging Information (BI) concept framework was laid out. In
particular, in Section 5.2.4, the objectives of a BI search system were discussed, of which the key
points are: ”The effectiveness of a BI retrieval system is measured as the number of people who can
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complete their task given the same BI. The efficiency is measured as the time and cognitive load
required to complete the search task. BI system efficiency and effectiveness are a function of: (1) the
number of BI elements selected, (2) the way the BI elements are represented on an information card
and (3) the sequence of the BI elements.”. It is to each of these factors that we now return, in order
to transform the ranked list of answers, generated by the best mini-IIR system in Chapter 8, into an
efficient and effective search system for clinicians. On this basis, there are four key areas of research
that must be conducted before a comparative user study can be performed:
1. Scope expansion: adding treatments and tests to diagnosis problems;
2. Information card content: determining the minimum bridging information required;
3. Information card presentation: identifying effective and efficient formats;
4. Information card integration: establishing how to integrate information cards into a search
interface.
Each of the areas of research represent potential future work, and together with an outline of
the clinical user study itself, are described in detail below. In addition, they are summarised in the
opportunity matrix, provided in Table 9.1 at the end of this chapter. The opportunity matrix summarises
all the major areas of future work and is described in more detail in Section 9.6. Use the code from the
area title to identify the item in the opportunity matrix.
MVP01: Mini-IIR Scope Expansion
Currently, the mini-IIR mediCase system resolves diagnosis case-based problems, i.e., a patient case
may consist of symptoms, tests, treatments and other co-occurring disorders, and the system must
identify the central diagnosis. This was a constraint applied during instantiation of the mini-IIR
system (see Section 6.4.2). However, at the outset of this research, the target search task was medical
case-based problem resolution, which also involved resolving cases for required medical tests and
treatments.
Key Points
Further research is required to expand the scope of the mini-IIR solution to
include treatment and test cases. In particular, research to test new relationship
scoring models and identify the type of case to which the clinician is seeking a
resolution.
MVP02: Information Card Content
The content of information cards are specified in the Bridging Information concept framework (see
Section 5.2.4): It must contain the minimum amount of bridging information required to enable the
greatest proportion of the target user group to complete the task, i.e., to resolve the problem. In this
case, the user group are clinicians, but clinicians range in experience and skills. Case-based medical
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problems are typical problems faced by General Practitioners and hospital clinicians in their every day
work. It is to this set of users that such a search system is directed. The purpose of further research in
this area is, therefore, to identify the most effective and efficient set of BI to put on the information card,
in addition to the diagnosis, that will maximise answer correctness and minimise the time required to
make the decision.
The following is an initial list of BI elements that could be employed as binary variables (show/no
show) on information cards to establish the most effective BI for this task:
1. Case match: Identify which elements of the case (e.g., which symptom, test, treatment or
co-occurring disorder) are related to the answer. Potentially also provide the absolute and
percentage contribution of each case element in terms of the selection score.
2. Recency of contributing evidence: Potentially as a mini-histogram of age by relationship count.
Could also be provided by case relationship.
3. Journal confidence: Using a specified hierarchy of trustworthiness relating to the journals used
to arrive at the answer. Identify the average and range for each answer.
4. Strength of evidence: Using a specified hierarchy of evidence types, relating to the articles used
to arrive at the answers. For example systematic reviews and meta-studies might be ranked at
the top, whereas conference proceedings or non peer reviewed articles lower down. Identify the
average and range of types of literature used to arrive at each answer.
5. Prevalence (for diagnosis questions): defined by the proportion of individuals in a given popula-
tion that have a disease1.
6. Incidence risk (for diagnosis questions): defined by the proportion of individuals in a population
(initially free of disease) who develop the disease within a specified time interval2.
7. Relationship snippets: Taken from the evidence where the most case-matched relationships are
found with the answer.
8. Links to source documents: To the evidence with the most concentrated match of case relation-
ships.
A much smaller clinical user study could be employed to establish which of the above are signifi-
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Key Points
To optimise the effectiveness and efficiency of the mini-IIR system, research is
required to establish the minimum set of BI that is required on the information
card, in addition to the diagnosis.
MVP03: Information Card Presentation
Research has been conducted on the benefits of information cards (Jimmy et al., 2019a,b), and on the
impact of card content on search behaviour and perceived workload (Bota et al., 2016). Although
insightful, these analyses do not relate task completion to the elements of an information card. Elements
of information card presentation include fundamental aspects such as fonts, colours and sizes, but
also include more general layout considerations such as: (1) the absolute size of the card, which may
govern the quantity of text and (2) the use of tabs, to access, for example, details on different ranked
answers. Further research is required to establish baselines regarding the presentation and layout of
the information cards, which are targeted at medical case-based problem resolution.
MVP04: Information Card Integration
Information card integration refers to how the information card is integrated into the overall search
process, i.e., usually within a user interface for search systems. Two key considerations are (1) whether
to use more than one information card and (2) whether to use a hybrid approach with both one or more
information cards and a SERP. Jimmy et al. (2019b) and Jimmy et al. (2019a) experimented with both
of these factors in order to assess the benefit of using health cards. We can draw helpful insights from
these experiments, to inform the information card integration design.
These findings are helpful, however the learnings need to be applied to our work with caution
because in our research, clinicians are the target user, not laymen people. We would expect that
the clinician’s grasp of the information elements on an information card to be both faster and more
accurate.
In summary, there are many aspects of mini-IIR systems that are yet to be fully understood and each
aspect requires further research to establish a baseline. Without establishing such a baseline mini-IIR
system, the results of any comparative user study to compare the mini-IIR system with a multi-IIR
system, could easily be confounded for reasons of poor information card content, presentation or layout.
The legacy SERP interface has had decades to be refined to its current layout and users are comfortably
accustomed to using this format. To try to limit such user biases, a baseline mini-IIR interface needs
to be designed and evaluated, before a reasonable comparison with multi-IIR systems can be performed.
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Key Points
A baseline configuration of information card content, presentation and layout
needs to be established through experimentation. Using this initialised config-
uration will minimise the range of confounding factors that may invalidate a
comparison of multiple and minimal IIR methods.
9.4 Avenues for Improving the mini-IIR mediCase System
The empirical tests conducted to identify the key factors impacting the effectiveness of the mini-IIR
mediCase system were reported in chapters 7 and 8. This culminated in the best overall mini-IIR
system. Although many tests were conducted, many more opportunities to improve the effectiveness
were identified along the way and set aside for future work. All of these opportunities were pertinent to
the mini-IIR mediCase system; either to relationship extraction or relationship scoring. But some had
broader implications for biomedical or general IR. In this section, we detail all of these opportunities,
with a summary provided in the opportunity matrix in Table 9.1.
9.4.1 Opportunities to Improve Relationship Extraction
The best relationship extraction component method, described in Chapter 6 and evaluated in Chapter 7,
had a disorder-centric, inter-sentence recall of 73% and precision of 58%. Therefore, future work is
primarily directed at improving precision, and then recall.
RE01: LSTM RE Method Data Source Expansion
Currently, the LSTM RE method has been instantiated for the OA-Subset2014 data source. The answer
retrieval results, evaluated in Section 8.3.4, were the best, when compared with three other benchmark
RE methods, including co-occurrence, SemRep and PASMED. However, a corresponding evaluation
was not performed for the MEDLINE data source, despite finding that extending the data source to
MEDLINE significantly improved answer retrieval results (see finding F4.6, Section 8.5.1). Future
work to expand the data source for the LSTM RE method will help us to better understand both the
impact of data source extension on medical answer retrieval as well as whether the LSTM model is
still a more effective RE method to SemRep and PASMED.
RE02: LSTM RE Method Utilising Different Evidence Sources
Currently, only SML documents are used for evidence. Expanding this to other types of evidence
sources, including electronic medical records (EMR) and medical guidelines, could provide consider-
able new knowledge regarding the efficacy of such evidence types for helping clinicians to answer
their medical questions. The future work would involve utilising the existing LSTM RE method and
potentially identifying new RE methods tailored to the different types of evidence sources. Secondly,
the relationship extraction accuracy would have to be established for each new evidence source,
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possibly requiring new disorder-centric, labelled data collections for RE model training and evaluation.
Thirdly, the impact of each new evidence source, both individually and in aggregated combinations, on
answer retrieval effectiveness would need to be ascertained. Similarly for future clinical studies, the
use of multiple evidence sources could help clinicians to consider answers from orthogonal evidential
positions, i.e. from research (SML), from other clinicians (EMR) and from governments and specialist
institutions (guidelines). This is a significant piece of research that has broader implications for
biomedical IR.
RE03: Establishing the Proportion of Inter-Sentence Relationships in MEDLINE
During the evaluation of the LSTM RE model in Section 7.2.1, it was found that 58% of the disorder-
centric relationships within the collection were inter-sentence. Knowing whether this figure is represen-
tative more broadly across MEDLINE is important because it may emphasise the relative importance
of developing effective inter-sentence relationship extraction methods, rather than intra-sentence
methods. Noting, that most RE methods are intra-sentence. This future work entails statistical sam-
pling of MEDLINE documents across the MEDLINE corpus to establish a baseline disorder-centric
inter-sentence/intra-sentence relationship split.
RE04: LSTM RE Model and Feature Combination Tests
In Section 7.5.1, various model and feature configurations were evaluated in a cumulative fashion, in
order to identify the most effective RE method. However, there are two problems with this cumulative
approach. Firstly, a cumulative approach makes it impossible to compare model changes for the
same feature set to establish the net benefit of a each model change. Secondly, it is possible that
more effective combinations of model configurations may have been missed, because the cumulative
approach followed a single path of model of feature additions. Future work could perform an ablation
study, with singular changes to the model and feature set upon baselines, building up effective
combinations and then repeating. This will inform the exact impact of each feature and model change,
identify dependencies between features and models and potentially identify more effective overall RE
methods.
RE05: Identifying and Evaluating Other Deep Learning Model Architectures
The best deep learning RE Method, identified in Section 7.5.1, utilised a modest selection of more
mature deep learning model elements including two LSTM layers and a dense layer. Now that the
effectiveness of such a model has been confirmed, future work could now consider new configurations
of the LSTM model and alternative deep learning architectures, such as convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) and other more recent models that support sequence input, such as Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017). Future work would involve researching a range of neural models and model architectures
and using the current LSTM model as a benchmark, evaluate these other models to identify the most
effective ones.
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RE06: Identifying and Evaluating Other Feature Sets
Drawing on the findings from the feature and model combination tests (RE04 above), existing features
could be further explored and new features could be considered. A first step would be the further
investigation of the concept id (CUI) embeddings that are used, which have such a significant impact
on RE effectiveness. The Beam et al. (2018) embedding could be replicated, but using the MEDLINE
data source, to provide a more direct comparison of the effectiveness of it and the self-produced
MEDLINE CUI embedding. Research into the use of contextual embeddings, such as ELMo (Peters
et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and GPT (Radford et al., 2018), could be considered, and how
to adapt these to biomedical concept space; or, considerations to use both representations, concepts
and text, within the feature set. The objective of this future work is to identify new embedding and
feature set models to improve the effectiveness of biomedical RE neural network and machine learning
models.
RE07: Investigating the Training Set
The best DL method was trained and evaluated using a silver labelled, disorder-centric relationship
dataset that was established using crowdsourcing (see Section 7.2.1 for details). Future work needs to
establish the validity of this labelled dataset through manual sampling with clinical experts. Depending
on the outcome, the label collection could be extended to assess the impact of training set size and
negative/positive label balance on deep learning model RE effectiveness. This future work could have
broader ramifications for biomedical RE in terms of less expensive methods for creating labelled
datasets.
Key Points
Seven specific areas of future work have been identified to improve the
effectiveness of the relationship extraction component of the mini-IIR mediCase
system. Five of these areas relate to the design and implementation of the deep
learning extraction model and feature set.
9.4.2 Opportunities to Improve Relationship Scoring
The best relationship scoring component method, evaluated in Chapter 8, generated an average Success
rate of 88% and a Success@10 of 43%. Therefore, future work is primarily directed at improving
ranking, whilst maintaining the Success rate. Each future work opportunity is described in detail below
and listed in Table 9.1.
RS01: Relaxing Model Constraints
When the medical case-based resolution model was derived (Section 6.3), different evidence relation-
ship confidence factors were identified to improve the accuracy of the relationships, e.g., mapping
confidence, semantic assertion confidence, strength of evidence, etc. (see Section 6.3.3 for a full
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listing). These confidence factors were constrained in the instantiated system (see Section 6.4.2) and
therefore not used. However, they present many opportunities to supplement each relationship with
new information that scorers can utilise to improve the ranking of answers. Currently, relationship
redundancy is the primary underlying method for ranking; however, as discussed in Section 8.4.3,
redundancy is also a source of many biases and is extremely difficult to balance between different
medical cases. Utilising new confidence factor information may provide one means of dampening
the impact of redundancy. Also, aggregations of these confidence factors for ranked answers may be
desirable content for the information card, as discussed in Section 9.3.
Future research would centre around instantiating different confidence factors, deriving new
scoring functions to incorporate these factors, evaluating the impact on ranking of each factor, and
selecting optimal weightings of each factor to generate the greatest improvements in Success@10 and
Success@5. Examples of confidence factors that could be trialled include:
i. Mapping Confidence: Currently, when relationships are extracted by the best LSTM RE method
(Section 7.5.2), a probability is assigned for the presence of each relationship. This is then
averaged across multiple instances of this relationship that is found elsewhere in the same
document or in other documents. This average value could be kept as a mapping confidence,
reflecting our certainty in the existence of a relationship.
ii. Semantic Assertion Confidence: Kilicoglu et al. (2017) recognised the need for ’factuality val-
ues’ for relationships in biomedical texts, such as fact, probable and doubtful. These or similar
such assertion confidences could be utilised to reflect our confidence in the existence of the
relationship.
iii. Strength of Evidence Confidence: Whether a relationship is found in a meta-study or a smaller
single patient case study, may have a bearing on the strength of evidence that should be attributed
to the relationship. Using existing methods of classifying journals, or devising new methods,
each relationship may be assigned a value representing this strength of evidence factor.
iv. Recency Confidence: The age of journals containing the evidence may have a bearing on whether
the evidence represents the latest findings. Providing age classifications for each relationship
might help the scorers to better weight more salient evidence.
v. Source Confidence: Some journals may provide more trustworthy sources of evidence than
others. Using existing or creating a new trustworthiness classification of journals could be
incorporated into a source confidence.
RS02: Incorporating Prevalence and Incidence
Incidence and prevalence figures are similar to confidence factors, but applicable to potential disorders,
rather than relationships. These factors, defined in Section 9.3, could be used to weight the ranking of
answers. They are also likely to be desirable information card content that aids clinicians in selecting
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correct answers. Future research would involve the identification and capture of prevalence and
incidence figures, instantiation of new scorers to incorporate these figures into the ranking function and
evaluation of impact on answer retrieval of such new information. This represents a further method for
reducing the scorer reliance on redundancy and a potential new avenue for improved ranking.
RS03: Investigating New Anti-Redundancy Bias Scorers
Redundancy bias, discussed in Section 8.4.3, is a significant issue that limits the ability of the
current range of relationship scorers, described in Section 6.6, to rank effectively. A new relationship
scoring method to counter redundancy bias was identified in Section 8.4.3. It incorporates a disorder
discrimination factor and factor weighting, to reduce the impact of diagnoses that have wide and deep
relationship numbers in the dataset. Future work would focus on instantiating this method and similar
methods that target the reduction of redundancy bias. The work would entail comparative testing of
each method and weighting optimisations in train/test scenarios. The use of redundancy in broader
medical question answering research is common. Identifying methods that counter redundancy bias
could provide important insights for the biomedical IR research community.
RS04: Weighting PRF Concepts
Pseudo Relevance Feedback had a significant impact on overall mediCase effectiveness (see Section
8.4.1, finding F4.3). Within document retrieval, PRF methods often weight the impact of each new
term that gets incorporated into the final query, based on the relevance of that term when selected
from the documents, e.g., Rocchio (1971). This weighting was not performed in our analysis, as it
introduced a further variable. Future research could incorporate the application of different weighting
methods into PRF and evaluate each to identify the most effective methods.
Key Points
Four specific areas of future work have been identified to improve the effectiveness
of the relationship scoring component of the mini-IIR mediCase system. Relaxing
the model constraints and incorporating relationship confidence factors is the
most important pieces of work proposed.
9.4.3 Other Opportunities to Improve Answer Retrieval Effectiveness
Other future work opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the mini-IIR mediCase system, outside
of relationship extraction and scoring, were identified in Chapter 8. These opportunities are described
here and listed in Table 9.1.
AR01: Utilising Multiple Case Query Formats
Currently two case formats, summary and detail, are evaluated for the mini-IIR mediCase system;
however, given the success of using PRF (see Section 8.4.1 finding F4.3), identifying new ways of
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incorporating more pertinent case concepts into the scorer evaluation may be advantageous. Prior
research by Abacha and Zweigenbaum (2015) also indicated that the use of multiple queries simul-
taneously can improve the effectiveness of medical question answering. This future work entails
researching alternative methods for representing the case as a query for input to the scorers. Once
identified, each method would be evaluated and the impact on the relationship extraction or scorer
methods clarified. This research may inform the design of interfaces to accept input from clinicians
during medical case-based problem solving.
AR02: Removing Generic Concepts
In many instances, generic concepts (i.e., very broad concepts that cannot be an answer), crowd out
the correct answer in the top 10 answer rankings. This type of redundancy bias, investigated in Section
8.4.2, was quite prevalent. Table 8.12 lists 12 such disorders that are in the top 10 ranking for more
than 10 cases, for example pain, cough and vomiting. Although some of the generic concepts are
removed, as explained in Section 8.2.2, many still remain. Future research could identify methods for
identifying these generic concepts, including diagnoses, tests and treatments. These methods could be
evaluated against the best mini-IIR mediCase models that were found in Chapter 8. There is generally
a trade-off with the removal of generic concepts between rank and the Success, so these evaluations
would need to identify optimal identification methods.
AR03: semType Classification Analysis
When analysing the cases which exhibited the worst ranking and Success failures, in sections 8.4.3
and 8.4.3, excluded semTypes was a frequent cause. These cases contain concepts, which because of
their semType, have been excluded from the disorder-centric classification of symptoms, disorders,
treatments or tests. For example ‘shortness of breath’, which has the semType clinical attribute,
may be useful as a symptom; however, this semType is not included in the Symptoms semType list,
provided in Table 6.5.3. When such concepts occur in the cases, the scorers are unable to use those
concepts to match to candidate answers in the dataset. The problem with incorporating semTypes, such
as clinical attribute, is that often many more unhelpful concepts are introduced into the relationship
dataset, resulting in poorer ranking. Future work would seek to identify optimal combinations of
semTypes or even stratify semTypes into further sub-semTypes to include in the disorder-centric
concept classifications. Each method of identifying the semType inclusion criteria would have to
re-evaluate both the relationship extraction methods and the overall answer retrieval effectiveness.
AR04: semType Mismatch Analysis
Similar to opportunity AR03 above, semType mismatches were also responsible for a number of
failures in the worst ranking and Success failure sets, reported in Section 8.4.3. semType mismatches
also relate to the classification of concepts into one of the four disorder-centric categories: symptoms,
tests, treatments and disorders. However, in this particular problem, we find there is a mismatch
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Table 9.1: Opportunity matrix identifying further research work that could be conducted to improve
the effectiveness of the mini-IIR mediCase system. For each opportunity the potential impact on the
effectiveness of relationship extraction (RE), relationship scoring (RS) and the mini-IIR mediCase
system is estimated as well as the broader impact on biomedical IR and general IR research. The
impact ratings are: (1) high, where are significant, step-change impact is expected, (2) medium where
an incremental, moderate positive impact is expected and (3) low where a small change is expected.
The certainty of the impact is also estimated with (1) Research - indicating that the work and certainty
are unknown (< 50%), (2) Test - indicating that evaluation tests are trials are required with moderate
(>50%) likelihood of success and (3) Work - indicating that the future work is clearly specified and
therefore highly likely (>75%)
Impact on
Id Brief Description RE RS mediCase Clinical IR IR Certainty
Minimum Viable Mini-IIR Solution
MVP01 Mini-IIR scope expansion High High Work
MVP02 Information card content High High Med Test
MVP03 Information card presentation Med Med Med Research
MVP04 Information card integration High High Med Test
Opportunities: Relationship Extraction
RE01 LSTM RE method data source expansion Low Med Med Test
RE02 Utilising different evidence sources High High High Research
RE03 MEDLINE inter-sentence relationship split Med Low High Low Work
RE04 LSTM RE model/feature combination tests High Med Low Med Test
RE05 Evaluating Other DL model architectures High Med Med Med Research
RE06 Identifying and evaluating other feature sets High Med High Low Research
RE07 Investigating the training set Low Low Med Low Work
Opportunities: Relationship Scoring
RS01 Incorporating relationship confidence High High Med Test
RS02 Incorporating incidence and prevalence High High Med Test
RS03 New anti-redundancy bias scorers Med Med Med Research
RS04 Weighting PRF Concepts Med Low Test
Opportunities :Answer Retrieval
AR01 Utilising Multiple Case Query Formats Med Low Research
AR02 Removing generic concepts Low Low Med Med Test
AR03 semType classification analysis Med Med Low Test
AR04 semType mismatch analysis Low Low Low Low Test
AR05 AR05: Utilising State-of-the-Art Biomedical Q&A High Low High High High Med
Key Challenges
CH01 Medical concept space limitations High Med High High Research
CH02 Balancing redundancy High High Med Med Research
CH03 Comparing mini & multi IIR High Med Research
CH04 Document interpretation High Med High Research
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between the semType of a concept in the case and the semType of the same concept in UMLS. An
example is productive cough which is present in the summary case 23, and identified by MetaMap as a
symptom; however, in UMLS, it is a finding. This prevents the symptom in the case from being utilised
by the scorers and for that particular case prevents any relationship with the correct answer from being
found. A number of such failures were found in the test collection. SemTypes, like medical concepts,
can, and do, change in UMLS each year. MetaMap is configured to use a specific customisable
UMLS database; however, other factors come into play, including the use of MetaMapped Medline for
relationship extraction purposes or the use of other concept extraction resources, such as QuickUMLS.
Future work, therefore, must enforce a method that either ensures semType integrity between the
case and evidence concepts, or that allows for multiple semType mappings. The impact of removing
semType mismatch problems can then be evaluated across the answer retrieval systems in Chapter 8.
AR05: Utilising State-of-the-Art Biomedical Q&A
Since constructing and evaluating the medi-case system, biomedical Q&A (and NER/RE) research has
accelerated, especially by making use of more advanced deep learning methods. For example, the:
• Introduction of BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). BERT is a Bidirectional Encoder Representation
Transformer. which can be tuned on a Q&A datasets, such as the Stanford Question Answering
Dataset (SQuAD) Rajpurkar et al. (2016).
• Introduction of BioBert (Lee et al., 2020). This deep learning method is based on BERT by
pre-training on PubMed abstracts and full-text articles. BioBert has been used with success in
the bioASQ challenge by Yoon et al. (2020).
• Creation of biomedical QA test collection Savery et al. (2020) to support biomedical Q&A in
the consumer health space.
These are important advances, which may provide new pathways to improve case-based medical
answer retrieval; however, there are also some caveats that require consideration: (1) Much biomed-
ical Q&A testing is done either on very niche data collections or within bioASQ, typically using
factoid only datasets suited to SQuAD-style Q&A (rather than the much more complex medical cases
tackled in our work); (2) The newer deep learning models are based on term representation, rather
than UMLS concept representation, which was the basis of our work and our benchmark compar-
isons. Attempting to make use of such excellent term representation deep learning models within,
or together with, UMLS concept representation is important future work. The biomedical field has
an extensive, standardised and widely clinician-accepted nomenclature that, if possible, would be
valuable to incorporate into a solution; and (3) Clinicians are increasingly concerned about relying
upon ‘black box’ answers and predictions, often accompanying deep learning solutions. Our work is
perhaps ‘behind’ the curve in terms of a pure Q&A deep learning methods; however, we are seeking to
incorporate a transparent approach to deriving a clinical answer, which we believe will be important for
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the provision of BI on the information card and ultimately the acceptance of such a system by clinicians.
Key Points
Five general areas of future work have been identified to improve answer retrieval.
Removing generic concepts may present the best low hanging fruit; however,
improving the semType mismatch and classification problems and integrating
state-of-the-art deep learning methods may provide more systemic improvements.
In summary, many opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the mini-IIR mediCase system
have been identified in this section and summarised in Table 9.1. The opportunities derive from
methods to improve the effectiveness of relationship extraction, relationship scoring and other more
general opportunities to improve answer retrieval. Many of the opportunities identified, for example,
RE02 and RE03, have broader implications for biomedical IR and some could also impact general IR,
including RE04 and RE05. In the next section, the larger and more intractable challenges identified in
this thesis are described.
9.5 Key Challenges
Many key challenges have been identified along the research journey from the identification of the
medical IR problem, in Section 2.2, through to the evaluation of a specific alternative method (to
document retrieval) to help clinicians to correctly answer their questions, in Chapter 8. This section
discusses the larger, and more significant or intractable research challenges that were identified along
this journey. Starting from the specific challenges facing the mini-IIR medCase system, through to
the broader challenges facing mini-IIR and ultimately ending with high level challenges facing any
proposed method for the task of supporting clinicians to answer their clinical questions correctly. Each
of the challenges represent potential future work and is summarised in the opportunity matrix, of Table
9.1.
CH01: Medical Concept Space Limitations
The basis of the current instantiation of the mini-IIR mediCase system is a concept-space retrieval
environment. All evidence is stored as medical concepts. Case texts are also converted to concepts in
order to score answers. Even the answers themselves are provided as medical concepts. Yet evidence
and cases are not originally sourced as concepts, but rather as biomedical text and images. If we want
to achieve high levels of mini-IIR mediCase system effectiveness, there is an enormous onus on the
’medical concept-system’ to provide a consistent and accurate representation of the medical text. By
medical concept system, we mean the underlying concept definitions and relationships (e.g. synonyms,
hypernyms and hyponyms) as well as the methods used to capture biomedical concepts from text.
In our work, we utilised two main existing resources: (1) the UMLS biomedical concept framework
and; (2) well known medical concept extraction methods including MetaMap and QuickUMLS.
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These are excellent resources; however, there are many limitations that have been identified that can
significantly impact the precision and recall of the relationship extraction method, the ability of the
scorers to match the case to the correct answer and the overall effectiveness of the mini-IIR mediCase
system.
Section 8.5.2 provides a useful summary of the types of failures that arise from the use of UMLS
concept space and concept extraction methods such as MetaMap and QuickUMLS. In the summary,
four areas of concern are highlighted:
i. Limited concept extraction methods that under-identify, over-identify and misidentify concepts
from text as well as wrongly negate concepts. Together, these various faults result in: (1) a subset
of all concepts that are found in the evidence are extracted, which limits the possible range of
questions that can be reliably answered and (2) the invalid concept capture of components of the
patient case leading to invalid or limited answer matching.
ii. Provision of multiple concept mappings by the concept extraction tools results in an expansion
of invalid relationships within the relationship evidence store.
iii. Inability to capture medical concepts with longer text representations, such as vacuolar gray
matter changes. This impacts the available concepts in the evidence store as well as the ability
to match answers with these important clues. Unlike document retrieval, where exact-match
phrases are possible, no such corresponding method exists for agglomerated concepts.
iv. Changing nature of the UMLS concept space results in new concepts, retiring of old concepts,
modifications to concepts, especially semTypes. To provide a reliable and re-usable evidence
base over time, provisions need to be made to allow for changes to the fundamental units, i.e.,
the concepts, of the evidence store.
Other specific and more easily solvable problems relating to the UMLS concept space have been
earmarked as opportunities, in Section 9.4. These include AR02-AR04, listed in Table 9.1. The direct
impact of evidential flaws and case concept miss-extractions on the effectiveness of the mediCase
system is unknown; however, it is likely to be significant and to place a ceiling on the maximum
effectiveness that is possible across the whole solution.
Future work related to this challenge consists of trying to tackle the larger limitations with using
UMLS biomedical concept space and concept extraction methods. In particular, identifying better
concept extraction methods that are more tailored to clinical concept extraction, may provide an easier
target for research that could benefit the clinical research community.
CH02: Balancing Redundancy in Answer Retrieval
Despite the range of opportunities that focus on tackling redundancy bias (see RS01-RS03, AR02),
utilising redundancy is still likely to be one of the most difficult challenges to overcome in order to
significantly increase the ranking of correct answers. Redundancy refers to the quantity of the same
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relationship that exists in the evidence store. It is currently the primary basis for scoring answers.
However, in order to select the correct answers, redundancy must be balanced in two ways, which can
create a conundrum for accurately scoring answers across cases.
In the first instance, redundancy is a measure of how much evidence exists for a particular
relationship in the evidence store. In this sense, it can be used as a positive indication of evidence to
support a relationship. But it can also reflect the bias a particular data source has for certain topics.
So, well researched fields, such as diabetes may provide many more diabetes relationships than much
more obscure research fields, where there is far less evidence available. If an obscure disorder shares
many, or all of the case concepts with diabetes, then the scorers will be heavily biased towards the
more popular topic, i.e., diabetes in this example. This is clearly a fundamental problem, however it
can be somewhat mitigated by reducing the impact of highly redundant relationships by introducing a
weight for the relationship frequency, as is done in the abBM25 scoring function (equation 6.6). This
weighting method needs to balance the need for identifying strong evidential relationships with the
need to depress popular topic evidence bias.
As it stands, this problem is resolvable to a certain extent, however there is another dimension to
the problem, that might create competing objectives. Once the scorer redundancy weighting parameter
has been set, the relative weighted redundancy for every relationship in the dataset is fixed. However,
if we want the correct answer to rank well, for each set of case concepts we need the weighted relative
redundancy to favour relationships with the correct answer over the multitude of incorrect answers.
It is very unlikely that by chance the relative redundancy of evidence meets this need. Therefore,
modifying the weighting of relationships can be used to impact this relative redundancy. However, this
means that for each case the scorer must weight relationship redundancy for two different purposes:
(1) to balance strong evidence with popularity bias and (2) to weight correct answer case relationship
over incorrect ones. To resolve this conundrum, either methods such as learning to rank could be
utilised, or, factors beyond redundancy are required. Some potential factors have been highlighted in
opportunities RS01 to RS03 above, and evaluating these methods may provide the insights necessary
to move forward. In any event, balancing redundancy or moving beyond the limitations of redundancy,
is a key challenge that future research needs to overcome.
CH03: Comparing Minimal with Multiple Interaction IR
The problem discussed earlier (Section 9.2), was how to compare the effectiveness and efficiency
of both minimal and multiple interaction IR systems without using a clinical user study, which is
expensive in terms of both money and time. When we tried to compare the two types of systems
using existing batch measures, such as Reciprocal Rank and Success, too many other factors, such
as completion time and the probabilities of successfully selecting an answer or finding the answer
within documents, were not accounted for; rendering these existing batch-style measures potentially
misleading. This problem is much more generic than our investigations. Indeed, across all search tasks,
where informing search tasks are identified and the search solution shifts from multi-IIR to mini-IIR,
a method is required to evaluate and compare the two approaches. Developing such a comparative
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framework is a key challenge for mini-IIR research.
Currently, the evaluation of multi-IIR systems dominates IR research (see Section 2.3.2). Future
research needs to focus on establishing a cross-IIR (i.e., multi and mini IIR), batch-style system
evaluation, in a similar vein to that employed by current multi-IIR, e.g., TREC style testing (Voorhees
and Tice, 1999). A likely starting point is to employ economic user models, as discussed in Section
9.2, by Azzopardi and Zuccon (2018). Azzopardi (2016) also discusses the use of simulated models,
which by incorporating real user data, such as that from our existing clinical study, could provide an
excellent basis for common evaluation.
Without an inexpensive, better method for comparing multi-IIR with mini-IIR, research on mini-IIR
could suffer. A great advantage with mini-IIR systems is the speed at which searchers can complete
their tasks. But if this cannot be factored into comparative evaluations with multi-IIR systems, then
evaluations will be limited to highly time consuming, expensive user studies. In addition, the costs
involved for selecting useful documents and miss-interpreting documents, needs to be incorporated
into such evaluations, as it is clear, in the clinical environment at least, that document interpretation
is a significant cause of task failure (see Chapter 4 ). Future work to establish a cross-IIR evaluation
platform would be an important step forward for broader IR research.
CH04: Document Interpretation
Document interpretation was identified in the clinical user study as a key factor associated with
incorrect answers (finding F1.4, Section 4.4). The proposed mini-IIR mediCase system bypasses the
need for document interpretation, by the provision of answers for a subset of clinical questions, called
medical case-based problems. However, answers alone are unlikely to be sufficient for clinicians
to use. Improving document interpretation is clearly a significant challenge for multi-IIR solutions,
however it may also provide important insights for our work, particularly related to the information
card content required for clinicians. Also, it is likely that a hybrid mini-multi-IIR system that provides
both an information card and a SERP, may well offer benefits to clinical users, and for such a system,
document interpretation will remain an important challenge. Therefore, researching how to improve
medical document interpretation is described here as a key challenge for the mini-IIR mediCase system,
but more importantly a broader challenge facing IR systems to support clinicians in answering their
clinical questions.
Future research into document interpretation could begin with two investigations related to the
failure analysis, conducted in Section 4.3.3: (1) Turning point and derailing document analysis, and
(2) Collected evidence analysis. The failure analysis, conducted in Section 4.3.3, established a factor
model to describe the various factors that could impact the correctness of clinicians’ answers. Within
this analysis two types of documents were defined. Turning point documents refer to the most popular
set of documents that participants viewed for a question where the participants marked the documents’
relevance as essential and the participant changed their incorrect pre-search answer to a correct
post-search answer. Derailing documents were those that were also viewed and marked essential
by participants; however, these participants incorrectly answered the question after their search. A
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factor model was constructed on the basis of these types of documents including system effectiveness
evaluations, corpus properties and participant document selection and interpretation factors. By using
this factor model, the strong association between poor document interpretation and the failure rate was
identified (see Section 4.3.3 for details).
Further research could start by assessing whether the sequence in which turning point and derailing
documents were viewed has a relationship with the clinician’s decision. Secondly, research could
identify and analyse these two types of documents, for each question, to see whether there are common
document properties that align a document to either type. In many cases, participants viewed the same
number of turning point documents, but miss-interpreted the documents. Analysing these documents
may provide insights into factors that are contributing to misunderstanding.
The second set of analyses that could contribute to our understanding of clinical document
interpretation is the evidence that was captured by the clinicians when they answered their questions.
For each question, the participant was required to select text and images from the SML documents
that provided evidence for their answer. Although not utilised in our work so far, this evidence may
provide many clues regarding (i) the volume of evidence clinicians seek when answering a question,
(ii) the number of documents that the evidence is garnered from, (iii) the nature of the documents that
the evidence is collected from including which journals, types of articles and studies, age of studies
and authors, (iv) the mix between text, images and tables, (v) the location of collected evidence within
the document, i.e., the section and the depth, (vi) the extent of each evidence, in terms of words. In
addition, this information can be cross-correlated with evidence that is selected from turning point
or derailing documents. The objective of this analysis is to better understand what clinicians require,
in order to make a decision as well as how this information may differ between correct and incorrect
answers.
In summary, medical document interpretation is a significant factor in incorrectly answered clinical
questions. Future research to better understand this problem can inform the content of mini-IIR
information cards, but it can also more broadly inform the design of all CDS solutions that require
clinicians to process evidence to arrive at an answer to a clinical question. We have provided two sets
of analyses that were started in our work, that may jump-start this research.
In this section, five very different and significant challenges were identified that future research
needs to address. The concept space and redundancy issues pertain directly to the effectiveness of
the proposed mini-IIR mediCase system; however, the other three challenges were much broader in
outlook. The ability to compare minimal interaction IR with multiple interaction IR presents as a more
fundamental issue that will continue to dampen research into mini-IIR solutions, until resolved.
9.6 Summary of Future Work
Many avenues for future work have been identified during this thesis and the key ones are summarised
in this chapter. Altogether, there are three key directions of the individual future work that has been
identified:
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i. Minimum viable mediCase mini-IIR solution for comparative testing: This future work, de-
scribed in Section 9.3, relates to the work required on the mini-IIR mediCase system that must
be performed to establish a minimum benchmark before it can be evaluated in a clinical user
study.
ii. Opportunities to improve the mini-IIR mediCase system: This future work, described in Section
9.4, identifies all the future work associated with improving the current mini-IIR mediCase
system. This includes work that improves the relationship extraction or relationship scoring
component methods, as well as work that improves the overall answer retrieval system.
iii. Key challenges: This future work, described in Section 9.5, identifies larger and more intractable
problems that are facing the specific mini-IIR mediCase system, but also facing the broader
mini-IIR and clinical IIR domains.
Each of the individual future work projects are itemised in an opportunity matrix in Table 9.1. The
matrix together with a detailed description are provided next.
9.6.1 Summary Opportunity Matrix
An opportunity matrix is provided in Table 9.1 to summarise all the future work identified in this
chapter, whilst allowing readers to consider our estimate of the potential impact and certainty of each
piece of work. This is helpful for us and future researchers to weigh up and select work that might
offer the greatest benefits for the limited resources available. In this way, each piece of future work
represents an opportunity to impact different areas of research. It must be borne in mind that both the
impact and the certainty criteria and assessments are subjective.
The impact is broken down to the estimated potential impact of the opportunity on either the
relationship extraction or scorer component methods and the overall impact on the mini-IIR mediCase
system effectiveness. The broader impact on biomedical IR or general IR research is also considered.
A high, medium, low grading is used where: (1) high impact opportunities could result in a significant
change, possibly even transforming the target area, (2) medium impact means a more moderate,
incremental change could result in the target area and (3) low impact means that a small to marginal
positive impact is expected on the target area. If no grade is provided, then no impact is expected.
The certainty of impact relates to the type of research activity that is required to perform the future
work, which thereby indicates the relative certainty of success. The three grading levels are: (1) pure
research, indicating a low certainty of success (<50%), in an unknown time-frame. It also indicates that
we are unclear as to the specific nature of the research to be conducted; (2) tests, indicating a medium
certainty of success (>50%), with results that can be ascertained in a known time-frame. The tests
identify the best factor, setting or alternative; (3) work, indicating a high certainty of success (>75%),
and that it is clear what work needs to be done to realise the opportunity in a a given time-frame.
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9.7 Expanding the Uses of Minimal Interaction IR
This thesis is focused on supporting clinicians to answer their clinical questions. During this research a
general IR conceptual framework, called Bridging Information retrieval, was proposed in Chapter 5 to
support and delineate between minimal and multiple interaction IR approaches, which enable search
task completion. In our work, we targeted a specific informing search task, called medical case-based
problem resolution; however, a number of other case-based problems were also discussed in Section
5.3.1, including the resolution of computer programming bugs, legal cases and equipment failures, i.e.,
any problem where previous failure cases and their solutions are documented. Case-based problems
are just one kind of potential informing search task. Future research is likely to identify a very broad
range of informing search tasks and this range is likely to grow rapidly.
There are a number of reasons why the motivation to move from multi-IIR and mini-IIR solutions
is escalating:
i. Informing search tasks are by definition those search tasks for which searchers do NOT want to
perform the search, therefore commercial enterprises are drawn to providing more efficient ways
of servicing customers who need to perform such tasks.
ii. The shift to smaller, hand-held devices, with small screen real estate, reduces the ability to
provide search result options, like traditional search engine results pages.
iii. The shift to greater use of personal assistants, such as Siri3, Cortana4 and Google assistant5,
means that the response to search tasks needs to be minimally interactive or without any
interaction, i.e., the provision of a single answer.
iv. The quantity of accessible information is escalating, making it possible to find answers to more
searcher tasks.
v. Technology has, and continues to, improve at a rate that enables the possibility of mini-IIR
search solutions across very large datasets, whereas previously, the performance of both the
searcher’s technology and the search platform provider’s technology, would have limited this
capability.
If research into mini-IIR systems does escalate, as predicted above, then further research into the
BI conceptual framework, especially around its operationalisation, would be worth while.
9.8 Key Findings and Contributions
In this chapter, both a specific and broader discussion of mini-IIR ensued, including both opportunities
and challenges. The Chapter explored why it is not currently possible to address the final part of the
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RQ-4: How effective are the methods that implement the components of the model for minimal
interaction IR? How effective is the overall minimal interaction IR system that draws from
scientific medical literature at answering clinical questions? And, how does it compare with
multiple interaction IR systems, i.e., document retrieval systems?
First, Section 9.2 explains why current batch-style evaluation approaches are disconnected from
the ability of both mini-IIR and multi-IIR systems to support clinicians in correctly answering their
clinical questions. Therefore, a batch-style comparison of the system was not performed. New methods
need to be devised to compare the two different types of systems that take into consideration many
other factors including: (i) the time to complete the task, (ii) the probability of finding documents that
contain Bridging Information and then interpreting that information correctly and (iii) the probability
of using the limited Bridging Information of the information card to correctly answer the question.
Suggestions for such comparative evaluation frameworks were also provided, incorporating the use of
economic measures and model simulations (Azzopardi, 2011, 2016; Azzopardi and Zuccon, 2018).
Second, further research is required, as laid out in Section 9.3, to initialise a mediCase mini-IIR
system, so that it could be fairly compared with a multi-IIR system. Together, the requirement for
these two tranches of future research means that the last part of RQ-4 cannot be addressed, i.e.:
F4-7 With respect to the comparison of effectiveness between multiple and minimal interaction
IR, no conclusions can currently be drawn. Further research is required.




10.1 Overview of the Research
It is to the time and knowledge limitations of the clinician that this thesis directs its
investigations, and in particular to how information can be be brought to bear on these
limitations to enable more effective clinical decision making. -[Introduction, Chapter 1]
Limited time and knowledge talks to the very foundations of what it means to be a human being. But
for doctors, these limitations not only govern their own capabilities, but impact the health and survival
of the people they treat. Each clinical decision they make is reliant upon both their expert knowledge
and their ability to acquire the additional knowledge necessary to make a correct decision. Overlaid
onto this decision making process are demands that limit the time available to seek this additional
knowledge. This is the very real backdrop of the research work conducted in this thesis.
The first step we took was to take stock of the current situation by assessing how a current system
that provides medical information is working for clinicians (Chapter 3). As an information source, we
selected MEDLINE, the world’s largest biomedical research document store, because of its widespread
use among clinicians, its vast range of topics and because it contains the very latest medical research.
Many prior studies had concluded that medical document retrieval systems help clinicians to make
better decisions, as measured by their ability to answer more clinical questions correctly; however,
we sought to understand whether this was still true when the clinician was in a more realistic work
scenario: When the clinician was subject to varied amounts of time pressure.
The findings from our clinical user study revealed that indeed, clinicians do improve the quality of
their clinical decisions with the aid of a scientific medical literature (SML) document retrieval system;
however, this benefit is mostly eroded when the clinician is working under higher time pressure, which
is reflective of real clinical environments (Chapter 4) . Also, higher time pressure impacted more than
just the decision quality. It increased the clinician’s perceived difficulty of the task, undermined their
answer confidence and increased their stress level. In other words, limited time impedes the ability of
clinicians to use a medical document retrieval system to bridge their knowledge gap, preventing them
from making better clinical decisions.
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The outcomes of the clinical user study directed our research towards seeking alternatives to
document retrieval that support clinicians. Clearly an essential element of any alternative method is a
reduction in the task time. If a method could be found to enable clinicians to bridge their knowledge
gap in much less time, then many more questions could be answered without the impact of time
pressure and therefore, we assert, with a higher correct answer rate.
Another important finding from the user study, revealed through the success factor model analysis
of the failures (Section 4.3.3), informed our search for an alternative method. In the study, we found
that with the aid of the document retrieval system, clinicians were able to correctly answer only around
half of the clinical questions put to them and even less when under time pressure. The most important
factor accounting for these failures was poor document interpretation. This means that clinicians
viewed similar documents for the same question, but drew different conclusions, many of which
were incorrect. This was a very important finding because much existing IR research has focused
on improving the effectiveness of the search system; however, we found that significantly changing
the search system effectiveness had little to no impact on clinical decision making quality. Whereas,
the success factor model analysis made clear that reducing the document interpretation load on the
clinician could have a major impact on answer correctness.
Is document retrieval an effective mode of IR for all search tasks? Our study results would suggest
that for the specific user scenario of time-pressured clinicians answering their clinical questions,
probably not. In its current form, document retrieval, although helpful, took too long and asked too
much of the clinician, in terms of interpreting medical literature. From a generic information search
perspective, in order to fulfil the user’s information need, document retrieval systems require users
to interact with the system in multiple ways (i.e., multi-IIR system), including querying, selecting
documents from a ranked list and reading and interpreting documents. It is likely, therefore, that
multi-IIR systems are not the most effective method to use, not just for clinical decision making tasks,
but for a range of search tasks that exhibit similar time and document interpretation demands. Perhaps
a system that simply returns the answer or a synthesized set of information pertaining to the search
task at hand (i.e., mini-IIR system), could provide a more effective solution.
General IR research could not be found that explores the difference between mini-IIR and multi-IIR
and helps to delineate between the suitability of each method for different search tasks. Therefore,
a novel task-based conceptual framework was developed in Chapter 5, called Bridging Information
Retrieval. As the name suggests, this framework helps us to understand how information systems can
be used to help people to bridge their knowledge gap for a given search task so that they can complete
that task. In deriving this framework, three classes of search tasks were distinguished on the bases of
the searcher’s clarity of search task outcomes, existence of personal preferences and desire for search.
Two of the classes, hunting and entertaining search tasks, are suited to a multi-IIR resolution methods
and informing search tasks are suited to a mini-IIR method.
Informing search tasks are those for which the outcomes of the search task are clear, there are no
personal preferences required and the user does not prefer to perform their own search. In other words,
the user just wants to be ‘informed’ of the answer as quickly as possible. It was asserted that doctors
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seeking answers to their clinical questions represent a specific subset of informing search tasks, called
medical case-based problems. Therefore, if providing answers to clinical questions for doctors are
indeed informing search tasks, then using minimal interaction IR methods may be more effective than
using multiple interaction methods, such as document retrieval. This was the basis from which we set
out to identify a model and methods for resolving medical case-based problems.
A theoretical model was identified to resolve medical case-based problems (Chapter 6). It consisted
of a disorder-centric set of clinical elements, including disorders, symptoms, medical tests and
treatments, as well as relationships between these elements. Each piece of evidence, drawn from any
source, such as from medical literature, consisted of two medical elements, a relationship between
them and a confidence factor that is applied to the relationship. The confidence factor may be derived
from multiple areas of uncertainty such as, medical element mapping, relationship mapping, the age of
the literature and other factors that impact the strength of the evidence containing the relationship. The
theoretical model contained a method for optimising the relationship confidence across the evidence
store to obtain the most likely answer to a range of disorder-centric clinical questions.
The remainder of the research work conducted for this thesis focused on a method to instantiate
the theoretical model and on evaluating the resulting mini-IIR medical case-based problem resolution
system, called mediCase. The overall instantiation method consisted of two component methods: (1)
Relationship Extraction and (2) Relationship scoring. Each component method required evaluation,
together with the overall evaluation of the mediCase system.
The relationship extraction component method was defined in Section 6.5.3. A novel method was
explicated to detect disorder-centric relationships that occur, not only within the same sentence, but
between sentences, including the title, from medical literature. It employs an LSTM deep learning
model that relies upon medical concept and semantic type embeddings, among other features. The
method utilises UMLS concept space representations of literature evidence and employs existing
medical concept extraction tools (i.e., MetaMap Aronson and Lang (2010)) to identify concepts in the
medical literature.
The first round of evaluations performed step-wise cumulative changes to the model and the feature
set, in order to identify the most effective relationship extraction system. We found that model changes
had the greatest impact on the effectiveness. In the second round of evaluations the system was
compared with six benchmark systems based on three relationship extraction models, including the
Co-occurrence model, SemRep (Rindflesch and Fiszman, 2003) and PASMED (Nguyen et al., 2015).
The proposed inter-sentence method outperformed the benchmarks by 71% in precision, 76% in recall
and 83% in F1-score, when compared with the best corresponding result for any other benchmark
system. However, the evaluation was performed using a ‘silver’ quality labelled dataset, which had
been constructed with laymen, rather than specialists. The construction of this silver labelled dataset
was made possible by dividing the relationship extraction task into relationship detection and then
classification, which was based on the semTypes of the medical concepts within the relationship.
Despite this limitation, the proposed relationship extraction model was employed later in Chapter 8
within the overall mini-IIR solution and compared well when evaluated against benchmark systems in
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tests that were independent of the silver labelled dataset.
Evaluation of the relationship scorers and the overall mini-IIR medical case-based problem res-
olution system was performed in Chapter 8. The proposed system was evaluated against a range of
benchmark systems by measuring their ability to (a) find the correct answer (Success) to 60 diagnosis-
based clinical questions and (b) rank the correct answer within the top 10 ranking (Success@10). A
number of relationship scoring component methods were defined in Section 6.6; however, the different
scorers were not a factor that impacted the overall answer retrieval effectiveness. Although unexpected,
analysis of the results and failures revealed that the ranking was heavily influenced by redundancy
bias within the evidence data store; i.e., a disproportionate distribution of relationships that bias the
ranking results, irrespective of the question. A number of avenues of further research were identified
to attempt to improve the effectiveness of the scorers. One method of relationship scoring that did
have a significant impact on answer ranking was Pseudo Relevance Feedback. The introduction of
PRF improved the Success of the answer retrieval system. The two factors that had the greatest
impact on ranking and Success were the relationship extraction model that was used and the extent of
evidence that was available. The proposed LSTM model was the best all-round relationship extraction
model when using a subset of MEDLINE (700K documents). It had significantly superior Success
to both PASMED and SemRep. This means that the novel inter-sentence approach to relationship
extraction, developed in Chapter 6, translated to superior medical answer retrieval, when compared
with intra-sentence approaches.
Using the best combination of data source, relationship extraction method and relationship scorer,
the most effective mini-IIR system achieved an 88.3% Success rate with a Success@10 of 43%
and a Success@5 of 37%. This means that a correct answer is found for nearly 9 in 10 clinical
questions; however, the correct answer is only found in the top 10 ranking for 4 in 10 questions. How
do these levels of effectiveness compare with multi-IIR systems, such as document retrieval? The
discussion in Chapter 9 concluded that using batch metrics to compare the different types of systems
was resoundingly flawed. How does one compare viewing a ranked set of information cards with
searching through clinical documents - mean reciprocal rank does not stack up! The most informative
means to compare the two systems would be to perform a sequel to the clinical user study conducted
in chapters 3 and 4, except with the two types of systems as independent variable.
Unfortunately, such a user study is not possible right now. A number of remaining components
of the mini-IIR system require further research (Section 9.3) before a fair comparison can be made.
In the least, (i) the scope of the mini-IIR system must be expanded from diagnosis-only questions to
those including treatment and medical test questions; (ii) the information card content needs to be
clarified; (iii) the information card presentation needs to be clarified; and (iii) how the information
card is integrated with the search system, including numbers of information cards and general layout,
needs to be ascertained. Alternative methods to compare the effectiveness of multiple and minimal
interaction IR systems were proposed in Section 9.5. In particular, establishing a cross-IIR (i.e., multi
and mini IIR), batch-style system evaluation using economic measures that consider search time, read
time and document interpretation probabilities.
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Many other avenues for future work were identified and summarised in Section 9.4. Some of the
more important mini-IIR system improvements include expanding the LSTM relationship extraction
model to MEDLINE-wide scope and evaluating new scorers that seek to counter the redundancy bias.
Redundancy bias is also discussed as one of four key challenges facing mini-IIR research. Finding
new ways to support clinicians in interpreting documents was another major challenge highlighted.
The scope of this thesis is clinical decision making. Although not explored in any great detail,
Section 9.7 discusses opportunities for utilising mini-IIR systems outside of this domain. Given the
direction of widespread use of handheld devices, of high speed access to the internet and of voice
controlled search patterns, mini-IIR is already here. The question now turns to which tasks can be
utilised for such an approach and how effective can it be. We hope that this thesis has helped advance
our thinking in this respect.
10.2 Contributions
The findings and contributions, as they relate to each research question are summarised in the Intro-
duction, Tables 1.1 - 1.4. Across the chapters, each of these findings and contributions are detailed,
together with the evidence that supports them. In this final section, we summarise and highlight
a number of the more important contributions made by this work, divided into major and minor
contributions. Major contributions of this work are:
1. The experimental approach, data and findings of the clinical user study. The experimental
protocol, detailed in Chapter 3, provides a blueprint for conducting an experiment to assess
the effectiveness of clinical decision making using multiple IR systems and multiple time
constraint cohorts. The findings from the study provide the first conclusive evidence to reveal the
impact of time pressure on clinical decision making when using a medical search system. It also
provides new evidence regarding the impact of varied IR system effectiveness, as measured using
conventional batch-style metrics of system performance, on the end user. Finally, the experiment
also provides an extensive dataset for other researchers to utilise. This dataset includes all search
queries, search result rankings, user timings, user actions (clicks), evidence collected from
documents, document relevance ratings, answers and perceived difficulty, confidence and stress
levels; all across 1,653 samples.
2. The Bridging Information retrieval conceptual framework, developed in Chapter 5. This
novel framework provides a common, underlying element, Bridging Information (BI), that
enables a task-based approach to information retrieval. Because BI is made explicit, it may
present more opportunities to fairly compare IR systems than current approaches which rely
upon less clear relevance assessments. The framework supports both minimal and multiple
interaction IR and provides a method for identifying which mode of IR is suited to a given task
(Section 5.3.1). Bridging Information also supports the comparison of different types of systems
(document, information card, answer) because BI is common to each.
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3. The disorder-centric model for resolving case-based problems, presented in Chapter 6. This
model provides a method for developing a system to answer disorder-centric clinical questions;
in particular the top five questions, identified by Ely et al. (2000), which account for around 40%
of the clinical questions asked by General Practitioners. The model incorporates the use of a
multi-faceted confidence weighting factor, to support the inclusion of sources of uncertainty that
are found in evidence. For example, technical uncertainties such as mapping medical concepts
and relationships from the evidence, but also semantic and evidential uncertainties such as the
type or age of the journal from which the evidence is derived.
4. The inter-sentence, disorder-centric relationship extraction method that utilises a deep
learning model, presented in Chapter 6. This novel model provides a superior method for
detecting clinical relationships between disorders, symptoms, treatments and medical tests, from
biomedical literature. Unlike the existing benchmark approaches to this problem, which identify
intra-sentence relationships only, this model is able to gain a significant advantage by identifying
many more relationships that exist between sentences. In the experiments performed for this
thesis, many more disorder-centric relationships were found between sentences, than within. It
is yet to be proven whether this is true across all of MEDLINE; however, the method presented
offers a promising new approach for this important problem.
5. Empirical evaluation of medical answer retrieval systems, reported in Chapter 8. Providing
an answer to a clinical question offers enormous possibilities for improving the effectiveness of
clinical decision making for time-pressured clinicians. In our detailed evaluation and analysis,
many different factors were assessed for their impact on answer retrieval effectiveness including
relationship scoring, relationship extraction, data source size and medical case format. The
impact of each of these factors was examined with clear conclusions. Altogether five scorers
were assessed, with and without PRF, four relationship extraction models, two data source
sizes and two case formats. Significant analysis was also performed across a range of metrics,
including Success and ranking metrics. Many important challenges and potential areas of
improvement were identified. Altogether, the insights identified through the empirical evaluation
provide an important basis for future work in the field of medical answer retrieval.
6. The success factor model analysis for interactive IR, presented in Section 4.3.3. Understand-
ing the results from an interactive IR user study can be quite overwhelming as there are so many
variables at play. A useful approach was identified in this work that made use of factor patterns
and positive factor mix charts to identify the relative association of factors to failure states. This
helped to uncover one of the most important findings in this thesis relating to problems with
document interpretation. The approach used in this thesis is applicable to all interactive IR user
studies.
The minor contributions of this work are:
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1. The method to construct a labelled dataset for relationship extraction, presented in Section
7.2.1. Biomedical relationship extraction research suffers from a dearth of good labelled datasets
that can be utilised for training, in the case of machine learning solutions, and evaluation
purposes. Most of the available datasets are extremely niche and small in size. The reason that
there are so few labelled datasets is the cost of employing experts to create them. A method was
outlined in this work to break the problem down into two components: relationship identification
and relationship classification. Using this approach, non-experts could be used for relationship
detection. Although not validated yet, this method offers a promising approach for the creation
of additional and larger labelled datasets for the biomedical IR research community.
2. The deep learning relationship extraction model and feature analysis including the medical
concept embeddings. In Chapter 7, deep learning model configurations and learning features
were tested in cumulative fashion to identify the most effective method to use for medical
relationship detection. This analysis identified the relative contributions of different features and
model configurations, which is helpful for future researchers making use of deep learning models
for medical text analysis. Also generated and available for use is a UMLS medical concept
embedding and UMLS semType embedding, which were both generated from documents across
the whole of MEDLINE.
3. The identification of the specific steps necessary to implement a mini-IIR mediCase system
and conduct a user study to establish the effectiveness of mini-IIR systems for case-based medical
problem resolution. In Section 9.3, the details are provided to: (i) expand the scope of the
mini-IIR mediCase system to a functioning level; and (ii) clarify the information card content,
presentation and integration testing required to establish a baseline system. These steps provide
the foundation for future researchers to take the next steps in mini-IIR development for clinical
decision support.
10.3 Final Remarks
In this thesis, we take the first steps beyond document retrieval to support clinicians in answering their
clinical questions. Beyond document retrieval because of the time it takes clinicians to use the systems,
the degradation in effectiveness under time pressure and, finally, the onerous requirement to interpret
complex clinical information, which often leads clinicians astray, to poor clinical decisions.
We established a task-oriented IR conceptual framework that supported not only multiple-interaction
IR systems, such as document retrieval, but also minimal interaction systems that provide answers or
information cards to the user, based on just a single query. We then developed a model for resolving
medical case-based problems, i.e., answering disorder-centric clinical questions such as: What is
the diagnosis, given these symptoms? What is the treatment or medical test required, given this
diagnosis? These account for around 40% of clinical questions asked by General Practitioners. Next,
we instantiated and evaluated a limited mini-IIR system that could identify diagnoses for cases. This
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new system represents the baseline mini-IIR system effectiveness for answering clinical questions.
What we don’t have is a final answer: Is mini-IIR more effective than multi-IIR for clinicians to use?
Nevertheless, we have taken the first steps and are now armed with a swathe of future work to
improve on the current mini-IIR system and perform the comparative evaluation to answer this question.
This line of research, into mini-IIR, is timely and shows early promise for applications in clinical
decision support. We are cautiously optimistic that mini-IIR will become an integrated element of
future clinical support systems for time-pressured clinicians.
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Appendix A
User Study Instruments
Table A.1: Pre-test questions and answer options.
# Question Answer Option
1 Gender (1) Male; (2) Female
2 Profession (1) General Practitioner; (2) Specialist; (3) In-
tern, JHO, SHO, PHO or RMO; (4) Registrar;
(5) Medical student; (6) Other - please specify
3 How many years of clin-
ical experience do you
have?
number
4 How would you rate
your computer skills?
(1) Poor; (2) Fair; (3) Good; (4) Very good; (5)
Excellent
5 How frequently do you
use Medline or Pubmed
for medical reference?
(1) never; (2) Once per month; (3) 2-3 times per
month; (4) Once per week (5) More than once
per week
6 How many hours of
sleep did you have in the
past 24 hours?
number
7 Is this amount of sleep
average for you?
(1) it is below average for me; (2) it is average
for me; (3) it is above average for me
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Factor All-success Cohort All-failure Cohort Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Corpus Factors
corpTPDoc 207 670 9 104 567 96 -103*** 87***
corpDRDoc 260 499 127 49 531 187 -211*** 60***
corpPCTDoc 248 543 95 61 382 324 -187*** 229***
corpAmbDoc 254 451 181 160 480 127 -94*** -54*
Search System Factor
searchEff 205 1031 417 31 513 223 -143*** 29***
Participant Factors
partPK 562 0 1089 189 0 578 -184*** 65***
partQEff 255 1115 283 98 511 158 -59** 33***
partTPDoc 306 1178 169 135 520 112 -36 55***
partDRDoc 135 1214 304 59 570 138 -17 -28
partPCTDoc 1234 0 419 469 0 298 -296*** 177***
partDocInt 277 1104 272 0 495 272 -277*** 272***
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD adjusted p-values)
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
Table B.1: The numbers of red, amber and green graded tasks for each of the success factors,
summed for the success cohort (all tasks correctly answered post-search) and the failure
cohort (all tasks incorrectly answered post-search). The difference between the two cohorts
(delta) is provided for red and green graded factors, together with their significant difference,
as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons of means
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Factor Right-to-Right Right-to-Wrong Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Corpus Factors
C1 - # relevant docs. 71 301 1 26 160 3 -45 2
C2 - # negatively relevant docs. 68 247 58 12 124 53 -56*** -5***
C3 - proportion of relevant docs. 53 292 28 9 140 40 -44*** 12***
C4 - # ambiguous docs. 101 212 60 34 118 37 -67* -23
Search System Factor
S1 - Effectiveness 42 260 71 8 123 58 -34** -13**
x
Participant Factors
P1 - Prior Knowledge 373 0 0 189 0 0 -184 0
P2 - Query Effectiveness 69 243 61 28 118 43 -41 -18
P3 - Relevant docs. selected 70 260 43 32 130 27 -38 -16
P4 - Neg. Relevant docs. selected 45 267 61 15 141 33 -30 -28
P5 - Proportion Relevant docs. selected 306 0 67 132 0 57 -17***4 -10***
P6 - Doc. Interpretation 49 243 0 0 41 98 -49*** 9***8
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD adjusted p-values)
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
Table B.2: The numbers of red, amber and green graded task for each of the interactive IR factors, summed for the
Right-to-Right cohort and the Right-to-Wrong cohort. The difference between the two cohorts (delta) is provided for red
and green graded factors, together with their significant difference, as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons of
means
360 APPENDIX B. FAILURE ANALYSIS DATA
Factor Wrong-to-Right Wrong-to-Wrong Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Corpus Factors
C1 - # relevant docs. 136 369 8 78 407 93 -58*** 85***
C2 - # negatively relevant docs. 192 252 69 37 407 134 -155*** 65***
C3 - proportion of relevant docs. 195 251 67 52 242 284 -143*** 217***
C4 - # ambiguous docs. 153 239 121 126 362 90 -27** -31***
Search System Factor
S1 - Effectiveness 132 258 123 23 390 165 -109*** 42
Participant Factors
P1 - Prior Knowledge 0 0 513 0 0 578 0 65
P2 - Query Effectiveness 88 361 64 70 393 115 -18* 51***
P3 - Relevant docs. selected 101 398 14 103 390 85 2 71***
P4 - Neg. Relevant docs. selected 31 377 105 44 429 105 13 0
P5 - Proportion Relevant docs. selected 459 0 54 337 0 241 -122*** 187***
P6 - Doc. Interpretation 54 459 0 0 241 337 -54*** 337***
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD adjusted p-values)
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
Table B.3: The numbers of red, amber and green graded task for each of the failure factors, summed for the Wrong-to-
Right cohort and the Wrong-to-Wrong cohort. The difference between the two cohorts (delta) is provided for red and
green graded factors, together with their significant difference, as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons of means
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Factor Low Time Pressure High Time Pressure Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Corpus Factors
C1 - # relevant docs. 104 453 41 120 422 38 16 -3
C2 - # negatively relevant docs. 164 354 80 66 367 147 -98*** 67***
C3 - proportion of relevant docs. 144 323 131 76 339 165 -68*** 34*
C4 - # ambiguous docs. 175 331 92 136 328 116 -39 24
Search System Factor
S1 - Effectiveness 108 383 107 50 343 187 -58*** 80***
Participant Factors
P1 - Prior Knowledge 216 0 382 178 0 402 -38 20
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD adjusted p-values)
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
Table B.4: The numbers of red, amber and green graded tasks, across all participant tasks, for each of the failure
factors, summed for the the Self-Report high time pressure participant task cohort and the low time pressure
cohort. The difference between the two cohorts (delta) is provided for red and green graded factors, together with
their significant difference, as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons of means
362 APPENDIX B. FAILURE ANALYSIS DATA
Factor Low Time Pressure High Time Pressure Delta
Green Amber Red Green Amber Red Green Red
Participant Factors
P2 - Query Effectiveness 32 152 27 36 219 87 4 60**
P3 - Relevant docs. selected 44 141 26 52 224 66 8 40
P4 - Neg. Relevant docs. selected 9 170 32 43 236 63 34*** 31
P5 - Proportion Relevant docs. selected 144 0 67 193 0 149 49* 82*
P6 - Doc. Interpretation 0 67 144 0 149 193 0 49*
* P-value <0.05 (TukeyHSD adjusted p-values)
** P-value <0.01
*** P-value <0.001
Table B.5: The numbers of red, amber and green graded tasks, across incorrectly answered tasks, for the participant
success factors (excluding P1, prior knowledge), summed for the the Self-Report high time pressure participant task
cohort(N=342) and the low time pressure cohort (N=214). The difference between the two cohorts (delta) is provided for
red and green graded factors, together with their significant difference, as calculated using Tukey multiple comparisons
of means.
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Table C.1: 2014 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (1 to 6) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
1 A 58-year-old African-American woman presents to the ER with episodic press-
ing/burning anterior chest pain that began two days earlier for the first time in her life.
The pain started while she was walking, radiates to the back, and is accompanied by nau-
sea, diaphoresis and mild dyspnea, but is not increased on inspiration. The latest episode
of pain ended half an hour prior to her arrival. She is known to have hypertension and
obesity. She denies smoking, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, or a family history of heart
disease. She currently takes no medications. Physical examination is normal. The EKG
shows nonspecific changes
58-year-old woman with hyperten-
sion and obesity presents with
exercise-related episodic chest pain





C0206064, C0810003, C0577698, C0235462, C0002965,
C0151744, C0002963, C1956346, C0010073, C0018799,
C0859834, C0741026, C0542052, C0003850, C0156195,
C0423636, C0541777, C0858529, C0859924, C0348588,
C0860153, C1112692, C0010054, C0859932, C0235467,
C0375265, C0264683, C0264684, C0152172, C4523813,
C1536180, C4523812, C0340288, C4523815, C0340289,
C0002962, C4523816, C1611184, C0375852, C0837133,
C0837134, C3805197, C0837135, C0837136, C2882161,
C0002962, C0443343, C0858277, C0264687
2 An 8-year-old male presents in March to the ER with fever up to 39 C, dyspnea and
cough for 2 days. He has just returned from a 5 day vacation in Colorado. Parents report
that prior to the onset of fever and cough, he had loose stools. He denies upper respiratory
tract symptoms. On examination he is in respiratory distress and has bronchial respiratory
sounds on the left. A chest x-ray shows bilateral lung infiltrates.
8-year-old boy with 2 days of loose
stools, fever, and cough after return-
ing from a trip to Colorado. Chest x-




C0343760, C0343761, C0162699, C0038041, C0162700,
C0809957, C0343759, C0241407, C0035793
3 A 58-year-old nonsmoker white female with mild exertional dyspnea and occasional
cough is found to have a left lung mass on chest x-ray. She is otherwise asymptomatic. A
neurologic examination is unremarkable, but a CT scan of the head shows a solitary mass
in the right frontal lobe.
58-year-old female non-smoker
with left lung mass on x-ray. Head





C0220650, C0686377, C0152013, C0854988, C0919985,
C0862790, C0153688, C0684249, C0153689
4 A 2-year-old boy is brought to the emergency department by his parents for 5 days of
high fever and irritability. The physical exam reveals conjunctivitis, strawberry tongue,
inflammation of the hands and feet, desquamation of the skin of the fingers and toes, and
cervical lymphadenopathy with the smallest node at 1.5 cm. The abdominal exam demon-
strates tenderness and enlarged liver. Laboratory tests report elevated alanine aminotrans-
ferase, white blood cell count of 17,580/mm, albumin 2.1 g/dL, C-reactive protein 4.5
mg, erythrocyte sedimentation rate 60 mm/h, mild normochromic, normocytic anemia,
and leukocytes in urine of 20/mL with no bacteria identified. The echocardiogram shows
moderate dilation of the coronary arteries with possible coronary artery aneurysm.
2-year-old boy with fever and ir-
ritability for 5 days. Physical
exam findings include conjunctivi-
tis, strawberry tongue, and desqua-
mation of the fingers and toes. Lab
results include low albumin, ele-
vated white blood cell count and
C-reactive protein, and urine leuko-
cytes. Echo shows moderate dila-
tion of the coronary arteries.
Kawasaki disease:
C0026691
C0810057, C0026691, C1328843, C2936917, C0348668
5 A 56-year-old female on 20th day post-left mastectomy presents to the emergency de-
partment complaining of shortness of breath and malaise. The patient says that she has
remained in bed for the last two weeks. The physical examination reveals tenderness on
the left upper thoracic wall and right calf. The surgical incision shows no bleeding or
signs of infection. Pulmonary auscultation is significant for bilateral decreased breath
sounds, especially at the right base. Laboratory tests reveal an elevated D-dimer.
56-year-old woman presents with
shortness of breath 3 weeks af-
ter surgical mastectomy. Physical
exam is significant for right calf
tenderness and decreased breath
sounds at the right base. Her D-
dimer level is elevated.
Pulmonary embolism:
C0034065
C4290142, C0856751, C0857263, C0856722, C0034065,
C1735914, C0034066, C4290144, C0597323, C0856721,
C4290143, C0524702, C2882222, C0877024, C0340535
6 64-year-old obese female with diagnosis of diabetes mellitus and persistently elevated
HbA1c. She is reluctant to see a nutritionist and is not compliant with her diabetes med-
ication or exercise. She complains of a painful skin lesion on the left lower leg. She
has tried using topical lotions and creams but the lesion has increased in size and is now
oozing.
64-year-old woman with uncon-
trolled diabetes, now with an ooz-






Table C.2: 2014 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (7 to 14) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
7 A 26-year-old obese woman with a history of bipolar disorder complains that her recent
struggles with her weight and eating have caused her to feel depressed. She states that she
has recently had difficulty sleeping and feels excessively anxious and agitated. She also
states that she has had thoughts of suicide. She often finds herself fidgety and unable to
sit still for extended periods of time. Her family tells her that she is increasingly irritable.
Her current medications include lithium carbonate and zolpidem.
26-year-old obese woman with
bipolar disorder, on zolpidem and
lithium, with recent difficulty sleep-
ing, agitation, suicidal ideation, and
irritability.
Adverse reaction to zolpi-
dem. Zolpidem - lithium
interaction: C0569575
C0569575
8 A 62-year-old man sees a neurologist for progressive memory loss and jerking movements
of the lower extremities. Neurologic examination confirms severe cognitive deficits and
memory dysfunction. An electroencephalogram shows generalized periodic sharp waves.
Neuroimaging studies show moderately advanced cerebral atrophy. A cortical biopsy
shows diffuse vacuolar changes of the gray matter with reactive astrocytosis but no in-
flammatory infiltration.
62-year-old man with progressive
memory loss and involuntary leg
movements. Brain MRI reveals cor-
tical atrophy, and cortical biopsy




C0022336, C0520709, C1852467, C0858464, C0302866,
C0751254, C0153007, C4281802, C0376329, C0007684,
C0333375, C2349756, C0085209, C0333462, C0162534,
C0809990, C2931859, C1969957
9 A 43-year-old woman visits her dermatologist for lesions on her neck. On examination,
multiple lesions are seen. Each lesion is small soft, and pedunculated. The largest lesion
is about 4 mm in diameter. The color of different lesions varies from flesh colored to
slightly hyperpigmented.
43-year-old woman with soft, flesh-






10 A physician is called to see a 67-year-old woman who underwent cardiac catheterization
via the right femoral artery earlier in the morning. She is now complaining of a cool right
foot. Upon examination she has a pulsatile mass in her right groin with loss of distal
pulses, and auscultation reveals a bruit over the point at which the right femoral artery
was entered.
67-year-old woman status post
cardiac catheterization via right
femoral artery, now with a cool,





11 ”11” type=”test”¿ ¡description¿A 40-year-old woman with no past medical history
presents to the ER with excruciating pain in her right arm that had started 1 hour prior
to her admission. She denies trauma. On examination she is pale and in moderate dis-
comfort, as well as tachypneic and tachycardic. Her body temperature is normal and her
blood pressure is 80/60. Her right arm has no discoloration or movement limitation.
40-year-old woman with severe
right arm pain and hypotension.
She has no history of trauma and
right arm exam reveals no signifi-
cant findings.
Hypovolemia: C0546884 C0267999, C0750310, C0267998, C0267997, C0267996,
C0011175, C0267994, C4523878, C0546884, C0085608,
C0232098, C0750309
12 A 25-year-old woman presents to the clinic complaining of prolonged fatigue. She denies
difficulty sleeping and sleeps an average of 8 hours a night. She also notes hair loss, a
change in her voice and weight gain during the previous 6 months. She complains of cold
intolerance. On examination she has a prominent, soft, uniform anterior cervical mass at
the midline.
25-year-old woman with fatigue,
hair loss, weight gain, and cold in-
tolerance for 6 months.
Primary hypothyroidism:
C0700502
C4316995, C0342157, C0020676, C0700502
13 ”13” type=”test”¿ ¡description¿A 30-year-old generally healthy woman presents with
shortness of breath that had started 2 hours before admission. She has had no health
problems in the past besides 2 natural abortions. She had given birth to a healthy child
3 weeks before. On examination, she is apprehensive, tachypneic and tachycardic, her
blood pressure is 110/70 and her oxygen saturation 92%. Otherwise, physical examina-
tion is unremarkable. Her chest x-ray and CBC are normal.
30-year-old woman who is 3 weeks
post-partum, presents with short-




C0877208, C0269972, C0157592, C2733634
14 An 85-year-old man is brought to the ER because of gradual decrease in his level of
consciousness. In the last 3 days he stopped walking and eating by himself. He has had
no fever, cough, rash or diarrhea. His daughter recalls that he had been involved in a car
accident 3 weeks prior to his admission and had a normal head CT at that time.
85-year-old man who was in a car
accident 3 weeks ago, now with
3 days of progressively decreasing
level of consciousness and impaired




C0160238, C0160239, C0810006, C0160237, C0475059,
C0160252, C0160253, C0238156, C0273097, C0160250,
C0160251, C0749095, C0160249, C0749098, C0151699,
C0160248, C0160243, C0160244, C0160241, C0160242,

























Table C.3: 2014 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (15 to 20) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
15 A 36-year-old woman presents to the emergency department with 12 weeks of amenor-
rhea, vaginal spotting that has increased since yesterday, lower abdominal tenderness,
nausea and vomiting. The physical exam reveals overall tender abdomen, 18-week sized
uterus, and cervical dilation of 2 cm. The complete blood count and biochemical profile
are normal. Point of care pregnancy test with cut-off sensitivity of 25 mIU/ml Beta-HCG
is negative. The ultrasound reports enlarged uterus (12 cm x 9 cm x 7 cms) with multiple
cystic areas in the interior. The differential diagnosis includes vesicular mole vs fibroid
degeneration.
36-year-old woman with amenor-
rhea, abdominal tenderness, en-
larged uterus, and cervical dila-
tion. Urine pregnancy test is neg-
ative. Ultrasound reveals an en-
larged uterus with multiple cystic
areas, which could be consistent





C0334529, C1411731, C0042138, C0678213, C0598626,
C0178295, C0156723, C0810337, C0549315, C2931618,
C0020217
16 A 28-year-old female with neck and shoulder pain and left hand and arm paresthesias
three weeks after returning from a trip to California where she attended a stray animal
recovery campaign. Her physical exam was unremarkable except for slight tremors and
almost imperceptible spasticity. She was prescribed NSAIDS and a topical muscle relax-
ant. She was brought in to the ER three days later with spastic arm movements, sweating,
increasing agitation and anxiety, malaise, difficultly swallowing and marked hydrophobia,
and was immediately hospitalized.
28-year-old female with neck pain
and left arm numbness 3 weeks
after working with stray animals.
Physical exam initially remarkable
for slight left arm tremor and spas-
ticity. Three days later she pre-
sented with significant arm spastic-
ity, diaphoresis, agitation, difficulty
swallowing, and hydrophobia.
rabies: C0034494 C0042769, C0810237, C0276369, C1112490, C0034494,
C0276370
17 A 48-year-old white male with history of common variable immunodeficiency (CVID)
with acute abdominal pain, fever, dehydration, HR of 132 bpm, BP 80/40. The physical
examination is remarkable for tenderness and positive Murphy sign. Abdominal ultra-
sound shows hepatomegaly and abundant free intraperitoneal fluid. Exploratory laparo-
tomy reveals a ruptured liver abscess, which is then surgically drained. After surgery, the
patient is taken to the ICU.
48-year-old man with common vari-
able immunodeficiency presents
with abdominal pain and fever.
Ultrasound reveals hepatomegaly
and free intraperitoneal fluid. A
ruptured liver abscess is found
and drained during exploratory
laparotomy.
peritonitis: C0031154 C0810305, C0281940, C0031154, C1264610, C0858645,
C0747526, C4285936, C0156092, C0341816, C0029823,
C0473119, C0267750, C0156179, C0156332, C0156177,
C0269032, C1449646, C1449647, C0919899, C0810030,
C0275550, C0851980, C0031142, C0031154, C0341503,
C0341504, C3203697
18 A 6-month-old male infant has a urine output of less than 0.2 mL/kg/hr shortly after
undergoing major surgery. On examination, he has generalized edema. His blood pressure
is 115/80 mm Hg, his pulse is 141/min, and his respirations are 18/min. His blood urea
nitrogen is 33 mg/dL, and his serum creatinine is 1.3 mg/dL. Initial urinalysis shows
specific gravity of 1.017. Microscopic examination of the urine sample reveals 1 WBC per
high-power field (HPF), 18 RBCs per HPF, and 5 granular casts per HPF. His fractional
excretion of sodium is 3.3%.
6-month-old male with decreased
urine output and edema several
hours after surgery. He is hyper-
tensive and tachycardic, has a high
BUN and creatinine, and urine mi-
croscopy reveals red blood cells and
granular casts.
Hemolysis and acute kid-
ney injury: C2609414
C0748297, C1828256, C4524217, C0858671, C0495057,
C0920244, C0403462, C0574786, C0232808, C1565662,
C2902951, C0157464, C2609414, C0001355, C4524220,
C4524222, C0157461, C0264490, C0022660, C0157462,
C0795914, C0157463, C0235626
19 A 52-year-old African American man with a history of heavy smoking and drinking, de-
scribes progressive dysphagia that began several months ago. He first noticed difficulty
swallowing meat. His trouble swallowing then progressed to include other solid foods,
soft foods, and then liquids. He is able to locate the point where food is obstructed at the
lower end of his sternum. He has lost a total of 25 pounds.
52-year-old man with history of
smoking and heavy drinking, now
with progressive dysphagia and 25-
pound weight loss.
obstruction of the esopha-
gus due to stricture, ring,
or malignancy: C0239296,
C1261287, C1306459
C0810300, C0796276, C0267077, C1863921, C1540914,
C0014852, C1261287, C0334166, C1835320, C1863703,
C0277538, C1393788, C0239296, C0239296, C0014866,
C0565871, C0265363, C1832949, C0006826, C1306459,
C1261567
20 A 32-year-old woman is admitted to the ER following a car accident. She has sustained
multiple injuries including upper and lower extremity fractures. She is fully awake and
alert, and she reports that she was not wearing a seat belt. Her blood pressure is 134/74
mm Hg, and her pulse is 87/min. Physical examination reveals a tender abdomen with
guarding and rebound in all four quadrants. She has no bowel sounds.
32-year-old unbelted driver status
post car accident. Has multiple ex-
tremity fractures and severe abdom-




C1328520, C2910387, C0000737, C0344304, C0000727,
C0541750, C0178310
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Table C.4: 2014 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (21 to 26) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
21 A 21-year-old female is evaluated for progressive arthralgias and malaise. On examina-
tion she is found to have alopecia, a rash mainly distributed on the bridge of her nose and
her cheeks, a delicate non-palpable purpura on her calves, and swelling and tenderness
of her wrists and ankles. Her lab shows normocytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, a 4/4
positive ANA and anti-dsDNA. Her urine is positive for protein and RBC casts.
21-year-old female with pro-
gressive arthralgias, fatigue, and
butterfly-shaped facial rash. Labs
are significant for positive ANA
and anti-double-stranded DNA, as
well as proteinuria and RBC casts.
Systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (SLE): C0024141
C2895176, C0406637, C0024138, C0236115, C0236113,
C0541786, C1735608, C0521513, C0026272, C0263591,
C0024131, C0542297, C0521471, C0810057, C0477587,
C0268759, C0409977, C0268758, C0409976, C0268757,
C0409979, C0268756, C0409978, C0268755, C0852994,
C0409974, C0236116, C0242380, C0542069, C0024143,
C0268754, C0024141
22 A 15-year-old girl presents to the ER with abdominal pain. The pain appeared gradually
and was periumbilical at first, localizing to the right lower quadrant over hours. She has
had no appetite since yesterday but denies diarrhea. She has had no sexual partners and
her menses are regular. On examination, she has localized rebound tenderness over the
right lower quadrant. On an abdominal ultrasound, a markedly edematous appendix is
seen.
15-year-old girl with right lower
quadrant abdominal pain, decreased




C0267629, C0341352, C0810026, C0267626, C0003615,
C0267625, C0810305, C0267624, C0341350, C0267622,
C0156094, C0156093, C0156092, C2887684, C0085693,
C0341349, C0267631, C0267630
23 A 63-year-old man presents with cough and shortness of breath. His past medical history
is notable for heavy smoking, spinal stenosis, diabetes, hypothyroidism and mild psoriasis.
He also has a family history of early onset dementia. His symptoms began about a week
prior to his admission, with productive cough, purulent sputum and difficulty breathing,
requiring him to use his home oxygen for the past 24 hours. He denies fever. On examina-
tion he is cyanotic, tachypneic, with a barrel shaped chest and diffuse rales over his lungs.
A chest x-ray is notable for hyperinflation with no consolidation.
63-year-old heavy smoker with pro-
ductive cough, shortness of breath,
tachypnea, and oxygen requirement.






C0340044, C2887447, C2887446, C0348817, C0810017
24 A 33-year-old male athlete presented to the ER with acute abdominal pain. Family mem-
ber says the patient fell off his bike a week earlier and suffered blunt trauma to the left
hemi-abdomen, and he has had mild abdominal pain since that day. The patient’s history
is negative for smoking, drugs, and alcohol. BP: 60/30 mmHg, HR: 140/min. The patient
is pale, the physical examination of the abdomen revealed muscle contraction and resis-
tance. Emergency ultrasound and CT scan of the abdomen reveal extended intraperitoneal
hemorrhage due to spleen rupture.
33-year-old male presents with se-
vere abdominal pain one week af-
ter a bike accident in which he sus-
tained abdominal trauma. He is
hypotensive and tachycardic, and
imaging reveals a ruptured spleen
and intraperitoneal hemorrhage.
Spleen rupture and in-
traperitoneal hemorrhage:
C0038000, C0019065
C0160416, C0859783, C0019066, C0236178, C0160417,
C0160414, C0019065, C0347636, C0160418, C0160419,
C0160410, C0160411, C0038000, C0810319
25 An 8-year-old boy fell from his bike striking his left temple on the pavement. There
was no immediate loss of consciousness, and a brief examination at the scene noted his
pupils were symmetrical, reactive to the light, and he was moving all four limbs. Half an
hour after the fall the child became drowsy, pale, and vomited. He was transferred to the
emergency department. Upon arrival the heart rate was 52/min, blood pressure of 155/98.
The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) was 6/15, the pupils were asymmetrical and movement
of the right upper and lower extremities was impaired. The neurosurgical team advised
deferring the CT scan in favor of initiating immediate treatment.
8-year-old boy with decreased level
of consciousness 30 minutes after
falling from his bike and hitting his
head. He was not wearing a helmet.
In the ER he was bradycardic and
hypertensive, and the neurosurgeon




C3714660, C0347535, C0270611, C0018674, C0876926
26 A group of 14 humanitarian service workers is preparing a trip to the Amazon Rainforest
region in Brazil. All the members of the group have traveled on multiple occasions and
have up-to-date vaccine certificates. Malaria Chemoprophylaxis is indicated but three of
the women are in different stages of pregnancy.
Group traveling to the Amazon rain-
forest, including 3 pregnant women.
All members’ immunizations are





C0024536, C0024535, C0404797, C0343774, C0153123,
C0404796, C0024533, C0404795, C0404798, C0156799,
C0024537, C0404799, C0809957, C0747820, C0276834,
C0029661, C0276835, C0152072, C0153121, C0153122,
C0343778, C0348986, C2930826, C1736178, C0024530,
C0348987, C0343776, C0348988, C0156801, C0156802,

























Table C.5: 2014 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (27 to 30) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
27 A 21-year-old college student undergoes colonoscopy due to family history of multiple
polyps in his older siblings. His brother underwent total proctocolectomy at age 22, and
his sister underwent a total proctocolectomy at age 28, after both were found to have
hundreds of colonic adenomas on colonoscopy. Both siblings are currently well without
any findings of neoplasms. The patient undergoes sigmoidoscopy and is found to have
dozens of small colonic polyps within rectosigmoid. Several of these are biopsied and are
all benign adenomas.
21-year-old male with dozens of
small polyps found on colonoscopy.
Family history significant for both
older siblings having total colec-





C0017097, C1855505, C1851124, C1832587, C0206677,
C2713442, C0009404, C0004991, C1837991, C2674616,
C1864730, C0009376, C0032580
28 A 31-year-old woman is seen in clinic with amenorrhea. She had menarche at age 14 and
has had normal periods since then. However, her last menstrual period was 7 months ago.
She also complains of an occasional milky nipple discharge. She is currently taking no
mediations and would like to become pregnant soon. Examination shows a whitish nipple
discharge bilaterally, but the rest of the examination is normal. Urine human chorionic go-
nadotropin (hCG) is negative, thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) is normal, but prolactin
is elevated.
31-year-old female with amenor-
rhea, milky nipple discharge, neg-




C0271552, C0853901, C0029493, C0154223, C2930894,
C0020514, C3055373
29 A 51-year-old woman is seen in clinic for advice on osteoporosis. She has a past medical
history of significant hypertension and diet-controlled diabetes mellitus. She currently
smokes 1 pack of cigarettes per day. She was documented by previous LH and FSH
levels to be in menopause within the last year. She is concerned about breaking her hip as
she gets older and is seeking advice on osteoporosis prevention.
51-year-old smoker with hyperten-
sion and diabetes, in menopause,





30 A 72-year-old man complains of increasing calf pain when walking uphill. The symp-
toms have gradually increased over the past 3 months. The patient had an uncomplicated
myocardial infarction 2 years earlier and a transient ischemic attack 6 months ago. Over
the past month, his blood pressure has worsened despite previous control with diltiazem,
hydrochlorothiazide, and propranolol. His is currently taking isosorbide dinitrate, hy-
drochlorothiazide, and aspirin. On physical examination, his blood pressure is 151/91
mm Hg, and his pulse is 67/min. There is a right carotid bruit. His lower extremities are
slightly cool to the touch and have diminished pulses at the dorsalis pedis.
72-year-old man with calf pain
while walking uphill. History of
ischemic heart disease and wors-
ening hypertension despite medica-
tion compliance. On physical exam
he has a right carotid bruit and his
lower extremities are cool, with di-
minished dorsalis pedis pulses.
peripheral artery disease
(PAD): C1704436
C0021775, C1306889, C1704436, C1388518, C1852280,
C1456822, C1847493
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Table C.6: 2015 TREC CDSListing of test cases (1 (31) to 6 (36)) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
31 A 44 yo male is brought to the emergency room after multiple bouts of vomiting that has a
’coffee ground’ appearance. His heart rate is 135 bpm and blood pressure is 70/40 mmHg.
Physical exam findings include decreased mental status and cool extremities. He receives
a rapid infusion of crystalloid solution followed by packed red blood cell transfusion and
is admitted to the ICU for further care.
A 44-year-old man with coffee-
ground emesis, tachycardia,
hypoxia, hypotension and cool,
clammy extremities.
Hypovolemic Shock sec-
ondary to Upper Gastroin-
testinal Bleed: C0020683,
C0041909
C0020683, C0344178, C0161754, C0029737, C0017181,
C0161840, C0178310, C0041909, C0036982, C0032792,
C0036974, C0269321, C0036986, C0269322, C0685898,
C0157450, C0349412, C0413107, C0341966, C0002792,
C0156443, C0340865, C0340863
32 A 62 yo male presents with four days of non-productive cough and one day of fever. He is
on immunosuppressive medications, including prednisone. He is admitted to the hospital,
and his work-up includes bronchoscopy with bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL). BAL fluid
examination reveals owl’s eye inclusion bodies in the nuclei of infection cells.
A 62-year-old immunosuppressed
male with fever, cough and in-




C0010823, C0810014, C0276253, C0810287, C1735362,
C0860235, C0035243
33 A 65 yo male with no significant history of cardiovascular disease presents to the emer-
gency room with acute onset of shortness of breath, tachypnea, and left-sided chest pain
that worsens with inspiration. Of note, he underwent a right total hip replacement two
weeks prior to presentation and was unable to begin physical therapy and rehabilitation
for several days following the surgery due to poor pain management. Relevant physical
exam findings include a respiratory rate of 35 and right calf pain.
A 65-year-old male presents with
dyspnea, tachypnea, chest pain on
inspiration, and swelling and pain
in the right calf.
Pulmonary Embolism:
C0034065
C4290142, C0856751, C0857263, C0856722, C0034065,
C1735914, C0034066, C4290144, C0597323, C0856721,
C4290143, C0524702, C2882222, C0877024, C0340535
34 An 82-year-old woman comes to the emergency department because of chest pain and
shortness of breath after being awakened in the morning by stabbing substernal chest pain
radiating to the left shoulder and jaw. The patient had hypertension, renal-artery stenosis
with chronic renal insufficiency, hypercholesterolemia, osteoporosis and dementia. Blood
pressure was 199/108 mm Hg, respiratory rate 18 bpm, oxygen saturation 98% on am-
bient air. The heart sounds were rapid and with no murmurs. CK-MB was 10.9 ng/ml,
CK was 89 U/l, CK index was 12.2% and Troponin T was 0.40 ng/ml. An EKG showed
sinus regular tachycardia of 119 bpm, with ST-segment elevations up to 3 mm in V1, V2,
and V3. A chest radiograph showed low lung volumes and right basilar subsegmental at-
electasis. Coronary angiography showed no stenosis or clinically significant disease. Left
ventriculography revealed akinesis of the anterior wall, hypokinesis of the apical and dis-
tal inferior walls, and compensatory hyperkinesis of the basal anterior and basal inferior
walls. A transthoracic echocardiogram showed severe segmental left ventricular dysfunc-
tion involving the septum, anteroseptal territory, and apex. The overall left ventricular
systolic function was mildly impaired and there was mild mitral regurgitation.
82-year-old woman awakened by
acute stabbing chest pain, with ST-
segment elevation, hypertension, si-
nus tachycardia, no diseases on
coronary angiography and left ven-






C2931922, C0155717, C0018799, C1739395, C1168291,
C1719471, C1719472, C1719473
35 A 31-year-old woman with no previous medical problems comes to the emergency room
with a history of 2 weeks of joint pain and fatigue. Initially she had right ankle swelling
and difficulty standing up and walking, all of which resolved after a few days. For the past
several days she has had pain, swelling and stiffness in her knees, hips and right elbow.
She also reports intermittent fevers ranging from 38.2 to 39.4 degrees Celsius and chest
pain.
Young adult woman with 2 weeks




C0035436, C0859762, C0264745, C3536892, C0038395,
C0264743, C0340859, C0003873, C0152084, C0409579,
C3495832, C1740817
36 A 46-year-old woman presents with a 9 month history of weight loss (20 lb), sweating,
insomnia and diarrhea. She reports to have been eating more than normal and that her
heart sometimes races for no reason. On physical examination her hands are warm and
sweaty, her pulse is irregular at 110bpm and there is hyperreflexia and mild exophthalmia.
A 46-year-old woman with sweaty
hands, exophthalmia, and weight
loss despite increased eating.
Graves disease: C0018213 C0154138, C0342122, C0154147, C0154146, C0342134,
C0339143, C0154139, C0018213, C0271765, C0271763,
C0154141, C0040127, C0271766, C0154145, C0020550,
C0040156, C0154144, C0154155, C1848795, C0154143,
























Table C.7: 2015 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (7 (37) to 12 (42)) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
37 A 20 yo female college student with no significant past medical history presents with
a chief complaint of fatigue. She reports increased sleep and appetite over the past few
months as well as difficulty concentrating on her schoolwork. She no longer enjoys spend-
ing time with her friends and feels guilty for not spending more time with her family. Her
physical exam and laboratory tests, including hemoglobin, hematocrit and thyroid stimu-
lating hormone, are within normal limits.
A 22 year old female presents with
changes in appetite and sleeping, fa-
tigue, diminished ability to think or
concentrate, anhedonia and feelings
of guilt.
Depression: C0011570 C0024517, C0086132, C0154411, C0154412, C0154413,
C0856923, C2362914, C0235876, C0859997, C0270475,
C0541869, C0541868, C0520665, C1269683, C0338908,
C0270476, C0154410, C0041696, C1868594, C0154404,
C0154405, C0154403, C0235196, C0011573, C0011572,
C0011574, C0154409, C0011570, C0344315, C0868893,
C0522171, C0868892, C0011579, C0221480, C0154437,
C1386135, C0235134, C0235135, C0011580, C0011581,
C0270457, C0221074, C0270456, C0270455, C0338808,
C1868899, C0270459, C0362037, C0270458, C0522168,
C0349217, C0349218, C0235136, C0233477, C0178417,
C0282126, C0338895, C0270460, C0025193, C0270468,
C0013415, C0270467, C0581391
38 A 10 yo boy with nighttime snoring, pauses in breathing, and restlessness with nighttime
awakenings. No history of headache or night terrors. The boy’s teacher recently contacted
his parents because she was concerned about his declining grades, lack of attention, and
excessive sleepiness during class.
A 10-year-old boy with difficulty
concentrating, daytime sleepiness,
and failure to thrive. The boy
sleeps restlessly, snores, sweats,
breathes heavily through his mouth
and gasps in his sleep.
obstructive sleep apnea:
C0520679
C0037315, C1962929, C4237227, C0520679, C5081008
39 A 10 year old child is brought to the emergency room complaining of myalgia, cough, and
shortness of breath. Two weeks ago the patient was seen by his pediatrician for low-grade
fever, abdominal pain, and diarrhea, diagnosed with a viral illness, and prescribed OTC
medications. Three weeks ago the family returned home after a stay with relatives on
a farm that raises domestic pigs for consumption. Vital signs: T: 39.5 C, BP: 90/60 HR:
120/min RR: 40/min. Physical exam findings include cyanosis, slight stiffness of the neck,
and marked periorbital edema. Lab results include WBC 25,000, with 25% Eosinophils,
and an unremarkable urinalysis.
A 10 year old child with recent his-
tory of pork consumption presents
with fever, myalgia, facial edema
and eosinophilia.
Trichinellosis: C0040896 C0344048, C3887668, C0344047, C0809957, C0040896,
C0277201, C0519094, C2713585, C0343249, C0856687,
C0340168
40 A 38 year old woman complains of severe premenstrual and menstrual pelvic pain, heavy,
irregular periods and occasional spotting between periods. Past medical history remark-
able for two years of infertility treatment and an ectopic pregnancy at age 26.
A 38 year old woman with severe
dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, and
menometrorrhagia. PMH of infer-
tility treatment and ectopic preg-
nancy.
endometriosis: C0014175 C0340021, C0151622, C0269118, C0014178, C0269119,
C0014175, C0014177, C0269110, C0269102, C0269111,
C4020645, C0269112, C1536184, C0269113, C0269114,
C0269115, C0341858, C0241880, C0269116, C0269117,
C4049489, C0477778, C0404545, C0156348, C0156347,
C0156346, C0269107, C0269108, C0269109, C1536148,
C0311312, C4049490, C0017411, C0269103, C0010488,
C0857094, C0156345, C0156344, C0269120
41 A 56-year old Caucasian female complains of being markedly more sensitive to the cold
than most people. She also gets tired easily, has decreased appetite, and has recently
tried home remedies for her constipation. Physical examination reveals hyporeflexia with
delayed relaxation of knee and ankle reflexes, and very dry skin. She moves and talks
slowly.
A 56-year old Caucasian female
presents with sensitivity to cold, fa-
tigue, and constipation. Physical ex-
amination reveals hyporeflexia with
delayed relaxation of knee and an-
kle reflexes, and very dry skin.
Hypothyroidism:
C0020676
C2931298, C2751608, C0154159, C0175692, C1861106,
C1168177, C0020676, C1832362, C0596558, C0677607,
C4316995, C2678408, C0858730, C0040128, C0865153,
C0271801, C0027145, C0342157, C1855794, C1295666,
C0342194, C0342196, C0238185, C0700502, C1857052,
C0271790, C3665349, C0154161, C0154160, C0010308,
C0154164
42 A 44-year-old man was recently in an automobile accident where he sustained a skull frac-
ture. In the emergency room, he noted clear fluid dripping from his nose. The following
day he started complaining of severe headache and fever. Nuchal rigidity was found on
physical examination.
A 44-year-old man complains of se-
vere headache and fever. Nuchal




C2875013, C0154642, C0154641, C0809988, C0393430,
C0494441, C0302869, C0854215, C0859899, C0854214,
C0085437, C0007684, C0948560, C0025294, C0865441,
C0865440, C0877709
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Table C.8: 2015 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (13 (43) to 19 (49)) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
43 A 5-year-old boy presents to the emergency department with complaints of progressively
worsening dysphagia, drooling, fever and vocal changes. He is toxic-appearing, and leans
forward while sitting on his mother’s lap. He is drooling and speaks with a muffled ’hot
potato’ voice. The parents deny the possibility of foreign body ingestion or trauma, and
they report that they are delaying some of his vaccines.
A 5-year-old boy presents with diffi-
culty in breathing, stridor, drooling,
fever, dysphagia and voice change.
Epiglottitis: C0014541 C0155814, C0749165, C0014541, C0396041
44 A 27-year-old woman at 11 weeks gestation in her second pregnancy is found to have
a hemoglobin (Hb) of 9.0 g/dL, white blood cell count 6.3 x 109/L, platelet count 119
x 109/L, mean corpuscular volume 109 fL. Further investigations reveal mild iron defi-
ciency. She already receives iron supplementation. The obstetrician repeats the complete
blood cell count 2 weeks later. The Hb is 8.9 g/dL, WBC count 7.1 x 109/L, and platelets
108 x 109/L. She describes difficulty swallowing. A reticulocyte count is performed and
found elevated at 180 x 109/L. The obstetrician requests a hematology consult. The fol-
lowing additional results were found: Negative DAT, normal clotting screen, elevated
LDH (2000 IU/L), normal urea and electrolytes, normal alanine aminotransferase (ALT),
anisocytosis, poikilocytosis, no fragments, no agglutination, polychromasia and presence
of hemosiderin in the urine.
A young woman in her second ges-
tation presenting with anemia resis-
tant to improvement by iron sup-
plementation, elevated LDH, aniso-
cytosis, poikilocytosis, hemosider-




C0519046, C0019049, C0024790, C0002871, C0154288
45 Karen is a 72-year-old woman with hypertension and type 2 diabetes, who was hospi-
talized for cryptogenic stroke two weeks ago. At the time, computed tomography was
negative for brain hemorrhage and she was given thrombolytic therapy with resolution of
her symptoms. Transesophageal echocardiogram and magnetic resonance angiogram of
brain and great vessels found no evidence of abnormalities. She presents currently with a
blood pressure of 120/70 mm Hg, normal glucose, and normal sinus rhythm on a 12-lead
electrocardiogram. She reports history of occasional palpitations, shortness of breath and
chest pain lasting for a few minutes and then stopping on their own.
A 72-year-old woman with history
of hypertension, type 2 diabetes,
cryptogenic stroke, normal EKG,
normal echocardiogram, normal an-
giograms, and complaints of occa-




C0004238, C0235480, C0018799, C0003811
46 A 4 year old boy presents to the emergency room with wheezing. He has had a history of
allergic rhinitis, but no history of wheezing. His mother reports that 5 hours ago patient
was playing in the backyard sandbox when she heard him suddenly start coughing. The
coughing lasted only moments, but he has been audibly wheezing since. Mother was
concerned, because his breathing has not returned to normal, so she brought him to the
ED. On exam, the child is playful and well appearing. Wheezing is heard in the mid-right
chest area. O2 sats are 100% on room air.
A 4 year old boy presents with




C0232070, C0686705, C0349699, C1504512, C0161016
47 A 32 year old female with no previous medical history presents to clinic to discuss lab
results from her most recent pap smear. She reports no complaints and is in general good
health. The results of her PAP were cytology negative, HPV positive.
A 32 year old female with screening
that was positive for human papil-
loma virus with normal Pap smears.
Cervical Cancer precursor:
C0302592
C0279672, C0280232, C0153569, C0279674, C0278584,
C0278583, C0279671, C0278579, C0278578, C0278589,
C0278577, C0278588, C0278576, C0346202, C0279888,
C1536275, C0302592, C1698192, C0153570, C0153571,
C4048328, C0007847
48 A 65 yo African-American male with shortness of breath related to exertion that has been
worsening over the past three weeks. He also has difficulty breathing when lying flat and
has started using two to three extra pillows at night. Significant physical exam findings
include bibasilar lung crackles, pitting ankle edema and jugular venous distension.
A 65-year-old African-American
male with progressive dyspnea on
exertion and while lying flat; bilat-
eral pitting lower-extremity edema.




C0810005, C0264723, C0018802, C0857262, C0018801,
C0155582, C0235527, C0264727, C0876986
49 A 66yo female with significant smoking history and chronic cough for the past two years
presents with recent, progressive shortness of breath. She is in moderate respiratory dis-
tress after walking from the waiting room to the examination room. Physical exam reveals
mildly distended neck veins, a barrel-shaped chest, and moderate inspiratory and expira-
tory wheezes. She has smoked 1 to 2 packs per days for the past 47 years.
A 66-year-old female smoker
presents with worsening dysp-
nea, productive chronic cough,





C0024117, C0155874, C0810017, C1527303, C0034067,
C4087491, C0850741, C0085129, C0740304, C0600260,

























Table C.9: 2015 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (20 (50) to 25 (55)) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
50 An 89-year-old man was brought to the emergency department by his wife and son after
six months of progressive changes in cognition and personality. He began to have poor
memory, difficulty expressing himself, and exhibited unusual behaviors, such as pouring
milk onto the table and undressing immediately after getting dressed. He is unable to
dress, bathe, use the toilet, or walk independently. On examination the patient’s tempera-
ture was 36.5◦C (97.7◦F), the heart rate 61 bpm in an irregular rhythm, the blood pressure
144/78 mm Hg, and the respiratory rate 18 bpm. The patient was alert and oriented to self
and city but not year. He frequently interrupted the examiner. He repeatedly reached out
to grab things in front of him, including the examiner’s tie and face. He could not spell
the word ’world’ backward, could not follow commands involving multiple steps and was
unable to perform simple calculations. His speech was fluent, but he often used similar-
sounding word substitutions. He could immediately recall three out of three words but re-
called none of them after 5 minutes. Examination of the cranial nerves revealed clinically
significant paratonic rigidity. Myoclonic jerks were seen in the arms, with symmetrically
brisk reflexes. The reflexes in the legs were normal.
An 89-year-old man with progres-
sive change in personality, poor
memory, and myoclonic jerks.
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease:
C0022336
C0022336, C0520709, C1852467, C0858464, C0302866,
C0751254, C0153007, C4281802, C0376329, C0007684,
C0333375, C2349756, C0085209, C0333462, C0162534,
C0809990, C2931859, C1969957
51 A 32-year-old male presents to your office complaining of diarrhea, abdominal cramping
and flatulence. Stools are greasy and foul-smelling. He also has loss of appetite and
malaise. He recently returned home from a hiking trip in the mountains where he drank
water from natural sources. An iodine-stained stool smear revealed ellipsoidal cysts with
smooth, well-defined walls and 2+ nuclei.
A 32-year-old male presents with
diarrhea and foul-smelling stools.
Stool smear reveals protozoan par-
asites.
Giardiasis: C0017536 C4505387, C0017534, C4505386, C0178238, C4318485,
C0017536
52 A 65-year-old male with a history of tuberculosis has started to complain of productive
cough with tinges of blood. Chest X-ray reveals a round opaque mass within a cavity in
his left upper lobe. The spherical mass moved in the cavity during supine and prone CT
imaging. Culture of the sputum revealed an organism with septated, low-angle branching
hyphae that had straight, parallel walls.
A 65-year-old male complains of
productive cough with tinges of
blood. Chest X-ray reveals a round
opaque mass within a cavity in his





C0026946, C0348989, C0864815, C0276651, C0004031,
C0276658, C0004030, C0276657, C0276659, C1735636,
C2350530, C0276653, C0276656, C0276655, C2350529,
C0343846, C1298842, C0348258, C0348249, C0004032
53 An 18-year-old male returning from a recent vacation in Asia presents to the ER with a
sudden onset of high fever, chills, facial flushing, epistaxis and severe headache and joint
pain. His complete blood count reveals leukopenia, increased hematocrit concentration
and thrombocytopenia.
An 18-year-old male returned from
Asia a week ago. He presents with
high fever, severe headache and
joint pain. His blood analysis re-
veals leukopenia, increased hemat-
ocrit and thrombocytopenia.
Dengue: C0011311 C0011311, C0042769, C0810237, C0019100
54 A 31 yo male with no significant past medical history presents with productive cough
and chest pain. He reports developing cold symptoms one week ago that were improving
until two days ago, when he developed a new fever, chills, and worsening cough. He has
right-sided chest pain that is aggravated by coughing. His wife also had cold symptoms
a week ago but is now feeling well. Vitals signs include temperature 103.4, pulse 105,
blood pressure 120/80, and respiratory rate 15. Lung exam reveals expiratory wheezing,
decreased breath sounds, and egophany in the left lower lung field.
A 31 year old male presents with
productive cough, chest pain, fever
and chills. On exam he has audi-
ble wheezing with decreased breath





55 A 10-year-old boy comes to the emergency department for evaluation of right knee pain.
The child’s guardians stated that he had been complaining of knee pain for the past 4 days
and it had been getting progressively worse. There was no history of trauma. The day
before the visit the boy developed a fever, and over the past day he has become increas-
ingly lethargic. On physical examination blood pressure was 117/75 mm Hg, HR 138
bpm, temperature 38.1 C (100.5 F), respiration 28 bpm, oxygen saturation 97%. There
was edema and tenderness of the right thigh and knee, as well as effusion and extremely
limited range of motion. Sensation and motor tone were normal. Plain radiography and
CT showed an osteolytic lesion.
10-year-old boy with progressive
right knee and left leg pain and
edema, lethargy and an osteolytic
lesion. No history of trauma,
fever, tachycardia, or urinary incon-
tinence.
osteomyelitis: C0029443 C0266968, C0264029, C4049581, C0859137, C0264069,
C0264025, C0158437, C0264028, C4049342, C0158438,
C0410315, C3806330, C0866681, C1864997, C0264022,
C0158434, C0264024, C0410376, C0264023, C0343139,
C0158395, C0029400, C0158396, C0029443, C0155258,
C0747074, C0564831, C0158425, C0555197, C0564832,
C0158426, C0564833, C0158427, C0158428, C2242472,
C0810053, C1739419, C0264070, C2242475, C0158421,
C0410422, C0158422, C0158423, C0564830, C0158424,
C0452221, C0264031, C0158420
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Table C.10: 2015 TREC CDS Listing of test cases (26 (56) to 30 (60)) and associated gold and silver answer sets
# Case Description Case Summary Gold Answer (CUI) Silver Answers (CUI)
56 A 28 yo female G1P0A0 is admitted to the Ob/Gyn service for non-ruptured ectopic preg-
nancy. Past medical history is remarkable for obesity, a non-complicated appendectomy
at age 8, infertility treatment for the past 3 years, and pelvic laparoscopy during which
minor right Fallopian tube adhesions were cauterized. Her LMP was 8 weeks prior to ad-
mission. Beta HCG is 100 mIU. The attending physician usually treats unruptured ecoptic
pregnancies laparoscopically but is concerned about the patient’s obesity and history of
adhesions.
An obese 28 yo female with non-




C0029604, C4509380, C0151864, C4509379, C4509378,
C0032984, C1135240, C0032987, C0032987, C0411164,
C1135239, C0392534, C1135237, C1135235, C1135236,
C1135238, C0032991, C1135231, C1135232, C1135233,
C0032994, C1135234, C4509588, C4509382, C4509381,
C4509384, C4509383, C4509386, C4509385, C0269285,
C4509387
57 A 15 yo girl accompanied by her mother is referred for evaluation by the school. The girl
has more than expected absences in the last three month, appears to be constantly tired
and sleepy in class. Her mother assures the girl is well fed, and getting the proper sleep
at night but admits the girls tires easily when they go out on weekend hikes. Physical
examination: BP: 90/60. HR 130/min the only remarkable findings are extremely pale
skin and mucosae. Grade 3/6 systolic murmur. Lab tests report Hb: 4.2 g/dL, MCV 61.8
fL, serum iron < 1.8 umol/L and ferritin of 2 ng/mL. Fecal occult blood is negative.
A 15 yo girl with fatigue, pale skin,
low hemoglobin and ferritin.
Iron-Deficiency Anemia:
C0162316
C0679424, C0472714, C0740989, C1306853, C0162316,
C0271977, C0271900, C0002884, C0271901, C0029810,
C0008272, C0002871, C0154288, C0085576, C0154287,
C0154286, C0340950
58 A previously healthy 8-year-old boy presents with a complaint of right lower extremity
pain and fever. He reports limping for the past two days. The parents report no previous
trauma, but do remember a tick bite during a summer visit to Maryland several months
ago. They do not remember observing erythema migrans. On examination, the right knee
is tender and swollen. Peripheral WBC count and SRP are slightly elevated.
An 8-year-old boy presents with a
swollen right knee, lower extremity
pain and fever. The parents report
no history of trauma. The parents
noticed a tick bite several months
earlier.
Lyme arthritis: C0242381 C0242381, C0003869, C0157833, C0024198, C0343823,
C0343822
59 A 4-year-old girl presents with persistent fever for the past week. The parents report a
spike at 104◦F. The parents brought the child to the emergency room when they noticed
erythematous rash on the girl’s trunk. Physical examination reveals strawberry red tongue,
red and cracked lips, and swollen red hands. The whites of both eyes are red with no
discharge.
A 4-year-old girl with persistent
high fever, skin rash, strawberry




C0810057, C0026691, C1328843, C2936917, C0348668
60 A 47 year old male who fell on his outstretched left arm presents with pain and bruising
on the inside and outside of the elbow, swelling, and inability to bend the arm. On the
x-ray, the ulna has dislocated posteriorly from the trochlea of the humerus. The radius has
dislocated from the capitulum of the humerus.
A 47 year old male who fell on his
outstretched left arm presents with
pain, swelling, and inability to bend




C0375627, C1403321, C1403299, C0012691, C2720437

Appendix D
Gold Answer Tabulated Results
The answer retrieval results, evaluated on the gold answer set, are tabulated in Table D.1.
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Scorers Without PRF Scorers With PRF
Model/Scorer S@10 S@5 Success MRRR∗ MRR∗ AR∗ S@10 S@5 Success MRRR∗ MRR∗ AR∗
Data Source: OA-Subset2014
Co-occur:
abTFIDF 0.0833 0.0167 0.7167 0.1149 0.0329 982.7 0.1000 0.0667 0.7667 0.1333 0.0686 998.8
abBM25 0.1000 0.0667 0.7167 0.1389 0.0583 995.0 0.0833 0.0500 0.7833 0.1261 0.0554 1,006.0
LOS 0.0167 - 0.7167 0.0831 0.0141 1,301.8 0.1167 0.0500 0.7667 0.1095 0.0333 1,246.7
LOS/abTFIDF 0.0333 0.0333 0.7167 0.1029 0.0288 1,106.2 0.0667 0.0500 0.7500 0.1285 0.0611 1,199.9
LOS/abBM25 0.0333 - 0.7167 0.0864 0.0157 1,169.8 0.1167 0.0833 0.7667 0.1406 0.0736 1,194.3
SemRep:
abTFIDF 0.1167 0.0667 0.1667 0.5037 0.3356 11.2 0.1000 0.0667 0.1667 0.4133 0.2061 14.6
abBM25 0.1167 0.0833 0.1667 0.4717 0.2947 15.4 0.1333 0.1000 0.2500 0.3734 0.1973 32.9
LOS 0.0833 0.0833 0.1667 0.4557 0.3015 17.1 0.1333 0.0667 0.3500 0.3262 0.2060 75.5
LOS/abTFIDF 0.1000 0.0833 0.1667 0.5601 0.4209 12.8 0.1167 0.1000 0.3333 0.3435 0.2209 59.8
LOS/abBM25 0.1167 0.0667 0.1667 0.5176 0.3812 14.9 0.1500 0.1000 0.3000 0.4269 0.2834 29.7
PASMED:
abTFIDF 0.1333 0.1000 0.3833 0.3831 0.2697 45.7 0.1667 0.0667 0.4500 0.2353 0.1023 126.2
abBM25 0.1500 0.1000 0.3833 0.3811 0.2553 50.0 0.1167 0.0667 0.4333 0.2504 0.1162 121.2
LOS 0.1500 0.1000 0.3833 0.3283 0.1840 73.2 0.1333 0.0833 0.3833 0.3149 0.1758 74.7
LOS/abTFIDF 0.1333 0.1000 0.3833 0.3831 0.2697 45.7 0.1667 0.0667 0.4500 0.2353 0.1023 126.2
LOS/abBM25 0.1667 0.1167 0.3833 0.3590 0.2209 55.8 0.1500 0.1167 0.3833 0.3333 0.1883 57.4
LSTM:
abTFIDF 0.1000 0.0833 0.6500 0.2256 0.1184 184.0 0.1833 0.0833 0.7167 0.2191 0.1075 256.0
abBM25 0.1500 0.1333 0.6500 0.2321 0.1185 182.5 0.2000 0.1000 0.7333 0.2277 0.1175 227.8
LOS 0.1167 0.1167 0.6500 0.2261 0.1181 243.7 0.1667 0.0833 0.6833 0.2294 0.1261 243.9
LOS/abTFIDF 0.1000 0.0833 0.6500 0.2256 0.1184 184.0 0.1833 0.0833 0.7167 0.2191 0.1075 256.0
LOS/abBM25 0.1500 0.1333 0.6500 0.2321 0.1185 182.5 0.2000 0.1000 0.7333 0.2277 0.1175 ß227.8
Data Source: MEDLINE
SemRep:
abTFIDF 0.1833 0.1333 0.4833 0.3327 0.1815 84.1 0.2333 0.1333 0.5000 0.3337 0.1927 93.9
abBM25 0.2167 0.1500 0.4833 0.3668 0.2154 61.9 0.2333 0.1833 0.5000 0.3703 0.2260 73.4
LOS 0.1667 0.1000 0.4833 0.2886 0.1547 113.7 0.2000 0.1333 0.6667 0.2146 0.1028 656.8
LOS/abTFIDF 0.1833 0.1000 0.4833 0.2905 0.1460 104.6 0.1833 0.1167 0.6667 0.2275 0.1182 565.5
LOS/abBM25 0.1667 0.0667 0.4833 0.2789 0.1423 113.0 0.1833 0.1167 0.6667 0.2210 0.1128 613.1
PASMED:
abTFIDF 0.2167 0.1833 0.8000 0.2930 0.1799 165.4 0.2167 0.1333 0.8333 0.2380 0.1447 573.3
abBM25 0.2333 0.1833 0.8000 0.2941 0.1835 155.2 0.1500 0.1000 0.8500 0.2003 0.1087 522.1
LOS 0.2500 0.1667 0.8000 0.2622 0.1367 210.4 0.2167 0.1667 0.8000 0.2583 0.1439 220.2
LOS/abTFIDF 0.2333 0.1500 0.8000 0.2561 0.1380 185.8 0.2167 0.1333 0.8000 0.2478 0.1308 212.7
LOS/abBM25 0.2667 0.1833 0.8000 0.2781 0.1566 194.1 0.2667 0.2333 0.8000 0.2660 0.1382 212.8
∗ All averages calculated for ranking results only
Table D.1: Tabulated results data across all evaluation metrics for case format = Summary; evaluated
with the gold answer set. The results in the left hand column are without pseudo relevant feedback
whereas on the right they are with. The metrics from left to right are: S@10 = Success rate at rank
10, S@5 = Success rate at rank 5; Success = Success Rate; MRRR = Mean Reciprocal Root Rank;
MRR=Mean Reciprocal Rank; AR = Average Rank. The best results for each metric are emboldened
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